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CHAPTER V

THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

(THE PROPOSED PLAN)

ALTERNATIVE
FORMULATION AND THE
PROCESS USED TO SELECT
THE PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE/PROPOSED
PLAN

Both the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) and the BLM resource management
planning regulations require consideration of a
range of alternatives. The basic goal in formulating
RMP alternatives was to identify various
combinations of public land uses and resource
management practices that responded to the
planning issues. The alternatives presented in this

chapter represent combinations of actions to

guide land-use activities and resource man-
agement in the Lander Resource Area.

The alternative plans presented in the Lander
RMP are the result of a thorough and detailed
alternative formulation process. This planning
step involves considerable analysis on both a site-

specific and regional basis.

During this analysis, it became apparent that

development activities are not uniformly spread
throughout the resource area. Forestry activities,

for example, occur in primarily one area: Green
Mountain. Oil and gas activities are more
widespread than forestry, but they are still local-

ized. This analysis also showed that conflicts do
not occur everywhere development activities take
place.

It would be unreasonable to propose reduced
development activities in those areas where there
were no conflicts to resolve. Instead, the analysis
was focused on varying levels of development on
those areas where such considerations were
reasonable and appropriate.

Therefore, the alternative plans presented in the
RMP provide for varying levels of development
and nondevelopment activities on appropriate
parts of the resource area. These alternative plans
provided the decision makers with a range of

meaningful options for multiple-use management.

There are four alternatives presented in this

document. One alternative, Alternative A, is the
no action alternative. This means there would be
a continuation of present management. The other
three alternatives provide a range of choices
offering various options, ranging from an em-
phasis on resource conservation to an emphasis
on production. The preferred alternative is a
combination of elements of Alternatives A, B and
C.

Alternative A, present management, served as
the foundation for formulating other alternatives.

During the development of the management
situation analysis (see Chapter I, Planning
Process), all land-use plans for the Lander
Resource Area were compiled into one alternative.

Alternative A. The effects of Alternative A were
then analyzed to determine if there were better

options to the way the resource area was being
managed. Through this analysis, it was shown that

there were different options for different parts of

the resource area.

Because of these differences, it was convenient
to portray present management and the options
to present management by geographic area or
management unit. All together, 13 management
units were identified, including the wilderness
study areas (see lists in the preferred alternative

and rationale by management unit of this chapter).

Once present management was portrayed for

each management unit, then all the reasonable
options to present management were developed
for each management unit (see Appendix 1). Two
additional alternative plans for the resource area
(alternative B and C) were formulated. This
resulted in the consideration of three alternative

plans (A, Band 0).

Alternatives A, B and C were analyzed first to

identify any significant impacts they might cause
and to determine how effective they might be at

issue resolution. Following this analysis and the

consideration of multiple-use tradeoffs, the
preferred alternative or plan was selected by
choosing among the various options within
alternatives A, B and 0. This preferred alternative

was then analyzed to see if it would change any
of the previously identified impacts. It did not.

Following that analysis, a cumulative analysis was
made to see if the cumulative impacts of the
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

preferred alternative would be less than those

caused by alternatives A, B or C (see Chapter

IV).

OVERVIEW OF PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE (PROPOSED
PLAN)

When combined with Management Actions

common to All Alternatives (Chapter II), this con-

stitutes our Preferred Alternative.

Energy and Minerals

Oil and Gas

The overall theme for management of the oil

and gas resources within the resource area is to

make public lands available for leasing to the

maximum extent possible, while giving due
consideration to the protection of other significant

resource values. The potential for the occurrence

of oil and gas and the significance and sensitivity

of other resource values present in the resource

area were used as management tools to aid in

the determination of detailed management
prescriptions for each management unit.

Less than 1 percent of the slightly more than

2.7 million acres of federal mineral estate within

the resource area would be closed to leasing (see

map 5-1). All but approximately 12,000 acres of

the open acreage would be managed under a

management prescription that would allow for

enhanced management of the oil and gas
resources by being less restrictive of oil and gas

development related to other surface resource

values in areas rated as having a high potential

for the occurrence of oil and gas. In addition, as

new information on the potential occurrence of

oil and gas in any given area is obtained or new
discoveries of oil and gas reserves are made, the

potential rating for the area would be revised to

reflect the new data. New leases issued in these

areas would be issued under the management
prescription for that new rating.

Oil and gas leases issued within the resource

area would be conditioned with stipulations to

protect other important resource values. These
restrictions (see Appendix 2) would provide

needed protection to other resources and at the

same time allow for as much opportunity as

possible to explore for and develop the oil and
gas reserves within the resource area.

Geophysical activities associated with oil and

gas exploration would generally be restricted in

the same manner as other oil and gas exploration

and development activities. Geophysical activities

don't necessarily have the same impacts on

surface resources as do other oil and gas

exploration activities, but because of the wide

variety of methods and the even wider variety of

impacts associated with them, it would be

impossible to predict all possible combinations

of methods and resources potentially impacted

and to develop a management prescription that

would be detailed enough to cover all possibilities.

If a particular method of geophysical exploration

could be conducted within the constraints

necessary to protect other resources, it would be

allowed.

Locatable Minerals

All federal lands within the resource area would

be open to locatable mineral exploration and

development unless specifically withdrawn or

segregated from appropriation under the mining

laws (see map 5-2). At the present time,

approximately 1 percent of the federal mineral

estate within the resource area is closed to

locatable mineral exploration and development.

Under the Preferred Alternative, that portion of

the resource area that would be closed to locatable

mineral exploration and development would

increase by 30,000 acres to approximately 2

percent of the total federal mineral estate within

the resource area. The additional acreage

proposed for withdrawal would be withdrawn to

protect crucial wildlife habitat in the East Fork

Elk Winter Range and Whiskey Mountain Bighorn

Sheep Winter Range, and the remaining acreage

would be scattered throughout the resource area

in small tracts primarily for the protection of

significant cultural and historical resources.

In addition, in an attempt to minimize the

acreage withdrawn to protect significant surface

values, the Preferred Alternative is to require that

plans of operations be approved for all exploration

and mining operations (except for casual use) in

certain areas that might otherwise be withdrawn,

and that notices of intent for operations of 5 acres

or less would not be allowed. This would provide

for a higher degree of protection for significant

surface values, while still providing maximum
opportunity to explore and develop the locatable

mineral resources within the resource area.
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Phosphates

The Preferred Alternative for the resource area

is to allow prospecting, exploration and devel-

opment, and leasing of phosphate reserves. The
phosphate Slope Management Units would
require stringent stipulations and mitigation

measures to protect significant surface-resource
values. The Beaver Creek Management Unit,

which contains approximately one-half of the

known phosphate reserves, would remain open
to exploration, development and leasing with

fewer restrictions than would be the case in the

Red Canyon and Lander Slope Management
Units. In the Red Canyon and Lander Slope
Management Units, these restrictions would
adversely affect the economic recovery of the

phosphate resource (see Appendix 2 for

applicable restrictive measures).

Other Minerals

The Preferred Alternative for the resource area
is to provide for the exploration and development
ofothermineralssuchassand and gravel, building

stone, and other common variety mineral
materials on a demand basis and consistent with

the limitations and restrictions imposed on oil and
gas, locatable minerals, and phosphate explor-

ation and development within the resource area.

Fish and Wildlife

General emphasis in management actions for

the fish and wildlife program within the resource
area has been established by the Preferred
Alternative selected for each management unit.

Based on these selections, the following man-
agement direction is indicated.

Improvement of aquatic and riparian habitats

for fish, beaver, moose, and many other animals
would receive top priority in the South Pass and
Beaver Creek Management Units, high priority in

the Green Mountain Management Unit, and
special attention in the Red Canyon Management
Unit. Aquatic/riparian habitat management plans
would be developed for an area encompassing
parts of the upper Sweetwater River and Beaver
Creek drainages and for the Green Mountain area.

Improvement of important big game ranges
would receive high priority. The use of prescribed
burning, cutting, thinning, planting, seeding,
pitting, herbicide treatment, or other appropriate

methods would be employed. Priority areas for

action would be the Red Canyon and LanderSlope
units for elk and other big game habitat, the
Whiskey Mountain unit for bighorn sheep, the
southwest part of the Beaver Creek unit and the
South Pass unit for moose and mule deer, the
Green Mountain unit for elk and mule deer, and
the Sweetwater Rocks portion of the Gas Hills

unit for mule deer. Terrestrial habitat management
plans would be developed for the Red Canyon
and Lander Slope units, the Sweetwater Rocks,
and the south-central part of the Beaver Creek
unit.

BLM would continue to work closely with the

Wyoming Game and Fish Department (WGFD) in

all matters affecting fish and wildlife resources.

Habitat management plans would be developed
in cooperation with WGFD.

Objectives for some wildlife habitat manage-
ment actions would be incorporated into other
activity plans such as timber management,
allotment management, allotment development,
or cooperative management plans. This would
occur where limited or specialized fish or wildlife

objectives could be accomplished through
guidance provided by these plans without
developing a full-scale, overlapping habitat

management plan.

BLM will cooperate with the Wyoming Game
and Fish Department, interested sportsmen,
conservation groups and adjacent landowners in

efforts to develop a workable bighorn sheep
reintroduction program for the Sweetwater Rocks
area.

Development of small scale, simple or routine

habitat improvement projects and maintenance of

useful existing projects would be continued
throughout the resource area. Such actions would
be subject to normal interdisciplinary environ-

mental review, and budgetary and management
constraints.

Forest Management

Most of the timber management in the resource

area would occur in the Green Mountain Man-
agement Unit (see map 5-3). Small volumes may
be offered from South Pass and Dubois Units and
larger volumes from the Lander Slope unit.

Minor forest products (fuelwood, post and
poles, houselogs, etc.) would continue to be sold

from timbered areas on a demand basis,

depending on resource management objectives.
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Most fuelwood cutting would occur in tine Green
Mountain Management Unit.

Sawtimber volumes offered would be approx-

imately 2 million board feet per year and minor

forest product volumes would be 1.5 to 2 million

board feet from Green Mountain. This would be
undertaken forabout 10 years, or until the majority

of the larger timber has been salvaged. From
Lander Slope, approximately 10 MMBF would be

offered in a large sale, which would take up to

5 years to harvest. After completion of this sale,

logging activity would cease for about 10 years,

then another sale could be offered. The primary

objective of the harvesting program would be to

achieve management of the timber resources by
salvaging the dead and dying timber and
regenerating the harvested areas. However, other

resource objectives, such as wildlife, would be

integrated into management plans to enhance
these other values.

This would not be a sustained-yield harvest, but

would be a salvage of the dead and dying timber

and would eventually create an uneven-aged
forest which would have many benefits, including

enhancement of wildlife habitat.

Prescribed burning techniques would be
included in management plans for conifer and
aspen stands to achieve multiple resource
objectives. Standard and special provisions would
be employed on all sales and burns to achieve

management objectives. Glearcuts, in all cases,

would be limited to 25 acres and the size of

prescribed burns would be determined on an

individual project basis. Regeneration of all

harvested and burned areas would be assured,

either through natural or artificial regeneration.

Forest-cultural practices in timber stands would
be undertaken as needed, depending on funding,

to assure optimum growth conditions in all stands.

Landownership Adjustments and
Utility Systems

The Preferred Alternative is to retain the majority

of the 2.5 million acres of public lands in federal

ownership. One hundred seventy-two tracts,

encompassing approximately 24,700 acres, meet
the basic criteria for disposal pursuant to the

Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976.

Following more detailed analysis, it appears that

108 of these tracts, encompassing approximately

12,500 acres, could be considered for future

disposal through either sale or exchange (see map

5-4). The other 64, encompassing approximately

11,500 acres, would be retained in public

ownership.

Proposals for sale or exchange received in the

future would be considered on a case-by-case

basis. If a certain proposal is determined to be

consistent with the objectives of this RMP, it could

be approved without preparing a planning

amendment.

Leases and disposals would continue to be used

to meet the needs of 'Cv.al and state governments.

Major utility and transportation systems would

be located to make use of existing corridors

whenever possible, to provide for cost-efficient

routes, and to provide for protection of other

resource values such as scenery and wildlife. Most

of the area would be open for location of major

utility systems. However, areas with the most

potential conflicts have already been identified as

areas to avoid. The avoidance areas would be

areas where rights-of-way may be granted only

when no feasible alternative route or designated

rights-of-way corridor is available. These areas

include the Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep
Winter Range, the East Fork Crucial Elk Winter

Range, the Dubois Badlands, the Lander Slope,

Red Canyon, South Pass, Sweetwater Canyon, the

Sweetwater Rocks, and V^ mile or the visible

horizon, whichever is less, on each side of the

Oregon/Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trails

(see map 5-5).

Recreation IVIanagement

The Preferred Alternative would provide for

management and maintenance of seven existing

recreational sites, including Atlantic City, Big

Atlantic Gulch and Cottonwood campgrounds;

Split Rock and Devil's Gate interpretive sites; and

Wild Horse Point Overlook and Castle Gardens

picnic areas. The Split Rock and Devil's Gate

interpretive sites are included in the Oregon/

Mormon Pioneer National Historic Recreation

Area Management Plan.

An interpretive marker would be added for the

Red Canyon National Natural Landmark overlook.

Hazard reductions would be implemented and

maintained on Green Mountain and South Pass.

Plans for resource protection and maintenance

of dispersed recreational opportunities and

settings in the South Pass Historic Mining Area

would be provided in a recreation management
plan.
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The Lander Resource Area staff would continue

to monitor recreational use throughout the

resource area. Area personnel would supervise

recreational use and provide enforcement of

recreation-oriented regulations and special

designations. Monitoring and use supervision

would be accomplished by patrolling high-use

areas and contacting users in the field. Special

efforts would be made to ensure compliance with

the terms of special recreation use permits,

authorizing commercial guide/outfitter services,

permits for tours of the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer

National Historic Trails, and special designations

dealing with recreation such as a 14-day camping
limit on public lands and off-road vehicle

designations. Quotas would be established for

commercial hunting camps in the Green
Mountain, Lander Slope, Red Canyon, and
Whiskey Mountain Management Units.

Winter sports would be restricted in the Red
Canyon elk winter range area.

Cultural/Natural History

The various management actions chosen from

the alternatives to make up the Preferred

Alternative are generally oriented toward pro-

tection and maintenance of the significant cultural

resources located in the Lander Resource Area.

The significant resources listed in several

management units, including the Oregon/
Mormon Pioneer Trail; the South Pass Historic

mining area; Castle Gardens; Beaver Rim
Proposed National Natural Landmark; the Red

Canyon National Natural Landmark; and the Warm
Springs Canyon flume, natural bridge and geyser,

have been selected for enhanced protection. The
significant resources listed in the remaining

management units, including the Sparhawk Cabin

Site, and the Aspen Grove Site need no further

management at this time; therefore, no special

cultural resource management actions have been

proposed.

Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs)
Fire IVIanagement

The Preferred Alternative for ORV management
is to provide for the continuation of existing ORV
designations completed in 1981 on about one-half

of the resource area. It would also provide for

designations to be completed on the remaining

areas of public lands. ORV management would
focus more intensive management on those

management units having crucial wildlife values,

significant visual resources, high watershed
sensitivity and outstanding natural character.

Intensive management would limit ORV use to

designated roads and vehicle routes and impose
seasonal closures (from approximately December
through June) on areas or roads where vehicle

use is totally incompatible with other resource

values. ORV use in the remainder of the resource

area would be limited to existing roads and vehicle

routes, except for the performance of necessary

tasks (i.e., work requiring the use of a motor
vehicle. Examples include picking up big game
kills, repairing range improvements, managing
livestock, mineral activities where surface
disturbance does not total more than 5 acres as

described in the "5-acre exemption" under the 43

CFR 3809 regulations, etc.). ORV designations are

summarized in table 5-1 (see map 5-6).

The Preferred Alternative for approximately 2

percent of BLM administered lands is full

suppression, with no equipment restrictions (see

map 5-7). This would have the objective of

suppressing all wildfires as quickly as possible

with all available resources.

The areas for full suppression are areas with

large amounts of intermingled or adjacent private

and state lands and they contain either high

historical or man-made values or very high wildlife

habitat values. The values that could potentially

be destroyed by uncontrolled wildfire far outweigh

the damages that could occur from fire-fighting

activities. For these reasons, wildfires in these

areas should be suppressed as quickly as possible.

The Preferred Alternative for approximately 60

percent of the lands is full suppression of wildfires

with limited or restricted use of heavy equipment.

This does not preclude the use of heavy

equipment, such as bulldozers, but does limit their

use on initial attack and requires fire authorities

to analyze a fire situation critically before

committing heavy equipment to a fire.

This alternative was chosen for some of the

more critical areas in terms of resources such as
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

TABLE 5-1

OFF-ROAD VEHICLE DESIGNATIONS

Designation Area
Approximate
Acreage

Limited to designated roads

and vehicle routes

Limited to designated roads

and veliicle routes

Limited to designated roads

and vehicle routes

Closed

Closed

Limited to existing roads

and vehicle routes

Lander Slope/

Red Canyon

Green Mountain

Whiskey Mountain

Castle Gardens

Dubois Badlands

All other public

land in Lander
Resource Area

40,000 acres

56,000 acres

4,500 acres

80 acres

4,500 acres

2,400,000 acres

visual, wildlife habitat, soils, timber, and
recreation. There are many man-made improve-
ments in these areas and large areas of

intermingled private and state lands. Because
these improvements and other lands could be
severely damaged by uncontrolled fires, fires

should be suppressed as quickly as possible.

However, the inherent values in the area could

be damaged beyond immediate repair through the

uncontolled use of heavy ground equipment in

the fire-fighting operations; therefore, limitations

would be put on the use of heavy equipment.

The Preferred Alternative for approximately 38
percent of the public lands in the resource area

is limited suppression of wildfires. Under this

alternative there would be no initial attack on the

fire and an observer would monitor a wildfire to

ensure management objectives were being met.

Suppression of a wildfire would occur when the

fire 1) exceeds or has the potential to exceed the

size specified in a predetermined plan, 2) threatens

private property, 3) threatens other man-made
structures, or 4) threatens human life.

The areas chosen for this alternative are
generally more remote areas with few man-made
improvements and small amounts of intermingled
private and state lands. Wildfires would have little

potential for damaging improvements or other

lands; therefore, the cost of suppression activities

cannot be justified. Prescribed burns would be
allowed in all management units.

Access

The Preferred Alternative, which balances
access needs with existing access, is to provide

the most realistic overall transportation plan.

Under this alternative, unneeded access roads

would be rehabilitated, as outlined in the plan and
funded by the benefitting activity. BLM access
easement negotiations with landowners would be
proposed for areas where public or administrative

access would be needed. Current and proposed
BLM road easements are delineated on table 5-

2 and map 5-8.

Soil, Water and Air Management

Soil, water and air management were not

considered as separate resource programs or

issues in the alternatives and analyses, but were
considered in each of the resource programs
analyzed to assure management actions meet
basic objectives. The objective is to manage the

public lands in a manner that will protect and
improve the quality of the soil, water and air

resources associated with the public lands.
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

TABLE 5-2

ACCESS

Existing Easements Easements Proposed for Negotiation

Maintenance Maintenance

Standard* Road Name Standard* Road Name

4 Ft. Stambaugh Loop 1 Beaver Rim 2401

2 Hudson-Atlantic City 2302 3 Crooks Mountain 2409

2 TInree Forl<s-Atlantic City 2317 1 Mormon Basin 2202

3 Green Mountain Loop 2411 1 Government Draw 2304

2 Cedar Rim 2301 2 Signor Ridge

2 Agate Flats 2404 4 Taggert Meadows
2 Castle Gardens 2107 2 Hudson Atlantic City 2302

2 Cyclone Rim 3216 2 Copper Mountain 2113

2 Red Creek 3219 2 Willow Creek 2412

2 Bison Basin-Hadsell Crossing 1 Beef Gap
2 Copper Mountain 2113 1 Wolf Gap
1 Oil Springs 2305 2 East Beaver

1 Tappan Creek
1 Dilabaugh Butte 2315

'Maintenance standards are based on need and may be modified as needs change. They

are:

1 = primitive road, minimal intermittent maintenace.

2 = single lane bladed, intermittent regular maintenance.

3 = graded, double lane ditched, regular maintenance.

4 = graded, double lane ditched, regular maintenance, graveled.

Livestock Grazing

Grazing allotments have been grouped into

three categories: M (maintain), C (custodial) and

I (improve). For each category, recommendations

are made for an intensity of grazing management,

including multiple-use resource management
objectives, range improvement and monitoring

needs, and actions needed to improve and

maintain rangeland condition and productivity

(see Livestock Grazing Supplement). Under the

Preferred Alternative, present management would

continue until monitoring results were available.

Management actions based on all available data

would then be implemented on the allotments,

beginning with those needing the most improve-

ment.

There are 291 allotments in the Lander Resource

Area. Category M allotments comprise 29 percent

of the allotments and 28 percent of the acreage

in the resource area. The principal objective for

these allotments is to maintain or improve their

present satisfactory resource condition and

allotment management. Category C allotments

comprise 28 percent of the allotments and 5

percent of the acreage in the resource area. The
principal short-term objective on these allotments

is to prevent deterioration of the current resource

conditions by managing the lands in a custodial

manner. Category I allotments comprise 43

percent of the allotments and 67 percent of the

acreage in the resource area. The principal

objective for management of Category I

allotments is to improve existing resource

conditions and reduce or eliminate conflicts.

Specific management actions proposed for these

allotments depend upon the specific problems

affecting each allotment (refer to Grazing

Supplement and Green Mountain EIS).

Green Mountain Study Area

In the rangeland management section of the

Green Mountain Management Framework Plan,

the grazing allotments were grouped into

categories, and for each category recom-
mendations were made for an intensity of grazing

management, including: specific multiple-use

resource management objectives; range improve-

ment and monitoring needs; and actions needed

to improve and maintain rangeland condition and

productivity. Tradeoffs considered in arriving at

the recommendations were identified in the

analysis found in the MFP. Under the proposed

action, present management continues until

monitoring results are available. Management
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^^™' Full suppression with no restrictions; prescribed burns allowed.

Full suppression with no heavy equipment on initial attack; prescribed burns allowed.

^}jki Limited suppression; prescribed burns allowed.
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actions based on all available data would then

be implemented.

Category M allotments comprise 21 percent of

the allotments and 6 percent of the acreage in

the study area. The principal objective for these

allotments is to maintain or improve their presently

satisfactory resource condition and allotment

management. Category C allotments comprise 25

percent of the allotments and 1 percent of the

acreage in the study area. The principal short-

term objective on these allotments is to prevent

deterioration of the current resource conditions

by managing the lands in a custodial manner.
Category I allotments comprise 54 percent of the

allotments and 93 percent of the acreage in the

study area. The principal objective for man-
agement of category I allotments is to improve
existing resource conditions and reduce or

eliminate conflicts. Specific management actions

proposed for these allotments depend on the

specific problems affecting each allotment.

Under the elimination of livestock grazing

alternative, livestock grazing w/ould be eliminated

from the public lands in the Green Mountain study

area, and the lands would be managed for other

resource values. Wild horse populations would be
allowed to increase, and all managed wildlife

species would be allowed to increase to

population levels identified in the Wyoming Game
and Fish Department's Strategic Plan for

Comprehensive Management of Wildlife in

Wyoming.

Under the enhanced livestock grazing alter-

native, forage available for domestic livestock use

would be increased through an accelerated

program of range improvements. Suitable

allotments would be placed under allotment

management plans (AMPs), and livestock would
have priority in forage allowances.

Under the no action alternative, the existing

range management program would be frozen.

There would be no new range improvement
projects, but maintenance of existing improve-

ments would be allowed. Livestock management
actions such as changes in seasons-of-use, kind

of livestock, etc., would not be allowed, regardless

of need. Wild horse and wildlife numbers would
be maintained at current levels through wild horse

gathering operations and coordination with the

Wyoming Game and Fish Department.

Under the management based on currently

available forage data alternative, currently

available forage data would be used, in lieu of

monitoring, to establish grazing capacities.

Maintenance and construction of range improve-

ments would continue as planned. Plans for

livestock and wild horse adjustments would begin

immediately. Other management actions would be
the same as for the Proposed Action.

The Proposed Action is the Preferred Alter-

native. The proposed rangeland management for

the study area was formulated through the BLM
planning system, specifically the Green Mountain
MFP. Resource problems and possible solutions

were identified and analyzed to determine effects

on other resources. The resulting multiple-use

MFP recommendations were the basis for the

proposed action (referto Green Mountain Grazing

EIS).

Gas Hills Study Area

The Preferred Alternative was selected over the

other alternatives (described in the Gas Hills

Grazing EIS Supplement) because it includes the

management actions and rangeland improve-

ments needed to improve conditions in those

allotments where there is a need and potential

for improvement. It also provides for maintenance

of present satisfactory conditions and manage-
ment in the other allotments.

Specifically, it was selected over the con-

tinuation of present management alternatives

because present management does not address

the monitoring and management needs for those

allotments where improvement is necessary.

Wilderness

Three management units in the Lander
Resource Area are wilderness study areas (WSAs).

These units, which encompass 6 WSAs totalling

48,000 acres, are Sweetwater Canyon, Sweetwater

Rocks (4 units), and Copper Mountain (see map
5-9). Please refer to the Wilderness EIS for the

detailed description and analysis.

Areas of Critical Environmental

Concern

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act

(FLPMA) of 1976 mandates that priority be given

to specific areas for designation and protection

to prevent irreparable damage to important

historic, cultural, or scenic values, fish and wildlife

resources or other natural systems or processes,
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or to protect life and provide safety from natural

hazards. To protect these significant surface

values, the Preferred Alternative would result in

an ACEC designation on approximately 117,000
acres representing about 4.7 percent of the Lander
Resource Area and would require intensive

management of all surface-disturbing activities.

The following areas would be designated
ACEC: portions of the Lander Slope Management
Unit (approximately 25,000 acres of federal

surface, see map 5-17), Red Canyon Management
Unit (approximately 15,000 acres of federal

surface, see map 5-18), Whiskey Mountain
Management Unit (approximately 4,000 acres of

federal surface, see map 5-34), East Fork
Management Unit (approximately 1,000 acres of

federal surface, see map 5-28), and Dubois
Badlands Management Unit (approximately 5,000

acres of federal surface, see map 5-31); the major
portion of the South Pass Management Unit

(approximately 1 2,000 acres of federal surface, see

map 5-19) (the proposed Historic Mining District);

and small portions of the Green Mountain
Management Unit (approximately 18,000 acres of

federal surface, see map 5-12) and Beaver Creek
Management Unit (approximately 7,000 acres of

federal surface, see map 5-15) (Beaver Rim). In

addition, significant sites and segments along the

Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail (e.g., ruts, swales,

graves, campsites, pristine settings, etc.) would
be designated as ACEC and are located within

the Beaver Creek (see map 5-15 for the federal

surface affected by this designation) and Gas Hills

(see map 5-24 for the federal surface affected by
this designation) Management Units. The most
important parts of the Trail, which involves the

Lander Resource Area, lie between Independence
Rock and Parson. For the general location of these

ACECs, see map 2-1.

Introduction and Background

Early in the process, guidance was established

to provide for identification of resource man-
agement units and management actions for each

unit (see Appendix 1 for maps of each
management unit). The Lander Resource Area has

13 such units that were delineated based on
resource values, competing land uses, and areas

that provide specific opportunities and needs for

management actions (see map 2-1). Alternatives

were then formulated to resolve these issues and
management needs for each unit. The 13

management units are: Green Mountain, Beaver

Creek, Lander Slope, Red Canyon, South Pass,

Gas Hills, East Fork, Dubois Badlands, Whiskey
Mountain, Dubois Area, Sweetwater Canyon
(WSA), Sweetwater Rocks (WSA), and Copper
Mountain (WSA).

Please note that the planned management
actions for each of the 13 areas will focus mainly

on the resource values present and the Preferred

Alternative for each resource program in that unit.

The planned management actions define the

types of land use that would occur in each

management unit as a result of the Preferred

Alternative. Where dominant resource values are

not present, the prescription will focus on major

or priority management actions that would be

carried out to improve, sustain or protect

resources in the unit. This process affords detailed

direction to specific geographic units and provides

a clear picture of what resource values and BLM
program actions would be initiated to manage
resources over a 10-year period. It will also serve

as an important budgeting tool, because work
force requirements and materials can be budgeted

systematically to carry out planned actions.

THE PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE AND
RATIONALE BY
MANAGEMENT UNIT

When combined with Management Actions

Common to All Alternatives (Chapter II), this

constitutes our Preferred Alternative.

Green Mountain l\/lanagement Unit

The Green Mountain Management Unit con-

tains about 126,000 acres of BLM-administered

surface, 149,000 acres of federal mineral estate,

and 36,000 acres of state and private lands.

The Green Mountain area encompasses some
of the most diverse and intensive uses of resources

within the resource area. It is the site of extensive
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uranium exploration, mining, oil and gas activity,

and contains substantial commercial-grade timber
stands that are being harvested. It also contains

important wildlife habitat values. Green Mountain
is a popular and well-used recreational area
enjoyed by hunters, anglers, off-road vehicle

enthusiasts, snowmobilers, campers, hikers, and
other outdoorsmen. It is also used by livestock

operators for cattle grazing, and it is part of the

area used as range by wild horses.

Energy and Minerals

Oil and Gas

The Preferred Alternative for management of

the Green Mountain Management Unit is to keep
the entire unit open for oil and gas leasing with

some no-surface-occupancy restrictions (see map
5-10). New oil and gas leases issued in areas rated

as having moderate, low or no potential for the

occurrence of oil and gas reserves would include
a no-surface-occupancy restriction to protect

water quality, fisheries, riparian areas, sage grouse
leks, steep slopes, threatened and endangered
species, significant cultural sites, elk crucial winter

range, and the campground and picnic site on
Green Mountain. In addition, seasonal restrictions

would be applied to the leases to protect important
wildlife habitat areas. In areas with moderate, low
or no potential for occurrence of oil or gas,

restrictions would be applied automatically prior

to lease issuance. These restrictions could be
waived later if appropriate. In areas with high-

potential for the occurrence of oil or gas including

KGSs, restrictions would not be automatically

applied prior to lease issuances. Instead, new oil

and gas leases in these areas would be con-
ditioned with no-surface-occupancy and seasonal
restrictions only when necessary to avoid a

significant adverse impact on another resource.

This alternative would further provide for the

enhancement of oil and gas development in KGSs
and high-potential areas through the waiver of

lease restrictions on demonstration by the lessee

that adverse impacts to other resources could be
acceptably mitigated.

Implementation of the Preferred Alternative

would allow for maximum management flexibility

over the full range of resources. In areas of

moderate, low and no potential for occurrence
of oil and gas, this alternative allows for enhanced
management of the surface resources, while

providing opportunities for exploration and
development of the oil and gas reserves.

Conversely, in areas of high potential for the

occurrence of oil and gas or in areas of established

production such as KGSs, this alternative allows

for enhanced management of exploration and
development activities by minimizing the
restrictions imposed on these activities.

Locatable Minerals

The Green Mountain Management Unit would
be open for locatable mineral exploration and
development, except for 120 acres around the

BLM and county campgrounds and picnic sites

on Green Mountain, which are presently

segregated from appropriation under the mining
laws. In addition, a plan of operations would be
required for all locatable mineral exploration and
development activity within 350 feet of the

Sparhawk Cabin and on the crucial elk winter

range. These areas would be designated as an
ACEC (see map 5-11 for the federal surface

affected by this designation).

The Preferred Alternative maintains oppor-
tunities for the exploration and development of

locatable mineral resources. It restricts locatable

mineral exploration and development on only a

few sites where these activities could cause
unacceptably high adverse impacts to other

significant resource values.

Fish and Wildlife

Under the Preferred Alternative, routine fish and
wildlife habitat improvement projects and
maintenance of existing projects would be
completed after appropriate review and would be
consistent with program capabilities and
priorities. Prescribed burns and other cultural

practices would be used to manipulate selected

tree and shrub sites to improve habitat for elk,

mule deer, beaver, fisheries, and a variety of other

animal species. The Green Mountain Management
Unit would be a moderate priority area for

development of an aquatic habitat management
plan for improvement of fisheries and riparian and
beaver habitats. Major habitat improvement
objectives for elk and mule deer would be
incorporated into a comprehensive timber
management plan and grazing allotment
management or development plan.

This alternative was selected because it would
provide reasonable ways to maintain and enhance
the significant fish and wildlife resource values

in the unit, based on the need to upgrade
management of the timber resource and allow for

continued development of the high-value uranium
and oil and gas resources.
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Cultural practices designed to promote aspen

and willow regeneration and create diversity in

size, age-class, and edge-effect in conifer stands,

while still maintaining elk cover requirements,

would improve habitat for elk and mule deer.

Improving the vigor of aspen and willow stands,

expanding the size of stands or reestablishing

stands would helpstabilizetheforageand material

base to maintain beaver and their dam complexes.

This, in turn, would benefit many other wildlife

species by helping to raise water tables, stabilize

stream flows and stabilize or expand riparian

zones.

Forest Management

The Preferred Alternative for forest manage-
ment in the Green Mountain Management Unit

involves advertised or negotiated timber sales

totalling approximately 2 MMBF (million board

feet) per year to meet the demand for sawtimber

products. Also, approximately 1.5 to 2.0 MMBF
would be sold on a public demand basis to meet

the demand for minor forest products (fuelwood,

posts and poles and houselogs).

The entire mountain would be managed on a

compartment basis, whereby the timber sales

would be harvested from specific compartments

on a rotation basis. The mountain has been divided

into 17 compartments. Management activities

would be conducted for 5 or 6 years in each

compartment, and the operations would then be

moved to the next compartment. After the sales

have been terminated, efforts would be made to

concentrate the majority of the public woodcutting

in the compartments in which the advertised sales

were being conducted. The efforts to restrict

woodcutting to desired compartments would be

mainly in the form of signs directing people to

desired areas, and by restricting access to

undesirable areas, either with gates or dirt berms.

A temporary employee is assigned to the mountain

in the summertime, including weekends, to

monitor firewood cutting. Also, prescribed burns

or other techniques would be applied to areas

within each compartment, either at the same time

sales were being conducted or immediately after

sales have been terminated. This compartment
plan is not designed to harvest timber on a

sustained-yield basis, as a lot of the timber lands

have already been out, and the beetle epidemic

has destroyed most of the larger stands. Rather,

it is designed to bring the harvest under a more
organized system and eventually bring the

mountain under intensive management.

At the proposed level of harvest, the sawtimber-

sized timber would be depleted in approximately

7 to 10 years. However, at the present level of

harvest (1 MMBF sawtimber and 1 MMBF other

products per year), which could continue due to

public demand, the depletion time could be

lengthened to 15 or more years.

The management actions in adjacent compart-

ments would be separated in time so that the forest

would eventually progress to an uneven-aged
condition. This would enhance the wildlife habitat

by maintaining a continual supply of forage and
also a continual supply of thermal and hiding

cover for big-game animals. Within each
compartment, a 40- to 60-percent cover to forage

ratio will be maintained to the extent possible. This

would also enhance the timber condition by

removing the dead and dying mature and
overmature stands and replacing them with

vigorous new stands. The harvested stands would

be separated enough so that the new stands, when
mature, would make the forest less susceptible

to another mountain pine beetle epidemic similar

to the one that has recently occurred.

Most harvesting would utilize clearcuts up to

25 acres in size, which would be irregularly shaped

to create more edge effect for wildlife and to

enhance natural regeneration of harvested areas.

Clearcuts would not be allowed within 100 feet

of perennial streams to reduce disturbances to

riparian habitats. To reduce erosion potential, no

harvesting with conventional logging equipment
(bulldozers or rubber-tired skidders) would be

allowed on slopes over 45 percent.

If any harvesting in aspen stands were
conducted, clearcut sizes would be determined

on an individual project basis.

Harvested sites would be prepared for regen-

eration by piling and burning all unuseable wood
and debris left after logging (slash). Natural

regeneration has been very successful in the past.

However, if it were unsuccessful in some areas,

artificial regeneration (planting or direct seeding)

would be employed.

Precommercial or commercial thinnings in

younger stands would be employed as required.

Landownership Adjustments and Utility

Systems

The Preferred Alternative is to consider two

isolated tracts (134 and 135) totaling 166 acres

for disposal through sale or exchange (see map
5-12). Parcel 134 has public access but parcel 135

does not. The rationale for disposal is that neither

of the parcels contain known significant or unique
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resource values. Therefore, any potential land-use

change would not result In a significant-adverse

impact.

Proposals for sale or exchange received in the

future would be considered on a case-by-case
basis. If a certain proposal is determined to be
consistent with the objectives of this RMP, it could

be approved without preparing a planning
amendment.

Recreation and Public Purpose (R&PP) Act

leases and patents would be considered on a case-

by-case basis. R&PP proposals would be analyzed

to determine compatibility with the unit's resource

values as applications were received from organ-

izations and state and local governments.

Public lands would be open for location of utility

and transportation systems. These systems would
be concentrated in existing utility corridors

whenever possible. No significant impacts are

anticipated from major utility systems, especially

if located in existing corridors.

Recreation Management

The Preferred Alternative is to maintain existing

developments, establish a 14-day camping limit

on all camping, eliminate safety hazards and
improve aesthetic values. Quotas would be
established for commercial hunting camps.

Generally, this unit would be managed as an

extensive recreation management area where
dispersed recreation would be encouraged and
where visitors would have freedom of recreational

choice with minimal regulatory constraint.

Recreation management would emphasize the

resolution of competing uses and provide
resource protection. Thus, recreation manage-
ment priorities include maintaining existing

investments, reducing public safety hazards,

enhancing aesthetic values, and establishing

camping and commercial use quotas.

Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs)

The Preferred Alternative is to continue the

present ORV designations that limit ORV use to

designated roads and vehicle routes and establish

seasonal road closures on Green Mountain above

7,000 feet elevation. Long- and short-term

resource damage, user access requirements, and
public safety suggest that limitation of ORV use

is in the best public interest. Several roads and
vehicle routes would be closed seasonally in order

to protect the roadbed and surrounding watershed

values (December 1 through June 15).

Fire Management

The Preferred Alternative, full suppression with

limited or restricted use of heavy equipment, was
chosen for this area. This would entail an
aggressive initial attack with all available

resources, with the exception of heavy equipment
such as bulldozers. The objective would be to

suppress wildfires as quickly as possible with as

little surface disturbance as possible.

The Green Mountain Management Unit has a

very high fire danger because of the recent

mountain pine beetle epidemic, which killed the

majority of the larger trees. The area has a history

of two lightning fires every year, and there are

many man-made structures on the mountain, such
as telephone and television relay stations, and
exploratory drilling rigs during the summer and
fall. There is also a very high use of the area for

woodcutting and general recreation.

Wildfires probably could not be managed or

controlled on Green Mountain and might cause
more harm than good. However, fires in the area

could play a very beneficial role in wildlife habitat

and timber stand enhancement. It would be much
safer, though, and objectives could be more fully

met, by utilizing prescribed burns.

Because of the potential erosion problems on
steep slopes, heavy equipment should be limited

and used only when absolutely necessary.
Uncontrolled use of heavy equipment during a

previous fire on the Green Mountain Management
Unit resulted in unnecessary surface disturbance.

Access

The Preferred Alternative is to provide public

access to public lands for forest, wildlife,

recreation and livestock grazing management.
Existing BLM roads and easements would be
maintained, and BLM would negotiate additional

easements or initiate appropriate route alter-

natives to secure public access as identified in

the District Transportation Plan. As of 1985, the

plan calls for negotiating easements on the Willow
Creek Road (via the Cooper Creek Road), the

Crooks Mountain Road and theTaggart Meadows
Road.

Unnecessary roads, such as the Cooper Creek
fire access road, would be obliterated and
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rehabilitated, tiius restoring the natural landscape
to some extent.

Beaver Creek Management

The Beaver Creek management unit contains
about 1,165,000 acres of BLM-administered
surface, 1,370,000 acres of federal mineral estate,

and 323,000 acres of state and private lands.

The Beaver Creek Management Unit has
important uranium and oil and gas resources. It

is extensively used for livestock grazing and
contains valuable wildlife habitat. Several
nationally significant cultural and historical sites,

such as the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail and
the Split Rock landmark are located within this

unit.

impact on another resource. This alternative

would further provide for the enhancement of oil

and gas development in KGSs and high-potential

areas through the waiver of lease restrictions when
the lessee has demonstrated that adverse impacts
to other resources could be acceptably mitigated.

Implementation of the Preferred Alternative

would allow for maximum management flexibility

over the full range of resources. In areas of

moderate, low and no potential for occurrence
of oil and gas, this alternative would allow for

enhanced management of the surface resources,

while providing opportunities for exploration and
development of the oil and gas reserves.

Conversely, in areas of high potential for the

occurrence of oil and gas or in areas of established
production such as KGSs, this alternative would
allow for enhanced management of exploration
and development activities by minimizing the
restrictions imposed on these activities.

Energy and Minerals

Oil and Gas

The Preferred Alternative for management of

the Beaver Creek Management Unit is to keep the
entire unit open for oil and gas leasing. Oil and
gas leases issued in areas rated as having
moderate, low or no potential for the occurrence
of oil and gas reserves would include a no-surface-
occupancy restriction to protect water quality,

fisheries, riparian areas, sage grouse leks, steep
slopes, threatened and endangered species,
significant cultural sites, Jeffrey City, the Jeffrey

City airport, Beaver Rim (starting at U.S. Highway
287 and extending north 8 miles), the proposed
Ice Slough National Register Site, Split Rock
Landmark, Split Rock Interpretive Site, all of the

Rocky Ridge Site, the Aspen Grove Site, and
additional acreage and portions of the Oregon/
Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trails (see map
5-13). In addition, seasonal restrictions would be
applied to the leases to protect important wildlife

habitat areas. In areas with moderate, low or no
potential for occurrence of oil or gas, restrictions

would be applied automatically before lease
issuance. These restrictions could be waived later

if appropriate. In areas with high potential for the
occurrence of oil or gas, including KGSs,
restrictions would not be automatically applied
before lease issuance. Instead, new oil and gas
leases in these areas would be conditioned with

no-surface-occupancy and seasonal restrictions

only when necessary to avoid a significant adverse

Locatable Minerals

The Beaver Creek Management Unit would be
open for locatable mineral exploration and
development, except for 1,710 acres around the
Split Rock Landmark, Rocky Ridge, the Split Rock
Interpretive Site, and the Aspen Grove Site, areas
withdrawn from appropriation under the mining
laws, and an additional 280 acres proposed to be
withdrawn from appropriations under the mining
laws around Rocky Ridge (see map 5-14). A plan

of operations would be required for all locatable

mineral exploration and development activity

(except casual use) within V% mile of the Gilespie
Place Historic Site and Willies Handcart
Commemorative Site, Beaver Rim (starting at U.S.

Highway 287 and extending north 8 miles), and
the Ice Slough proposed National Register Site.

A plan of operations would also be required for

all locatable mineral exploration and development
activities on significant sites and segments along
the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail (e.g., ruts,

swales, graves, campsites, pristine settings, etc.).

All areas requiring a plan of operation would be
designated as ACECs. See map 5-1 4 for the federal

surface affected by this designation.

The Preferred Alternative would place
restrictions on locatable mineral exploration and
development only in areas where these activities

could cause significant adverse impacts to other
significant resource values. This alternative

provides for maximum opportunities for the
exploration and development of the locatable

mineral resources.
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Phosphates

The Preferred Alternative for management of

the Beaver Creek Management Unit is to keep the

unit open for exploration and development of the

phosphate resources within the unit. All

exploration permits and leases issued within the

unit would include a no-surface-occupancy
restriction, when needed, to protect water quality,

fisheries, riparian areas, sage grouse leks, steep

slopes, threatened and endangered species,

important scenic areas, and significant cultural

sites. In addition, seasonal restrictions would be

applied to the prospecting and exploration as

needed to protect crucial wildlife habitat areas

(see Appendix 2).

The Preferred Alternative would provide for the

protection of sensitive surface resources, while

providing for opportunities to explore and develop

the phosphate reserves within the management
unit.

Many of the important riparian-aquatic habitat

values have been seriously damaged or lost as

a result of mining activities and many years of

excessive grazing pressure on stream bottoms.

There is a relatively high potential for significantly

improving fish and wildlife habitat, increasing

recreational opportunities (fishing, hunting) and

reducing further fish and wildlife resource losses

under the Preferred Alternative.

Rare Plants and Unique Plant

Communities

Under the Preferred Alternative, a management
plan would be developed to identify, protect, and

maintain the habitat and population of rare plants

and the Beaver Rim cushion plant and Pinus

flexilis/Agropyron spicatum communities within

the Beaver Creek Management Unit.

Fish and Wildlife

The Preferred Alternative would provide for

development of routine fish and wildlife habitat

improvement projects and maintenance of

existing projects after appropriate review and

where consistent with program capabilities and

priorities. Special management actions and
projects to improve fisheries and associated

riparian habitats in the upper Sweetwater River

and Beaver Creek drainages would also be

undertaken. They would be included as objectives

in a fisheries and riparian habitat-oriented, habitat

management plan.

This alternative was selected because it provides

for a concerted effort to address the problems

of damaged and deteriorating fisheries and

associated riparian habitats. The upper
Sweetwater River and Beaver Creek drainages

have the most extensive public land stream

fisheries and stream-associated aquatic-riparian

habitat base in the resource area. This area of

high fisheries/riparian value overlaps the

southwest part of the Beaver Creek Management
Unit and the South Pass Management Unit. The
fisheries and riparian habitats are mostly

associated with small streams, commonly with

aspen/willow and beaver pond complexes. There

is high demand for the fishing opportunities in

the area from local and regional outdoor
recreationists attracted to the general South Pass

historical area. The riparian habitats here also

provide crucial winter habitat for Shiras moose
and important habitat for fawning mule deer and

many other animals.

Landownership Adjustments and Utility

Systems

The Preferred Alternative is to retain 16 isolated

tracts and consider disposal of 25 isolated tracts

through sale or exchange (see map 5-15).

Proposals for sale or exchange received in the

future would be considered on a case-by-case

basis. If a certain proposal is determined to be

consistent with the objectives of this RMP, it could

be approved without preparing a planning

amendment.

The 16 tracts (3,300 acres) to be retained are

a portion of tract 68 (SEy4NEy4,NEy4NWy4 of

section 18, T 30 N., R. 98 W), tracts 76, 77, a

portion of tract 78 (SWy4SEy4 of section 10, T. 31

N., R. 97 W), and tracts 123, 125, 126, 128, 129,

130,131, 132,136, 164, 165, and 166. The rationale

for retaining these tracts varies. Some of the tracts

are in the proximity of the Sweetwater River

bottom and the associated riparian areas and

provide a diversity of species habitat for wildlife.

Other tracts have high-public values associated

with the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail. The

remainder of the tracts have high-public

recreational values because of legal access. In

determining public access, it is assumed that state

of Wyoming lands provide access to public lands

managed by BLM.

The 25 tracts (3,158 acres) that could be

considered for sale or exchange are tracts 53, 54,

66, 67, a portion of tract 68 (NEy4SEy4 of section

7, T 30 N., R. 98 W), tracts 69, 70, 71, 72, 73,

74, 75, a portion of tract 78 (Ny2SWy4 of section
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11, T. 31 N., R. 97 W), and tracts 79, 80, 81, 82,

83, 84, 85, 1 22, 1 24, 1 27, 1 33, and 1 67. These tracts

are small, generally do not have legal access, do
not have unique or significant resources, and
would probably not result in a change of land use
if sold or exchanged.

Also, part of the Preferred Alternative is that

Recreation and Public Purpose (R&PP) Act leases

and patents would be issued on a case-by-case
basis. The rationale for this alternative is that

R&PP actions would be analyzed in response to

R&PP applications, and decisions as to com-
patibility with the unit's resource values would be
considered at that time.

Except for three areas (the Oregon/Mormon
Pioneer Trail corridor, the Sweetwater Canyon
and the Sweetwater Rocks), the Preferred
Alternative would allow construction of major
utility systems throughout the Beaver Creek
Management Unit. Rights-of-way might be
granted within the three high-resource value areas

mentioned above if no feasible alternative route

or designated corridor were available. Utility

systems would be concentrated in existing

corridors whenever possible. The rationale for this

alternative is that there would be no significant

impacts resulting from construction of major
utility systems, except in the three high-resource

value avoidance areas.

Recreation Management

The Preferred Alternative is to maintain the

existing Split Rock interpretive site. The Split Rock
interpretive site is incorporated in the man-
agement plan for the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer

Trail, which provides detailed planning with

specific objectives for use by visitors, resource

protection, and interpretive needs consistent with

public demand. The rest of the unit is part of an
extensive recreation management area where
dispersed recreation would be encouraged.
Recreation management and maintenance would
be minimal, with emphasis on the resolution of

user conflicts and provide resource protection.

Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs)

The Preferred Alternative is to continue the

present ORV designations, which limit ORV use

to existing roads and vehicle routes. This
designation is determined to be appropriate for

the majority of the public lands by accommodating
access needs, while providing resource protection

by limiting ORV use to existing roads and trails.

Cultural/Natural History

The Preferred Alternative forthe cultural/natural

history program in the Beaver Creek Management
Unit would affect two cultural resources and one
important natural history resource. It would
ensure that all actions are consistent with the

Oregon/Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trail

Management Plan, it would encourage active

negotiations to acquire the Burnt Ranch Historic

site (an Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail site), and

it would encourage National Natural Landmark
designation and enrollment of the Beaver Rim
proposed National Natural Landmark area.

The Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail Manage-
ment Plan (described in chapter II) would establish

protection, use and management guidelines for

public land trail resources throughout the state

of Wyoming, including the Lander Resource Area.

Recommendations now formulated for the trail

would establish the following in the Beaver Creek

Management Unit: a V^ mile or visible horizon

corridor (whichever is closer) on each side of

selected trail segments, where modern intrusions

and disturbances would be minimized or

prohibited; protection for the remainder of the

Rocky Ridge site, Ice Spring Slough, Gilespie

Place, Willies Handcart site, and a continuation

of the protective withdrawals at the Aspen Grove

Campsite, part of Rocky Ridge, the Split Rock
Interpretive Site, and the Split Rock Historic

Landmark. Adoption of these recommendations
would provide continued protection of this

National Historic Trail and several of its highly

important sites. This type of management would

ensure compliance with National Trails System
Act requirements for the protection of important

trail segments and sites, as well as provide for

the preservation of several National Register listed

and eligible trail properties. It would also continue

longstanding efforts of BLM to protect and
encourage public enjoyment of the trail.

Encouragement of negotiations to acquire the

privately owned Burnt Ranch site could result in

the transfer of a highly important Oregon/Mormon
Pioneer Trail site into public ownership. This

National Register eligible site could compliment

the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail resources of

the Lander Resource Area by adding a major

emigrant campsite, river crossing, crossroads,

Pony Express station, and a U.S. mail and stage

station site to the public domain. Existing

historical resources would be preserved for future

study and public enjoyment. Public ownership of

the Burnt Ranch site would also enable better

access through the general area for visitors

wishing to reenact historical travel on the trail,
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as well as enable long-term management of local

Sweetwater River frontage for the public good.
Acquisition of Burnt Ranch by BLM would be in

accordance with National Trails System Act
guidance, which encourages acquisition of

important trail resources when feasible.
Acquisition would also provide for the long-term
protection and preservation of a highly important
National Register eligible trail resource.

Pursuing National Natural Landmark (NNL)
status for a portion of Beaver Rim would establish

protective status to this important natural history

resource. Beaver Rim has been identified by the

National Park Service as an eligible NNL
candidate; NNL status provides for voluntary

preservation of the natural values that exist within

the NNL. This action would help to preserve the
important natural values present (unique
stratigraphic sequences with possible important
fossil resources) at the Beaver Rim proposed NNL
site. Lack of special management at this site might
result in loss of identified important natural history

resources, so the NNL designation/enrollment
action was chosen over the alternatives not
containing any actions concerning Beaver Rim.

Fire Management

The Beaver Creek area has been divided into

three suppression zones (see map 5-16). Each
zone and its corresponding preferred alternative

is:

Zone 1

Full suppression with limited use of heavy
equipment such as bulldozers was chosen as the

Preferred Alternative for this zone. This means that

any wildfire would be fought as soon as it was
discovered, using all resources with the exception
of heavy equipment such as bulldozers. If the fire

were not controlled in the first burning period,

a decision would be made, using the escaped fire

analysis, as to whether or not heavy equipment
should be used to supplement other fire-fighting

resources.

Full suppression was chosen, even though there

are many areas where wildfires could enhance
range and wildlife habitat, because of the large

amount of private and state lands and property

that could be damaged as a result of wildfires

started on BLM-administered lands. Prescribed

burns would be used for range and wildlife habitat

improvement.

Zone 2

Limited suppression was chosen as the
preferred alternative for this zone. The primary
objective of this type of management is to reduce
suppression costs in line with the resource
damage the fire would have caused. Wildfires

under this alternative would be suppressed when
the fire 1) exceeds or has the potential to exceed
the size specified in a predetermined plan, 2)

threatens private property, 3) threatens other man-
made structures, or 4) threatens human life.

The Beaver Creek Management Unit has no
history of large or damaging fires and only small,

scattered amounts of private land are intermingled

with public lands. Wildfires in this area would
generally be beneficial to the wildlife habitat. Most
environmental damage that occurs on fires is from
the resources used to fight the fire. Under a limited

suppression regime, less resource damage would
occur from suppression activities, and sup-
pression activities would be less costly.

Zones

Limited suppression was also chosen as the

Preferred Alternative for this zone. The primary

objective of this technique is to reduce sup-
pression in line with the resource damage the fire

would have caused. Wildfires underthis alternative

would be suppressed when the fire 1) exceeds
or has the potential to exceed the size specified

in a predetermined plan, 2) threatens private

property, 3) threatens other man-made structures,

or 4) threatens human life.

Access

The Preferred Alternative is to maintain existing

BLM roads and easements. In addition, BLM
would negotiate with landowners for easements
or initiate appropriate route alternatives to secure
public access as identified in the District

Transportation Plan. As of 1985, this plan calls

for negotiating easements on the East Beaver
Creek, Twin Creek, Government Draw, Signer
Ridge, Hudson-Atlantic City, Beaver Rim, and
Dilabaugh Butte roads.

This alternative provides the most realistic

overall transportation plan for those areas where
access is needed for resource management on
public lands. Roads would be kept to the minimum
BLM standards necessary for the anticipated use.

No roads would be upgraded in the Sweetwater
Rocks area.
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Lander Slope Management Unit

The Lander Slope Management Unit contains
about 25,000 acres of BLM-administered surface,

46,000 acres of federal mineral estate, and 62,000
acres of state and private land.

The Lander Slope is part of the northeast flank
of the Wind River Mountains and forms the scenic
backdrop for the Lander area and much of the
Wind River Basin. It has a fragmented land and
mineral resource ownership pattern. In recent
years, industry has shown some interest in leasing
oil, gas, and phosphates on the slope, even though
the slope has low oil and gas potential for
occurrence and low phosphate value. The area
also has high recreational values, and contains
one of the major concentrations of high value and
crucial wildlife habitats in the resource area. There
are two wintering areas used by the bald eagle
and elk, and mule deer, moose and bighorn sheep
forage on the slope. The Lander Slope also
contains commercial quantities of timber, and the
state has improved access and proposed timber
harvests on parts of the slope.

Energy and Minerals

Oil and Gas

The Preferred Alternative for management of

the Lander Slope is to keep the area open to oil

and gas leasing, with restrictions. All new oil and
gas leases issued within the management unit

would include a no-surface-occupancy restric-

tion, where necessary, to protect water quality,

fisheries, riparian areas, sage grouse leks, steep
slopes, threatened and endangered species,
significant cultural sites, and sensitive visual
resources for this management unit, this would
include the majority of the area. In addition,
seasonal restrictions would be applied to the
leases to protect crucial wildlife habitat areas.

The Preferred Alternative would provide for the
protection of sensitive visual resources as well as
crucial wildlife habitats and fragile areas, while
providing for opportunities to explore and develop
the oil and gas reserves within the management
unit. All of the lands within the management unit
have been rated as having low potential for the
occurrence of oil and gas.

Locatable Minerals

Under the Preferred Alternative, the entire
management unit would be open to locatable
mineral exploration and development. In order to
protect important scenic and wildlife values, a plan
of operations would be required for all locatable
mineral exploration and development operations
conducted within the highly visible steep slopes
and areas with important wildlife habitat. This area
would be designated as an ACEC (see map 5-

17 for the federal surface affected by this
designation).

Because of the limited interest that has been
expressed for locatable mineral exploration
activities and low development potential in this

area, adequate protection of significant surface
resources could be achieved through the approval
process for the plans of operations that would
be required for all locatable mineral exploration
and development activities along the Lander
Slope.

Phosphates

The Preferred Alternative for management of

the Lander Slope Management Unit is to include
phosphate prospecting, exploration and leasing.

Phosphate activities on the Lander Slope would
be restricted to prevent significant adverse
impacts to scenic values and important wildlife

habitat. In some cases, these restrictions would
impede or prevent the economic recovery of the

phosphate resource and, thereby, make mining
activities difficult or impossible (see Appendix 2

for examples of these restrictive measures).

Implementation of the Preferred Alternative

would be consistent with past management efforts

to protect the sensitive visual resources of the unit

as well as crucial wildlife habitats and fragile areas.

At the present time, there are no valid phosphate
prospecting permits or leases within the unit. The
phosphate resources within the unit have low
development potential with multiple thin seams
and 18 to 24 percent P2O5.

Fish and Wildlife

Under the Preferred Alternative, development
and maintenance of routine fish and wildlife

habitat improvement projects would be completed
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after appropriate review and where consistent with

capabilities and priorities. The Lander Slope

Management Unit, along with the adjacent Red

Canyon Management Unit, would encompass a

high-priority area for development of a terrestrial

habitat management plan, with elk being the

primary species. There would be a cooperative

effort with the Wyoming Game and Fish

Department to integrate the management of their

Red Canyon Habitat Management Unit into the

plan.

Prescribed burns and other cultural practices

would be initiated to rehabilitate elk, mule deer,

moose, bighorn sheep, fisheries, and riparian

habitats under this alternative.

This alternative was selected because it would

establish a reasonable course of action to maintain

and improve a variety of big game, fish and other

wildlife habitats and reduce competition on some

sites between big game species and between big

game and livestock.

The Lander Slope Management Unit supports

an exceptional concentration of high-value

wildlife habitats, including crucial wintering range

for elk, mule deer and moose; crucial yearlong

range for bighorn sheep; winter habitat for bald

eagles; several trout streams; and significant

acreages of "high" and "moderate" priority

standard habitat sites. Public lands in the Lander

Slope Management Unit provide several major

blocks of limiting habitat for the big game herds

and other high-value wildlife inhabiting the south

end of the Wind River Mountains. Considering that

other land uses will continue on these lands and

the shrinking habitat values on much of the

nonpublic lands along the Lander Slope, it is

important to establish an active program of habitat

maintenance and improvement in both the Red

Canyon and Lander Slope Management Units in

order to maintain the exceptional fish and wildlife

resource values.

Forest Management

The Preferred Alternative for the Lander Slope

Management Unit is to offer one or more sales

for a total of approximately 10 MMBF, to be

harvested over a period of not more than 5 years.

After this initial period, activity would cease for

about 10 years, and the roads constructed for

logging would be closed. After this period, similar

sales would be offered again in the area.

This sequence of harvesting timber would allow

the establishment of uneven-aged stands, which

would enhance both the timber condition and

wildlife habitat. As on Green Mountain, the wildlife

habitat would be enhanced by creating more

forage on a continual basis. The timber condition

would be improved by replacing the dead and

dying stands with vigorous regeneration and by

separating the harvested stands to make the future

stands less susceptible to mountain pine beetle

epidemics.

Harvesting of conifer stands would utilize

irregularly shaped clearcuts up to 25 acres in size.

Only partial cutting would be allowed within 100

feet of perennial streams. No harvesting with

conventional logging equipment (bulldozers or

rubber-tired skidders) will be allowed on slopes

over 45 percent.

An attempt would be made to maintain a ratio

of approximately 40 percent cover to 60 percent

openings in the contiguous timbered areas for

optimum elk habitat.

Harvested sites would be prepared for

regeneration by piling and burning the unuseable

debris left after logging.

Natural regeneration would be expected

because it has proven successful in the past in

lodgepole pine forests, but if it were unsuccessful

in certain areas, artificial regeneration (planting

or direct seeding) would be employed.

Precommercial and commercial thinnings

would be utilized as required to manage new
timber stands.

Landownership Adjustments and Utility

Systems

The Preferred Alternative is to retain 13 isolated

tracts and to consider sale or exchange of 14

isolated tracts. The 13 tracts (3,040 acres) that

would be retained in public ownership (see map
5-17) would include tracts 39, 41, 42, 43, 50, 51,

52, 57, 58, 60, part of 61 {SWANWA of sec. 30,

T.32N., R.99W., and Ey2NEy4 of sec. 25, T.32N.,

R.100W.), 65, and 161. The rationale for retaining

these tracts is that they have important wildlife

values and legal public access. In a few instances

there would be no legal access, but there would

be potential for a land-use change to rural

homesites if the lands were disposed of, therefore

adversely impacting important wildlife habitat.

The 14 tracts (1,441 acres) that would be

considered for disposal by sale or exchange are

tracts 40, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 55, 56, 59, part

of 61 (NEy4NWy4 of sec. 30, T32N., R.99W.), 62,

63 and 64. The rationale for consideration of these

lands is that there is no legal access to the lands
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for management purposes, there are no significant

or unique public resources, and tliere would
probably be little potential for an adverse land use

change if they were sold or exchanged.

Proposals for sale or exchange received in the

future would be considered on a case-by-case

basis. If a certain proposal is determined to be

consistent with the objectives of this RMP, it could

be approved without preparing a planning
amendment.

Recreation and Public Purpose Act patents

would be issued on a case-by-case basis in

response to applications and an analysis of the

compatibility of the proposal with the resource

values in the area.

The Preferred Alternative is to avoid the Lander

Slope Management Unit when locating major

utility systems. Major utility systems would be

allowed only when no feasible alternative route

or designated right-of-way corridor is available.

The lowlands near Highway 28 and 789 would
be considered for utility systems before allowing

utility systems on the slopes of the mountain.

Recreation Management

The Preferred Alternative is to manage the

Lander Slope Management Unit for extensive

recreational opportunities, with no special

management actions. A 14-day camp limit and
quotas on commercial hunting camps would be

set.

No major recreational developments are

planned in this unit. The Lander Slope
Management Unit would be managed as an

extensive recreation management area where
dispersed recreation rather than intensive

recreational use would be encouraged and where
visitors would have freedom of choice with

minimal regulatory constraint. Recreation
management would emphasize resolving user

conflicts and providing resource protection.

Establishing quotas for hunting camps would
reduce conflicts between commercial recreational

use permits and be in conformity with permit

quotas on U.S. Forest Service lands. A 14-day

camping limit would eliminate "domicile" or

"homestead" camping.

Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs)

The Preferred Alternative is to continue the

present ORV designations that limit ORV use to

designated roads and vehicle routes.

The existing ORV plan is consistent with

adjoining national forest lands. Long- and short-

term resource damage, user access requirements,

and public safety suggest that limitation of ORV
use would be in the best public interest. Roads
and vehicle routes would be closed seasonally in

order to protect the roadbed, watershed values,

visual resources, and avoid disturbing wildlife on
their winter range.

Fire Management

Full suppression with limited use of heavy

equipment was chosen as the Preferred Alter-

native for the Lander Slope Management Unit.

This would entail an aggressive initial attack using

all available resources, with the exception of heavy

ground equipment such as bulldozers. The
objective would be to suppress wildfires as quickly

as possible to reduce potential damage. As with

other areas, the uncontrolled use of heavy
equipment has the potential of creating more
environmental damage than the fire itself would
cause. This is a major concern in this highly scenic

area on the front of the Wind River range.

The Lander Slope has large amounts of

intermingled private and state lands, receives

heavy recreational use and has a history of man-
caused fires. It also has extensive areas of winter

range habitat for big game herds. For these

reasons, uncontrolled fires could have the

potential of creating severe damage to various

resources, and full suppression would be the most
logical fire management alternative.

Access

The Preferred Alternative is to negotiate with

landowners to obtain easements as identified in

the District Transportation Plan. As of 1985, this

plan calls for negotiating easements or initiating

appropriate route alternatives to secure public

access on the Shoshone Lake Road to Mormon
Basin.

The Shoshone Lake Road is the key access to

over 5,000 acres of blocked public land adjoining

the national forest. Public access across state and

private lands is needed to reach the public lands

in Mormon Basin and to provide vehicle access

to Mormon Basin for hunting and for reaching

the national forest. Legal access is also needed
for forest and wildlife management.
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Red Canyon Management Unit

The Red Canyon Management Unit contains
about 15,000 acres of BLIVJ-administered surface,
17,000 acres of federal mineral estate, and 8,000
acres of state and private lands (see map 5-18).
There are 128 mining claims within this
management unit. These claims are primarily for
bentonite and, for the most part, are not within
the National Natural Landmark or the crucial elk
winter range.

This management unit contains a national
natural landmark and a wildlife habitat man-
agement unit for wintering elk that is managed
by the Wyoming Game and Fish Department.
Recently, industry has shown some interest in

leasing oil, gas and phosphate, but, like the Lander
Slope unit, this unit has low development potential
for these resources.

Energy and Minerals

Locatable Minerals

Under the Preferred Alternative, the entire
management unit would be open to locatable
mineral exploration and development. In order to
protect important scenic and wildlife values, a plan
of operations would be required for all locatable
mineral exploration and development operations
conducted within the highly visible steep slopes
and areas with important wildlife habitat. The
federal lands within this area would be designated
as an ACEC (see map 5-18 for the federal lands
affected).

Because of the limited interest that has been
expressed for locatable mineral exploration
activities and the low-development potential in this
area, adequate protection of significant surface
resources could be achieved through the approval
process for the plans of operations that would
be required for all locatable mineral exploration
and development activities along the LanderSlope
and within the Red Canyon National Natural
Landmark.

Oil and Gas

The Preferred Alternative for management of

the Red Canyon Management Unit is to keep the
area open to oil and gas leasing, with restrictions.

All new oil and gas leases issued within the
management unit would include a no-surface-
occupancy restriction, where necessary, to
protect water quality, fisheries, riparian areas,
sage grouse leks, steep slopes, threatened and
endangered species, significant cultural sites,

sensitive visual resources, and the Red Canyon
National Natural Landmark. In addition, seasonal
restrictions would be applied to leases to protect
crucial wildlife habitat areas.

The Preferred Alternative is to provide
protection of sensitive visual resources as well as
crucial wildlife habitats, fragile areas and the Red
Canyon National Natural Landmark. It also
provides opportunities to explore and develop the
oil and gas resources within the management unit.

All of the lands within the management unit have
been rated as having low potential for the
occurrence of oil and gas. The Preferred
Alternative is consistent with the management
objectives for the Red Canyon National Natural
Landmark, which is to preserve the natural and
scenic values of the area.

Phosphates

The Preferred Alternative for the National
Natural Landmark and the crucial elk winter range
within the Red Canyon Management Unit is to
close these two areas to phosphate prospecting
and leasing. The remainder of the unit would be
open to prospecting, exploration and devel-
opment, and leasing with restrictions, as
appropriate to protect important surface values
(see Appendix 2).

Implementation of the Preferred Alternative
would be consistent with past management efforts

to preserve the natural and scenic characteristics
of the Red Canyon National Natural Landmark
as well as crucial big game habitats, fragile areas
and sensitive visual resources. There are no
phosphate exploration permits or leases within the
unit. The phosphate reserves within the unit have
low development potential with multiple thin

seams and 18 to 24 percent P2O5.

Fish and Wildlife

Under the Preferred Alternative, development
and maintenance of routine fish and wildlife

habitat improvement projects would be completed
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after appropriate review and winere consistent with
capabilities and priorities. Tine Red Canyon
Management Unit, along with the adjacent Lander
Slope Management Unit, would encompass a
high-priority area for development of a terrestrial

habitat management plan, with elk being the
primary species. This would be a cooperative
habitat management plan with the Wyoming Game
and Fish Department integrating the management
of their Red Canyon habitat management unit into

the plan. There would continue to be an allocation

of 500 AUMs of forage for elk from public lands
in the management unit, as established in the 1953
cooperative agreement between the Wyoming
Game and Fish Department and the BLM. Limited
prescribed burns and other cultural practices
would be used to rehabilitate elk, mule deer,

moose, bighorn sheep, fisheries, and riparian

habitats under this alternative. In-stream
structures and fencing would be used in the Barret
Creek drainage to improve fisheries and riparian

habitat.

This alternative was selected because it provides
for continuing support of the longstanding
cooperative agreement with the Wyoming Game
and Fish Department. It outlines a reasonable
course of action to improve a variety of big game,
fish and other wildlife habitats and to reduce
competition on some sites between big game
species and between big game and livestock.

The Red Canyon unit supports an exceptional
concentration of high-value wildlife habitat,

including crucial wintering range for elk, mule
deer, and moose; crucial yearlong range for

bighorn sheep; winter habitat for bald eagles;

several trout streams; and significant acreages of

high and moderate priority standard habitat sites.

Public lands in the Red Canyon unit provide a
major block of limiting habitat for the big game
herds and other high-value wildlife inhabiting the
south end of the Wind River Mountains. Con-
sidering that other land uses will continue on these
lands and the shrinking habitat values on much
of the nonpublic lands along the adjacent Lander
Slope, it is important to establish an active
program of habitat maintenance and improvement
in both the Red Canyon and Lander Slope
Management Units in order to maintain the
exceptional fish and wildlife resource values found
there.

Rare Plants and Unique Plant

Communities

Under the Preferred Alternative, a management
plan would be developed to identify, protect, and

maintain the habitat and population of Trifolium

barnebyi within the Red Canyon Management
Unit.

Forest Management

The Preferred Alternative for the Red Canyon
Management Unit is to consider timber sales on
an individual sale basis since the timber resources
are very limited. The major objective in this area
would be to improve wildlife habitat by utilizing

prescribed burns and possibly some harvesting

in the timber stands, mainly the aspen. Harvesting
in the aspen stands would be limited to partial

cuts or clearcuts up to 5 acres in size. This would
remove the deteriorating older trees and produce
regeneration. These stands would probably
regenerate naturally.

This area contains many stands of aspen and
several small stands of coniferous timber scattered

over a large area. The area is very rugged, with
little existing access. The small amount of existing

access is over very rough roads to the isolated

patches of timber. The past demand for timber
in this area has been very minimal, mainly from
the ranchers who have allotments in the area.

Harvesting in conifer stands would be limited

to partial cutting to remove the dead and dying
trees and facilitate regeneration. Natural
regeneration would be expected, but if

unsuccessful, some artificial methods would be
employed.

Landownership Adjustments and Utility

Systems

No public lands were considered in the unit for

landownership adjustments. Proposals for sale or

exchange received in the future would be
considered on a case-by-case basis. If a certain

proposal is determined to be consistent with the

objectives of this RMP, it could be approved
without preparing a planning amendment.
However, Recreation and Public Purpose Act
leases and patents would be considered as
applications are received.

The Red Canyon Management Unit would be
avoided when locating major utility systems
because of potential adverse affects to the high

scenic values, wildlife habitat and watershed
values. Rights-of-way for major utility systems
may be granted only when no feasible alternative

route or designated corridor is available.
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Recreation Management Fire Management

The Preferred Alternative is to develop an
interpretive marker for the Red Canyon National

Natural Landmark (NNL), establish a 14-day

camping limit, limit commercial hunting camps,

and close Red Canyon elk winter range to all

winter sport activities.

A 14-day camping limit would eliminate
"domicile" or "homestead" camping. An inter-

pretive panel at the Red Canyon Overlook on U.S.

Highway 287 would show the significance of the

National Natural Landmark and describe the

geology and wildlife values. A plaque for NNL
enrollment would be furnished by the National

Park Service. It could be a cooperative venture

with the Wyoming Game and Fish, Wyoming
Recreation Commission, Wyoming Highway
Department, and BLM.

Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs)

The Preferred Alternative is to limit ORV use

to designated roads and vehicle routes and impose
a seasonal closure from December 1 to June 15,

as provided for in the existing ORV designations

for the area.

The existing designations are consistent with

adjoining national forest lands. Long- and short-

term resource damage, user access requirements,

and public safety suggest that limitation of ORV
use would be in the best public interest. Roads
and vehicle routes would be closed seasonally in

order to protect the roadbed, watershed values,

visual resources, and avoid disturbing wildlife on
their winter range.

Full suppression with limited or restricted use

of heavy equipment for fire-fighting was selected

as the Preferred Alternative for the Red Canyon
Management Unit. This would mean an aggressive

initial attack of wildfires using all available

resources, with the exception of heavy equipment

such as bulldozers. If the fire were not contained

during the initial attack phase, a decision could

be made, utilizing the escaped fire analysis,

whether or not heavy equipment should be used

to supplement the other fire-fighting resources.

This area is a crucial wintering area for big

game, especially elk, and it has intermingled

private and state lands. It also has heavy fuel in

timber stands, is adjacent to U.S. Forest Service

timbered lands, and receives relatively heavy

recreational use in the summer and fall.

Use of full suppression techniques would limit

potential damage to big game winter range on

public lands, limit potential damage on private

lands in the area, reduce potential danger to

recreationists, and reduce potential adverse

impacts to the visual qualities in the area.

Access

The Preferred Alternative is to maintain the

existing transportation system. Unnecessary
roads have already been closed and rehabilitated.

Currently, recreational land-use agreements
provide adequate public access to BLM lands.

Thus, no new easements or route alternatives have

been identified at this time.

Cultural/Natural History South Pass Management Unit

The Preferred Alternative forthe cultural/natural

history program in the Red Canyon Management
Unit would affect one natural history resource.

It would provide for preservation of the Red
Canyon National Natural Landmark's (NNL)
natural character and qualities.

Protection of the Red Canyon NNL would help

prevent disruption and loss of natural values of

this important geological landmark. This canyon
is the only designated National Natural Landmark
in the Lander Resource Area, and continued

protection would ensure future appreciation of

this classic natural history resource.

The South Pass Management Unit contains

about 14,000 acres of BLM-administered surface,

15,000 acres of federal mineral estate, and 5,000

acres of state and private lands (see map 5-19).

There are approximately 955 mining claims in this

unit. These claims are primarily for gold and are

spread evenly throughout the management unit.

South Pass has been the primary gold-mining

region in the state of Wyoming. Settlement began

in the late 1860s and has continued to the present.

This unit also has significant recreational and

wildlife values, including important moose habitat.

The unit has lowto no potential forthe occurrence
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of oil and gas, but other mineral resources do
occur. Mining claims exist on most of the area.

Energy and Minerals

significant surface resources could be achieved

through the approval process of the plans of

operation that would be required for all locatable

minerals activities (except casual use) within the

South Pass Mining District.

Oil and Gas

The Preferred Alternative for management of

the South Pass Management Unit is to keep the

area open to oil and gas leasing, with restrictions.

New oil and gas leases issued within the

management unit would include a no-surface-

occupancy restriction, where necessary, to

protect water quality, fisheries, riparian areas,

sage grouse leks, steep slopes, threatened and
endangered species, significant cultural sites,

critical moose habitat, and all federal mineral

estate within the proposed South Pass National

Register Mining District and the Atlantic City and
Big Atlantic Gulch campgrounds (see map 5-20).

In addition, seasonal restrictions would be applied

to leases to protect important wildlife habitat

areas. Upon completion of the ongoing recon-

naissance inventory of historical resources within

the proposed South Pass National Register Mining

District, the boundary of the district would be

redefined to exclude all areas that are devoid of

significant historical resources.

The Preferred Alternative is to provide
protection of historical resources within the

proposed South Pass National Register Mining

District, as well as to important wildlife habitats

and fragile areas, while providing opportunities

to explore for and develop the oil and gas

resources within the management unit.

Locatable Minerals

Under the Preferred Alternative, the entire

management unit, except for 1 ,727 acres presently

segregated from appropriation under the mining

laws, would be open for locatable mineral

exploration and development. A plan of operations

would be required for all locatable mineral

exploration and development operations con-

ducted within the South Pass Historic Mining

District, except for those activities qualifying as

casual use (see map 5-21). This area would be

designated as an ACEC (see map 5-19 for the

federal surface affected by this designation).

Because of the nature of the present and
anticipated future locatable mineral activities

(small scale gold mining and dredging) in the

management unit, adequate protection of

Fish and Wildlife

Under the Preferred Alternative, development

and maintenance of routine fish and wildlife

habitat improvement projects would be completed

after appropriate review and where consistent with

capabilities and priorities. The South Pass

Management Unit would be the top priority area

for development of an aquatic habitat man-
agement plan aimed at fisheries, beaver and

riparian habitat improvement. Special man-
agement action under the plan would include

aspen management, beaver management, in-

stream structure development, and fencing.

Additional emphasis would be placed on this unit

to improve conifer, aspen, willow-riparian, and

other shrub stands, which make up an important

part of the winter range for the Lander moose
herd and provide important habitat for many other

species. Prescribed burns and other cultural

practices designed to promote aspen and willow

regeneration and improve conifer stands would

be implemented.

This alternative was selected because it provides

the necessary management emphasis to begin

correcting the problems of damaged and
deteriorated aquatic habitats, winter moose range,

and riparian habitats, plus it begins to develop

the potential for enhancement of these habitats

and associated recreational opportunities. The

South Pass unit is the core area of the most

extensive stream fishery resource on public land

in the resource area. It also supports one of the

most important concentrations of winter moose
habitat.

There is high demand for the fishing

opportunities in the area as a result of the local

and regional recreational use attracted to the

South Pass historical area, the varied wildlife

resources, the area's pleasing aesthetic qualities,

and the camping facilities. Gold mining activities,

which have been occurring for over 100 years,

continue to damage the fisheries and riparian

habitats in the unit. Long-term excessive grazing

of stream bottoms has also caused serious

damage to aquatic and riparian habitats. Pro-

tection and enhancement of these habitats

occurring on public lands would help offset these

losses.
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Rare Plants and Unique Plant

Communities

Under the Preferred Alternative, a management
plan would be developed to identify, protect, and
maintain the habitat and population of rare plants,

Antennaria arcuata, Arabis Williamsii, and Arabis
pusilla within the South Pass Management Unit.

However, the populations of Arabis Williamsii and
Arabis pusilla that lie northwest of Wyoming
Highway 28 would not be included within the

Lander RMP/EIS. These populations located
northwest of Highway 28 are within the Green
River Resource Area, Rocks Springs District. Their

special management concerns would be included

within the Green River Resource Area RMP. This

management concern and the population location

information will be made available to the Green
River Resource Area staff.

Forest Management

The Preferred Alternative for the South Pass
Management Unit is to sell small volumes of timber
on a demand basis to local commercial timber-

cutters. There are only about 150 acres of conifer

stands remaining that contain significant amounts
of harvestable timber. Harvesting in these stands

would be limited to partial cuts to remove the dead
and dying timber and to regenerate the stands.

This will leave residual stands to help maintain

wildlife cover and watershed protection.

Aspen stands would be managed to create

healthy wildlife habitat. This could take the form
of harvesting in clearcuts or prescribed burning.

Natural regeneration would be expected on the

harvested areas. If this were not successful in

certain areas, artificial methods (planting or direct

seeding) would be employed.

Landownershlp Adjustments and Utility

Systems

There were no tracts considered for sale or

exchange in the South Pass Management Unit.

Proposals for sale or exchange received in the

future would be considered on a case-by-case
basis. If a certain proposal is determined to be
consistent with the objectives of this RMP, it could

be approved without preparing a planning
amendment. However, Recreation and Public

Purpose Act leases and patents would be
considered as applications are received.

The Preferred Alternative is to avoid the area

when locating major utility systems. Rights-of-way

for major utility systems might be granted if no

feasible alternative route or designated right-of-

way corridor were available. The rationale is that

historical and cultural values would be adversely

impacted by major utility systems. The area is also

very scenic, with fairly intensive recreational use,

and it is important to maintain these values.

Recreation

The Preferred Alternative is to maintain existing

campgrounds and facilities. No new campgrounds
would be built.

The South Pass Historic Mining Area is a special

recreation management area. Management would
be oriented toward maintaining recreational

opportunities in terms of rustic, open-space
settings. Areas of intensive management would
include existing campgrounds, the Miners Delight

Townsite, and Peabody Ridge Overlook. Devel-

opment would be limited to facilities that would
protect visitors and resources. There is strong

public sentiment for maintaining this area with

minimal developments. A management plan would
provide detailed planning for special recreation

management areas. This plan will be written in

conjunction with the cultural resource plan for the

South Pass area.

Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs)

The Preferred Alternative is to continue the

present ORV designations that limit ORV use to

existing roads and vehicle routes. This designation

is determined to be appropriate for the majority

of the public lands by accommodating access

needs, while providing resource protection. It

limits ORV use to existing roads, except for casual

use such as picking up a game animal during

hunting season.

Cultural/Natural History

The Preferred Alternative forthe cultural/natural

history program in the South Pass Management
Unit would affect several historical mining
resources. It would provide a management plan

to guide activities within the proposed South Pass

National Register Mining District. The plan would
include the following three management
actions: accelerated stabilization, preservation,

and protection of all significant historical sites
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within tine proposed Soutli Pass National Register

Mining District; historical site patrol to deter

vandalism; and conformance with local historical

zoning laws on public lands surrounding South

Pass City. The Preferred Alternative would also

provide for limited test excavations at the Miners

Delight historical townsite to facilitate inter-

pretation of the site.

A management plan for the proposed South
Pass National Register Mining District would
provide a well-planned management program for

this fragile and important historical area.

Accelerated stabilization, preservation, and
protection of all significant historical sites would
prevent deterioration of the various 19th and early

20th century historical resources located within

the South Pass area. Many of the historical

resources of the area have already suffered from
natural and human caused deterioration such as

weathering, damage from livestock, and damage
from vandalism; therefore, short-term action is

necessary to prevent severe damage to historical

sites. For this reason, accelerated protection

measures were chosen over more gradual
measures.

Patrolling and monitoring of sites in the

proposed South Pass National Register Mining

District would deter destruction of historical sites

by vandals. Over the past 20 years, artifact hunters

and vandals have caused a high loss of historical

integrity in the sites of South Pass and have

destroyed entire standing historical structures in

some cases. BLM has invested substantial

amounts of money to provide for public use and
enjoyment of the South Pass area; therefore,

control of vandalism is necessary to preserve one
of the main attractions of South Pass, the historical

resources.

Conformance with a local historical zoning

ordinance around South Pass City by BLM would
provide for maintenance of the historical setting

surrounding the town. BLM is a participant in the

preservation of the historical values of the local

area (BLM leases lands that possess historical

structures to the Wyoming Recreation Com-
mission for historical appreciation purposes) and
recognizes the local residents' wishes to maintain

the historical character of the area. In addition,

the public lands in the section in which South
Pass City lies are within the South Pass City

National Register site.

Limited test excavations within the Miners
Delight townsite would help our understanding

of the various occupations that occurred at the

site. Accounts of the townsite's history are limited

and little is known of the site before its 1910 to

1914 occupation phase. This limited test

excavation management action was chosen
because limited excavations would facilitate

interpretation of the site for the public benefit.

Fire Management

Full suppression was chosen as the Preferred

Alternative for the South Pass Management Unit.

This would entail utilizing all available resources

to suppress wildfires in the area.

There are potential negative aspects of

unrestricted use of equipment, such as damage
to soils, vegetation and stream courses by heavy

equipment and the potential visual and
environmental degredation from fire retardant

released from planes. However, this is a very high-

use recreation area containing two active

communities (South Pass City and Atlantic City),

a state park in South Pass City and many historical

mining structures. It also has many other resource

values including fisheries, wildlife, recreation,

soils and forestry, in addition, there are

intermingled private lands with property such as

homes and mine facilities that need protection

from wildfires starting on public lands.

With the many resource values and the large

amounts of private lands that could be damaged
by uncontrolled fires, BLM decided to continue

a policy of full suppression.

Access

The Preferred Alternative is to maintain existing

BLM roads and easements. The existing trans-

portation system provides adequate recreational

access for the South Pass Area.

Gas Hills Management Unit

The Gas Hills Management Unit contains about

872,000 acres of BLM-administered surface,

1,060,000 acres of federal mineral estate, and
378,000 acres of state and private lands.

Gas Hills is an important management unit for

oil and gas leasing and development. Until the

recent slump in uranium markets, uranium mining

and milling were significant activities in the area.

Livestock grazing and rangeland management are

also important issues in this unit, and there are

several important winter ranges for elk, deer and
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antelope. Part of the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer

Trail runs through this unit, and another highly

significant cultural site, Castle Gardens, is in the

northern portion of the unit.

production such as KGSs, this alternative allows

enhanced management of exploration and
development activities by minimizing the

restrictions imposed on these activities.

Energy and Minerals

Oil and Gas

The Preferred Alternative for management of

the Gas Hills Management Unit is to keep the

entire unit open for oil and gas leasing (see map
5-22). New/ oil and gas leases issued in areas rated

as having moderate, low or no potential for the

occurrence of oil and gas reserves would include

a no-surface-occupancy restriction to protect

water quality, fisheries, riparian areas, sage grouse

leks, steep slopes, threatened and endangered

species, significant cultural sites (including 80

acres at the Castle Gardens rock art and picnic

site), y4 mile either side of designated portions

of the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail or the visible

horizon, whichever is closer, Martin's Cove
National Register Site, Devil's Gate Landmark,

fragile lands along the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer

Trail, and the interpretive site at Devil's Gate. In

addition, seasonal restrictions would be applied

to leases to protect important wildlife habitat

areas. In areas with moderate, low or no potential

for occurrence of oil or gas, restrictions would

be applied automatically prior to lease issuance.

These restrictions would be waived later if

appropriate. In areas with high potential for the

occurrence of oil or gas including KGSs,
restrictions would not be automatically applied

prior to lease issuance. Instead, new oil and gas

leases in these areas would be conditioned with

no-surface-occupancy and seasonal restrictions

on a case-by-case basis and only when necessary

to avoid a significant adverse impact to another

resource. This alternative would further provide

for the enhancement of oil and gas development

in KGSs and high-potential areas through the

waiver of lease restrictions following a com-
mitment from the lessee that adverse impacts to

other resources could be acceptably mitigated.

Implementation of the Preferred Alternative

would allow for maximum management flexibility

over the full range of resources. In areas of

moderate, low and no potential for occurrence

of oil and gas, this alternative would allow

enhanced management of the surface resources,

while providing opportunities for exploration and

development of the oil and gas resources.

Conversely, in areas of high potential for the

occurrence of oil and gas or in areas of established

Locatable Minerals

The Gas Hills Management Unit would be open

to locatable mineral exploration and development,

except for 80 acres at Castle Gardens, presently

segregated from appropriation under the mining

laws, 830 acres presently withdrawn from
appropriation under the mining laws (Devil's Gate

Landmark, Devil's Gate Interpretive Site, and

fragile lands along the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer

Trail) and an additional 680 acres around the

Martin's Cove National Register Site, which is

proposed to be withdrawn from appropriation

under the mining laws (see map 5-23). In addition,

a plan of operations would be required for all

locatable mineral exploration and development

activities on significant sites and segments along

the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail (e.g., ruts,

swales, graves, campsites, pristine settings, etc.).

These sites and segments would be designated

as ACECs. See map 5-14 for the federal surface

affected by this designation.

The Preferred Alternative would place few

restrictions on locatable mineral exploration and

development and then only in areas where these

activities could cause significant adverse impacts

on other significant resource values. This

alternative maximizes opportunities for the

exploration for and development of locatable

mineral resources

Fish and Wildlife

The Preferred Alternative is to provide for

development of routine fish and wildlife habitat

improvement projects and maintenance of

existing projects after appropriate review and

where consistent with program capabilities and

priorities. BLM will cooperate with the Wyoming
Game and Fish Department, interested sportsmen,

conservation groups, and adjacent landowners in

efforts to develop a workable bighorn sheep

reintroduction program for the Sweetwater Rocks

area.

This alternative was selected based on the

following:

—The Wyoming Game and Fish Department has

asked BLM to consider approval of a bighorn

sheep reestablishment program in this

ancestral bighorn range. A recent habitat/
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forage inventory covering over 40,000 acres

of the reintroduction area Inas been con-

ducted. Tiie results of tliis inventory indicated

tinat tinere is an ample amount of suitable

habitat available. The total potential habitat

area is about 85 percent BLM land and 15

percent state and private rangeland. About

67 percent of the total habitat area is unused

and unsuitable for livestock grazing. This 67

percent represents the best potential bighorn

habitat. It is largely unoccupied, with the

exception of a relatively low density mule deer

population. Assuming 50 percent of the

forage production for allowable use and

reserving adequate forage for the mule deer

herd, there is ample forage in the area unused
by livestock to support several times the

number of bighorns proposed as a possible

long-term population goal (up to 400 sheep,

base population). If a successful reintro-

duction program were accomplished, the

following benefits would be realized:

—A previously extirpated species would be
restored to ancestral habitat.

—Unoccupied public land habitat would be

restored to big game production.

—The population of one of the state's and nation's

most valuable, prized, and scarce big game
animals would be expanded.

—Opportunities for aesthetics and sport hunting

would be increased.

The most significant concerns yet to be worked
out are those expressed by adjoining landowners.

Their concerns include sheep use on adjacent

private lands and the added time and expense of

managing people in the area (e.g. trespass and
requests for permission to cross private lands).

Landownership Adjustments and Utility

Systems

A total of 60 isolated tracts of public land were
reviewed to determine whether they should be

sold, exchanged or retained in public ownership.

The Preferred Alternative is to retain 20 isolated

tracts and consider 40 tracts for sale or exchange
(see map 5-24).

Proposals for sale or exchange received in the

future would be considered on a case-by-case

basis. If a certain proposal is determined to be

consistent with the objectives of this RMP, it could

be approved without preparing a planning
amendment.

The 20 tracts, encompassing approximately

2,302 acres, which would be retained are tracts

94, 95, 103, 104, 107, 111, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117,

120, 142, 148, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, and 157.

The rationale for retaining these tracts is that they

have high value for public recreation because of

existing legal access or they have historical value

associated with the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer

Trail. Tract 120 contains wildlife water devel-

opment.

The 40 tracts, totaling approximately 3,472

acres, which could be considered for sale or

exchange, are tracts 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93,

96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 105, 106, 108, 109,

110, 112, 118, 119, 121, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141,

143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 149, 150, 156, 158, 159,

and 160. The rationale for considering these tracts

for sale or exchange is that the majority are small

and very isolated without legal access. The lands

do not have unique or significant resource values

and the existing land use probably would continue

as livestock grazing and wildlife habitat. Tracts

158 and 159 have public access but do not have

significant resource values. The preferred method
of disposal for these tracts would be for exchange
purposes to enhance management of cultural,

recreation, wildlife, or other resources on public

land.

Recreation and Public Purpose Act leases and
patents would be issued on a case-by-case basis.

The rationale for this alternative is that R&PP
actions would be analyzed in response to

applications, and decisions as to compatibility

with the unit's resource values would be

considered at that time.

The Preferred Alternative also includes allowing

major utilities in the area, except for along the

Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail corridor and
Sweetwater Rocks. Rights-of-way for major utility

systems might be granted if no feasible alternative

route or designated right-of-way corridor were

available. Utility systems would be concentrated

in existing corridors whenever possible. The
rationale for this alternative is that there would

be no significant impact resulting from major

utility systems, especially when located in existing

corridors and outside the two high resource value,

avoidance areas identified above.

Recreation Management

The Preferred Alternative would maintain

existing BLM developments at the Devil's Gate

interpretive site and Castle Gardens picnic site.
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The Devil's Gate interpretive site is incorporated

in the management plan for the Oregon/Mormon
Pioneer Trail. The plan provides detailed planning

with specific objectives for use by visitors,

resource protection, and interpretive needs
consistent with public demand. Castle Gardens
is an extensive recreation management area and,

as with the rest of the Gas Hills unit, dispersed

recreation would be encouraged. Other than

additional interpretation and resource protection

at Castle Gardens, recreation management and
maintenance would be minimal, with emphasis on
resolving user conflicts and providing resource

protection.

Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs)

The Preferred Alternative is to limit ORV use

to existing roads and vehicle routes, except for

the Castle Gardens withdrawal area, which would
be closed to ORV use.

An ORV designation of "limited to existing roads

and vehicle routes" is determined to be appro-

priate for the majority of the public lands by
accommodating access needs while providing

resource protection. An ORV closure on the 80-

acre protective withdrawal area at Castle Gardens
would protect fragile soils, rock outcrops and
Class A scenery. The BLM road to the picnic site

would remain open in the closed ORV area.

National Register Site, and a continuation of the

protective withdrawal at the Devil's Gate Historic

Landmark and fragile lands along the Oregon/
Mormon Pioneer Trail. Adoption of these
recommendations in the RMP would provide

continued protection of this National Historic Trail

and two of its highly important sites. This type

of management would ensure compliance with

National Trails System Act requirements for the

protection of important trail segments and sites,

as well as provide for the preservation of several

National Register listed and eligible trail

properties. It would also continue long-standing

past efforts of BLM to preserve and encourage
public enjoyment of the trail.

Development of a management plan would
provide for a well planned framework to guide

activities within the Castle Gardens rock art site.

The plan would include installation of walkways
and extra protective fencing at Castle Gardens,

which would help halt deterioration of a regionally

significant prehistoric rock art site. This National

Register enrolled site, which the BLM has

developed as an interpretive site, is suffering

impacts from erosion caused by human traffic on

the site and from defacing of the rock art by

vandals. Positive action to prevent these impacts

would help protect the rock art site and its

surroundings. No action could result in adverse

effects to the site and diminish the value of BLM's
prior investments at the site.

Cultural/Natural History

The Preferred Alternative for the cultural/natural

history program in the Gas Hills Management Unit

would affect two significant cultural resources. It

would ensure that all actions are consistent with

the Oregon-Mormon National Historic Trail Man-
agement Plan and would provide for a manage-
ment plan that would include provisions for

walkways and further fencing at the Castle

Gardens rock art site.

The Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail Manage-
ment Plan (described in Chapter II) establishes

protection, use, and management guidelines for

public land trail resources throughout Wyoming,
including the Lander Resource Area. Recom-
mendations now formulated for the trail would
establish the following in the Gas Hills Man-
agement Unit: a Vi mile or visible horizon corridor

(whichever is closer) on each side of selected trail

segments where modern intrusions and
disturbances would be minimized or prohibited,

a protective withdrawal for the Martin's Cove

Fire Management

The Gas Hills Management Unit has been
divided into three suppression zones (see map
5-25). Each zone and its corresponding preferred

alternative are as follows:

Zone 1

Full suppression with limited use of heavy

equipment is the Preferred Alternative for this

zone. This would mean an aggressive initial attack

with all available resources, with the exception

of heavy equipment such as bulldozers. If the fire

were not controlled during initial attack, a decision

would be made whether or not to use heavy

equipment, based on the escaped fire analysis.

There are many areas within this zone where
wildfires could be safely managed without full

suppression. However, there are large areas of

intermingled private lands where it would be
difficult, under certain circumstances, to limit

wildfires to public lands. There is also big game
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winter range that could be damaged by uncon-

trolled wildfires.

Zone 2

Limited suppression was chosen as the

Preferred Alternative for this zone. The primary

objective of this type of management is to reduce

suppression costs in contrast to damages the fire

would have caused. A fire in this area would be

observed and suppression would occur when the

fire: 1) exceeds or has the potential to exceed

the size specified in a predetermined plan, 2)

threatens private property, 3) threatens other man-
made structures, or 4) threatens human life.

This area has a history of fires on an average

of one every 3 years. There is a very small amount
of intermingled private lands. The resource

damage caused by wildfires is less than the

damage that would be created by fire-fighting

equipment and people. Also, the use of limited

suppression is less costly than full suppression.

Zone 3

Full suppression with limited use of heavy

equipment was chosen as the Preferred

Alternative for this zone. This would mean an

aggressive initial attack on all wildfires with all

available resources, with the exception of heavy

equipment such as bulldozers. If the fire were not

controlled after the initial attack, a decision based

on the escaped fire analysis would be made as

to whether or not to allow the use of heavy

equipment.

Full suppression was chosen, even though there

are many areas where wildfires could enhance
range and wildlife habitat, because of the large

amount of private and state lands that could be

damaged as a result of wildfire started on BLM-
administered lands. Prescribed burns would be

used for range and wildlife habitat improvement.

Access

would continue to maintain the Castle Gardens

access road. Easements for administrative access

on Copper Mountain are needed to maintain

BLM's radio repeater site on state land. Public

access is needed in the Sweetwater Rocks area

via Beef Gap and Wolf Gap Roads. Other
alternatives will be considered in easement
negotiations.

East Fork Management Unit

The East Fork Management Unit contains about

950 acres of BLM-administered surface, 3,400

acres of BLM-administered lands that are

dedicated as Wildlife Coordination lands, 14,000

acres of federal mineral estate, and 12,000 acres

of state lands. There are 8 mining claims in this

unit. These claims are primarily for precious

metals and lie along the fringe of the big game
winter range.

The East Fork big game winter range is one

of the most outstanding managed elk winter

ranges in the West. As many as 3,500 elk winter

on the 17,000 acres in this unit (approximately

1,000 acres are administered by BLM). East Fork

was established as a winter range for elk in 1947,

because the elk were threatening the livelihood

of ranchers in the area. In 1972, BLM entered into

a cooperative management agreement with the

state of Wyoming that committed BLM to: 1) not

issue livestock grazing leases in the unit, and 2)

to manage the area as an elk winter range

requiring other public uses to be compatible with

that purpose.

The unit has low to moderate development

potential for oil and gas and low potential for other

mineral resources. As of December 1981, BLM had

issued oil and gas leases on about 4,000 acres,

and the state of Wyoming had issued oil and gas

leases on another 600 acres of state lands within

the unit.

Energy and Minerals

The Preferred Alternative is to negotiate with

landowners for administrative access and
easements as identified in the District Trans-

portation Plan. As of 1985, this plan calls for

negotiating easements or initiating appropriate

route alternatives to secure public access on the

Copper Mountain Road, Wolf Gap, Beef Gap, and
Beaver Rim Roads.

The county road system provides some public

access for the Gas Hills Management Unit. BLM

Oil and Gas

A modified Alternative A was selected as the

Preferred Alternative for the East Fork Man-

agement Unit. The management unit would be

designated a no-leasing area for oil and gas.

Should drainage occur, BLM would recommend
leasing under such stipulations as agreed upon

by the Wyoming Game and Fish Department, the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the BLM (see

map 5-26).
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The Preferred Alternative would be consistent

with cooperative management efforts of the

Wyoming Game and Fish Department, U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of Land
Management to manage the area as an elk winter

range. The federal mineral estate within the unit

has been rated as having low to moderate potential

for the occurrence of oil and gas.

Locatable Minerals

The Preferred Alternative for management of

the East Fork Management Unit is to designate

the area as an ACEC (see map 5-28 for the federal

surface affected by this designation) and close

approximately 13,855 acres of federal mineral

estate to locatable mineral exploration and
development (see map 5-27). By Public Land
Order888 (March 30, 1953) and Public Land Order
4644 (April 18, 1969), 3,432 acres were withdrawn
from appropriations under the mining laws and
made available for use as a crucial winter range
forelk. These lands are controlled by the Wyoming
Game and Fish Department through a cooperative

agreement with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

under the provisions of the Coordination Act (60

Stat. 1080, U.S.C. 661-666 c). Implementation of

this alternative would require the withdrawal of

approximately 10,423 acres of federal mineral

estate from appropriations under the mining laws.

The Preferred Alternative would be consistent

with cooperative management efforts of the

Wyoming Game and Fish Department, U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of Land
Management to manage the area as an elk winter

range.

Fish and Wildlife

The Preferred Alternative for the East Fork

Management Unit is to continue cooperative

habitat improvement projects developed with the

Wyoming Game and Fish Department. These
would include a variety of actions such as

prescribed burning or other cultural practices,

seeding, pitting, herbicide treatment, water
development, etc. Any projects initiated would be

designed to improve habitat for wintering elk, the

priority species on the unit, or to benefit other

species if the project would not cause significant

negative effects on the elk population. Projects

that would benefit elk, but that would also have
significant negative effects on other important

species, probably would not be undertaken.

This alternative was selected because any
habitat improvement action taken under it would

be consistent with the Wyoming Game and Fish

Department's management objectives for the East

Fork Big Game Winter Range and, therefore, with

Wyoming Game and Fish Department/Bureau of

Land Management cooperative agreements and

the Public Land Orders effecting the unit.

Landownership Adjustments and Utility

Systems

The Preferred Alternative includes con-
sideration of disposal for tracts 24, 25, 26 and 27,

totaling approximately 961 acres, in public

ownership. The tracts would be considered for

disposal (exchange or sale) only to public

agencies or private organizations which would use

the lands in a manner consistent with the

management objectives of the East Fork elk winter

range (see map 5-28). Proposals for sale or

exchange received in the future would be

considered on a case-by-case basis. If a certain

proposal is determined to be consistent with the

objectives of this RMP, it could be approved

without preparing a planning amendment. The

rationale for the Preferred Alternative is that the

lands are an integral part of the East Fork Big

Game Winter Range and the disposal of these

lands to other than the two entities discussed

above would be detrimental to the management
of this regionally important elk winter range. The
lands are also high-value recreational lands and

should, therefore, remain in some form of public

ownership.

The Preferred Alternative also includes issuing

Recreation and Public Purpose Act patents on a

case-by-case basis. The Preferred Alternative

additionally provides for avoiding the area when
locating major utility systems. Rights-of-way for

major utility systems might be granted if no

feasible alternative route or designated right-of-

way corridor were available.

Recreation Management

The East Fork Management Unit requires

minimal management for recreation. Emphasis
would be on resolving user conflicts and providing

resource protection.

Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs)

The Preferred Alternative is to limit vehicular

traffic to existing roads and vehicle routes. This
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designation provides adequate resource pro-

tection, wlnile accommodating access needs.

details on Inow tliis issue will be addressed, see

Chapter II, Management Actions Common to All

Alternatives.)

Fire Management

Full suppression was chosen as the Preferred

Alternative for the East Fork Management Unit.

This would entail an aggressive initial attack with

all available resources, with the objective of

suppressing wildfires as quickly as possible.

This area is an established winter range for elk

and other big game species. The destruction of

a large portion of this winter range by uncontrolled

fires would force the animals onto adjacent private

lands, thus causing serious conflicts between the

elk herd and livestock grazing.

The area is also under the cooperative
agreement for initial suppression with the U.S.

Forest Service.

Access

The Preferred Alternative is to maintain the

existing transportation system. Adequate public

access is available to public lands in the East Fork

Management Unit.

Dubois Badlands Management
Unit

Energy and Minerals

Oil and Gas

The Preferred Alternative for management of

the Dubois Badlands is to keep the entire unit

open to oil and gas leasing, with restrictions to

protect significant surface resource values. This

would include applying a no-surface-occupancy

restriction to all new oil and gas leases issued

on 4,500 acres, which has moderate potential for

the occurrence of oil and gas. These 4,500 acres

were previously included in the Dubois Badlands

WSA. No-surface-occupancy restrictions would

be applied to new leases throughout the remainder

of the management unit to protect water quality,

fisheries, riparian areas, sage grouse leks, steep

slopes, threatened and endangered species, and
significant cultural resources. In addition,

exploration activities would be seasonally

restricted in important wildlife habitat areas (see

Appendix 2 for these restrictive measures).

The Preferred Alternative would provide for the

protection of the natural and visual characteristics

of the Dubois Badlands area as well as crucial

wildlife habitats and fragile areas, while providing

opportunities to explore for and develop the oil

and gas reserves within the management unit (see

map 5-29).

The Dubois Badlands Management Unit con-

tains about 5,000 acres of BLM-administered
surface, 11,000 acres of federal mineral estate, and
6,600 acres of state and private lands. There are

no mining claims within the Dubois Badlands
Management Unit.

This management unit contains 4,500 acres of

highly eroded badland topography banded by red,

gray and white clay soils. The unit provides

important habitat for bighorn sheep, elk, deer, and
antelope. This area has moderate potential for

occurrence of oil and gas. It is unknown if there

is any potential for other minerals.

The Dubois Badlands unit was a wilderness

study area until December 30, 1982, when the

Secretary of Interior dropped all wilderness study

areas under 5,000 acres in size from further

consideration for wilderness. During the writing

of the RMP, this decision was reversed. (For more

Locatable Minerals

Under the Preferred Alternative, the entire

management unit would be open for exploration

and development of locatable minerals. In addi-

tion, a plan of operations would be required for

all locatable mineral exploration and development

operations conducted within that portion of the

unit previously included within the Dubois
Badlands WSA (see map 5-30). This area would

be designated as an ACEC (see map 5-31 for the

federal surface affected by this designation).

Because of the limited interest that has been

expressed for locatable mineral exploration

activities and the low development potential in this

area, adequate protection of significant surface

resources could be achieved through the approval

process for the plans of operations that would

be required for all locatable mineral exploration

and development activities.
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Fish and Wildlife Recreation Management

Under the Preferred Alternative, routine fish and
wildlife habitat improvement projects and
maintenance of existing projects would be
completed after appropriate review and would be

consistent with program capabilities and
priorities.

Landownership Adjustments and Utility

Systems

The Preferred Alternative is to consider disposal

by sale or exchange of three small isolated parcels

(33, 34 and 35) of public land, which total

approximately 359 acres (see map 5-31).

Exchange is the preferred method of disposal.

Proposals for sale or exchange received in the

future would be considered on a case-by-case

basis. If a certain proposal is determined to be

consistent with the objectives of this RMP, it could

be approved without preparing a planning

amendment.

These parcels have crucial and important

wildlife values for elk, deer, and bighorn sheep,

and the public views these lands in this unit as

being valuable for wildlife. However, these tracts

are small and quite isolated from the remaining

public lands in this unit and there is no legal access

for management purposes. It is not likely that the

existing land use, livestock grazing and wildlife

habitat, would change if the lands were
exchanged. This assumption is based on the lack

of access and the fact that the surrounding

landowners (livestock operators) would have the

first opportunity to purchase the parcels, if sold.

The Preferred Alternative is to issue Recreation

and Public Purpose Act patents on a case-by-case

basis. The rationale for this alternative is that

R&PP actions would be analyzed in response to

applications, and decisions as to compatibility

with the unit's resource values would be con-

sidered at that time.

The Preferred Alternative includes avoiding the

Dubois Badlands when routing major utility

systems. Rights-of-way might be granted if no

feasible alternative route or designated right-of-

way corridor were available. Rationale for this

alternative is that the scenic, watershed and
wildlife habitat values of the Dubois Badlands

would be protected.

The Dubois Badlands is an extensive recreation

management area that would be managed in its

natural state. Recreation management would
emphasize resolving competing uses and pro-

viding resource protection.

Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs)

The Preferred Alternative is to close the entire

unit to ORV use. A closure would protect

outstanding scenery and natural values. There is

strong publicsupportforeliminating ORV damage
to the fragile soils, visual resources and significant

wildlife habitat.

Fire Management

The Preferred Alternative for the Dubois
Badlands Management Unit is full suppression.

Access

The Preferred Alternative would provide for

maintenance of the existing transportation

system. Present public access is adequate.

Whiskey Mountain Management
Unit

The Whiskey Mountain Mountain Unit contains

about 4,000 acres of BLM-administered surface,

8,000 acres of federal mineral estate, and 6,000

acres of state and private lands. There are no
mining claims on Whiskey Mountain.

Whiskey Mountain is a bighorn sheep crucial

winter range managed jointly by the U.S. Forest

Service, Wyoming Game and Fish Department,

and BLM. The unit has low potential for

occurrence of oil and gas and other minerals, and
no leases have been issued. A portion of the

Whiskey Mountain Unit (500 acres) was also a

wilderness study area until December 30, 1982.

During the writing of the RMP, the decision to

drop this area from further consideration for

wilderness was reversed. (For more details on how
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this wilderness issue will be addressed, see

Chapter 11, Management Actions Common to All

Alternatives.)

Energy and Minerals

Oil and Gas

A modified Alternative A was selected as the

Preferred Alternative for the Whiskey Mountain
Management Unit. The management unit would

be designated a no-leasing area for oil and gas.

Should drainage occur, the unit would become
subject to leasing with a no-surface-occupancy
stipulation. There would be no exceptions to the

no-surface-occupancy restriction. The segre-

gated acreage could not be leased at all (see map
5-32). Of the 6,630 acres of federal mineral estate

within the management unit, 2,599 acres are

currently segregated from appropriations under
the mineral leasing laws.

The Preferred Alternative would be consistent

with cooperative management efforts of the

Wyoming Game and Fish Department, U.S. Forest

Service and Bureau of Land Management to

manage the Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep
Winter Range for the purpose of perpetuating the

bighorn sheep herd for sport hunting, aesthetics,

transplant stock, and educational and scientific

values. The overall management strategy, as set

forth by this cooperative agreement, implemented
in July 1969, is to protect and enhance the value

of the range for bighorn sheep and for other values

"compatible therewith" in the best interests of the

public.

All of the land within the Whiskey Mountain
Management Unit has been rated low for the

potential occurrence of oil and gas.

Locatable Minerals

The Preferred Alternative for management of

the Whiskey Mountain Management Unit is to

designate the area as an ACEC (see map 5-34

for the federal surface affected by this desig-

nation) and close the Whiskey Mountain Bighorn

Sheep Winter Range to locatable mineral
exploration and development (see map 5-33).

Of the 6,630 acres of federal mineral estate

within the management unit, 2,599 acres are

currently segregated from appropriations under
the mining laws. Implementation of this alternative

would require the withdrawal of all 6,630 acres

of federal mineral estate from appropriation under
the mining laws (except for oil and gas).

The Preferred Alternative for locatable minerals

would be consistent with cooperative manage-
ment efforts of the Wyoming Game and Fish

Department, U.S. Forest Service, and Bureau of

Land Management.

Fish and Wildlife

All of the habitat and animal management
techniques and improvement projects referred to

in this alternative would be initiated for the direct

or indirect benefit of the Whiskey Mountain big-

horn sheep and their habitat (see Alternative A,

Fish and Wildlife, Whiskey Mountain, Appendix
I)-

Habitat improvement such as vegetative

manipulation or prescribed burning could be used
to improve habitat for elk, mule deer or other

species, if the purpose were to reduce the

competition of these animals with bighorns or if

the project would benefit mule deer, elk, etc.,

without causing significant negative effects on
bighorn sheep.

This alternative was selected because it is

consistent with the 1969 Interagency Cooperative

Agreement, the Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep
Comprehensive Management Plan, and the long-

standing and established purpose of the Whiskey
Mountain Bighorn Sheep Winter Range, all of

which emphasize the priority of bighorns and their

habitat. Successful implementation of these

projects and programs would have significant

beneficial effects on bighorn sheep and their

habitat.

Landownership Adjustments and Utility

Systems

The Preferred Alternative is to allow land-

ownership adjustments only when the Bighorn

Sheep Interagency Technical Committee has

analyzed and recommended such adjustments.

The Bighorn Sheep Interagency Technical
Committee would take an active role in pursuing

and reviewing landownership adjustment options.

The rationale for this alternative is that if the two
parcels identified for possible disposal(Nos. 38
and 163 totalling 890 acres) were to be disposed
of, the end result must be a net benefit to

management of the bighorn sheep habitat (see

map 5-34).

Proposals for sale or exchange received in the

future would be considered on a case-by-case
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basis. If a certain proposal is determined to be
consistent with the objectives of this RMP, it could

be approved without preparing a planning
amendment.

The Preferred Alternative also states that

Recreation and Public Purpose Act patents will

be issued on a case-by-case basis. The rationale

for this alternative is that R&PP actions would be
analyzed in response to applications, and
decisions as to compatibility with the unit's

resource values would be considered at that time.

The Preferred Alternative additionally provides

for avoiding the management unit when locating

major utility systems. Rights-of-way might be

granted if no feasible alternative route or

designated right-of-way corridor were available.

The rationale is that installation and maintenance
activities could adversely impact both bighorn

sheep and their habitat. The management unit is

located quite high on the slopes of the Wind River

Mountains in an area not conducive to con-
structing major utility systems.

Recreation Management

The Preferred Alternative is to cooperate with

the Wyoming Game and Fish Department on
nonconsumptive wildlife visitor use management,
set a 14-day camping limit and exclude com-
mercial hunting camps, which would not be
compatible with management of the bighorn

sheep herd.

Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs)

Fire Management

The Preferred Alternative for the Whiskey
Mountain Management Unit is limited sup-
pression. This alternative was selected because
heavy equipment used on fires could easily

damage the fragile soils on the steep slopes. Also,

fires in the area could have the potential for

enhancing the sheep habitat.

This prescription is compatible with the present

fire policy on adjacent U.S. Forest Service lands.

Access

The Preferred Alternative is to maintain the

present transportation system. Legal public

access is available to public lands in the Whiskey
Mountain Management Unit.

Dubois Area Management Unit

The Dubois Area Management Unit contains

about 27,000 acres of BLM-administered surface,

84,000 acres of federal mineral estate, and 103,000

acres of state and private lands.

The Dubois Area Management Unit consists of

scattered public lands with potential for

occurrence of oil and gas, ranging from mostly

low to some moderate and some high. This scenic

unit also has important habitats for elk, deer,

moose, and antelope.

The Preferred Alternative is to limit vehicle use
to designated roads and vehicle routes and impose
seasonal closures in some areas. A few roads
would be rehabilitated, while others would remain
open for viewing the bighorn sheep.

Long- and short-term resource damage, user

access requirements and public safety suggest
that limitation of ORV use would be in the best
public interest. Roads and vehicle routes should

be closed seasonally in order to protect the road-

bed, watershed values, visual resources, and
wildlife habitat (approximate dates would be from
December 1 to June 15). Unnecessary roads

would be eliminated to put areas back into

production for wildlife habitat.

Energy and Minerals

Oil and Gas

The Preferred Alternative for management of

the Dubois Area Management Unit is to keep the

entire unit open for oil and gas leasing. New oil

and gas leases issued in areas rated as having

moderate, low or no potential for the occurrence

of oil and gas reserves would include a no-surface-

occupancy restriction to protect water quality,

fisheries, riparian areas, sage grouse leks, steep

slopes, threatened and endangered species, Warm
Springs Canyon, the area around Torrey Lake, and
significant cultural sites. In addition, seasonal

restrictions would be applied to the leases to
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protect important wildlife habitat areas. In areas
with moderate, low or no potential for occurrence
of oil or gas, restrictions would be applied
automatically before lease issuance. These
restrictions could be waived later if appropriate.

In areas with high potential for the occurrence
of oil or gas, including KGSs, restrictions would
not be automatically applied before lease
issuance. Instead, new oil and gas leases issued
in these areas would be conditioned with no-
surface-occupancy and seasonal restrictions on
a case-by-case basis and only when necessary
to avoid a significant adverse impact on another
resource. This alternative would further provide
for the enhancement of oil and gas development
in KGSs and high-potential areas through the
waiver of lease restrictions, upon demonstration
by the lessee that adverse impacts to other
resources could be minimized (see map 5-35).

Implementation of the Preferred Alternative

would allow for maximum management flexibility

over the full range of resources. In areas of

moderate, low and no potential for occurrence
of oil and gas, this alternative would allow for

enhanced management of the surface resources,

while providing opportunities for exploration and
development of the oil and gas reserves.
Conversely, in areas of high potential for the

occurrence of oil and gas or in areas of established

production such as KGSs, this alternative would
allow for enhanced management of exploration

and development activities by minimizing the

restrictions imposed on these activities.

Locatable Minerals

Fish and Wildlife

Under the Preferred Alternative, routine fish and
wildlife habitat improvement projects and
maintenance of existing projects would be
completed after appropriate review and would be
consistent with program capabilities and
priorities.

Forest Management

The Preferred Alternative is to offer small sales

if a demand existed. The objective would be to

improve the condition of the timber on small areas
by regenerating harvested areas. This would be
mainly to benefit wildlife habitat in these areas.

Timber resources in the Dubois Area Man-
agement Unit are quite limited; therefore,
opportunity for timber harvest is also quite limited.

There are only 2,000 acres of timber stands
scattered over this area, with the majority in the
Sand Butte and Hat Butte areas.

Physical access to the timber stands is difficult

because of the rough terrain, but could be
accomplished from at least two different

directions. Legal access through private lands is

lacking; however, this should not be a problem
if negotiated sales were utilized.

Landownership Adjustments and Utility

Systems

The entire unit, with the exception of 190 acres
in Warm Spring Canyon, would be open to

locatable mineral exploration and development.
All exploration and development activities would
be regulated in accordance with the regulations

set forth in Title 43 CFR Part 3809. Implementation
of this alternative would require the withdrawal
of 190 acres of federal mineral estate from
appropriation under the mining laws (see map 5-

36). Because of the limited interest that has been
expressed for locatable mineral exploration
activities and the relatively low development
potential of the area, adequate protection for other
resources could be achieved through admini-
stration of all exploration and development
activities under the regulations contained in Title

43 CFR Part 3809, with the exception of 190 acres
in Warm Springs Canyon. Withdrawal of the 190
acres would be consistent with the management
objective of protection of the scenic, natural and
historical characteristics of the canyon.

The Preferred Alternative is to retain 14 tracts

and consider 18 tracts for sale or exchange (see

map 5-37). Proposals for disposal or exchange
received in the future would be considered on a

case-by-case basis. If a certain proposal is

determined to be consistent with the objectives

of this RMP, it could be approved without
preparing a planning amendment.

The 1 4 tracts, totaling approximately 2,960 acres
(tracts 2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 18, 19, 29, 31,

36, and 162) would be retained because of

important wildlife habitat and high public
recreational values. The other 18 tracts, totaling

approximately 2,325 acres (tracts 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11,

14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 28, 30, 32, 37, and 168),

would be considered for sale or exchange. The
rationale for considering disposal of these tracts

is that even though they have high wildlife values,
there is no legal or physical access to these lands.
It is predicted that the wildlife habitat value of

these parcels would not be affected if they were
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disposed of, because a change in land use would
probably not occur.

Recreation and Public Purpose Act patents

would be issued on a case-by-case basis to meet
the needs of organizations and local and state

governments.

The Preferred Alternative is to allow major utility

systems. The systems would be concentrated in

existing corridors whenever possible. The
rationale is that the potential routes that are

suitable for locating major utility systems are

located along U.S. Highway 287, county roads,

and major drainages. These areas are comprised
of predominantly private land, with scattered small

parcels of public land that would not be
significantly impacted by a major utility system.

Recreation Management

This unit would best be managed consistently

with other extensive recreation management area

objectives where dispersed recreation would be
encouraged and where visitors would have
freedom of recreational choice with minimal
regulation.

resources of the canyon from deterioration. This
flume, which is eligible for the National Register,

is presently suffering from natural weathering and
minor vandalism, but still remains in fair shape
overall. Continued neglect of the flume would
eventually result in the destruction of this

important resource, although it does not appear
to be in immediate danger. The natural bridge and
geyser are less vulnerable, but still are in some
danger of damage from vandalism. For these

reasons, a management plan designed to manage
the canyon and assess stabilization and protection

needs for the flume was chosen.

Fire Management

The Preferred Alternative for this area is full

suppression with no equipment restrictions. This

entails an aggressive initial attack with all available

resources, with the objective of suppressing
wildfires as quickly as possible.

The BLM-administered lands in this area are

very scattered, with more private and state lands

than BLM lands. Full suppression would reduce
or eliminate damage to other lands from wildfires

starting on BLM lands.

Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs) Access

The Preferred Alternative is to limit ORV use
to existing roads and vehicle routes.

ORV use is limited to existing roads and vehicle

routes on most public lands. There is still ample
opportunity to leave existing roads to perform
necessary tasks, including picking up big game
kills, repairing range improvements, managing
livestock, and performing mineral activities with

minimal surface disturbance.

Cultural/Natural History

The Preferred Alternative forthe cultural/natural

history resources program in the Dubois Area
Management Unit would affect one combined
cultural/natural history resource. It would provide
for the completion of a management plan for the

Warm Springs Canyon flume, following a study
of stabilization needs of the flume.

A study detailing the stabilization needs of the

flume and an overall management plan for Warm
Springs Canyon would begin the process of pro-

tecting the important cultural and natural history

The Preferred Alternative would provide for

negotiations with landowners for easements as

identified in the District Transportation Plan. As
of 1985, this plan calls for negotiating easements
for public access on the Tappan Creek Road.

The Tappan Creek Road is not available for

public access. The public lands in the man-
agement unit are largely land-locked. Easements
on this road would provide public access to several

hundred acres of public land and would tie into

the national forest land. Legal access would
provide important access for hunting and
sightseeing. This road would be seasonally closed

because the area is an important elk migration

corridor.

Sweetwater Canyon Management
Unit (Wilderness Study Area)

See Lander Wilderness EIS for proposed
management of wilderness study area.
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Sweetwater Rocks Management Copper Mountain Management

Unit (Wilderness Study Area) Unit (Wilderness Study Area)

See Lander Wilderness EIS for proposed See Lander Wilderness EIS for proposed

management of wilderness study area. management of wilderness study area.
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CHAPTER VI

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

INTRODUCTION

The Lander RMP/EIS was prepared by an
interdisciplinary team of specialists from the
Lander Resource Area and the Rawlins District

office and the Wyoming State office of BLM. In-

depth reviews for accuracy and consistency were
provided by both the district office and state office
staffs.

Consultation, coordination and public
involvement occurred throughout the process
through scoping meetings, open house and
informal meetings, individual contacts, a news-
letter, radio and newspaper releases, and Federal
Register notices.

Writing of the document began in the fall of
1984. Much of the analysis, research, inventory,
public involvement, and interagency coordination
was completed before that time.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

A public participation plan was prepared to

ensure that the public would have numerous
opportunities to be actively involved in the
planning and environmental processes. Both
formal and informal input was encouraged and
utilized.

A Federal Register notice of intent to prepare
a plan was published in January 1984. A news
release on October 24, 1 984, announced four open
house meetings to be held in November. At the
same time, a newsletter requesting public input
that outlined planning issues and criteria, was
mailed to agencies, organizations and individuals
on our mailing list.

The responses received were from many sectors
of the public and covered all the issues and
proposed management actions. Generally, there
was a great deal of interest in the wilderness study
areas by both development and preservation-
oriented entities and individuals. Many responses
dealt with oil and gas, and other mineral issues
and concerns not only in the wilderness study
areas, but in the other management units as well.

There was considerable interest, by ranchers
primarily, in the grazing proposals. There were

many comments dealing with wildlife preservation
and enhancement, especially regarding habitat in

the resource management units near Dubois.
There was much interest in recreation-related
proposals and in cultural/historical preservation,
the latter especially so in the South Pass
Management Unit. There was significant interest

in possible landownership adjustments, timber
and firewood sales, and access to public lands.
These concerns were from other federal agencies,
state and local government agencies, interest

groups (primarily conservation groups), business
and industry (primarily mineral industries), and
many individuals with varying interests.

The Rawlins District Advisory Council and the
Grazing Board were kept apprised of the progress
of the RMP and their comments were solicited

throughout this process.

Each operator of an I, M, or C category grazing
allotment was contacted, either in person or in

writing to discuss the categorization of that
allotment.

Formal and informal meetings were held with
many members of the ranching and minerals com-
munities and with other interest groups and
agencies.

The Draft RMP/EIS was released in November
1985. Two public hearings were held in December;
one in Dubois and the other in Lander. Comment
letters received are found in Chapter VII, together
with BLM's responses to each of the concerns
raised.

CONSISTENCY

Coordination with other agencies and con-
sistency with other plans was accomplished
through continuous communications and cooper-
ative efforts between BLM and involved federal,

state, and local agencies and organizations. The
Wyoming Governor's Clearinghouse was supplied
with numerous copies of the draft document for

review to ensure consistency with the state's

ongoing plans. We believe we have addressed all

the comments from state agencies and that the
plan meets the consistency requirements defined
in FLPMA. County land use plans were reviewed
by the RMP team to ensure consistency.
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

Authorities for the Bureau of Indian Affairs from

the Wind River Reservation were coordinated with,

as was the Bureau of Reclamation fortheadjoining

Boysen Reservoir project, and the U.S. Forest

Service for the adjoining Shoshone National

Forest.

Local groups were consulted to ensure that all

parties were aware of the plans and objectives.

A copy of the newsletter was distributed to all

persons on the Lander RMP mailing list. This list

is available at the Lander Resource Area office.

Copies of the document are available for review

in the BLM offices at Lander, Rawlins, Worland,

Casper, and Rock Springs, and in the county

libraries in Fremont, Natrona, Sweetwater, and

Carbon counties.

State Agencies:

•Wyoming Office of tine Govenor
State Planning Coordinators Office

*Game and Fish Department

•Recreation Commission
Highway Department

Public Lands Commission
Public Lands and Farm Loan District

'Public Service Commission
University of Wyoming (various departments)

State Historic Preservation Officer

Central Wyoming College

Archives Museums and Historical Dept.

Department of Environmental Quality

'Geological Survey

'State Engineer's Office

'Oil and Gas Conservation Commission

AGENCIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS
CONSULTED

State Legislators:

Senators and Representatives of Fremont, Carbon, Sweet-

water, Hot Springs, Sweetwater, Laramie and Albany Counties

The planning team consulted with; mailed

notices or drafts to; and/or received comments
from the following organizations during devel-

opment of the plan:

Federal Agencies:

U.S. Department of the Interior

'U.S. Bureau of Mines

U.S. Geological Survey

Bureau of Reclamation

Bureau of Indian Affairs

Bureau of Land Management (other offices)

'National Park Service

Office of Surface Mining

'Fish and Wildlife Service

U.S. Department of Agriculture

'Forest Service

Soil Conservation Service

'Environmental Protection Agency
Tennessee Valley Authority

U.S. Department of Energy

U.S. Department of Defense

'Department of the Air Force

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

U.S. Department of Commerce
U.S. Department of Transportation

Counties and Cities:

Board of Fremont County Commissioners

Natrona County Commissioners

Carbon County Commissioners

Sweetwater County Commissioners

Hot Springs County Commissioners

City of Lander
City of Riverton

'Town of Dubois

Town of Shoshone
Town of Jeffrey City

Town of Atlantic City

Town of South Pass

Fremont County Planning Commission
Natrona County Weed District

Fremont County Weed District

Fremont County Extension Agent

Fremont County Solid Waste Disposal District

Congressional Offices:

Office of Congressman Cheney
Office of Senator Simpson
Office of Senator Wallop
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

Indian Tribes:

Arapahoe Business Council

Shoshone Business Council

'Denotes those agencies/organizations that commented on
the Draft RMP/EIS.

DISTRIBUTION

In addition, notices, requests for comments, and
copies of tine draft document were sent to busi-

nesses, organizations, interest groups, and
individuals. The mailing list is available at the

Rawlins BLM District office or the Lander
Resource Area office for review.

LIST OF PREPARERS

Team Leader and Technical Coordinator

Gene Kolkman

Qualifications: Regional Planner and Economist,
Bureau of Land Management, 5 years; B.A.,

Economics, University of Colorado.

Responsibility: Project Management and Tech-
nical Coordination.

Wiiderness EIS Team Leader

Bob Tigner

Qualifications: Natural Resource Specialist,

Bureau of Land Management, 4 years; Wildlife

Biologist (Research), U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, 21 years; Ph.D., Biology, University of

Colorado; M.S., B.S., Wildlife Management,
Colorado State University.

Responsibility: Project Management and Tech-
nical Coordination.

Archeologist

Craig Bromley

Qualifications:

Management,
Archeologist, Bureau of Land
5 years; Cultural Resource

Specialist, National Park Service, Vz year; B.A.,

Anthropology, University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

Responsiblity: Cultural and Natural History

Resources

Economist

Tom Crawford

Qualifications: Economist, Bureau of Land
Management, 4 years; Research Specialist, New
Mexico State University, 6 months; M.S., B.S.,

Agricultural Economics, New Mexico State

University.

Responsibility: Economics

Fisheries Biologist

Fred Stabler

Qualifications: Fisheries Biologist, Bureau of

Land Management, 5 years; Fisheries Biologist,

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1 year; M.S., Fishery

Resources, University of Idaho; B.S., Wildlife

Biology, Washington State University.

Responsibility: Fisheries

Forester

Ken Johnson

Qualifications: Forester, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, 11 years; Forester, Bureau of Indian Affairs,

5 years; Forester, private industry, 4 years; B.S.,

Forestry, University of New Hampshire.

Responsibility: Forestry

Geologist

Fred Georgeson

Qualifications: Geologist, Bureau of Land
Management, 11 years; B.S., Geology, University

of Wyoming.

Responsibility: Minerals.

Outdoor Recreation Planner

Craig Sorenson

Qualifications: Outdoor Recreation Planner,

Bureau of Land Management, 10

Ranger, Utah State Parks, 1 year;

Recreation, Utah State University.

Responsibility: Recreation-Visual Resources/
Wilderness.

Wildlife Biologist

Jack Welch

Qualifications: Wildlife Biologist, Bureau of Land
Management, 18 years; M.S., B.S., Wildlife and

years; Park

B.S., Forest
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATBOI

Range Ecology, University of Wyoming.

Responsibility: Wildlife.

Range Conservationists

John Likins

Qualifications: Range Conservationist, Bureau of

Land Management, 10 years; B.S., Forest and

Range Management, Utah State University.

Responsibility: Vegetation and Livestock Grazing.

Roy Packer

Qualifications: Range Conservationist, Bureau of

Land Management, 8 years; Range Technician,

U.S. Forest Service, 2 years; B.S., Forest and
Watershed Management, Utah State University.

Responsibility:

Horses.

Livestock Grazing and Wild

John Winnepenninkx

Qualifications: Range Conservationist, Bureau of

Land Management, 5 years; Range Conser-
vationist, Bureau of Indian Affairs, 172 years; B.S.,

Range Management, University of Florida.

Responsibility: Wild Horses and Livestock
Grazing.

Realty Specialist

Bill Bartlett

Qualifications: Realty Specialist, Bureau of Land
Management, 12 years; B.B.A., Management and
Organization, Idaho State University.

Responsibility: Lands.

Soil Scientist

Greg Bautz

Qualifications: Soil Scientist, Bureau of Land
Management, 5 years; Range Technician, Bureau
of Land Management, 1 year; B.S. Resource
Management, University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point.

Responsibility: Soil, Water and Air.

Lead Clerk and Editorial Assistant

Debra MacPherson

Qualifications: Wang Operator, 1 year; Secretary

(Steno) 10 years, 2 years legal secretary.

Responsibility: Lead Word Processor and
assistant to the writer/editor.

Word Processors

Dee Little

Qualifications: Wang Operator, Bureau of Land
Management, 6 months; Secretary (Steno) 3 years;

refresher course in grammar, spelling, and other

related secretarial duties.

Responsibility: Word Processing.

Phyllis Michaud

Qualifications: Wang Operator, Bureau of Land
Management, T/a years; Clerk/Typist, 10 years;

legal secretary, 2 years. Secretarial Science,

Casper College.

Responsibility: Word Processing.

Writer/Editor

Beverly Kolkman

Qualifications: Writer/Editor and AMtext Opera-
tor, Bureau of Land Management, 5 years; Reports

Officer and Intelligence Analyst, U.S. government
(Middle East and Washington, D.C.), 7 years; B.A.

History and Anthropology, University of Colorado.

Responsibility: Editing.

Technical Review

Jack Kelly, Area Manager, Lander Resource
Area

Jerry Valentine, Chief, Lands and Renewable
Resources, Lander Resource Area

Ed Womack, Chief, Minerals, Lander Resource
Area

Photography

Bureau of Land Management

Cartography

Carol Ross, Illustrator, Wyoming State Office.

Doug Morrow, Photolithographer, Wyoming
State Office.

Terri Mitchell, Cartographic Technician,

Wyoming State Office.

Bob Lew, Cartographic Technician, Wyoming
State Office.

Olen Johnson, Cartographic Technician,

Wyoming State Office.

Printing

Jerry Carter, Printing Specialist, Wyoming State

Office.

Tina Warren, Printing Technician, Wyoming
State Office.
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND
RESPONSES ON THE DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT

A total of 629 individuals, private organizations
and federal, state and local agencies submitted
comments on thie recommendations and/or
analysis in the Draft Lander RMP/EIS, Draft

Grazing Supplement and Draft Wilderness
Supplement during the 90 day comment period.
Five hundred fifty-two comments were received
on the preliminary recommendations regarding
wilderness in this RMP. The final recom-
mendations on wilderness will be prepared in

conjunction with the Secretary of Interior. The
final wilderness EIS, when printed and released
for the public protest period, will include
responses to the wilderness comments received
in this RMP. All comments will be considered by
the Secretary when reaching his recom-
mendations. The remaining 60 letters pertained
predominantly to the RMP and the Grazing
Supplement (some also include wilderness
comments, but not as the sole concern). Table
6-1 shows the comment number and the name
of the person or organization commenting. The
numbers indicate the order in which the comments
were received. An asterisk indicates those which
were responded to in this document.

Letters 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 18 and 91 requested
information and required no response. The
following are the same letter: 96 and 1 83, answered
under 96; 213, 240 and 284, answered under 213;
347 and 348, answered under 347; and 570 and
571, answered under 570.

All comments are printed verbatim. A few
handwritten comments have been typed verbatim
for better readability. The response to a comment
either identifies that a change was made or
provides a thank you for your comment.

For ease in identifying the comment source, all

written comments received are referred to as
letters in this section, whether the comment was
in the form of a letter, oral testimony at one of

the two public hearings, or multiple signatures on
the same letter. Each letter was divided into its

major points and each point was assigned a
number. Each comment will be referenced to by
number.

TABLE 6-1

COMMENTS RECEIVED

Assigned
Number
(In Order

of Receipt Name of Commenter

1. Department of Environmental Quality, Slneridan

2. United States Senate - Pam Redfield, Lander
*3. Dept. of Air Force

4. Mark Hughes
5. Friends of Wild Wyoming Deserts

6. J. Sanchez
"7. Graves & Associates, Ltd.

8. Lance McCold
9. USDA, Forest Service, Targhee National Forest

10. Documents Office, University Library, Eastern

Michigan University
*11. Continental Divide Trail Society, James R. Woif
'12. Rocl<y Mountain Oil and Gas Association, Inc.

*13. True Oil Company
*14. Oregon-California Trails Association, Thomas

H. Hunt
*15. The Nature Conservancy
*16. Marathon Oil Company, Casper WY
*17. Mari< Hughes
18. Richard E. Cooper

*19. Petroleum Association of Wyoming
*20. Meredith Taylor

21. Mary A. Gravitt

22. William J. Laden
23. Marcus Jernigan

24. Larry Murante
25. Ned W. Stone
26. Jerry T Dral<e

*27. Duane L. Howe
28. M. J. Anderson
29. Jane Denton, D.P.M.; Jeffrey Schneiber, M.D.

30. Neltje

31. Lois Wilson

32. Mari Tustin

33. Kenneth J. Macl<lin

34. Mrs. Anona M. Heimbigner
35. Nancy L. Russell

36. Jeff Vaughn
37. Jeff Thieret

38. T. Russell Mager
39. Randy and Dierdre Rand
40. Ron Guenther, Sierra Club, Redwood Chapter
41. Steven W. Patwell, M.D.
42. Grace B. Morris, Daniel L. Morris

43. James B. Breese
44. Ken Bunch
45. Rex Mason, Betty Mason
46. Gary C. Wong
47. Gertrude Piatt

48. Mrs. H. B. Kuhnle
49. Lydia Edison

50. Ola Harrison

51. Ron R Good
52. George Lagomarsino
53. R. W. Van Alstyne
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TABLE 6-1 (Continued)

COMMENTS RECEIVED

TABLE 6-1 (Continued)

COMMENTS RECEIVED

Assigned
Number
(In Order
of Receipt) Name of Commenter

54. Gerald R. Brookman
55. Philip M. Harmon
*56. Richard A. Strait

57. Mary Finlayson

58. Randy Wise

59. Pat Boomer
60. Franl< Norris

61. Thomas H. Slone

62. Sue Lowry

63. David R. Wallace

64. Mrs. Gene Anne Parker

65. Milda Hester

66. George A. Bridges

67. Elizabeth Howell

68. Daphne O'Regan

69. Dr. and Mrs. Larry Allen & Family

70. Alex Bennett

71. Hortense Mclver

72. Anne Model

73. Carl D. Mitchell

74. John M. Kuzmiak

75. Priscilla Kezar

76. Marian Gruenfelder

77. Jeannette Alosi

78. Norman Johnson
79. Alex L. Pugh
80. Josephine Briggs

81. Gregory Pais

82. Mrs. Thomas N. Bowdle
83. William & Genevieve Sattler

84. Drummond Mansfield

85. Neil McMillan

86. Robert T. Johnson
87. Thomas Kluk

88. Irene S. Goburn
89. John R Wurzel, Sr., M.D.; Laurie A. Whitlock;

Sheri Behrens
90. Wm. B. MacAulay
91. RexZobell
92. Carl Rouch
93. Dara Nevi^man-Samuels
94. Mrs. Andrew Wills

95. Erwin A. Bauer
*96. Citizens for Multiple Use, James McGuire, Ph.D.

97. Jennifer Lawson
98. Edith Olson, Sierra Club Member
99. Tom Sewell

100. Allen L. Hammer
101. Bruce Edwards
102. Robert & Lynn Siesehnop, James & Sheri Beck
103. Robert & Lynn Seisehnop, James & Sheri Beck
104. B. Newell

105. Martin H. Gerber
106. Sterling Vinson

107. S. H. Hall

108. Reed Secord
109. Robert Zalkin

110. Joe and Ada Cabell

111. Dean Diers

112. M. Boysen

Assigned

Number
(In Order

of Receipt) Name of Commenter

113. Kenille B. Prosser

114. Alison Hutchings
115. Maria A. Telesca

116. Neal Miller, Kathryn Hiestand

117. George Catalano

118. Dennis R. Nelson

119. Thomas Young
120. Wm. T Rose
121. Mary B. Donchez
122. Gerald L. Boomer
123. Elliott Bernshaw
124. Harold A. Keelen, Jr.

125. Edgar E. Hancock
126. Joaquim Panozzo
127. Scott Schuike

128. David S. Gussman
129. Joan J. McCrory
130. Tennessee Wilderness Action Council, Ker

S. Warren

neth

131. Abraham Wilensky

132. Richard G. Cook
133. Linda and Bill Alexander

134. R. Saigh

135. R. Craig Stotts

136. John Canfield, M.D.

137. Rhea Moss
138. John Pamperin
139. David H. Hepler

140. Laura Pare, M.D. and Ralph Delfino

141. Beverly Fogelman
142. Elizabeth Heestaeed

143. Helen Scull

*144. Joe Brandl

145. Sidney M. Hirsh

146. Jeffrey R. Foster, Sierra Club, Wyoming
Chapter, Snowy Range Group

147. Wm. J. Sander
148. Celia Lindblom

149. Thomas J. Messenger
150. Kurt 0. Otiey

151. Leonard J. Choate
152. Ann Fisk

153. Dorene D. Johnston

154. Donald J. Walsh

155. Thomas H. Grisham, M.D.

156. Helen A. Newhouse
157. Steve Warble
158. Kirk W. Genger
159. Thomas W. Giblin, Jr.

160. Ruth M. Loeffelbein

161. Gerald Ottone

162. Mark S. Galley

163. Dr. Mike and Rae Newman
164. Nancy L. Nesewich
165. Olga M. Rosche
166. Max Zischkale, Jr.

167. Randy E. Holder

168. Tony Chambers
169. Thomas Ribe

170. Charles H. Ellis III
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TABLE 6-1 (Continued)

COMMENTS RECEIVED

TABLE 6-1 (Continued)

COMMENTS RECEIVED

Assigned Assigned
Number Number
(In Order (In Order

of Receipt) Name of Commenter of Receipt) Name of Commenter

171. Anna M. Koval *230. Dan Moore
172. Joel Goldstein 231. Rebekah Johnson
173. Stephen W. Keith 232. Lawrence A. Papp
174. Richard C. Wilson 233. Dexter Perkins
175. Jacl< S. and Joshua Groff 234. Jim Allard
*176. Gary J. Keimig 235. Andrew Graham
177. Leonard Burkhardt 236. John E. Earl

178. Ken Berian 237. Betty Follis

179. Joseph Lee Boyle 238. Mrs. Fannie Lee Ford
180. Tina Gregory 239. lola Jokoboski
181. Robert Mosman 240. Bill Hancock
182. Jack Hinrichs 241. Gregory J. Hickey
183. Citizens for Multiple Use, James McGuire 242. Jim Moore
184. Bruce Hamilton 243. Joseph C. Palladino
185. John M. Chaplick 244. Gary Martin
186. Joseph R. Hunkins, Kathryn A. Holden 245. Clyde A. Ray
187. Jim Wilson 246. Joseph L. Maiek
188. Charles E. Axthelm 247. John Holdaway
189. Ernest W. Mueller 248. Dwight Sempter
190. Erika Schnurmann 249. Mike Ibach
191. Eleanor P. and Dennis J. Fleming 250. Charles S. Tubman
192. Thomas A. Bliss 251. Larry Christensen
193. Nancy Gingrich, Sherrill Lorio, Gwendolyn 252. Tom G. Massey, Sr.

Boudreaux 253. L. R. Esp
194. Bob Hoffman 254. Trinidad Herrera
195. Richard Hiers 255. Dallas G. Bissell

196. Walter and Dorothy Pelech 256. Gary Stover
197. John B. Lund 257. Diana Currah
198. Rosemary Michalec 258. Tom Outland
199. Timothy W. Pemberton 259. Lanny Applegate
200. Mark Gooding 260. Ken Rhoads
201. Barbara R. Hume 261. Don McOmie
202. Thomas G. Eick 262. Robert A. Stanker
203. Lois 0. Ormand 263. Robert R. Dahlstedt
204. David Clarendon 264. Hollis Marriott
205. Joseph D. O'Neill 265. Barbara A. Speyer
206. Fred K. Gray 266. Myrtle Shanor
207. Ted Rosa 267. Ray Shanor
208. Donald Purinton 268. E. Ralph McCall
209. Marian Fox 269. Sara Traum
210. Robert G. and John D. Hill 270. Betty L. Starratt

211. Joyce Holmes 271. Rev. Gilbert B. Moore
212. Kevin Fernlund 272. Trudy Smiley
*213. Mr. & Mrs. Bill Hancock 273. Elizabeth H. Moore
214. Rima Freid, Ph.D. 274. Graves & Associates, Ltd.
215. Robert F. Bucknam 275. City of Riverton, James D. Soumas, Mayor
*216. John R. Svi^anson 276. Patricia Moore
217. Steve Kuchera 277. Ken Driese
218. Paul J. Conn, Dorothy J. Boulton 278. Celia Scott-Von der Muhll
219. George Reynolds 279. The Olsen Family
220. John D. Story 280. Dan Chatfield
221. Parker Land & Cattle Co., John Story 281. Randy Lehman
222. Hazel Koehler 282. D. Mark Parr
223. Robert Markeloff 283. Caren Zimmern
224. Robert Kravich 284. Wm. Hancock
225. Joan Tockstein *285. Wm. G. King
226. Stephen Becker *286. Tory Taylor
227. Virginia Bucknam 287. John and Gladys Weber
•228. Mike Massie, Wyoming Chapter Sierra Club 288. Orley Pitt

229. Angus Brown 289. Dennis Davison
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TABLE 6-1 (Continued)

COMMENTS RECEIVED

TABLE 6-1 (Continued)

COMMENTS RECEIVED

Assigned Assigned

Number Number

(In Order (In Order

of Receipt) Name of Commenter of Receipt) Name of Commenter

290. Dorothy Davison *347. Table Mtn. Ranch, David R. Reynolds

*291. Bill Lowe 348. Table Mtn. Ranch, David R. Raynolds

292. Alice L. Gustin 349. Curtis Syme, Donald R. Johnston, Carol J.

293. Melvin E. Gustin Moore
*294. National Audubon Society, Margaret L. Abbott *350. George Newbury et al.

295. Wind River Multiple Use Advocates, Wm. G. 351. Fred Cox et al.

King 352. Michelle Gunsaullus

"296. Amoco Production Company, R. L. Anderson 353. Don Gunsaullus

*297. Wyoming Outdoor Council, Robert L. Means 354. Vera Gunsaullus

*298. Wyoming Wood Products, Patrick C. Hicl<erson 355. Frank Gunsaullus

299. Connie Clauson-Pearce 356. Robert C. Peterson

300. E. 0. Sow/erwine, Jr. 357. John L. Larsen

301. Sinaron Ciiumley 358. Rob Kindle

302. Jim Ciiumiey 359. Ina Baker
303. Gerda Mansell 360. Lander Area Chamber of Commerce, Linda Van

304. Monroe Harvey Fleet

305. Peggy Bartlett 361. Norman Leicester

*306. L. Covi'ling 362. Paul Davidson
307. Joyce Pickett 363. Mark Miller

308. Mrs. Barbara M. Stroti 364. Janice Bergstrom
309. Kenneth L. Stroh 365. Brian Martinsen

310. Maryann Blackerby 366. Tom Hell

311. Janet Carruthers Lashly 367. Jerome T Bergstrom
312. Mark A. Hickerson 368. L. M. Chipley
313. Martie Crone 369. Scott Small
314. Mary Sucharda 370. P Tutton

315. Dennis Mining 371. Tom Freed
316. Wind River Multiple Use Advocates, Edward B. 372. Dave Small, Jr.

Young 373. Sandy Small
317. Wind River Multiple Use Advocates, Edith Young 374. Gary M. Carroll

*318. Michael J. Kenney 375. Ronald G. Glasscock
319. Sherry & Weldon Shelley 376. Vickie Garcia
320. Ernest Wilson 377. Alan L. McOmie
321. Vannis D. Parkhurst 378. Daniel C. Wyrick
322. Mark Derichsweiler 379. Christine Rushing
323. J. M. Walkenhorst 380. Duane R. Kaiser

324. Elisabett J. Lamback 381. William L. Bregar

325. Robert 0. and Ruth W. Zeller 382. Norman L. Tutton

326. J. L. Wyatt 383. Kathy Majdic

327. State of Washington, Dept. of Game, Olympia, 384. Kay Feutz
Washington 385. Cindy Hale

328. R. E. Peterson II 386. Carol L- Boyd
329. Ronald P. Lewis 387. Frank Madewell
330. John Sargent 388. Ethel Tutton
331. Eric A. Greschner 389. Leon Atwood
332. Mrs. Catherine Gibbs 390. G. Mike McDonald
333. Bruce J. Noble, Jr. 391. Judy K. Sutt

334. W. A. and Mary Svoboda 392. Larry Sutt

335. Max T. Evans 393. Kody Hiipp

336. Sharon and Bob Campbell 394. Dave Tafoya
337. Lee W. McRae 395. Diane Atwood
338. Shawn D. McRae 396. Vicki Metzger
339. Neil 0. Miller, Jennifer 8. Miller 397. Kathy Lacy
340. Cal Hancock 398. Bud Sinclair

341. Donald A. Smith 399. Lyn Sinclair

342. Helen & H. Thomas Weisz 400. Moine C. Kisor

343. Sharon E. Dooley 401. Mark Newton
*344. Tecia Hubble 402. Duane Clubb
*345. Devin Hubble 403. Frank S. Reed
•346. Fremont County Audubon, Charles H. Nations 404. Don Metzger
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TABLE 6-1 (Continued)

COMMENTS RECEIVED

TABLE 6-1 (Continued)

COMMENTS RECEIVED

Assigned
Number
(In Order

of Receipt) Name of Commenter

405. George L. Patik

406. Gerald Applehans
407. Dan Sinatto

408. Wilbert & Nancy Weitzel

409. Robert Cecrle

410. Patricia E. Carr

411. Terry K. Thompson
412. Don Kramer
413. Mr. and Mrs. Mark Keiser

414. CInarlotte Wentworth
415. Jarold W. LaDoucer
416. Don Jacobs
417. Jack Weger
418. James W. Gibson
419. Melba R. Gibson

420. EarlW. Smitli

421. Betty Sable

422. Chad Sable

423. Jack Armstrong
424. Priscilla Herbst

425. Cortni Sable

426. Maryann Rathbone
427. Ken Rathbone
428. Rudy Herbst

429. Jim Sable

430. Henry J. Hudspeth, Jr.

431. Elaine Hudspeth

432. Alice O. Freese

433. George Hornecker

434. Mrs. George Hornecker

435. Sidney Freese

436. Eileen Milburn

437. Robert Milburn

438. Shawn McRae
439. Martha McRae
440. Steve Brown
441. Cyd Freese

442. Alfred and Virginia Lindell

443. Bud Carpenter

444. Betty Weger
445. Norman Cronk
446. Gladys Felix

447. Wilson J. Felix

448. Shannon Dickinson

449. Terri Edwards
450. Denise R. Nelson
451. Bill Hirasawa

452. Bill and Cyd Freese

453. Don Calhoun
454. Jerry Alexander

455. Donald Davison

456. Tracy Davison

457. Wendy Minemyer
458. Mary F. Alexander

459. Janet Picherd

460. Tahna Balzly

461. Ruby C. Herman
462. Clydene R. Allen

463. Glen E. Herman
464. Angela V. Davey

Assigned
Number
(In Order

of Receipt) Name of Commenter

465. Nancy Corbett

466. Michael S. Tutton

467. Jim Waters

468. Tammi Tutton

469. Debby Metzger

470. Don Metzger

471. Darin Raymond
472. Bill Heninger
473. Donna Applegate
474. Keith Bieber

475. Chris Peterson

476. Laurel Christensen
477. Elton D. Martin

478. Ken Jones
479. Colleen A. Martin

480. Viola Wickstrom
481. Sandy Siwik

482. James Siwik

483. Richard Davey
484. Mike Larsen
485. Tom Lucas
486. George Lucas
487. Karley Watt
488. Jeannie Larsen

489. Linda Van Fleet

490. Jeff Palmeno
491. Billie Dutcher
492. E. G. Macfarlane

493. Ron Given
494. Mervin Thompson
495. Don Hundley, Jr.

496. Thomas R. Jeffres

497. Dale Jacob
498. Lowell A. Morfeld

499. James L. Hubble
500. Nancy Van Fleet

501. Robert Van Fleet

502. Mavis Hubble
503- Molly Browall

504. Wendell V Shields

505. Lewis B. Diehl

506. C. Jack Minter

507. W. L. Taylor

508. Donald C. Clausen
509. Thomas J. Cooper
510. Richard Cooper
511. Mike McRann
512. Pat Cooper
513. Darel L. Wentworth
514. Karia J. Cooper
515. Irene Bernier

516. Lynn McRann
517. Hugh McRae
518. Mary F Herbst

519. Dorthy Hill

520. Leslie Wilson

521. Brigida Guymon
522, Becky Downs
523. Aaron Shatto

524. Roy Trimmer
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

TABLE 6-1 (Continued)

COMMENTS RECEIVED

TABLE 6-1 (Continued)

COMMENTS RECEIVED

Assigned
Number
(In Order

of Receipt) Name of Commenter

525. Donald E. Reed
526. Lee Parrill

527. John E. Murphy
528. Florence Faulkner

529. Charlene Seely

530. Gerald Moats
531. LeeW. McRae
532. Millie Rhoads
*533. Town of Dubois, Danny F. Grubb
*534. Glenda Stewart

535. Sierra Club, Public Lands Committee, James M.

Baker
*536. Dubois Wildlife Association, Duane L. Howe
*537. Wyoming Wildlife Federation, Chris H. Peterson

*538. National Wildlife Federation, David Alberswerth

*539. USDI, Fish and Wildlife Service, Arthur

Andersen
540. Christophers. Cockey
541. Mary Kleinert

542. Gerald Haslam
543. Susan C. MacGillis

544. Katherine A. Gagne
545. Paul C. Bosch, Pamela R. Bosch, Leslie A.

Rogers
546. Charlie Mcintosh

547. Alison Gieschner
*548. Chevron USA, Inc. M, M. (Lisa) Flesche

549. Alan Carlton

550. Jim McCann
551. Connie Wilbert

552. John E. Mikkelson

553. Alan Sweger
554. Richard E. Cooper
555. Maureen Lindh Carter, Paul Carter

556. Tom and Virginia Angenent
557. Robert W. Graves
558. Ken Berg

559. Rudolph Sucharda
560. Jim Minick
*561. George D. Langstaff

*562. State of Wyoming, Office of the Governor
*563. State of Wyoming, Game and Fish Dept.

'564. State of Wyoming, State Engineer's Office

*565. The Geological Survey of Wyoming
*566. The Geological Survey of Wyoming
*567. State of Wyoming, Oil and Gas Conservation

Commission
*568. Wyoming State Archives, Museums, and

Historical Dept,

*569. State of Wyoming, Office of the Governor
*570. State of Wyoming, Wyoming Recreation

Commission
571. State of Wyoming, Wyoming Recreation

Commission
*572. State of Wyoming, Public Service Commission
573. Barbara K. Girdler

574. Rosa McCann
*575. W.S.G.B., Dick Loper

Assigned
Number
(In Order

of Receipt) Name of Commenter

576. James V. Lewis
*577. The Wilderness Society, Northern Rockies

Region, Jane Leesen

578. Bernard Sun
579. Tom Sun
580. Noeline Sun
581. Jim and Shirley Baker

582. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Burke

583. Joe E. Mcintosh, Jennifer Mcintosh

584. Wm. M. Mcintosh

585. Barbara H. Trought

586. Frank Traficante

587. Michael and Constance Schmotzer
588. Dennis H. Sun
*589. USEPA, Dale Vodehnal

590. Harriett Mcintosh

591. James M. Graham, Nadine A. Graham
592. Collins Jamerman
593. Tom and Marjorie Graham
594. Thomas E. Murphree, D'Arlyn Murphree

595. Albert Myers
596. Doug Thompson
597. Jack Corbett

598. Brenda K. Harms
599. Ray Vaughn
600. Steve Champoux
601. Thomas Gregory
602. Tim DiChiara

603. Norman Park, Gaynell Park

604. Pete Weiba
605. Marjorie Graham
606. Deborah L. Derbish et al.

607. Chuck Mott, etal.

508. Leo Larson, et al.

609. Fred E. Erickson, et al.

•610. Lynn Kinter

*611. Friends of Wild Wyoming Deserts

612. Jean M.B. Genasci and James E. Genasci
'613. Wyoming Farm Bureau
614. R, A. Rosenberg
615. Matt McWenie
616. Dan Ritter

617. Robert F. Mueller

618. Caroline Yorke
619. M. Skov
620. Stephen B. Johnson
621. Brian Suderman
622. Holly Jensen
623. David Barron

624. Timothy Rockhold
'625. USES, Shoshone National Forest

626. Bradley L. Young
627. Nathan Borson
628. Theresa Neske
'629. Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

"Indicates those comments wtiicti were responded to in this

document.
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Mr. Hillary A. Oden, State Director
Wycminq State Office, BIW
P.O. Box 1828

Cheyenne, Wyaidng 82003

Dear Mr. oden

Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to review the Draft Envirooncntal
Inpact Statement, Resource Managenent Plan, Grazing Supplenent and
Wilderness Supplensnt for the lander Resource Area, Wyoring,

We continue to e>?iresi3 our support of the BIW in developing functional
managemsnt plans for lands under its rontrol. The Air Force concern Cor
these management issues contains the need to retain use of existing and the
establishirent of future military flight training areas and routes which rtay
traverse these areas.

Currently no Air E>3rce air operations traverse any portion of the study
area. Although flight training areas, routes, and airspace requi rsiren ts o£
the military are subject to change and do change frequently, it is not
anticipated that new routes will be established in the irmediate future.

We are hopeful this infonnation is useful in your planning. If additional
information is needed, our staff point of contact is Mr. Rayrrond Bruntmyer,
f214) 767-2514, or FTS 729-2514.

Sincerely

CON-MiCHAEL BRADFORD, j^jor, USAF
Director, Environmental Planning Division

Cy to: B3 USAF/LEEV

Response to Letter 3

1. Thank you for your comments. Although the

plan does not address all potential land-use

proposals since they were not issues, that

does not preclude considering them on a

case-by-case basis.

GRAVES & ASSOCIATES. LIMITED

iaQ7| ass 7SSS

December 10, 1965

Jack Kelley
Lander Resource Area Mtinaqer
i'.O. Box b>i3

Lander, Wyoming 82520

Dear Sir:

Wc, at this office, are of the opinion that any so called
management plan proposed by you or any private interest groups
which exceeds the pre-1970 multiple land use concepts is of no
value, and constitutes a flagrant misuse of public funds. The
makeup of the Wind River mountains will remain the same, reqard-
less of any decisions you make, or attitudes you apply.

it is absolutely ridicuii-'us that you even consider not fix-
ing a road or trail that allrsady exists(the Union Pass road).
It is more preposterous to think that you can predict land needs
50 years from now. Aesthetic needs are one thing, but bnsic
needs for survival of the local cesidents, quite another.

We are opposed to any decision which does not fully con-
sider the possible expansion of timber production, agricultural
activities or mineral prospecting and production. Animals have
learned to live with Wyomingites, why can' t the elite tourist?

Sincerely,

William H.&'rGrav^ \

why is not Riverton ever considered as a locali.ty
for one of your hearings. Any descision regarding
future activities in the Wind liiver mountain.-? is of
basic importance to thi s community.

Response to Letter 7

1
.

Thank you for your comment, your concerns
have been noted.
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Continental Divide Trail Society

P.O. BOX 3000? 6ETHESDA, MD. 2081'

December 26, 1965

DfC 00 1585

Ali£/[
0H--IC£

"

Mr. Jacik Kelly
Lander Resource Area Manager
I'.O. Box 589
lander, Wyoming 8:?520

Dear Mr. Kelly: ''^'0:_^-'^"

The Continental Divide Trail. Society takes strong exception to the plans
Of the Bureau of Land Management, as sunimarized at pages 19-21 of the Draft
Resource Management Plan for the Lander Resource Area, with respect to the
Continental Divide Hational Scenic Trail.

The failure to plan for a specific CDT route is contrary to both the
National Trails System Act, as amended, and the draft Comprehensive Management
Plan for the GET. The Secretary of Agriculture is obligated to select
rights-of-way for the Trail, vdth acrecment of the Secretary of the Interior
concerning the location of the Trail on lands under his jurisdiction.
l6 use 12A6(a)(2). The abdication of BUr s responsibility to coooerate in
the selection of rights-of-way must be remedied.

We understand that location of the Trail in the Lander Resource Area
represents a challenge. A careful examination of the situation should reveal,
however, that very good locations can be identified which - with very few
exceptions - would be on existing public (or State) lands or rights-of-way.
Where lands are privately held, cooperative arrangements should be explored.
Another possibility would be the acquisition of interests in land by donation,
purchase, or exchange, pursuant to l6 U5C 12A-6 (e), (f), and {g). With regard
to exchanges, we suggest that so long as the estates were of approximately
equal value, the United States could convey a fee or lesser interest in iden-
tified lands in exchange for a right-of-way (limited to national scenic trail
use), that would give protection to the recreational values recognized by
Congress. We appreciate that the limitation on expenditures {l^ USC 12h9)
presently constricts BUI's authority to purchase lands with appropriated funds,
but other avenues - cooperative arrangements, exchanges, encouragement of
activities by State or local governments - are available.

There is no point whatsoever in identifying the geographic Continental
Divide as a Type S [what does "Type S" mean?] Recreation Management Area, as
indicated on Map 3-27 - at least not for scenic trail purposes. There should be
a recreation management area - and a recreation management plan - but it should
relate to a trail location identified in accordance '/dth law. Maps 3-29
(visual resource management) and 3-31 (scenery quality classes) are revealing
in this connection. What they imply is that the Continental Divide itself does
not display the high degree of scenic merit that is available a few miles to
its north. Take a look again at Map 3-3I. Wtiat it shows is a nearly continuous
line of Class A and Class B country that is an obvious candidate for CDT routing.

Response to Letter 11

1. Thank you for your comments. The plan has
been changed to reference the final com-
prehensive plan guidance which was
completed in 1985.

Trail route and location will be addressed in

a trail management plan to be prepared in

the future using the guidance in the com-
prehensive plan and the National Scenic Trail

legislation.

2. The document has been changed to reflect

your suggestion to delete motor touring as

a "primary recreation activity" of the CONST
as you suggested.

Mr. Jack Kelly December 26, 1985

Not only would this afford scenic rewards - notably in Sweetwater Canyon and in
the Green Mountain area - but it would also capture the historic echoes of the
fur trade (aspen grove campsite), the South Pass Mining AHea, and the emigrant
trails as well.

Remember: a national scenic trail must be located so as to provide for
maximum outdoor rccration potential and for the conservation and enjoyment of
the nationally scenic, historic, natural, or cultureal qualities of the areas
through which it may pass. l6 USC 12A2(a)(2). The representation of canyon
areas is especially desirable. Ibid. BIM must make a conscientios effort to
follow this mandate. The draft plan fails to do so.

Where do we go from here? The plan must be revised to provide for a

further' planning activity - involving full consulatlon with all interested
parties in accordance with 16 USC 1246(a)(2) - to identify a location suitable
for designation pursuant to law. The short-term goal should be to identify the
best route that can practicably be secure with reasonable promptness. Existing
primitive roads can be used in some places. (As a longer-range objective, adjust-
ments should be initiated "to preserve the purposes for which the trail was
established." l6 USC 1246(b).) The route, when identified, should be managed
in accordance with a resource management plan for the CDT recreation management
area, and that in turn ought to adhere to the provisions of the Wational Trails
System Act and the Comprehensive Management Plan. Certainly, motor touring
should not be regarded as a "primary recreation activity" of the Continental
Divide National Scenic Trail! (See Table 3-19.) Alternatives for RMA management
should be considered, along the lines of Table 4-3-

We are rather surprised by the nonappearance of trail-related entries in the
Glossary and References Cited. Although it need not show Up in the bibliography,
our Guide to the Continental Divide Trail , v. 3 hVoming merits more attention
than it appears to have received in your planning process. It would be a useful
starting point for your own studies. We are not proposing that the route
described in the guidebook should be the selected right-of-way for the CUT. We

look forward, rather, to exchanging views with you and others over the coming
months, and perhaps years, to move the CDT ahead in an orderly way, in the
manner envisaged by law.

Please include these comments in the record for the Draft Resource
Management Plan. We intend to submit separate comments on the Wilderness
Supplement

.

James R. Wolf^-'

Director ,.''
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.^- Continental Divide Trail Society

P.O. BOX 30002 eETHESDA MD 2061'!

!-lr. Jack Kelly

Lander Resource
P.O. Box 589

Lander, Wyoming

December 26, 19S5

Area Mnii.ger ,

"C'C a^ V/'

Dear Mr. Kelly:

Thank you for your invitation to submit comments on the draft resourf^
management plan for the Sweetwater Csjiyon W5A, as presented in the Wilderness
Supplement. We offer the following, for incorporation in the record.

The plan correctly recognizes the important historical resources in
addition to other scenic and recreational values of Sweetwater Canyon. We
would have included references to the accounts of Fremont and Stansbury (as
cited in our Guide to the Continental Divide Trail, vol. 3: Kyoming , pp. 129-
130). Nevertheless, it is clear that measures need to be taken to preserve
the canyon in its natural state.

We ordinarily favor wilderness designation, because it provides the
greatest protection of eligible lands. Vfe have a reservation in this case,
however, stemming from a provision of the BWi Wilderness Management Policy.
Section III. A. 2. a. (3) states that heavily used areas should be bypassed by
primary trails. It is not clear how thia provision should be construed
(whar are "primary trails" and what are "heavily used areas," and what
flexibility is i/nplied by the use of the word "should"?). We are concerned
about this because the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail may be located
in the canyon, 'ifliile this would necessitate no new treadway construction, it

could conceivable be regarded as a "primary trail" even in its present
physical condition.

It is no answer to say that BIM plana no trail designation for the CUT. In
our companion letter to you of this date on the plan as a whole, incorporated
herein by reference, we emphasiae BLH' 9 obligation to engage in a route selection
process. A failure to consider the impacts of wilderness designation upon
options for location of the COT would not comport with NEPA.

Accordingly, it is our view that tho Wilderness Supplement must be revised
to reflect any differences which adoption of one alternative or another might
have upon the capability of a route along the bottom of Sweetwater Canyon to be
designated as a part of the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail. If you
conclude that wilderness designation could be an obstacle to such designation -
a conclusion to which we would take exception - then it would be preferable to
adopt Alternative 3, the existing management proposal for an ACEC.

Please let us know if you have any question regarding these comments.

Sijacerely

,

James R. Wolf
i- Director

/

12

[1^
Rock//1ountain
Oil & Gas ^Association, Inc.

345 PETROLEUM'"Bt>ttetNa DEMVEH, COLORADO 80202

Mr. Jack Kelly

Area Manager
Lander Resource Area
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 589
Lander, WY B2520

Dear Mr. Kelly:

I an writing on behalf of the Rocky Mountain Oil 4 Gas Association (RMOGA),
to offer our comments on the proposed Resource Management Plan (RMP) and Draft
Environmental Impact Statement. (DEIS) for the Lander Resource Area. RMOGA is a
trade association which represents hundreds of members , large and small , who
account for more than 90S of the oil and gas exploration, production and trans-
portation activities In the Rooky Mountairi states. For this reason, our members
have a vital interest in how the Bureau manages its lands, particularly with
respect to mineral activities.

First, we would like to ecaphasize our support of the BLM's philosophy that
energy and mineral resources should be integrated into the land management plan-
ning process on an equal basis with other resources. We further support this
philosophy in terms of giving energy and mineral activities high priority In
areas which have significant potential for exploration and development. It is
important to realize the positive consequences oil and gas exploration and pro-
duction have on socio-economic factors. Aside from adding revenues to local,
state and federal treasuries, these activities have positive effects in terras of
more jobs and community involvement.

With some minor niodifiaatlons to the land management proposal, we could sup-
port the BLM's Preferred Management Alternative D. We are primarily supportive
of this alternative because it affords mineral resources the same priority con-
sideration afforded all other resource values. While this proposal may be con-
sidered by some to be pro-development, wt do not believe this is the case. It
is made clear that those areas which require special safeguarding from possibly
harmful activities are provided full protection against adverse impacts. Xet,
if industry can ahow that oil and gas activities can be conducted in a manner
which would mitigate adverse Impacts, the ELM is prepared to waive these
restrictions on a case-by-case basis.

Response to Letter 12

1. Table 4-1, in Chapter IV, Environnnental Con-
sequences, shows the percent of total high

potential and moderate potential "acreages"
for each of the management units of the

Lander Resource Area and shows the percent
of total wells drilled through 1984. The table

does not show how many wells were drilled

in high and moderate potential areas. Table
3-3 titled Lander Resource Area Oil and Gas
Well Statistics, actually shows the number of

wells drilled in Known Geologic Structures

(KGSs), high, moderate, and low potential

areas. A total of 2,455 wells have been drilled

and 268 of this total, or 1 1 percent, were drilled

in moderate potential areas. Considering this

lower percentage as compared to KGSs and
high potential areas and the percentage (78)

of wells drilled, we don't see a large advantage
in treating moderate areas the same as high.

However, the Preferred Alternative for leases

in moderate potential areas would be con-
ditioned with restrictions where needed.
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January 7, 19S6

Mr. JacK Kelly
Area Manager
Lander Resource Area
Bureau of Land Management

page two

This approach seems only reasonable since it provides industry with the op-
portunity to devise new ways in which to conduet its operations. New technology
may be developed which could improve how industry operates in sensitive areas.
When industry la constrained to operate in a rigidly apecifi<

minimal opportunity to develop new methods . Performance 3tan_,. _.. , .

design standards, provide for more flexibility, thereby encouraging new ideas
how to mitigate adverse impacts.

Performance standards, rather than

The BLM haa aO"e to great lengths to compile and analyze reaouroe data Tor

the RMP in terms of existing resources and pos.'^ible environmental consequences
which would result from various activities. The BLM has indicated that certain
tradeoffs were made between energy and mineral resources and sensitive environ-
mental values, but only where the mineral potential was considered significant
enough to warrant top consideration. Even so, when a potentially impacted sen-
sitive resource exists in an area with high potential, the BLM Is oommitted to

protecting this resource in a reasonable manner and in accordance with existing
laijs govt

We belie

ling ;

Table
oposed
Idered

e sta-
of oil

areas.

king.

itlen

appro-

L.=^.>.c.= , however, that the BLM should modify this standard to 1

areas rated as having moderate potential for oil and gas. According to

4-1. Percent of Total Wells Drilled . . ., found on Page 191 of the pr

Plan, it is apparent that nearly as many wells sra drill ed in areas conn
to have moderate potential as those drilled in high potential areas- Thea
tistios indicate that the moderate areaa are just as important in terms
and gas exploration and potential discoveries as are the high potential
The rationale for adding more severe constraints Co these areas is la

Instead of merely considering the potential of an area, the level of aotl
and mineral interest should also be included in the determinations
priate stipulations to be applied.

We do not support the BLM's decision regarding wilderness recommendations.
The BLM has determined that the Sweetwater Canyon Wilderness Study Area is suit-
able for wilderness. However, it seems unreasonable that the BLM has chosen to

recommend as wilderness an area covered with oil and gas leases. The wilderness
study policy provides a specific set of criteria by which these decisions are

made. These include ecological diversity and balancing the geographic distribu-
tion of wilderness areas. Wyoming already maintains over three million acres of

wilderness, and has reasonable access to much more. Therefore, additional wil-
derness considerations must be weighed particularly in conjunction with other

resource needs and uaes. The fact that five of the six WSAs in the Lander RA do

not meet the established wilderness criteria is justification enough for not
recommending them as wilderness. However, we believe it is Irresponsible to

recommend additional wilderness Just for the sal<e of creating more wilderne.'js.

If the Sweetwater Canyon WSA, covered with oil and gas leases, were to be desig-
nated as wilderness, rights of leaseholders to explore for oil and gas resources
would be jeopardized.

January 7, 19^6

Mr'. Jack Kelly

Area Manager
Lander Resource Area

Bureau of Land Management

page three

There is one point which needs clarification in the Final RMP; that is the

discussion on Page l66, Environmental Consequences, regarding No Surface

Occupancy CHS03 stipulations. It is stated on Page 1 88 that 650,000 acres of

the Lander Resource Area are subject to N3Q stipulations; while Table 2-3 on

Page 43 indicates that 171,000 acres are subject to N30 stipulations.

Apparently there are different types of NSO stipuations: those which may be

waived and those which are mandated by management direction. We urge the BLM to

be more specific in its discussion of these stipulations and to incorporate a

comparison into the Plan,

An additional concern we would like to address is the lack of discussion on

the Oregon and Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trails. It is our opinion that

the documents which were released earlier this year should have been prepared as

a major revision to the Platte RMP and the Keraraerer RMP, and should have been

included in the Lander RMP. We are unsure as to how the management decisions

contained in the Trails Plan wiil bs utilized in conjunction with the RMP. We

further believe that the proposed Trails Plan adds yet another layer of

restriction which is unnecessary when viewed in light of other regulations

already in existence. For example, a 1/4 mils buffer zone on either side of the

trails or the visual horizon Is unreasonable. These types of buffer zones would

cause an undue burden to operators who find that rerouting of pipelines or other

rights-of-way are cost-prohibitive. A 1/2 mi]e buffer zone removes hundreds of

thousands of acres from surface occupancy for oil and gas activities. It is our

opinion that a width of 10D feet or so total corridor is more reasonable. There

are existing operations which are within 100 fest of the Oregon Trail and which

cause no impacts to the Trail. When such evidence is currently available, we

see no reason to further constrain activities.

In conclusion, we support the SLM's proposed land management decisions, pro-

vided that the above-mentioned modifications are made. It is our opinion that

these changes will make a more reasonable, balanced plan.

Thank you for your consideration of our comments. We would be happy to dis-

cuss our views with you. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any

J^.J'U^-^'—
Frell

Public Lands

Should drilling activities increase sub-
stantially in moderate areas and the rating

changes from moderate to high, these lands

would be leased using the management
prescription for KGSs and high potential

areas. The Final EIS has been modified to

explain this process better, please see
overview of Preferred Alternative.

2. See the general response to wilderness
comments.

3. The Final EIS has been modified to explain

this situation.

4. The RMP discussions on the Oregon/Mormon
Pioneer Trail state that the RMP would be
consistent with the recommendations in the

Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail Management
Plan. The Plan outlines general recom-
mendations for trail management and use on
public lands in Wyoming, and the Lander RMP
details specific recommendations for the trail

within the Lander Resource Area. The RMP
provides specific recommmendations that are

consistent with the general recommendations
of the Plan.

The Trail's Plan, for the most part, continues

existing management for the Oregon/
Mormon Pioneer Trail. For instance, the Va-

m lie corridor on each side of the trail, or visible

horizon (whichever is closer), has been in

effect since 1978. All oil and gas leases

covering parts of the corridor in the Lander
Resource Area have been conditioned since

1978, with a no-surface-occupancy stip-

ulation for the portion of the lease within the

corridor. Conflicts with oil and gas explor-

ation activities since that time have been
minimal. Conflicts have been minimal
because:

A. Access across the trail is not difficult due
to the numerous existing upgraded roads that

cross the trail which are available for use by
public land users.

B. Pipelines and other rights-of-way have
been able to, in most cases, cross the trail

at locations where the trail has been pre-

viously disturbed. These areas include
upgraded roads, existing pipeline corridors,

highway rights-of-way, etc.

C. The trail corridor allows drilling within Vi

mile (or less, if the visible horizon is closer)

of the trail. Directional drilling along a narrow,

linear corridor does not seem unreasonable

to protect a National Historic Trail, 83 percent

of which lies in areas of low or no potential

for oil and gas in the Lander Resource Area.
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The contention that existing operations within

100 feet of the Oregon Trail do not cause

impacts to the trail does not take into account

visual impacts to the trail. The Oregon/

Mormon Pioneer Trail is of much higher

significance through Wyoming largely

because of the trail's intact historical setting

in this region. The lack of modern intrusions

(both physical and visual) in the Lander

Resource Area along the trail contributes to

the excellent historical settings that attract

many visitors to this area each year. A y4-mile

corridor on each side of the trail maintains

these excellent settings whereas a 100-foot

wide corridor would not.

13
True Oil Company

January 7, 1985

CA5PER, WYOMING
P. 0. DRAWER 2360

PHONE J37-93CI1

Mr. Jack Kelly
Area Manager
Lander Resource Are
Bureau of Land Mana
P. 0. Box 589
Lander, WY 82520

Dear Mr. Kelly,

The following
your Resource M^nag
Resource Area.

re True Oil Companies' comments concerning
Tient Plan/Wiiderness Study on the Lander

icreasHd
areas
;iven
:h as
gas gnd
as high
a is
M ia

ct
should

You and the BLM are to be compl imented for finally gi
oil and gas exploration, developement and production an
weight when deciding priority considerations in sensitiv
-- though It still appears that oil and gas is not being
equ_al weight with other multiple use natural resourses si
"wilderness". You made certain tradeoffs between oil an^
sensitive areas, but only when the oil and gas potential
enough to be considered significant. When a sensitive ai
located in an area with high oil and gas potential, the 1

already committed to comply with existing laws which prote
these resources. Therefore, it is our belief that the BLM
modify this standard to include areas which have a moderate
potential for oil and gas. —

In Table H-l of your own plan on l=age 191 of the Proposed
Plan, It IS obvious that there were almost as many wells drilled
in areas of moderate potential as there were in areas of high
potential — and this holds true, not only in the Lander resoursearea, but in other areas also. This indicates that areas of
moderate potential arc Just as important in exploring for anddiscovering oil and gas as are the high potentail areas. Theamount of activity in an area should certainly be one of the
points considered in determining what stipulations should be ap-plied to that particular area and certainly more severe stipula-
tions should not be added just because you have accumulated
statistics that indicate the area has only moderate potential for
oil and gas discovery.

In your
sity and tht

plan,
Wilde

you state that the ust be ecological diver
eographie distribution.

Response to Letter 13

1. See Response 1 to Letter 12.

2. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

3. See Response 3 to Letter 12.

4. See Response 4 to Letter 12.
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Letter to Jack Kelly
January 7, 1986
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led as wilderness. With
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:o recommend lands for a

of creating more wilder
ly oppose BLM's recommendation for m
f oil and gas lessees and other lessees-

It would be greatly appreciated if you would clarify the
discussion on Page 188, Environmental Consequences, eonnerning No

Surface Occupancy stipulations. On this page you state that

550, 000 acres of the Lander Resource Area are subject to NSO
stipulations, whereas. Table 2-3 on Page 13 indicates that
171,000 acres are subject to NSO stipulations — why the dif-
ference? Are there different NSO stipulations? If so, would you
please let me know what they are. If there sre not different NSO
stipulations, then you are strongly urged to be more clear in you

discussing of the stipulations.
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g operations a very short
cause no impacts on the
eing available there is no

Thank you for the opportunity of commenting on your plan an

once again you are to be complimented on giving other multiple
uses of public lands additional weight -- though you still have
way to go before they are weighted equally.

Sincerely yours

,

Robert^O. Eiyron

Administrative Asst.
to H. A. True, Jr.

Heaaquanara: Bo< 42 / Gerald MO 63037 ( (31*1764.2801

Don MID CA »>306

W-M-P'eWHJ"! ^Mt/iift?

Omeli9 NEH1i4

lU MO 63037 T

January 10, 1986

Mr. Jack Kelly
Lander Resource Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 589
Lander, Wyoming 82520

Dear Mr. Kelly:

This letter is in reference to the Lander Resource Management
Plan (Draft) which has been submitted to me for comment on be-
half of OCTA. I do not propose to go into detail in this present
response as OCTA has already commented in great detail on the
Wyoming State QLM's Draft Oregon/ Mormon Pioneer National Historic
Trails Management Plan, and I am sure that those comments have
been made available to you.

1 would, however, like to suggest that "Three Crossings" be
included in your list of "Selected Cultural Sites (see Table 3-22,
page 148). It would seem to us that this is a historic site fully
comparable in importance to those others on your list.

.aBa-geWSJIJO

Cort Cwii-s CO 60iD?

OCTA is, of course, dedicated to seeing that the utmost
ction be afforded to the entire Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Tr
rridor, and we see this as being especially important in
ate of Wyominc where so many outstanding historic trail
e located. It is our hope that the BLM will begin think
rms of a comprehensive and i ntegrated program for the ma
those historic trail sites which hvo. under its jurisdi

e which will present them a,,d interpret them for the A)ne

blic as an ongoing experience and not merely as a series
parate sites. OCTA is prepared to assist in the plannin
pi ementa ti on of any such enlightened prograii; uf iiistoric

pro-
ails
the
s i tes
ng in

nagement
cti on--
ican
of

cd Gregory Franzwa

J 1 Ntcr t 1 J ,

Thomas ri. Hunt
President

Response to Letter 14

1 . Three Crossings was not included in the Draft

RMP/EIS because of several constraints.

During the RMP scoping process, vi^e realized

that Three Crossings was difficult, if not

impossible, to be managed by BLM. Nearly

all of the site is located on private lands, no
significant resource values are known to

occur on the few BLM tracts in the area, and
access into the site must be through a large

amount of private lands. Acquisition pro-

posals for Three Crossings do not appear
feasible because of probable landowner
objections, scattered ownership of lands in

the area (which would not change sub-
stantially with acquisition of the Three
Crossings Site), and a probable continuing

access problem into the site following
acquisition.

In contrast to this situation, Burnt Ranch,
which is included in the Final RMP/EIS, would
not have serious problems of access and
management if the BLM could acquire it.
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The BLM shares your concerns for protection

of the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail corridor.

The Preferred Alternative provides for the
special management and protection of all

public land portions of the Oregon/Mormon
Pioneer Trail primary route, Seminoe Cut-off,

and the Lander Cut-off within the resource
area. The corridor is in place around these
routes and is recommended to continue under
this RMP

^Nature
Conservancy

Tom Wnlf

Proitttion Planner

710 Bmokhavcn Court, Suirr D.
Fort Collins, Colnratio B0525
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Response to Letter 15

1. As a result of public comment, the Preferred

Alternative has been modified to designate
Whiskey Mountain, East Fork, the crucial elk

winter range in the Green Mountain Man-
agement Unit, Lander Slope, Red Canyon,
Dubois Badlands, South Pass, portions of

Beaver Rim, and important segments of the
Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail as Areas of

Critical Environmental Concern.

Lands within the East Fork Management Unit
would be closed to oil and gas leasing unless
there is identified drainage and the BLM,
Wyoming Game and Fish Department, and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service agree to

lease with no-surface-occupancy restrictions.

Furthermore, the area will be withdrawn from
mineral entry.

Lands within the Whiskey Mountain Man-
agement Unit would be closed to oil and gas
leasing unless there is identified drainage. If

drainage is occurring, lands would be leased
with no-surface-occupancy restrictions and
with no exceptions. The segregations within

this management unit would be revoked to

open them to leasing with NSO restrictions

should drainage occur. (See Chapter II,

Management Actions Common to all Alter-

natives, Minerals Section.)
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Oil and gas leases will be issued with no-

surface-occupancy restrictions on the Lander
Slope, Red Canyon, and South Pass Man-
agement Units. Leases will also be issued with

no-surface-occupancy restrictions on the

crucial elk winter range on Green Mountain
and the entire Dubois Badlands Management
Unit.

Conservation easements can be pursued on

a case-by-case basis in support of the

management objectives in the Preferred

Alternative.

2. The Red Canyon was designated an NNL in

1976. One landowner within the NNL area is

not a signatory to NNL protection agree-

ments. We are continuing efforts to have this

landowner sign a voluntary protection

agreement. Once the final landowner signs

the agreement, the NNL can be formally

enrolled as a National Natural Landmark.

A management plan for the Red Canyon
ACEC will be developed after the Final RMP/
EIS. The plan will identify, protect and
maintain this plant species and its habitat.

3. A discussion of the rare plants and unique

plant communities for the Beaver Rim area

has been added to the Affected Environment

of the Final RMP/EIS. The Beaver Rim Area

is proposed for designation as an Area of

Critical Environmental Concern in the Final

RMP/EIS. A management plan will be
prepared for the Beaver Rim Area which will

identify, protect, and maintain the rare plants

and unique plant communities in the area.

The Beaver Rim management plan will be

developed using an intensive inventory of the

various unique resource values for this area.

The two grazing allotments that encompass
the area are both high priority I allotments

within the Green Mountain Grazing EIS Area.

These allotments have been intensively

monitored since 1 982 and the actual use levels

for livestock have been below the current

stocking levels and authorized grazing

preference. The development of the Beaver

Rim management plan is discussed briefly in

the main volume of the Final RMP/EIS
because the Beaver Rim Area is located in

the Beaver Creek Management Unit. The
Lander Resource Area may request The
Nature Conservancy's expertise and assis-

tance in the identification and inventory of

the rare plants within the area during the

development of the management plan.

4. The two Antennaria arcuata exclosure

locations are actually within the Beaver Creek

Management Unit. A discussion of this plant

species has been added to the Affected

Environment chapter of the Final RMP/EIS.

The current BLM monitoring studies would

continue for the two exclosures and the

associated protected plant populations.
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5. Under the Preferred Alternative, some of the

plant diversity areas are within Areas of

Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) (Red

Canyon, Beaver Rim and Oregon/Mormon
Pioneer Trail Corridor) and a no-surface-

occupancy restriction for oil and gas leasing

would be used to protect the sensitive plants.

For the unique plant community areas
southwest of the South Pass Historic Mining
Area, we would use a special resource pro-

tection stipulation to protect the sensitive

plants identified.

The areas designated as ACEC in the
Preferred Alternative would require mining
claimants and operators to file plans of

operation with the BLM. We would review and
approve such plans with the intentions of

protecting the sensitive plants from un-
necessary and undue degradation prior to

that approval. The surface management
regulations for operations under the General
Mining Law (43 CFR Subpart 3809) provide

for complete protection of species classified

as threatened and endangered species.

6. These two rare plant species are now
mentioned in the discussion of the South Pass
Management Unit Affected Environment
section. The information provided by The
Nature Conservancy (TNC) has been used as

the basis for this discussion.

These two plant species will receive special

management such as no-surface-occupancy
protection from oil and gas leasing under the

ACEC management plan for the South Pass
Management Unit.

7. The decisions and analyses in the Green
Mountain Grazing EIS were reviewed during

the development of the Lander RMP. The
basic data and management actions dis-

cussed and analyzed in the Green Mountain
Grazing EIS have not changed significantly

since 1983.

8. The list of unique plant taxa and communities
submitted by The Nature Conservancy has
been reviewed. The list and associated
information have been incorporated into the

Affected Environment of the Final RMP/EIS.
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Marathon
Oil Company

Nflvember 1.3, 1985

PO Bo> 120
CsHpHr, Wyoming B2603
Telephone 307/233-2511

DEC 31 1S85

^M Office ^ /

Mr. Jack Kelly
l.,and Resource Area Manager
P. 0. Box 589

Lander, WY 8?520

Dear Sir:

Re: CCTirrfiiits on the I>rafc,

Lander Resource Management Plan

You and your planning scaff are to be ccnmended for the excellent iob
done. The trade-off of resources, where appropriate, is a step talked
about in nany planning docurrents, yet never carried out. The analysis
done on oil and gas shows a balanced consideration. Specific re-
sources and protection of them are looked at on an area wide basis.

The only change that is suggested deals with the division of High from
Medium potential in detGrmining stipulations and other requirements
under the preferred alternative. As shown on Table 4-1 (Pg. 191), the
number of wells drilled in High and Moderate potential areas accounts
for over 90% of the wells drilled in the Land Resource Area. For this
reason, and for the fact that most wells are drilled in High to Moder-
ate potential areas, the dividing line should be between ^foderate and
IjOw potential for the preferred alternative.

The maior problem we see with the draft is the discussion of the
Oregon/Mormcpn Trail system. The designation of historic cultural
sitep, which are finite in nature, is an acceptable practice. Uith
current laws and rRgulations already in place to protect and avoid
cultural/archaeological sites, it is unnecessary to adopt another
management plan. Currently, cultural/archaeological clearance is
reouired under the federal oil and gas lease, as well a.=? for right-
of-way permits. To designate an undefined, or looselv defined,
corridor across the .State of Woming, effectivelv cutting the State
in two Is unwarranted. The trail is not a contiguous line distin-
gul,'5hable frcm other terrain. In places, it Is braided and divided
greatly. The time and the thought given the other resairces, In this
plan, have not been carried through when the discussion of the trail

Mr. Jack Kellv
Ncverrber 13, 1985

Page 2

I
management is considered. There is a confusing point when one reads

I the proposed management plan for the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer National
I Historic Trails and the draft Resource Management Plan. The obiec-

I
tives discussed in that plan seem to contradict one another bv saying

I that existing land uses nay need to be modified and later that trail

I management will not restrict authorized land uses or activities that
Iwcrc existing within the ti^ail corridors.

Thank you for the opportunity to cotrment on one of the most concise
and ccmplete plans seen to date. We hope you will incorporate our
cotments into the final.

4/^.̂/VIAV

Bradley G. Penn
Land/Environmental Coordinator

BGPimg

Response to Letter 16

1. See Response 1 to Letter 12.

2. The BLM developed a management plan for

the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail as required

by the National Trails System Act, the Oregon
National Historic Trail Comprehensive
Management and Use Plan, and the Mormon
Pioneer National Historic Trail Compre-
hensive Management and Use Plan. The plan

covers the Oregon and Mormon PioneerTrails

on public lands in Wyoming. The plan was
designed to provide consistency in man-
agement of the trails over the entire State.

Corridors, where applicable, are a necessary
part of this management. These corridors are

designed to protect the physical and visual

integrity of the trails. This is especially

important in central and western Wyoming,
where the trails have excellent historical

settings and integrity.

The trails run across Wyoming, but they do
not cut off one half of the state from the other

half. The RMP Preferred Alternative for the

Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail, for the most
part, continues existing management for the

Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail. For instance,

the Va mile corridor on each side of the trail,

or visible horizon (whichever is closer) has
been in effect since 1978. All oil and gas leases

covering parts of the corridor in the Lander
Resource Area have been conditioned since

1978 with a no-surface-occupancy stipulation

for the portion of the lease within the corridor.

Conflicts with oil and gas exploration
activities since that time have been minimal
because: 1) access across the trail is not

difficult due to the numerous existing

upgraded roads that cross the trail which are

available for use by public land users, 2)

Pipelines and other rights-of-way have been
able to, in most cases, cross the trail at

locations where the trail has been previously

disturbed. These areas include upgraded
roads, existing pipeline corridors, highway
rights-of-way, etc.

The trail corridor was not designed to

encompass all of the numerous variants and
alternates of the Oregon and Mormon Pioneer
Trails. The corridor covers only the single

primary route of the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer
Trail (both trails follow the same route in the

Lander Resource Area), the Seminoe Cut-off

(a major variant of the Oregon/Mormon
Pioneer Trail), and one short segment of the

California Emigrant Trail (the only part of the

California Trail in the Lander Resource Area
that does not follow the Oregon/Mormon
Pioneer Trail route).
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The Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail Plan
specifies the following:

"7. Existing land uses within the sites and
segments identified in this plan which are
compatible with historic preservation and
public use will be continued. Existing land
uses which may be incompatible with
historical preservation of sites and trail

segments will be monitored and, if

necessary, modified to make them as
compatible as possible (Section II.A of the
above).

11. Trail management will not restrict

authorized land uses or activities that were
existing within the trail corridors at the time
of designation as National Historic Trails,

unless these uses are or become incom-
patible with trail preservation or pro-
tection."

Note that in each case that incompatible
existing uses are to be monitored and/or
modified in order to protect trail resources.

17
Fohty-Secono TlOOB

leOl ClLirORNIA STOEEt

"vember 29, 1985

Mr Jack Kelly

Lander Resource Area Manager

P.O. Box 589

Lander, Wyoming 82520

Dear Mr Kelly,

Thank you for responding to my request for a copy of the Draft
Resource Management Plan. I appreciate this opportunity to comment on
Its contents

The Resource Management Plan and tne Draft Environmental Impact
Statement are seriously flawed, and major changes must be made Before
they will meet the standards demanded Oy statute. Py sound policy, and Oy
simple common sense Unfortunately, I have Insufficient time to discuss
many of tne important Issues In detail. Put the most crucial prooiems with
tne Plan are so fundamental they can be stated without lengthy discussion

J The Plan Shniild Consider an Alternative whirh wnnid
Reduce nevelnnment nf tho Rp-;niirf;(. ftrpa

NEPA and BLn regulations require consideration of a spectrum of
alternatives. The purposes of NEPA are frustrated when consideration of
alternatives Is unreasonably constricted. Rreene rniintv Planning Rnarri y
Fe dera l Power rpmmlssinn , 559 F 2d 1 227 (2d CIr 1 976), rert nenien 434
U 5 1 066, 'All reasonable' alternatives must be considered even If they do
not offer a complete solution to the problem. National Rp.;mirrei! nefcncc
nm inrll I nr V Admlmsrratnr Fncruy nagparrh am nwplnpmcnt

Aflminlstrarinn
,
451 FSupp I245(DC.D.C. 1978), The duty to develop and

Response to Letter 17

1

.

Thanl< you for your comment. Your suggested
alternative has been considered and a
discussion provided in Chapter I.

2. All public views and opinions were actively

sought during this planning process. The
RMP mailing list contains over 700 names of

groups and individuals located in Wyoming,
Washington D.C., Colorado, Montana, Idaho,

California and other states. These groups and
individuals received newsletters and other
mailings seeking their review and comments
on this Draft RMP/EIS. We believe this RMP
reflects a multitude of public interests
providing for a diverse mix of resource uses
ranging from wildernessto wildlife habitatand
rangeland management to mineral leasing

and development.

BLM is sincerely interested in gathering input
on the Draft RMP/EIS. We filed Federal
Register Notices, held open houses, two
public hearings, issued several news releases,

spoke on radio talk shows, presented
programs to dozens of special interest and
user groups, met individually with other users
and publics, and consulted with local and
county governments and state officials.

L
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thoroughly consider alternatives to proposed actions requires substantive,

good-faith consideration of alternatives to the fullest extent possible, a

very high standard. I ihhy Rod S. Run riuh v Potest 4^7 F Sunn 1177, alLd

in part rpvf;r?;eri in part on other grnundiq 594 F,2d 742.

While four alternatives are discussed in the Draft Resource

Management Plan CDRMP), the alternatives in no way represent a spectrum

of choices. Instead the alternatives are mere variations on a single

development strategy, and the choices considered were unreasonably

constricted. Fvery Alternative considered would result in further

development of the Lander Peg ource Area, no Alternative consistently

cons i der? reducing or restricting development. The Alternatives selected

give the appearance of compliance with statutory mandates while leaving

the substantive choices undiscussed and unscrutinized.

2 The Process Used to identify Issues and Develop Planning

Criteria Was Seriously Flawed. The Criter i;^ nn Hot Rpflprt

Consideration of the Public Interest

The limited range of Alternatives considered is the result of the

faulty procedure used to identify issues and develop planning criteria.

The BLM has a statutory mandate to consider the public interest in

formulating management policies, not merely the comments of a portion of

the public. The BLM has 3 duty to consider the public interest, even if the

comments it received about the Plan reflect only a narrow range of

Opinion.

In developing the Lander DRMP, the BLM considered only the desires of

a very limited segment of the public, a segment whose self-interest is

closely tied to the BLM's Lander Resource Area development policies. The

greatest public input about the proposed plan came from Interests in the

immediate vicinity of the Lander Resource Area. The agency did not

seriously solicit the views of interests outside this small area.

This is clear from the issues ultimately identified. Grazing rights ,

nil and gas ripvfilnnmpnt r.nmmRrnial timhpr rights and ths ripsirs nf Inral

interests to buy portions of ths RRsnurre Arsa are hardly thR issues most

Copies of the Draft RMP/EIS were available

at the county libraries. We were also

interviewed by the media on several

occasions. We distributed over 1,000 copies

of the Draft RMP/EIS and have received over

600 letters and comments in response to our

efforts to involve the public.

3. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

4. Each alternative presented in the Lander RMP
represents a comprehensive multiple-use

plan that provides for resource management
of over 2.5 million acres of public lands and

minerals in central Wyoming. Resource uses

on these 2.5 million acres are diverse and

extremely complex. Because of this com-
plexity and diversity, it would be difficult, it

not impossible, to develop a plan that would

have one single theme other than multiple

use.

Americans would place high nn thp li st of issuer important in the

management of the public lands of the Unitsri states vet thesp are ths

issues the agency identi fied as those to be resolved by the RMP

These Issues clearly do not represent the views of the public as a

whole and certainly do not reflect the public interest. Yet they serve as

the basis for the criteria set by the BLM. By relying on a small,

self-interested group, the BLM avoided its statutory duty to consider the

public interest. The agency must do more than listen to the desires of

local interests: it must base its decisions on what is best for the public as

a whole,

J—The Criteria Used Tn Determine Wi lderness Suitability

Are A Sham, They Represent Implicit Choices Against

Wilderness Designation And Do Not Fairly ?5tate The Wilderness
Suitability Issub

The issue of Wilderness Suitability deserves special treatment

because of the absurd manner in which the BLM states this issue, While

nearly every American, whether favoring additions to designated

wilderness or against further designations, would consider wilderness

identification a major concern in the formulation of public land use

policies, the manner in which the agency states this issue makes its

inclusion in the DRMP a sham.

Concerns identified by the agency in its "scoping process" include

whether wilderness designation "would adversely affect mineral

exploration and development," whether wilderness designation would

"adversely affect the livestock industry by reducing or eliminating

livestock grazing, limiting motor vehicle access, disrupting traditional

use patterns, and increasing visitor use with resultant problems of

vandalism, litter and fire," whether "livestock operators could be

displaced or be put out of business," and whether "wilderness designation

would limit recreational use through eliminating access by motor

vehicles,"

These criteria have absolutely nothing to do with preserving and

3
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protecting wilderness. They have everything to do with preserving and

protecting vested economic interests,

While these criteria may help identify areas of value for grazing, they

are completely irrelevant to whether an area is suitable for wilderness

designation Inherent in the choice of these criteria is a definition of

wilderness which amounts to "areas undesired by any group seeking

economic development."

The Wilderness Act contains a much different definition. See, 16

U.5.C, SS 1 13l,£La£a The definition contained in SI 131(c) does not

mention suitability for mining or for other economic development; unlike

the definition inherent in the "issues" used by the BLM in this Plan, it

correctly and honestly attempts to define what wilderness is and why

wilderness is important.

There is little question that developing a management plan requires

the agency to reconcile competing interests This is the reason a plan is

necessary Nonetheless the agency should not be allowed to escape the

difficult choices inherent in this process by defining one interest in terms

which are set by a competing interest The BLM defines wilderness as

areas not useful for grazing or mining. Instead of fairly stating the

competing interests, the BLM has implicitly decided that mining and

grazing interests are superior to wilderness interests and avoided the

very choices the Plan is intended to consider.

Most of the remaining concerns identified by the agency during the

"scoping process" are relevant to the wilderness issue. Unfortunately,

even a brief glance through the DRMP reveals that these concerns received

little actual weight during the decision making process.

4 The Alternatives Selected For Discussion Either Do Not

Represent Cohesive Strategies. Or The Strategies They

Represent Are Not Adequately Explained.

Little needs to said on this point. I am unable to find an explanation

of the Alternatives as coherent approaches to the management of Lander

Resource Area. Within each Alternative, the choices appear to represent

no comprehensive approach, instead, alternatives B and C appear to be

mere repositories of relatively, randomly selected choices. Similarly the

development of the preferred alternative does not represent a reasoned

choice based upon policy The preferred Alternative appears to represent

an incoherent series of choices without any single unifying purpose or

strategy.

Once again, thank you for this opportunity to comment. I look forward

to hearing of your decision in this matter

Sincerely,

Mark Hughes
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1^
PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF WYOMING

a aivision ol flocAy Mounimn Oil a

330 South Cenlef. Suiie

CaEpef. Wyoming 82601

(3071 234-5333

ilive Dirteiof

y M Frueauf

::'<;0y,.lanunry 17, 1986

Mr. .lack Kelly

Lander Rcsourct; Arun
Bureau of Land Managenient

V,0. Box 589
l.andtir, Wypmins fl252D

Re; Liintler Rusoiirce Man.^pemenc IM.aii and Wlldnrness Supplement

Dear Mr. Kelly:

On behalf of tht Pecrnleiiro Associarion of Wyoming, a division cf the Rocky
Mountain Oil and Caa Associacton, whose members account for 907 n! the petro-
leum prndviceri and 90% of the wells drilled In Wyoming, please acrept the
following comiiients on the Lander Kesource Area Management Plan and Wilderness
Supplement.

ed Alternative While

esources the

Wc art pie

hp drafc

ame
ed Chat

2|

PAW Is in fioneral support of clit Prefer
several clarifications and modifications which we >

plan does a comTiiendahle .job of affording oil ;ind g,

priority conslderacinn afforded other resource vali

Che proposal considers the importance of coordinat
activities with other raultiple uses and recoBi^^-a" mineral potential as a

factor In determining management decisions. This approach, we believe,
providtS a meaningful managemenC tool, and assises the Bl.M In meeting the

requirements of federal planning laws.

The Preferred Alternative provides that energy and mineral resources will
receive priority treatment in areas determined to liave hish potential. Wf
htlitve this BLK policy should be modified to also include areas rated as
havinp moderate potential for oil and gas. The research Incorporated into
Table i-1 (p. 191) Indicates that almost as many wells are drilled In area.s

considered to have moderate potential as chose drilled in high potential
areas, Tt is apparent that moderate areas ai-e of equal importance in the
discovery of new oil and gas reserves as the high areas. Similar management
should apply, not more severe restrictions. We are confident that this policv
could be so modified, while maintaining full protection of sensitive resource'
values.

The draft plan does a good job of describing what kinds of stipulations may
apply to nil and gas operations. Total affected acreage figures are provided
as well as maps indicating the areas involved. (I'hlle this information is

Response to Letter 19

1. See Response 1 to Letter 12.

2. The Final EIS has been modified to explain

this situation.

3. See Response 4 to Letter 12.

4. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

'X

jb^ 330 South CBntBf.Sulle 115 ^'
' '"'\f' 'L, ^''-.r. A

Casper, Wyoming 82601
January 17, 1^86 ^^.^ , /

o helpful there does appear to be some confusion In regard to total no surface

£, occupancy (nso) acres. Table 2-2 (p. i.3) shows nso restrictions on 171,000
acres. Various discussions In the document, however, offer conflicting
figures .such as fiSO.OOfl acres subjecc to statewide standard nso stlpulaHons
and 65,000 acres sub_icct to site-specif Ic nso SClpulaCions , fp. Ififl), On the
other hand a reference on page 271 CO Table 4-1 (which we believe la accuallv
Table i-4) discusses 150.000 acres of area wide nso restrictions. We under-'
sciind that there are different types of nso stipular itms, some which may be
waived, some mandated, some area wide and some statewide. Therefore, we urge
Che BLM to clarify the use of the term and correct the figures where
appropriate for better understanding.

Appendix 3 lists the standard protection requirements for surface disturbing
activities, including oil and gas operations. The "guidance" di.scussions
following each stipulation are very good explanations of the proper use of
those restrictions. We note that legal descriptions will be required for
wildlife stipulations and should he measurable and legally delinable. We are
also pleased to see the reminder that when considerinR a no-lease option, a

rigorous test must be met and fully documented in the record. We urge con-
tinued adherence to these policies.

We suggest the tlnal plan incorporate a more detailed discussion of tlie

^^ Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trjill Plan than is currently provided (p. 21). The
^C proposed Trail Plan represents an additional Jayer of regulation, and should
** be included In this and other affected resource area plans, Ac chlsi point, we

are unsure as to how the Trail Plan management decisions relate to the
Preferred Alternative. Please provide further clarification.

PAW is in support of all of the "nonsulCable for wilderness designation"
recommendations In che Wilderness Supplement. We do not concur, however, with

A Che partial wilderness designation of the Sweetwater Canyon wilderness Study^ area. This area contains numerous poet-FLPMA oil and gas leases which would
remain unexplored under the proposed action. We also question tlie need for
additional wildernesa designation because of the availability of extensive
wilderness opportunities in the are,'? and Che state.

This draft plan nffer,'^ det.iiled analysis of how oil and gas activities impact
othfir rp.=inurce5, ways Co minimise these effects, as well as how management
decisions impact the ability to conduct oil and ga.s ace Ivi t ie.^; . We appreri.TtP
this comprehensive effort and believe chat tht draft prnpn.^^.il repri'?eiiCS n

well Integrated management plan.

'\"T' 1
/ ^

l.iKdu^'^i'-'i^
Wendy H./Vrueauf 1

,

cc: Hillary Oden
Brad Penn

Bob Byron
Alice Frel!
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2D Jan.iary 20, 19S6

Jack Kelly
Area Manager
BUf.

Box 589
Lander, Wy.S2520

Pleaae accept this cominent on the L^inder Kescurce
Iiianagement Plan as part of the official record.

I must begin by aaying that I am greatly disturbed
by the to;,e Eind direction the plan takes for its next
10 years of manaeenent, ])e3pite much discussion and
sentiment from the public indicatine "the need to presei've
rather than exploit our federal lands, the hU'. has almost
unaninioualy voted to market every available reaourct; on
the public lands it manages, even at a loss if necesa:;ry.

1 am particularly opposed to leaainc with HLJO stip-
ulations the critical wildlife 1 afcitat areas of Wliiskey
l-'lountain and the E:--9t Pork "J-k Visrer liP-n^f , T>-e ILl' adraits
themselves in the pla; that a "Ch action will threaten the
future S.ealth nd w&ll-beinfr of the sheep and elk, and yet
the rtconjiendation is still made to lease the area. This
can only be a state mandate, for 1 cajinot inafin'" ajiyone-

who works ia the Lander District beinc so 9hort-^:ic;hter5
as to jeopardize the largest bighorn sheep herd in t>.e V.;i.
and one of the best winter ranj;;es for _'':llowStone ell: for
the meager possibility of a little low ^rade, higji sulfur
crude oil in an area of such low mineral pote:itial, 1
strongly urge you to withdrav/ all leasing for oil and gas
as well as locatahle nineraJ s frf^im areas or' critical
wildlife habitat and winter ran^e.

V/hile on the subject of wildlife, it has ccne to iiy

attention while out in the hills surroundin£ Dubois tliat
severe overgrazing has taken place over t:.e years and is
not being corrected. In particular, thf. lands lehind the
Dubois b--idlands north of tlie .Vind Tiiver and west of the
Bast ?ork are in very poor condition. .,ith so littlf
vegetation, erosion has been a real rroblpin that is not
likely to be corrected until the grasses are allowed to
recover the ground. I would sug^/est that grazing leases
in areas like this be reduced substantially in order to
let the grasses regenerate. Also of concern to ne are the
areas south of the .Yind :-iivcr below the forect bour.dary
and above the private landowners boundr-ries, between Ari'ow

;:ountain and the ,/ind Kiver - ndian Hcservatica, Again, the

Response to Letter 20

1. See Response 1 to Letter 15.

2. Much of the land behind the Dubois Badlands
which you refer to is privately owned. Range
resource inventories on public land in these

areas do not indicate very poor range con-
ditions (see table B-7 in the Grazing Sup-
plement). We have noted your suggestion to

change the category on allotment No. 2124
from M category to I category. We will begin
the consultation process to reconsider the

category for this allotment. This would give

the allotment greater priority for management
attention.

3. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

livestock using these lands s: ould be reduced in-ierinitely
until the vegetation can recup rai.e. _'o i-cconj-lish t.,i:,
the } Li.i needs to do more than just i ut p.;; cjillotraent in
category C or r,: thai would naintain their present state
when a larger portioji of the allotment is in the poor or
fair i-'onditicn than in tliP ^ood to excellent condition,
.t certainly seems as tl.ougj, some r.an=:,,er.ent courdination
is in order between tlie hL ;.; and the Joix Conservation
iei'vice.

I am disj-.ppointed that the plan only rcooirj-ierided p=irt
of one 'tVjA for wlld&rness. -i'i-,e j.i; . is shewing its true colon's
h-re by stayint .vith a coirunodity orientation in its
management plan. The excuses for not na ing thi^. Copper
Mountain and jwe^.twater Hocks ./jAs wilderness areas are-
ridiculous. If -wildtrness is in so r.uch demand ar.^.ng th--
public, it isn't logical that t].e federal ! nd nan'-.^ement
agencies designate less wildej';jcss access, '."(-.t that i::;

wl-at tJ;e ..LI.: is sug^.e.;tlng oy :i-.ying that there v.lll be
increased use of an area so ilesig-atei. 1 su^ .est to the
BID that tl;e whole o-' jv.xctwv.tcr Ganyon, ri'; well as Cor- er
:.:oiintain and jwsetwfiter :;ocka imd the jubois I dlunds l:b

inade wilderness areas. Ooiiaidoring the rdl. ions of acres
the IL:: mafiages, thi;j small arount wo'dd 1 e a '.vdGone
addition to tlie ::eticnal '.'ild^riiei-s -j^.ste:-.. kino, j.

reooEii'.end that CiiV use is irchibited i:i theue urcaa, :ii.ice
they are areas of sensitive beauty ajid hit,..ly ti'Odallt.

_ I'here are nany areas where CHV use is accept^'; .e ' :.d ,:ore
"apiropriate that i , these .VoAs.

I liope the LU: takes the job of .-itc- ardship of oiu'
public lands more aeriouRly in the next IC years tha.: ti.ey
.h'-ive i:-. tlie past and consider the possibility that these
resources are expendable or co-,s^;rvable as you cl-.oose. Let's
choose in the conmon interest of the gfneral public ryther
than the corporate interest of a few.

1 look forward to -seeing the final : andf r hescjj'ce
:'ar.age:ient Plan and hope it is improved over tl- e presently
poor draft.

sincerely,

: 'erf dith Taylor
..rring H-nch T^l 71
juboi3, ,:-. Q2513
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27
p. 0. Box 659
Dubois, WY 82513
Jsmuary 22, 198^\'(irr7/>-^

Mr. Jaclt Kelly
Lander Reaouroe Aro« Manaeer
P. 0. Box 569
Lander, WY 82520

DeftT Mr. Kelly:

I »pppeolat« very nuoh the opportunity to review and comment
on the Draft deaouroe Management PlanAnvironmental ImpactStatement fop the Lander Heaource Area. It wao Rratifyinp to

^^hJ ^? ''foH,''^"
concerna I eipreaaed ,Lt your Open houae inDubois in 19BU were dealt with in the draft.

In my estijaatlon the wildlife resource la by far the preateat
asset in the upper Wind nlver area, and your plan seema to go

l^TL^^ f^.^" u" ?^ ^° P^^tect that resource. I think youand your ataff should be commended for thla effort. The com-modity Interests no doubt have expressed their desire to keep
ail lands open to oil, pas and mineral exploration and devel-
opment. Conalderlnp the low potential for such development
in thia area I believe you have left plenty of opportunity
open for these endeavors while at the same time proteotlne
the wildlife values that make Dubois so special.

One potentially major problem yet to be dealt with is the
valid drilling leases in the iiast Fork Uk Winter Hanae. If
drilling must be allowed it should be done only with very
stringent stipulations to limit surface disturbance, water
pollution and winter activity. Since a rether large acreage
la involved in oil and gas leases I would like to see an kIS
prepared when BLM receives its first AfU for the Last forkunit. Multiple drilling sites could cause severe diaruptiona
to the wintering elk herd, especially if they resulted in aproducing field. Mitigation in thla caae would oe difficult
11 not Impoaalble. I support your decision to withdraw thebalance of the unit from mineral exploration that has not
already been withdrawn.

In reference to the Dubois Badlands I did not see any mention
°J ^^^"! for existing grazing leases. I think cattle grazingshould be reduced and eventually eliminated from the Badlands
Since the area provides important ainter forage for elk andaesr as well as bighorn sheep. Adjacent private meadoulands
along the Wind River are heavily used by deer and sheep in
the fall and winter. «eduotion of aummer use of the BLM
lands should take some of the pressure off these private
landa.

In your grazing aupplenent I waa glad to see alternatives
designed to improve range conditions, but waa extemely dis-
appointed that there was no economic analysia. Hange in-
provementa may be able to increase AUM's, but at what coats?
The bLH grazing program already loses a considerable amount
ol money for the tejcpayer, so I do not think that more pro-
grama should be Inltiatftd If they are going to lose even

- more money In the long run.

Your alternative C, wtiith reduces livestock grazing by U2%
Is not seriously considered, but possibly it'should be. I
think the benefit to wildlife la understated, especially
where elk are Involved, since It would affect their winter
range aa well as their summer range. Antelope can winter
nicely on big sage, but will also utilize trasses and forbea
if they are available.

I would like to see an economic analysis of ranee improve-
ment alternatives for livestock va no range improvements
along with reductions or eliminations of iiveatock grazing.
My bet la that the increased value of big game animala to-
gether with the reduced coats of grazing programs would
show a very positive effect on net public benefits.

ttanchera are learning that big game hunting can generate
more Income for them than their cattle do in some ai'eas.
Game animals are also known to be more efficient in convert-
ing forade Into protein and are being used es a source of
meat in some countries in place of losa efficient domestic
livestock, f'erhaps these alternatives should be examined
here, especially where current grazing programs cost more to
administer than they generate in grazing fees.

Sincerely,

Duane L. Howe

Response to Letter 27

1. The oil and gas leases within the East Fork
Elk Winter Range have expired.

2. General management actions and proposed
range improvements for allotments 2112 and
2121 in the Dubois Badlands are in the

Grazing Supplement, Appendix B. Reduc-
tions in numbers of livestock or elimination

of livestock from I category allotments is dis-

cussed in the Grazing Supplement, Part B.

Even though the Dubois Badlands are leased

for livestock grazing, the cattle actually make
limited use in the badland area. This is due
to lack of water, limited forage production,

and steep slopes. Further reduction or elimi-

nation of the livestock grazing by BLM within

the Dubois Badlands may relieve some of the

winter grazing pressure on the private

meadowlands by wildlife. However, we do not

feel this reduced pressure would be sig-

nificant.

3. Benefit cost analysis of the proposed range

improvement projects can be found in

Appendix B of the Grazing Supplement.

4. Your concerns, including economic consi-

derations, were included in the analyses of

Alternatives E and D presented in the grazing

supplement.
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Lander 1

Wyoming

Draft Resource Matiagei

Chu Lander Kesource Ai

This memorandum conacitucea ui

Plan/Environmental Impact Stai

JA^ 15 1986

au of Land Managemont, Lauder

Plan/iiiivironmentai Impact Statuiuctic Cor

Bureau of Land N;inagemenC: (DES 85/50)

comment!! on the dr;

lent (RMP/EIS).

No areas administerGd by the National I'ark Service would be directly affected
by Implementation of any of the alternatives outlined in tht; draft KMP/EIS.
The document Includes excellent discussions on recreation, historic trails,
and cultural tesourceg. Especially nottuorthy is the site-by-slte analysis
of National Register ellgihilicy. Likewise, the discussions of proposed
Kacional Natural Landmark (NNL) areas and other natural resources beginning
on page 162 are appropriate and well done; better graphics £or the locations
of the NNL's would have been helpful.

In sum, the concerns (direct and indirect) of the National Park Service have
been covered in the draft RMP/EIS. However, we have some connnents you may
wish to consider as the final document is being prepared.

The document, as expected, reflects the Bureau of Land Management policy of
multiple use of all resources. The four alternatives weigh In a general
manner the entire spectrum of possible managenient approaches to each
resource. We concur with the conclusion that Alternative A (page 238)
".

. .would be the least beneficial choice of all the alternatives from a
cultural/natural history resources protection viewpoint." Implementation of
this alternative would adversely affect the Oregon/Mormon Trail corridor and
some proposed NNL areas, among other impacts,

Although we note (page 252) that implementation of Alternative B
". . .would be the most beneficial choice of all the alternaclves from a

cultural/natural history resource protection viewpoint," we agree Chat Che
preferred Alternative D provides a good balance between resource protection
and provision for active management (mineral extraction, grazing, etc.).

Scattered throughout the draft RMP/EIS are references to "national
significance." In some instances the criteria on which "national
significance" is based are clear (e.g., National Register eligibility,
proposed NNL's, etc.). However, in the discussion of land exchanges and
disposal (page 11) we note the statement that "Lands with national
significance will not be conveyed." Although we agree with the various
criteria for exchange and disposal, we could not, from the materia]
presented, ascertain how or by whom "national significance" is determined.

3

4

I

In this regard, the discussion of "Landownership Adjustmen
insufficiently detailed to give the rL-ader an adequate pic
art' Eubjec: to disposal. This discussion should somehow b
specific list of "nationally significant" areas, or at least into

I

descriptions of key resources contain.jd in the document. The brief list o
"significant resources" on page 298 Isaves out several described earlier
(e.g., on page 57 - "

. . .the Wind River Formation contains vertebrate
fossils of national significance"). The selection of certain sites as "Xr,
of Critical Environmental Concern" (page 3Di) is appropriatt, but we would
like to see more explicit infonnation on the plans fo
other "nationally significant" areas.

on page 295 are
of what lands

latiageraen: of

A lew comments on the geological aspects of
in order. For each wilderness study area t

and geologic resources. Nowhere could

the Lander Resi

Wilderness Supplement" are
there is a discussion of geology

uuici wc find mention of paleontologJ cal
r significant fossilif erous strata occur

Appendix HI of the "Wilderness Supplement" contains a g«olr,gic time scala
Some headings (for example, the Tertiary Period) could be misleading to the
general public, which usually is unaware of the direction to read the scale.
Also, the scale omits the Ordoviclan Period.

Thank y^ the draft RMP/EIS.

Response to Letter 56

1. National significance as used in the text is

a generic term. National Register eligibility

and the National Natural Landmark program
are the two most common examples of

national significance that apply to public

lands. The reference "Lands with national

significance will not be conveyed" refers

specifically to lands patented pursuant to the

Recreation and Public Purposes Act. Our
guidance in determining if lands are of

national significance, related to this Act, is

to consider such factors as suitability for

nomination to the National Register of

Historic Places or whether the lands have any
natural features which make them nationally

unique.

2. The intent of this portion of the text was to

provide an overview of total acres and parcels

that were being considered for disposal in the

Preferred Alternative. Detailed descriptions of

the parcels being considered for both
retention and disposal can be found in the

specific Resource Management Unit sections

of the Preferred Alternative which address
landownership adjustments (see the Table of

Contents for Chapter V).

3. The significant resources listed in the

Cultural/Natural History section of Chapter
V should be understood to be significant

resources that would be significantly affected

by the alternatives in this RMP. Other than

known special areas already identified in the

RMP, such as Beaver Rim, newly discovered

paleontological resources would be managed
and protected if necessary under BLM's
standard paleontological management
measures (see Chapter II, Management
Common to All Alternatives), and would
therefore not be significantly affected.

4. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.
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96
Citizens for Multiple Use

Jack Kelly, Arcd Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lander Resourcrt '.;-:m

P.O. Box 589
Ldindei , WY 82520

Dc? Mr Kt-lly

II- iplcMembers of the Duboi s area C] t i x.pns for
Uae wish in express their si nee re apprecnai ion
oppoi-tuniiy to formally react to the Draft Resource?
Hdridgemp-nt Plan/Envi ronmentdl Impact St atempnt ,

Citizens for Multiple Use is a recently formed
organization o£ local citizens numbering over 400 repre-
senting the greater Dubois area o£ Fremont Count y.
As a group we endorse a balanced multiple use of resnurces
includinq sustai ned forestry yield management , oil and
gas exploration, prudent, wildlife management of pub I ic
lands, and recreat ion. We endorse the ph] losophy of
good stewardship in our natural envi rnnment

.

A broad based cotnmittee frotn the Dubois area multiple
use group has reviewed the blm draft plans and desires
to go nn record with the following endorsementH

:

1. The overall developmcnl of the plan reflects
a high level of competency.

2. We compliment t.he BLM plan for involving those
groups of people directly affected by the plan.

3

.

We support r.hc posit i on taken in the plan for
the Whiskey Maountain area relative to mineral
exploration which elates "no surface occupancy,

Jack KeJly, ELM Ares Manage
Page 2

January 29, 1986

4 . We support eneral fhe "Preferred Alternative/

As a cammi l t.ee we have concerns whi ch we deal re
to bri ng I o your attention. We are hopeful that, you
will consider the following areas:

1. We fen! there are currently sufficient lands
designated "wi Iderness areas" and that no further
incr eases in this type of acreage are necessary

.

2. We consider any wolf recovery project a direct
threat to our concept of multiple use and to
the stability of our envi ronment .

We respectful !y reque.st that you place us on the
RLM mailing list. Wc desire to be current on happenings
in the BLM.

Again, we appr^
to the BLM plan.

Response to Letter 96

1. See response 1 to letter 15.

2. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

3. This office has had no participation in

development of a wolf recovery plan, and has

had no official contact or request to par-

ticipate in implementation of one. The wolf

is a federally listed endangered species. Any
actions we might be involved with, in the

future, would be consistent with federal laws,

primarily the Endangered Species Act.

We will place your organization on the mailing

list.
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144

COMMhlNTS ON LAi\UEH BLM

.sOrRCE MANAHfc-.MENT H.AK DRAFT

Uil and Gaa Lrasing

The overoJJ theme for rr.anjgfment of th& oil and gas

resourcf'i within Lhp resource ;irpa ta rnaKe publir j nnds

dVtiiliiblp fnr leosinq to the ma:<imuir! extent, possiblp on

ridqe 289 will not be bfncriri.-il to critJCdl wildjife needs.

iVdny of ths' «reas thJt would be open to oil tind ga.s leiiJ^ing

servr as important wildjife h.jbit£it and hars-ssment or

cisturbfince by humans can only prove detrimental to wildlife.

The Environmental Consequences you mention on pages 189,

190, and 192 portray an occurdte analysis of how oil and gas

exploration and development stresses, disturbs, and displaces

wildlife and how its effects are compounded on critical

habitat.

I ."^ee: that the Ni

as the prefHrred alternative

critical habitat in a long term manner.

I suqgest that two areas which would be affected graatly
by this plan, the Whiskey Basin Bighorn Sheep Winter Kange

and the East ForK Winter Range should be withdrawn from all

oil and gas leasing.

You state that locatabie minerals should be withdrawn

on these two areas, but not the withdrawi of oil and gas

leasing. This is very inconsistant.

<:e Occupancy Leasing selected

does not adequately protect the

(pRVJ

Dubois Badlands

I support the preferred alternative to close the entire

unit to ORV. It disturbs me to thinK that there would be

little Or no enforcement of thi.s abuse if plan is gone

ahead with. BLM has difficulty enforcing laws on current
land.

Response to Letter 144

1. See Response 1 to Letter 15.

2. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

Wilde

I support the proposal of having the Dubois Badlands

become wilderness. I do not support Whiskey Mountain

wilderness proposal.

Man has caused himself to manage habitat properly due

to past poor management practices. With wilderness areas

now, we cannot manipulate or improve existing conditions.

For too long we have suppressed fires, overtimbered and

overharvested our resources. By just eliminating these

activities, the areas become decandent and less productive.

We should have allowed some habitat management practices to

continue.

The Badlands are a fragile ecosystem. Off road vyhicit-s

have caused damage to them. By becoming a wilderness are;i,

I feel the BLM can better enforce ORV and i-rotect critical

Bighorn shetp, antelope, mule deer and elK habitat. This

area requires little or no habitat manipulations.

On the other hand the Whitkey Mountain area can properly

be managed by burning, fertilization, and resrt^ding low

p^Hduction areas. Tf it becomes wilderness, those options

can not take place.

Our lands demand proper management and the abuse of them

only decreases the resources. Let's identify these lands

which are critical to wildlife and protect them.

<^U f/;- /
//./

,y

l..-.>'r'
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176 Response to Letter 176
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1. Wildlife habitats are amply protected without
withdrawing them all from oil and gas leasing
or mineral location. This plan contains a wide
range of management measures recom-
mended to do just that. For example, man-
agement units such as Whiskey Mountain and
East Fork are recommended for withdrawal
from locatable mineral exploration and
development. The same two units would also
be closed to oil and gas leasing with one
possible exception. Other units have seasonal
stipulations and the no-surface-occupancy
restriction for oil and gas leasing to protect
wildlife as well as other resources. The
Preferred Alternative recommends the
designation of some management units or
portions thereof as Areas of Critical Envi-
ronmental Concern (ACEC) in order to
provide for special management attention to

outstanding resource values, including
wildlife.

2. As mentioned above, the Whiskey Mountain
and East Fork Management Units now contain
a Preferred Alternative recommendation for
no oil and gas leasing with a possible
exception if drainage should occur. See
Response 1 to Letter 15.

The statement "Lease to the maximum extent
possible" could, of course, be applied to all

the resources in the plan if the term "lease"
was changed to "protect," "enhance,"
"develop," etc. The plan is a multiple-use
approach to get the maximum benefit
possible from all resources.

3. It is certainly true that positive benefits can
result from many fires. In this resource area,
we have recommended over one million acres
for a limited suppression policy, to reflect the
fact that positive benefits can potentially
accrue from some fires. However, there are
many variables involved in decision-making
concerning fires, such as: fuel type and
amount; weather conditions; time of year of
the burn, etc. For example, if a relatively large
area of critical big-game winter range burned
in the fall, this could potentially have an
adverse effect on the big game herd
dependent on this area.

As you have stated, the optimum situation

would be to evaluate every fire on it's own
merits and use appropriate control tech-
niques. However, with the present land status
and amount of development existent in many
areas, we do not always have this luxury. This
agency is responsible to control fires started
on BLM-administered lands before they
spread to adjacent lands which are owned
or administered by private parties.
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The Final RMP/EIS Preferred Alternative

provides an off-road vehicle (ORV) closure

to protect fragile soils and wildlife habitat.

The wilderness study for Dubois Badlands is

planned for 1987. See general response to

wilderness comments.

<
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Pure u Of Land I ara.-'en ent

rsv.]ir-s Jistr?rt

F.O. Fox 67C

Pewllns, V.ycninf:

Lear Sirs;

In comirent tu t)-i -..J.P,. yar'-^cenier t Plfn.
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Response to Letter 213

1. Private lands that have riparian and wet
meadow areas were identified during the

range survey field work. These higher
producing range sites were included in the

carrying capacity for each allotment. The
private land production is considered in the

tabulation of carrying capacity for grazing

permits. Where unfenced land owned or

controlled by the permittee is intermingled

with public lands, the grazing permit
recognizes that a proportional amount of

grazing use will be made on the privately

controlled lands. The permit indicates the

total number of livestock to be grazed, the

period(s) of use, and the percentage of use
that is on public lands.

2. Riparian areas are zones of transition from
aquatic to terrestrial ecosystems, whose
presence is dependent upon surface and/or
subsurface water, and which reveal through
their existing or potential soil-vegetation

complex the influence of that water. Riparian

areas may be associated with features such
as lakes; reservoirs; estuaries; potholes;

springs; bogs; wet meadows; muskegs; and
ephemeral, intermittent, or perennial streams
(BLM, 1985).
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Sincere Iv,

^,.u,.~ i /y^A-c--'K

;JJi^ J!:34^.«^
635 N. Pavlllion Rd., Rt. 65B915
Pavilllon WY 32523

5.

Our best estimates indicate approximately
5,000 to 10,000 acres of riparian areas on
public land within the Gas Hills Study Area
or about .4 to .8 percent of the total public
land. Meadow/riparian areas are generally the
areas of heaviest use because of their high-
quality forage and close proximity to water.

The operational waterspreader systems have
been successful in slowing down water
velocity and sedimentation in the large
ephemeral drainages where they are located.
The waterspreader systems which are not
operational appear to have failed for two
reasons: 1) lack of needed maintenance; and
2) very high water flows caused by excep-
tional rain or snowstorms which exceeded the
capacity of the spreader system. These
systems are very expensive to maintain, as
well as to construct.

The proposed range improvements for the
Shoshoni Road Allotment are to correct
grazing management and range condition
problems on this allotment. They were
developed through consultation with both
permittees in the allotment. Both sheep and
cattle grazing occur during the crucial spring
growing season on this allotment (April, May
and June). Two electric water wells, 5 to 6
miles of pasture division fence and a deferred-
rotation grazing system have been proposed
to correct the livestock distribution, range
condition and season of use problems on this

allotment. No sagebrush spraying was
proposed on the Shoshoni Road Allotment
because of limited precipitation. The average
annual precipitation is 8.2 inches. Sagebrush
spraying, however, could be reconsidered
when the Allotment Management Plan is

developed.

One reservoir and one windmill have been
proposed in the Lame Jack Draw Allotment
to help correct the livestock distribution

problem due to lack of reliable water. Our
range readiness information for the allot-

ments immediately south of the Gas Hills

Highway in the Green Mountain EIS area

indicates that a 10 to 15 day delay in the

current turnout date (May 1) is warranted.

This evaluation is also based on 59 percent
of the Lame Jack Draw Allotment currently

being in poor (2 percent) and fair (57 percent)

range condition.

The Haybarn Hill Allotment has been
categorized as a custodial category allotment

mainly due to the limited improvement that

can be made. The estimated present
production is 1125 AUMs or 94 percent of

the current authorized use of 1195 AUMs.
Forty-four percent of the current range
condition is satisfactory (good 38 percent and
excellent 6 percent) and 56 percent is
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unsatisfactory (poor 1 percent and fair 55

percent). The current fall-winter-early spring

season of use should allow for at least

maintenance and perhaps some improvement
of the fair condition rangeland over the long

term.

The proposed fenced pasture will be on
private land and would not require author-

ization from the BLM. When the area is fenced,

an upward adjustment in the percent of the

Public Land Permit may be needed depending
on the number of acres and AUMs involved.

216
.lohn R. Swanson

P.O. Box 655^1

Minneapolis. Minn. 55^.06

February 5. 1986

Bureau of Land ."Management

P.O. Box 589

Lander, WvoraitiK 82520

Dear iUs:

PlpHHi- accept my comme^ncs, as follows, concLTning

—

1

Draft Rc-source Management Plan—Draft tnvironmental Impact Statement-Wilderness
Supplement—Crazing Supplement Larder Resource Area Bureau of Land Management

.

I have been acquaintsd with this area of Wyoming for nearly fifty years, and
continue to regard this portion as containing outstanding wilderness scenes,
wildlife, fish, botanic and cultural resources of certain national significance.
An area that provides a vital and as all Amerirans hope, a lasting refuge for
man and for all life on this endangered planet. An area, then, chat fully
bfnefica man, and fully beiietlcs all life, cm this damaged earth. I wish to
adviflt: of my opposition to the Preferred Alternative, as such will decimate below
surface, surface, and above surface resources and, thus, will destroy this Lander
Kesource Area.

1 recommend chat as good citizens we save this ruHource area, and to do so by

dedicating this :irea

Within all Units adm

as a Preserve. This Lander Resource Ar 'n as a preserve.

nlstcrod by the Bureau of Land Manageme It United States
Department of the Interior, dedicated as established Preserves. As the purpose
of the Bureau of Land Management is to preserve all of the wilderness, wildlife.
fish, botanic—all biological resources, cultural and scenic resources lo::ated

on the areas administered by this Bureau of Land Management. With each such
Preserve to protect ecosystems, preserve watersheds, save and enhance all wildlife,
fish and botanic habitats—areas, protect and promote all biological resources
and their diversity, preserve rivers and streams--creek5 . restore— recover all
used—damaged areas to their natural environmental condition, and to preserve.
protect, strengthen and expand wilderness.

As wilderness is the foundation of all land and water resources. With the purpose

of all land and water resourcen planning and management to preserve, protect,
strengthen and expand wilderness.

I (irge that the following areas and acres located on this Lander Resource Are.i as

administered by the Bureau of Land Management, be fully classified and permanently
protected as Wilderness; as each such unit features superb wilderness attributes.
and to be Included in our National Wilderness Preservation System at this time.

The original letter was handwritten
and has been retyped for legibility.

Response to Letter 216

1. Thank you for your comment.
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Dubois Badlands 490?.

Whiskey MoLintain 712

Copper Mountain 7693.
SweetwatUT Canyon 10411.
Sweetwater Rocks 38257.
Plus an additional 91,000 aLrtP.
And with tho program to recover—
To secure a total of some 628,000
Lander RGfioiirce Area—adminlste:
Included in our National Wilden

coru wilderness to gain .inothor '.76,000 aci

res of Wilderness to bt located on this
;d by the Bureau of Land Management; and lu be
SB Preservation System, at this time.

To .ablish i igram to restore—recover all rangeland resources to (.heir
normal environment, as of the yaar of 1825. To include rivers and Btreams— rre.
in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, includlns for example, Swoctwate
River. To eatabl ish this Lander Resource Area as a National Wildlife Blologica
l^reservH—National Critical Habitat Area. And to establish this Lander Kesourci
Area as a dedicated National Wildernesa Wildlife Biological Preserve. With
this arca'a Preferred Alternative, as follow.i:

Alternative Preservation Wilderness Wildlife Biological Scenic Resoiiri:cs
CO eliminatu above surface, surface, and below surface activities and do

To permanently ban all forms of surface and subsurface acrivities on all
proposed and potential wilderness,
Witii no release of any roadless areas.
To acquire all inholdings on all public lands.
For when wk save our Natural Lands and Water;

Sincerely,

John R. Swanson

And

< di.'^pos.T] of any Public Lands

228

.lack .;ci;y

LmiUer '.iifKJurCu' \re?i i.-in:.'-|C'r

.'.'.. ,io» '•,;'

Lnnifer, .'.'i .lC>2i.
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"Not Wind opposition to progress, but opposition to Wind progressr

Response to Letter 228

1. The analyses of impacts caused by oil and

gas activities is provided in Cliapter IV and

focused on important wildlife, scenic, and

cultural values as well as other important

surface values. The Preferred Alternative,

selected because of these analyses, provides

for a balanced or multiple-use between
surface-disturbing activities (like oil and gas)

and the protection of important surface values

(like wildlife and recreation).

2. See Chapter I for information on alterantives

considered.

The Preferred Alternative does maximize
wildlife-recreation values while providing a
balance with development. For example,
mineral development is eliminated or
restricted in those areas supporting sig-

nificant wildlife and recreation related
resources including big game winter ranges,
recreation developments and important
scenic, cultural, and natural history areas.

3. See Response 1 to Letter 15.
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4. The Red Canyon and Lander Slope crucial

wildlife habitats, which cover the Sinks
Canyon Area, are adequately protected under
the Preferred Alternative with the no-surface-

occupancy restriction. The no-surface-
occupancy restriction applies to riparian and
aquatic habitats, steep slopes, the Red
Canyon National Natural Landmark, and
threatened and endangered species habitat.

We believe that most of the crucial wildlife

habitat is overlapped by these restrictions and
will thus be protected from oil and gas
development. The effectiveness of these
restrictions makes a withdrawal unnecessary.

The use of reductions in livestock grazing and
how they would be accomplished as a

management action, is discussed in the
Grazing Supplement. For discussion on
converting allotment categories for No. 2124
and No. 2112, refer to Response 42 to Letter

563.

5. On all oil and gas leases, stipulations are

included to protect wildlife. The critical big

game winter ranges have been protected with

no-surface-occupancy stipulations. The
companies undertaking oil and gas explor-

ation will use existing roads to the extent

possible, so as little impact as possible will

be felt.

In the fall of 1985, the BLM closed 13 roads

on the top of Green Mountain. Some of these

were logging or firewood roads and some
were old seismograph trails kept open by
hunters. These closures are part of an
ongoing program of road closures in the area.

The policy on logging roads is that after

timber sale termination, the roads will be left

open for 1 or 2 years to let firewood cutters

remove the useable firewood, then the roads
will be closed.

The increase in harvesting is due to a desire

to salvage the dead and dying timber and to

regenerate the cut areas to young, fast

growing reproduction.

6. See Response 1 to Letter 15.

7. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.
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Tvcn thouqh vie believe tlint neueral I'j^jfslineasea

(lositiue aspeets. Ihe jiropoBtHl fianaiicment plai

Mininn area is perhapE thi^ bust part of the jil:

are thf; |)rl(.iary actiiiilies In the 'Jouth I'aaii d

Liort; than iO.Odi) people visited tnis area, prii

and to caM|) and hikw-. 'tlso, this ari;.i in util

rciiion in IJyor.iinr). I'annimj far ijuld ouun occu'

sui.ii.ier. The iJLi; recoiniics tliose iM|)artant lic

plan that would prescrue the cultural resource

operations to r^mtlnue.

Ue stronrily concur uitli the stipulation in tiie ,I.1P that ri;i,uire3 plins oi n|i,'ra-

tlonc for all proposed i.nrunn operations viitliin tlie luntonc; di;itrii;t. Jy

rei.uirinri this ;ituciy. tlic P.LH uiU inaura that tiiininn will not ('catroy iM|)DrtHnt

historical Rnd archeoloriical reiiioins. Thin policy ia tno cnrnerDtonL' ol

balancinq i.iininq and rncrontior in the sar.ie area. '.;ithout it, i.iinoro froi.i nut-

side the local CO unities could dentrny historiral sites ant: aiiinil n-Riit ly

curtail the recreational jtotentinl if this .nron.

de also ariree oith the IH;; that the federal ;n|enc> should continue tlio present

nineral sogreqations in the historic district, cspcically those in TicctionR :;,i

and 21, T29, RlOi), around the Carrie r.liloldG ftiine, and in ..lUou Creok canyon

from South Paso City to the Carri>! .'-luelds i.iine. Ihece senroostion!? will not

only protect siGnificant sites, but uiiJ also retain the visual i[itefirit> around

the 5outh Pass-City historical area.

We, al'so.'applciud the CLM'b desire to manaqe the liisturic district "...tnuard

maintainint) recreational opportunities in terms of rustic, open space aettinnB"

(p. 332). Wb also acirec with the ;;iH"3 provisions to lii.iit ili;i. use to e«,iBLini]

roads and that Liiistini] roads provide adciiuate acccsa In tne district.
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:;e coi.,raend tho ;iLM for its spMruciaLion Tor aiid Jenire to jjrescrvL' Uyor.iinfj's

fiistorical liiiritsrif; in tnn '.".outli I'ass arua ;i(id .Tlonri tho >,ronon Irail. As I

liauc alri-'abv noLeJ, we linjio bliat thf ilLM vjiLlidraw;^ tliest; iMiJOrtant nrcas frou
oil nnu' r;aE L;evclQ[]u.;iit rstliiT Lliai. >illnvj loaFjinr; nith .,:;;! 5ti|)ulatlO(is

.

230
Di.ar Mr, Kelly,

I would like to express my concerns over your proposed resourfc mflnafiemert

I feci vyry strongly that Wyoming has more than pnoii^h wilderness area and

limited use areas. I Ucl that /ill such areas should be deleted from yovir

plan. The Isnd should be used for all peopl.' and not just n select few.

1 urse you to give careful consideration to the feelinfiS of tliu local people

who must Hue with this plan on a dally basU versus Individuals from other

states who are nothing hut letter writing pawns of environmental groups.

Your Atlantic City campground Is the finest In the Lander area and Is

maintained in a superior condition. I would like to see the BLH expand chelr

campground -sreas to other locations.

Dan Moore

fiR5 N, 6th

Lander WY

825ZO

The original letter was handwritten
and has been retyped for legibility.

Response to Letter 230

1 . Thank you for your comments.
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285
nUlU7. G. Kintr

p. 0. box 1C5
hlverton, tiyorinsr

82501
Febru'<ry KJ, 1066

Mr. J'lCit Kelly
Lander Hesource Area ;.

P. 0. Box 5S9
Lanf3er , «/yornl.ng

Indusl r;. ini- f 1

r-if,ch'»r, tl:nber i^ncle

,

-Iner ^ir.d t).

HL It :s

d .-ft. Ir.

1 not-e t'-'it tK- -(frra '.r.dustry di
o'jrce K=in.=i;i'i-"^nt Pl^n, Drift :irv;T-o

of Its v.-.t'illte r-nmrts.

7!,- f'.r-;-:-,

t:v f^'V-- •''.1

,-,tiLt*7i»;.t, or

zr IrclJd''I r.ri-'-^ToT-'i r-tT!-^st tr--Jt your sf:dy t^ :

IrAur^-.r-; ST)?clf Ically

.

Industry -Jlthln zh-^ £t"Ci of n>o-:.lrB, row irr.ludey "^t.y
nctlvitles th .t Tr-> r-if^-id 'jron f-os*^ job nrod'j-.lnr '.rd^stries 1

'. : •

''r.nve. Pr-''r-\-os .v.-jr r^nort w-'Jld h- ]->,<;k -l.':<-r'.- Ir Sory If U ;'-

ess^d t,h- vff«>ct upo« IndMst.ry ^t^.t'i^id'i Trd uror. th- Industries of
our n2lff'yi':orln(r st-^tes.

Response to Letter 285

1. Thank you for your comment.

^. ,m^ .m^ f'- '^ 1

98R
:'iu,ur«"''rit Pl'-i'i 'j^i-.

?lV'^ 1..fJ rt,^.ort to L^on^rtcs rrt.^o;., "FL" - ,:, . c:. ~o-t' ^ih.lire h.J.i+^.ti

ti^.n iir,/ o-t'.cr 't c—: or ; t ' .. . rrr..-. T*--. :,-mV1:t l-ir'.>- iry 'lo-'i.' I.0 oi.c o-n

of ^vtrj rive tii- -.i-e ar.i-i,-AiE in tht! enti-c ").-i1e{i :tu,ti.fi, ir.cl'if'ir,- "oM t>''

the ctribou, troOT. iir.i -ri^;-ly VctiT".:, derert Vi -Korr ::hei.-r., -ooie, "'jIc -cr-r,

and iir.-teloi,e. M" ih^c -;^'-.,-i--...! IT Tiliior. ^crcr 0'* wctl-.,n'^., 1' .^l -iHio^

acres oT rji;^ri&-'. "aVit;.tr, }?}, ?'')"' "iler o' ;ierenr.]'il ^Treii-r, .'iJni noarlj' '.2

-lliion fjrfiico jcres. C l::.i:or ftn^ reservoir:'. Tf;t:-t l^.r.ds' '.^ont^jir. -ore Ih'i.'i

^/,y:iO "iler. of ctrearr thcit support trout, nal-or,, ;tr.'.i other !:;'ort Tirrh ."

Thir Ehow'j hantirj,- =iM- ri;;hinr o;ipor't'aiut icl oTere'; or. IL" l;ir,'; ;.re nii-crGjr

tiJiri inprev.Pive, but t!ic:;e oppcrtar.itiet need tc ir.crc;iDe ;i^ the '!p";ir.ri '"o:- out-

door recreation incrcjEoc. Tod:iy ir. 'Jjo-mr-, u -rowir;- f.u'"b(T of :'portr.~t?r, ilt.'-

reoreF-itiufiulJLiti; '".lI thcj jrc not recejvir.,- ,. i'.i,.lit.- cxpfiritnco or. r-uVhit

liLR'l. Thr r^r'Qrt ;ilEQ ic-'onnTratei; "the T'LV c;ir. ^urt :ur/t-' t!;o p'Jlllc Vj- ii]:-r:ir
•

inDJiaremeM (inphii^-if. or. v-'ilriUfe ei-r.iJ rer:reatior..

Cne of the .-re.-.tcrt '^ultK of the dr'iTl ro: ou:cc -^^ -c-^Qr.i iu,:r. I.'- it;

l^cY oV ilterr.iitivei: ^hict v.ould increa:;p viMIi'c ^-.d recre-it ior.;.l 0; ;
t..f. .;. '.f ,

^ ]r '
.
' , - I'.i... :;--:' -.."r-.tit -..-ouh^ Vc J«opaj-disei" u;- iu\ X i " f'lc ;:'...;. :;

1 i»ple"!Oi'ite" iiD writter.. The "-Oft .il-mr.- tx.j~i-le of i'r.-.i ::• ^.-.c iir'cpocc.' oil';.:-

leut:ir.<- lath IV.C rtipulitior.r of TL" l;jid.^ or. /.'hir^kcy "oiir.t-i:;, !> Ji.ivi^n,

ami the Lict i'ork clV wi.'.ter r^j.nrc. »nother ex^-jle .;: iDirat.Jlc ^iner-sl U:.-::ir^

tin the. L;ir.riHr ::iop(!. These propofiiLls are uiiacoeptal. Ic. The idc'i. to lev.:'!^ the

untire '.''.':, miilior. acre L:aider rv'.-auroc ".ri^n Tor oil'-'':' ir. :xr. unro.vconutle u;-

prijpo[--in,-- to ohiin.-c the er.lirc ^'.3 rriillion ncrcv into eil< (ir.d bifhorfi ^^heop

wir.ter ranre. It is r:oi ir. line with the -luitiplc ulo concept whon irrcplt.f^'itile

critical haUU:i .n.; .-.Inter ^r.
jeopardizodt,^ „^,,^,,,. .,„, ^u '-an cyrlor;.t3 0^

B.nd dovelopeTenl. The .' LU j-.t ii<ul;it lor.r. u.:\' r.^-l ..^e-.u.li .: i)-"
(*.

1 d; "f" ;!* i"''

The ?.L:' hu-- Vi-r.ni ir a-rco~ent .Jlth the '.;yo-iJif ja-c and f'lr.h liepi. rt-cr.t

Response to Letter 286

1. See Response 1 to Letter 17.

Recommendations in tine Preferred Alterna-

tive such as reintroduction of Bighorn sheep

into the Sweetwater Rocks, access limitations

within sensitive wildlife habitat areas

throughout the resource area, consideration

of sensitive tracts of land for transfer to the

Wyoming Game and Fish Department
(WGFD) or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

(USFWS) in the East Fork and Whiskey

Mountain Management Units, avoidance of

high value recreation, cultural, and wildlife

areas by major utility systems, and oil and

gas and mining restrictions in sensitive

wildlife and recreational areas show that the

RMP has dealt extensively with wildlife and

recreational values.

Of special concern to BLM are the major

wildlife values in the Whiskey Mountain, East

Fork, and Red Canyon Management Units.

We will continue to support wildlife man-
agement goals on BLM-administered lands

and work with other involved management
agencies. Please note that the Preferred

Alternative has been changed in respect to
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iCL

Fare 2

Ml-?, the 'J.lJ. Fish and 'Vildlife f;erviGe to withdrew the La.st For!^ &1V. winter r'an,^e

r>-o~ oil '"-'as Icanin."! Thio a,';T2cncnt ;g still m affect. It ia maddeninr «Jid Trus-

tritin to i;pend ti-;e, ener'jy, naripoufr, :int: "One/ j-ear after year in order tu

;:rutflct critical -.viltiiife ar-oac cuch l-ic the Last Tor-k elk Kirter ranre. The I'L"

ic forcir.r extra work and a dupliCiLtion of decii-ionc by diEfe'7arc:ir.r their a,'Te&-

-cnt irl pro?o:;i.-,'- to learns Die entire Laniier rocoiirce areci.

Ar.other i-^erious fault of the draft resource plar. lice m the rrasin/: pTO'yO.rr..

7he "-rariri- supple:ncnt apperidioea :^hov, nany rra^'ir; .Villotner-.tt; havm^- vegetative

cor.clitioric rated ii:: poor yet the allot-nent^; are oiiterorlzed as "*'" allotmertf; . It

li- not fair to the puhlic to '^an;i.[-e their In-id in thiE -.Miner, low, during; the

;--lanr.ir.,- cta'-c, probler ::.TSi'-n need to bo identified ajid ;-;olutionc proposed- An

i-provement of vefetativo oonditions \.-i31 benefit livcrtock and wildlife alike.

The ZL" and --ary '-r.'ir:in'- Icar.e holder;- i.re doinr a rooti job on nurerour. allotments

Thir zb.o-'::: the job ca.n be done ri./ht, '-aho profits for the le^i.-^o holder, and

protoot other reco'ircos, I urr-o the 31." to correrJt y-rean with f-razinr problcrnc

:!jid r:ot continue -.lith status: quo nana enent in protle-^ areas.

Licccific PeoO"inendations

4

5

6

1) .-.ithfira'.; froTi oilVa:, and rrineral iea::in.- TL" 1--<T,-Jr. on the :;;lL'r.ti./ ^iifir.

"1 r.c:-:. :.^l-,eo:i winter rar.-e, tlie l-Lict york elk winter r:iji.'-e, and all critical

;;ilrilifc wir.tor and birthinf areas.

r;) Tr:.J;::rilant r^i.-horn chee? into the .'weeivjater Focks.

}) ly:Lr-in<i -raKln.- allofner.t ,:'212^ for ^o;:eible wayf- to enhance :=i-horn i^hccp

hL.'hitat.

;) Include all of the !-:v:cetwater "anyon US:, into wilderr.ecr: s;tatu;:.

5) Plane the "Copper "ountain «.nd !,:weet',«itor ''ooks nT.-.a into ^^AlZ ^atun with a

-ivQ^.^ on their wildlife and recreation rei^ource...

,, Prote.-;t the uni^^ue ccenery value:: of the ]>abois I.idlandr with either wildei-

rer.!- or ,.J1,; LitutuL. .'ithdraw the are^a fro- oi! '.-^i ineral lef-'.^in

7

8

t; ^."eek chan-es in fen'eral Irawe which ..-uld iillow for -ore efficient lana^eTient

^!-.d iGEii re:=lrictioni] o!" wild hort;eD. '..'ild horr.er. r.houlf^ not be ftivored over

wildlife or .fo-eatic live^iook.

'') The tranrportfition aystcn ishould be exanmed for:

(a) v.-ay[; to inoreanE pubUo aoce^r \o ;)uhlic lijidL^.

(t) ciOKiri.-; ami Otlideratinf roads which duplicate or har-i other resource;:-,

(c) w.-iyc of ^arkinr and poEtinr ci -rif: identifyin;- :'L" landc.

Thank yo'i .^

['ory Taylor
prinr Panoh
lubois, Vly. -'^512

2.

3.

Oil and gas leasing in the East Fork and
Whiskey Mountain Management Units due to
public comment. See Response 1 to Letter
15 for more information.

Also please note that the Preferred Alternative
has been modified to include Areas of Critical

Environmental Concern (ACEC) designations
for the East Fork and Whiskey Mountain Man-
agement Units and for parts of the Green
Mountain, Beaver Creek, and Gas Hills
Management Units. These ACEC recom-
mendations are in addition to the areas
already mentioned in the Draft RMP/EIS.

All of the areas recommended for ACEC
designation including Red Canyon and
Lander Slope, which you mentioned as areas
of concern, would receive special manage-
ment attention because of outstanding
resource values. One form of special man-
agement attention stemming from ACEC
designation would be locatable mineral
restrictions. These restrictions would take the
form of plan of operations requirements for
all mining operations. Plans of operation
provide BLM with more management flexi-

bility and discretion in order to protect public
lands from undue degradation. The re-
quirement for plans of operation was
recommended for the Red Canyon and
Lander Slope Management Units because the
areas have a low favorability for the
occurrence of locatable minerals making
withdrawal of the areas unnecessary to
adequately protect the unit's sensitive values.

BLM does not lease public lands for locatable
mineral resources. Locatable minerals are
defined in the Draft RMP/EIS and BLM's
management role is also explained. The
Lander Slope Management Unit, under the
Preferred Alternative, would become an
ACEC and as such, any surface disturbances
proposed by locatable mineral activities
would have to be approved under a Plan of
Operations. The Plan of Operations would
provide the BLM with more management
control to protect the public lands from
unnecessary and undue degradation. Due to
a low favorability for the occurrence of locat-

able minerals in the Lander Slope Manage-
ment Unit, we do not feel a withdrawal is

necessary and surface resources could be
protected by enforcing the regulations for
locatable minerals.

See Response 1 to Letter 15.

There are 51 M category allotments within the
Gas Hills Study Area encompassing 581,427
public land acres. There are an estimated
13,000 acres of public land in poor condition
on these 51 M allotments. This poor condition
land comprises 2.2 percent of the total public
land in the M category. We believe it is insig-
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nificant compared to the total area. Also, M
category allotments can have management
actions implemented on them to correct

problem areas. However, the M category

allotments will have a lower priority for imple-

mentation of actions than I category
allotments.

4. The Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep Winter

Range and the East Fork Elk Winter Range
are recommended for a locatable mineral

withdrawal in the Preferred Alternative. The
areas would be closed to oil and gas activities

and to exploration and development of

locatable minerals. See Response 1 to Letter

15 for more information.

All the other resource management units have
recommendations for oil and gas leasing

restrictions that would protect wildlife winter

and birthing areas along with other resource
values that need and deserve such measures.
In addition, there are also restrictions on
locatable mineral exploration and devel-

opment and phosphate leasing in the
pertinent management units to protect wildlife

values as well as other resources.

5. The Wyoming Game and Fish Department
(WGFD) has the ultimate responsibility for

carrying on any bighorn sheep transplant.

The Bureau believes that there is adequate
habitat available for a bighorn reintroduction

in the Sweetwater Rocks and will work with

the WGFD and other parties to see that a

workable program is developed.

6. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

7. Wild horses are not favored over wildlife or

domestic livestock in our management
decisions. These decisions are explained in

the Green Mountain Rangeland Program
Summary (RPS) in Appendix A of the Draft

Grazing Supplement. They are consistent

with applicable federal laws and regulations.

8. We will continually be looking at ways to

improve public access to public lands and
ways of marking and posting signs identifying

BLM lands. Roads which duplicate or harm
other resources will be closed and obliterated

as funding and manpower permit.
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291
Febn^ry 12, l9flf

Jack Kelly, Man;

Under Resourre

I would likp
I the r.IS plan of che Lander Rosoun-e Are.i

1 am fur the muUlple usus of i he resources of [his area, with ^k lirflp

damage as possiblf. fiowever, uc muKr. rr.ilize Chat the penple Kyomlrif' niiisr

survive In rhis aroa. Thti area helonss tti ,i U chr peo|jle uf this Nation, hut

they require uJi, the people of Wyoming fo provide Kervire, such aa ro.^ri5,

utillclt^fi and things to makf their stay in this arp,-i rnU:-rahle.

To do this, any rcasunable ppvson must, know there has to he rh.inpes In these

areas. They cannot be the sai)ie hk they were 100 years aso. They arc not now

and rhey arc they never will he afialn, «ven if every person were kept cuh nf

I Oppose raaking any more wilderness are.i,? on BLM land or forest lam

I believe the BLH, In rerent years has been doinp, a much hotter jnh :

manaslng and in public relations, at least In this area.

I helipve the Bl.f! Is trying to get more public input in this art'a by Frpely

prnviding information which hay not been done in the past.

The original ietter was handwritten
and has been retyped for legibility.

This is 8'*eatly appreciated by me and mnnv others that I have been in contact

with. One more thine 1 would like to eornmetit on i.s ihf jrea whieh I have

private Property, South Pass City. I'd like to see the BLH retain ownership

of the lands around South Pass City, and not allow the developnenta to destroy

Che aestfthics of this area, sueh m^ the ch.inEing the historic road throueh

tlie town and the proposed parking lot and steel bridge whirl] is nor needed and

is not historical In either location or structure. These are Co bo build on

BLM propurty.

If thpse are allowed to bt- huUt on BLM property, it will forever scar the

pristine setting of historic South Hass City.

The ELM can stop this ravishing of this pristine area, if thrv will.

It would be a service to the people of Wyoming and i hf resf of the United

States I believe Improvempnt s should be nude on public lands, and should be

made, if needed, hut to make a pHrking and road 300 feet from the present

road, in a pristine area of South Pass City is a crime against this Country,

and should not he allowed.

By transferring these propprcys to another bureaucratic agency so they can do

these things is not f;ood land management for che people of Wyoming, and the

Response to Letter 291

1
.

The Wyoming Recreation Commission (WRC)
has not requested permission to modify the
plan of development related to Recreation and
Public Purpose Act (R&PP), Lease W-49773,
to construct a new road, bridge, and parking
lot. Therefore, we have not had an opportunity
to analyze potential impacts of such activities.

The WRC has not indicated that they have
any immediate plans to apply for patent on
these lands. They have applied to patent a
portion of the existing lease located to the
east of the area you are concerned about.
Your concern regarding preservation of the
historical integrity of the area will be
considered in future actions in the vicinity of

South Pass City. The public will have a chance
to express their views on any proposals.
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United Sta I... If thPH lands re transforred, thov should lia

ntt,irliod t prnl ei-L Ll.L' llist.iri HPstPthirH of thf.f rtrea.

Thank Ymi.

HiU Lowe

65 Main St.

Roiuh Pass CiLv WV

82320

29.V
Audubon Eci>Ui\i\ Camp in the H',"

National Audubon Society
4i!onAHi t. y. si'iTt y iioi'i ni r. coi oftADom.m.f i.mi jop.jjoo

SVMMEH - IKAILLAKLHrWCII. m'DOIS. »} .S2SI.1 lMi?l fi.^-^^!''

Dy

ts - Wfiiskey Bas in , Duboi s

fl February. 1986

Jack Kel \y
Lander Resource Area Manager
P.O. Box 569
Lander, Wy . 82520

Please accept the followiny ^.omments. on the Draft Resource Management
plan/Environmental Impact Statement for the Lander Resource Area
as concerns of tfie National Audubon Society. One of our four
educational facilities is operated within the area encompassed
this plan (brochure enclosed). We have selected this site for
the program because of the outstanding wildlife, scenic, and
wilderness values associated with the site. We are located on
Wyoming Game and Fish property through lease arrangement with Lhe
University of Wyoming, we are a non-profit educational program.
The annual program pan i c i pat i on of 250 to 300 people is important
to the 1 oca 1 economy .

These comments will concentrate on 3 un
Badlands, and tast Fork.

On page 13a you list hunting, camping, wildlife and snowmobiling
as major recreational acitivities for Whiskey Mountain and East
Fork units. I would add to this list horseback riding, hiking, and
outdoor education. The latter two activities are crucial to our
program in the Torrey Rim area. If you are in need of Lhe information
I can supply you maps and user days. After A years residence
year-round in the area 1 do not agree that snowmobiling is a major
recreation activity. Snow conditions are poor at best, and the
surrounding area towards Togwotee Pass draws local use away from
these poor-quality areas. Many of the roads are seasonally closed
and do not encourage this activity.

Our major objection to this plan concerns the overall emphasis on
oil ana gas leasing. On page 191, the table lists 0^ high potential
for all 3 areas and under 3% for moderate. Vet it lists wildlife
values as both critical and important repeatedly. It seems only
expedient management to close these areas to oil and gas leasing
as you have recommended for locatable minerals. These two designations
should be correlated in the evaluation of their effects. The
drain in time and money to administer these even with no surface
occupancy protection is counterproductive when evidence for
negative wildlife i mpacts^^^e-i^yso obvious. Public sentiment, as
evidenced in 1932 when we fiad the chance to comment on a Torrey Rim
lease IS against leasing. We

,^^^^^^^^ ^ .^ .j^^^^ -^^ f^^
AMERICANS COMMITTED ro CONSERVATION

Response to Letter 294

1. Thank you for your comnnent. The Final EIS

has been nnodified.

2. See Response 1 to Letter 15.

3. The condition of riparian areas are considered

when allotment categories are assessed.

Range conditions for individual allotments are

in the Final Grazing Supplement.

Alternative A proposes two actions that pro-

vide for riparian area management. Where the

distribution of grazing animals is not satis-

factory because significant problems exist

from livestock concentrating around wet-

lands, riparian areas and meadows; the first

management action would be to implement

grazing systems and/or range improvements

to solve the concentration problems. Specific

management objectives would be established

in the Allotment Management Plan (AMP) for

allowable utilization levels on these key areas

where they are on public land. Further, total

exclusion by fencing out the livestock for

several (3-5) years would be implemented on
riparian areas that were not recovering under

the grazing system. However, BLM would be

able to improve conditions on only about 1

percent of the riparian areas in the Lander

Resource Area since the vast majority is on

private land.

The second management action proposed is

to delay turnout dates and/or season of use

for livestock to provide for range readiness.

This management action incorporates the

range management principle that livestock

grazing would be delayed in the spring until

the soil was firm and dry enough to avoid

significant soil damage. Reducing livestock

trampling would reduce soil compaction,

increase soil structure stability, increase soil

infiltration, and increase plant litter accumu-
lation. These positive impacts would be more
evident on heavier soils along streams, in

meadows, and on steeper slopes.

Studies that appear in range management and
related journals indicate that if cattle have any
access at all to water they tend to spend most
of their time there. The particular slope, erodi-

bility, and forage of an area determines how
far from water you can expect cattle to graze.

4. Based on public comment and consultation

with the U.S. Forest Service, the decision for

full suppression in the Whiskey Mountain,

East Fork, and the Dubois areas has been

changed to limited suppression. This will

make the fire program compatible with the

policy on adjacent USFS-administered lands.

As you stated, this will also have the potential

of enhancing the sheep habitat in this area.
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Page two - National Audubon Society Comment - Lander Resource Area

3 ar
No s

seen

from
reso
docu

s, and commenc] you for recommending such for the Badlands area.
face occupancy Is not enough protection for the wlldlifo,
and educational resources since it can be changed adminisLraU

t public comment. !n addition, the network of private
that occur In the area may allow or even encournge development
hese private lands, and create a negative impact on the public
CG base. Even In the broad concept of multiple use your
nt proposes widespread support for the oil and tjas industry
t providing protection for the other resources you are by law
sible to manage. The plan should make every effort to
ze future land-use conflict at a time when management dollarr,
in. It is economically expedlant to close these areas to

Riparian vegetation offers productive habitat for both game and
non-game species. We do not find adaquate protection for this
habitat under your grazing statement on page 27, while on page ly
of the grazing supplement you state the riparian habitat as both
the most used and most productive part of an area for domestic
livestock. The condition of riparian areas should receive attention
when categories are assessed. Category I designations should
be used as a management tool to see that these areas are restored.
Without i<nowing the range conditions on individual allotments
it is difficult to comment on other specifics, other than that
a sound management plan should be initiated to restore and mdinLain
quality rangelands. You state the problem, yet no solutions.

We are confused by your position on fire, especially when fire
has proved to be a valuable tool on opening up winter range
for bighorn sheep. Full suppression does not seem to be In
accord with wildlife goals of the Wyoming Game and Fish as you
state, and this agency should be consulted for their recommendation
on this. Many of the Whiskey Basin unit boundaries on Forest
Service land border wilderness areas and thus you would not
endanger their management objectives by a low suppression plan.
A blanket statement of full supression seei^s archaic in light
of what we know ecologically to be the value of fire as ri

management tool. This should be reviewed by qualified people.

I

In accord with surface disturbance concerns, phosphate leasing
should be limited to competitive leasing, and should follow
case by case recommendations by Wyoming Game and Fish when such
lease applications occur on winter range, (page 272 - industry
di scretion)

.

You seem well aware of the habitat degredation that has plagued our
public lands (pages 189 and 190 - Habitat losses, and pages 33
and 3d grazing supplement- potential improvements, page 227 -

alternative A - benefits of closure to wlldlIfe^ We strongly urge
you to see that these rc-sources be protected uncler your
adr.ii ni stration. We support your recommendations on ORV use and
its restrictions. We support your stance on access. We encourage
sound grazing management and lease closures to oil and gas as
well as locatable minerals on critical wildlife winter range.

In all management units, we have reserved

the option of utilizing prescribed burns for

enhancing the resources.

5. Leasing of phosphate resources in the Lander

Resource Area, particularly the Beaver Creek,

Red Canyon and Lander Slope Management
Units, would be primarily by competitive

means. The lands are presently being
classified as Known Phosphate Leasing Areas

(KPLAs) where such classifications are

appropriate. If insufficient data is available

and lands cannot be classified as KPLAs, then

certain lands would be open to prospecting

which can lead eventually to preference right

leases. Before any leases or prospecting

permits could be issued, an environmental

study or assessment would be completed and
the BLM would request recommendations
from several concerns, including the Wyo-
ming Game and Fish Department.

6. Thank you for your comment.

On the Dubois unit we are very much in support of the plan to
analyse the Warm Springs Canyon area and to restore the cultural
resources there. On the land exchange suggestions we would
like to see Wyoming Game and Fish have first option on those areas
that border winter range.

We have restricted our comments to local areas that we are
familiar with, but extend the management objective comments to
the entire Lander Resource Area.

Thank you for your time and concern, and the efforts involved
in th i s document .

'-i^^w^K/^^^t^^V
Director .Audubon Camp in the West
National Audubon Society.
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296
Amoco Production Company

Roberts AndHrsan

February 10, 1986

Mr. Jack Kelly
Area Manager
Lander Resource Area
Bureau of Land Mrinsgement
P. 0. Box 589
Lander, WY 82520

Dear Mr. Keljy:

Amoco Production Company is a subsidiary of Amoco Corporation.
The Denver Region has the responsibility for finding and
producing oil and gas throughout the western United States.
Because we hold a substantial number of federal oil and gas
leases, we have a great interest in federal land planning
processes. He are pleased to have the opportunity to comment on
the draft RMP/EIS end Wilderness Supplement for the resource

Amoci
proci

geol

Production Company has made efforts, during
:css, to establish information exchange progra
.ogic favor abi lity of lands with

and
nat

the planning
ms concerning

..-..,^.. -..w ^cov..^rce area for
hydrocarbon production, obviously BLM has paid a great

of attention to the very prolific nature of the RA for
gy and mineral production. We are especially pleased that the
erred alternative emphasi zes energy and mineral exploration
development opportunities. We support the preferred alter-
ve, and appreciate the fact that the energy industry is given
[it for having Che ability and commitment to mitigate certain
iitions perceived by some to be adverse impacts, and to work
irotect other surface resources.

Amoco Production Company is
cooperation since our employee
no logy, new information, and nt

of our search for oil and gas.
allow flexibility and

encouraged by this spirit of
; continually look at new tech-
w methods to improve all aspects
Federa] managers who see fit to
are obviously far ahead of those

let fear of possible adverse impacts control their planning.

is clear in the plan that areas of "high geologic potential
= afforded top consideration for energy production. With 43
5lds and 40 KGSs in the RA, it isn't hard to see why this is
. Table 4-1, "Percent of Total Wells Drilled . . .," (p. 191)

Response to Letter 296

1. See Response 1 to Letter 12.

2. See Response 4 to Letter 12.

February 10, 1986

ndica lat many wells were drilled in areas thought to have
"moderate potential". Thus, we believe BLM should adopt the same
standards of priority for oil and gas exploration and development
in moderate-potential areas as have been adopted in high -poten-
tial areas.

The Company wishes to make it clear that its personnel fully
understand the need for protecting the environment and safeguard-
ing opportunities for the many other uses of federal lands. We
believe our activities are environmentally compatible, short-
term, and reparable, and we appreciate being given opportunities
to prove this is so.

Wyoming has more
ness within it

considerations mi

We believe it
wilderness des
without regard

than three mi 11 ion acres of designated Wilder-
borders. Therefore, additional wilderness

3t be very carefully evaluated in terms of need .

is irresponsible planning to recommend areas for
gnat ion merely because they may be suitable, but
to other areas designated or under study.

We note the plan contains littl
Mormon Pioneer National Historic
ence to the planning documents
released in draft form in 1985. !

tion of trail planning should
Kemmerer, and Lander RMPs. The manage:
Plan may speci f ically impact managi
Lander RMP. The proposed Trails Plan

legitimate ope.

[-rai Is,

writte
ecif ic

ion of the Oregon and
especially with refer-

for the Trail s and
efere

edundant. For example,
he trails or a visua
ould easily make re-.
Dst prohibitive. By
undreds of thousands c

ses . There are exist ii

a k' lie

contained in the Platte,
ent decisions in the Trails
nent prescriptions in the
adds an additional layer to
i which is unnecessary and

)f the Oregon Tra
iuch examples of
.'eason Lo Turther <

ffer zone on either side of
horizon is unreasonable. Such buff
ting pipelines or other rights-of-
same token, a Simile buffer remo

acres from surface occupancy for ene
operations within 100 feet of segme

which cause
ipatible uses exi
strain activities

mpacts t(

ther
the Tr, il . When

logical

jare, Amoco Production Company is very active in the
rce Area. We look forward to a continuing good
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on
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P.O. BoxnM i603C«pHol Ch«yanne.WY 82003 Feori;er; Ic'
,

1-

Ilr. Jack f'.ell:'

Lander r.esource Arsc. i.ana^jGr

Post Office i^ox Bd2
Lancer, '.V 02520

Dear Jack:

I have reviewed the oraft lleaource ..anc^ Cii-ent :'l;.n x-or t\\& Lcr.icr

i^esource Area -rorr. coverG to cover:;. There it c ..rc-at cet.l of iril-or-

nation that is very \,ell r-iresented ano helj-ful. Vou are to be est-cci-

ally cornmencied for your treatr;ient ol' the

i^ccts.

historic£.l cr.u cultural .15'

lies Li-.u dtcrnctiveti
ily . reatect cisa^reci..ent \:itL tiii

t-resentei;. The four altorrititlves Gounc ,.rett,. r..uc:i r.lilit; , all contf in

"extensive r.ineral ceveloi-r.jent . Tlic i'ine shcuin^K here :.r.i. there; on

\;hat r.'iijht haj-i.en to „llLlli'Q or recre&tior: or -ilLerneLii or r.ri^ ctj.&r

resource i,iven tlie uevelOi.r;cr,t of oil cr.C ^,gs anc. r.inercili; iz \:ec\:.

Given tooaj's social av.arenesG of our enviror,i;,erit (anc bucket Cel'icits)

I I'eel that it ^/oult be flttln^ to concicer t-..o utlcitional Eiltcrnativc:;

:

1. A federal bua^et alternative that \ill c.ecreace su^^itcntl^.H,

over the next several years or until the c-eficit , roblc... ii reaolvoL,

or alleviatet. '-"liat i;ill this action co to recource ccveloi [i.ant or

use?

2. An alternative \,l;ere v.'ilulife anc, recre::tioi; resource:- i-ro

^iven a sutstantlall: trer-ter role iri the i..ana,,ei..enL schcro. ;:at

effect '.rill this action have on the- cconoi,,., ar.c on consul.., tive oi' ncr.-

consur.ii- tive users?

One of the , rojler.i::^ that twiu i..r&r. i.a;: li-.ce.- ucor-.c.icuU, i:: Ll.ai

\,e i.ave hccn on a -.oor.-buKt cycle '..ith oil anc ^;,i; ..n^ i.U.urr.l-^ lOr

Response to Letter 297

1. See Response 1 to Letter 17.

2. See Response 1 to Letter 15.

:.r. Jack
!-a;',e T'..'0

February I'ji-.L

tior; o." our
,f„any a yes.r anc there 1g a substantial

feels the econor.y ghoulu be stabilizet. in one ; a^ or j.notl:er ac tnat

tiiese cycles are levelled out at leact to soi. e ce^.ree. I, for one,

believe that v.ilcilifc ano recreation are t.,o rc^^ourct;; tr.;.t can coriti'ii

ute siLnificantl; to thit; luvellir.,^ , roces:^.

I find the craft I'lan unaccsi-teiLle \.ljen it vt£.tcL tuat ..racticcU,
every acre in tiie area '..HI be available for oil unu ^.a:: ar.c ;„inei'L'.l (..l

veloj-iT.ent ever, -..ith the caveat that a i.o-:;urfcce Uccu, ano^ Lti, ulc.tion

ould be a;,i.licable in si.ecific areas. A h:..0 sti,-Ulation ii; nothin,

ore tlian "an adt.Linistrative aeciaion that cr-n L^e ...otifiec toi..orro',. >.-

,ny adniinistraticn. A i.-ithdrai.al orcci- is !..ore i.,oanin,ful anu 1l to

e r;;uch ;.referrec.

/.s, it in I..; content! or; that all cf Lht.-

e ..roGented to the Uon^rwyi for \-ilcernGUi;

cor.cernint i-ounaaricL; and lanco\.r,er lEitte

are , erauasive

;

the Ian;.

In ti-.e L.atter of the ''

\:'^i\s s!:oulc i:,ci far\;ara and i

desi^^nation. Vour ari^ur.-.ent.

l:ave been -..ell i-resented and are ,erHuaEiVG; ho-..cvc

ii/.^ortant enou^.h, extre;,;ely uniC;Ue and one of a kinc f.r.c the:, i-hould

receive the hij-,est ,,rotection that is ootainable. If at Bor:e future

tir.e it is found that tliere are resources on thGS:e lar.dd ti.rt t. re nec-

essary for national cecurity or i;o[ e i-ii,_her national .ur, olc, t.-e Con, r^ii.

can al'..T.yi^ chan;.e it's deslynation.

There are other ai

iT.anai_,er.ent e:..;,ha5is foi

areas include but are r

Lander Front, i^ast

as beilcec the
',;ildllfe, '..f:ter

t lil.-.itcd to:

]:ik ;. inter han.

soil aiic rccrcF.tion. Those
reen ..ountain, -^ec Gai'i.on, '.'I'.e

anc thiC Lu..ois ..aulancij. Oil

and ^as and i.dneral activity shoulu not be ler^-.itLcc in these particu-

lar areas or if there are valid existin:. ri.hts, ver, restrictive

cti; ulations slvould he &i.i..lieL; in an;.' exi-loratoi-;, or devclo,....ei\tr.l

;.roject. Tl-.e surface resources in thicse areas arc a nucleus th;
"^

out into surrouncin^ areas and the;, ;-l&, a lar^e [art in ,. rovi>..ii"j,

of us v.'ith a healthier environr,;ent. It is :..: sincere beliej;' th:,t

areas should be ;rotwcted by ;
ublic lane orders of „-ithcra\.E.l fro,,

i.'.ineral actlviti .

c-ii

Our lands are under f,reat stre^it; froi.j increa&i

r.obility, acid rain, and a variety of other factor,

all to v.-ork toi.etlier so that v;e
i
ksk on a j.loasant

our descendants. Tiiank ^ou for the o;,] ortunit:, to co;

Sincerely

,

lac

l;1.v. tioi;,

ueiiOovC'L

to live

A«^(
riobert L. heans
board :.ei.!ber

V.'yon.in^-; Outdoor Council
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V01IIH6
ooD i-soDutTSimt;.

1

Februarv 12, 1*9«

Bureau oi Land Mansgement
Linder Resource ttrea

Larider , Hyon-ii nQ 82523

This letter contains my ccmments about the Draft Resource
M^nt-gement Plan and E.I. 5. -for the Lander Resource Area; that i =
currently being reviei.ied.

The Wilderness study areas- and your proposed management oi these
srees makes & lot oi^ sense to me. I do not feel that wilderne-^a
designation for any of the areas studied, including Sweetwater
Canyon, would offer any advantages to the public or to the people
managing these areas. I do not believe thitt any of the area^
studied would generate much, if any usage by out of state people.
Local people will be much more able to use these areas if they are
not locked up under a re5.trictive wilderness designation.
Management problems in these areas, such as wildland fires,
o'-'ergr aring. and severe eroticn can be controlled much easier
under I e&& restrictive fTienegement options.

The other area of the plan that 1 wish to comment on specifically
IS. the Timber Resouce. I believe that your proposed management
alternative for this resource ie an evcellent one. It proposes
full usage of the timber base in this area without any undue
compr omi se* in good 1 ong term managemen t qoal =

.

In general I believe that Federal Lander
address the needs of the local economies
trie resources these managers control .

nager s must bet ter
ho depend heavi

]

y

Patr ici; C. Hicker
President

Response to Letter 298

1 . Thank you for your comments.

306

II

am fippoflud to any more wjlriprnpss nr Hmficri ii

lilt Lfliidcr Resource Area-

Uhy wasn't tlils proposal publiciKeil in aur area?

L. Cowling

PllH 151!

Lnnder WY

bpinp desifinoCnrl

The original letter was handwritten
and hag been retyped for legibility.

Response to Letter 306

1. See Response 2 to Letter 17.
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318
Jacl^ Kelly

Laraer R&aouice Area Manaaer
Box 589
Lander, Wyoming 32520

Dear Mr. Kelley,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Resource ManaqsTfient Plan
for the Lander Resource Area. My Qreateat f amiliar j. ty la thu Dubois
area , ao I am constrained to limit my comments accord 1 no ly-with minor
exceptions-

EAST FORK MANAGEMENT UNIT £. WHISKEY MOUNTAIN MANAGEMENT UNIT

(OIL £. CAS)

I believe that the best mgnaaement prescription for the Enut Fork elk
winter range and the Whiakey ' Mountain Bighorn Sheep runou is COMPLETE
WITHDRAWL of the area for oil and gas exploration and leaaino. Leaainq
stipulations «ith "no surface occupancy" do not guarantee absolute
protection of critical wildlife habitat. Further . seismic or other
forma of exploration la not prohibited.. In the event of a ma lOi

discovery, aub sequent development (nay al low for surface occupancy and
reby cause irreversible loss of habitat. The East Fork ELK herd and
Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep herd and the winter range they use is

establlahed long term benefit to Dubola, Wyoming and the rent of the
.ion. Sound management practice should prioritize this established

long term renewable resource over a questionable nonrenewable aubaurfsce
resource.

(FISH fi. WILDLIFE)

Given the preferred alternative for ojI and gas. I ouestion the ability
of the SLM to meet Wyomina Game and Fish manaaement obiectives lor

habitat improvement and maximization. The opportunity for oil and oaa
development may become leas due to recent falling world oil prices,
thereby increasing the opportunity for Fish and Wildlife activity. A

strong fish and wildlife program wi:i benefit Dubois in the ionq run as

the area charts a stable economic course for the future through
enhancement of wildlife and recreation opportunities and associated
benefits.

(LAND OWNERSHIP/ADJUSTMENTS)

Priority consideration of potential sole or trade should be aiven to the

jmlng Game and Flah. The comment thst aale or trade to state or

public agencies and private organizations Is too general. At thia time,

I am unable to think of a private organization, who through ownership of
additional public land in the Eaat Fork winter range area, or the
Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep range would constitute use consistent
with Game and Fish management objectives. Sale of any lands to existing
ranch operations in the area may create additional landouner-game and
flah, landowner-public conflicts.

8

management pi
r cement of recreatu
e is fairly common i

the Dubois Badlands

RECREATION/0 R

eeda to

MANAGEMENT)

more specific aa to monitor
d ORV "abuse". At thie writing
the Eaat Pork area, Whiskey Mounta
would like to see a publ lahed inve

roaded access end allowed ORV uee
penaltlea for off-road wiolatlona.

I

Fish in cooper
habitat imorov
circumstances,

(FIRE MANAGEMENT

non-preecrlbed fire is a

for use of fire manaae
with other land agenc

a? Fire management.

ith maxim

erally acceptable,
nt by the Wyoming
a for wildlife a

iven the right
d Drove to be a valuable habitat and range tc

(ACCESS)

I believe adequate public access is in place for these two si

too much pressure la out on the Big Horn Sheep herd by public vi

would like to see some alternati vea addreaaed early on in th<
or o vide adequate publ ic access end viewing opportunities of
Sheep while mitiaeting against potentially stressful situation*
aheap cauaed by increases in demand for this type of non-cor
Wildlife use.

eas. If
•wing. I

Bighorn
, for the
sumptive

DUBOIS MANAGEMENT UNIT

this time. I cannot forsee any real problems with the management
ection for the greater Dubois Manaoement area. Many leisure-oriented
! retirement types of individuals are moving to the Dubois Area
;ause of is aoectacular scenery among other attributes. Any ma^or oil

and aaa activity should be cloael y scrutinized and an intensive effort
by the BLM to involve the public in oil company APD'a should be

iertaken. Of special concern in the Dubois area is air and water
quality, viaual, wildlife, agriculture, and recreation . Large-scale oil

o aaa activity is potentially very disruptive to these in place

am interested in any long term or oposala which would, in cooperation
th the Forest Service and private landowners, aeek to further study
d preaerve the ou 1 tur a 1 /natural history resource of the Tie Hack era
rm Sprinos Canyon Flume. Listing In the National Regiater and
bseouent restoration programs mioht prove beneficial for the Dubois
ea from an economical, educational, and recreational standpoint.

aiso support. under the Recreation and Public Purpose act. current
oposala for location of a shootina facility for the Dubois area.

(ACCESS)

[Sufficient access already exists for moat public lands in the Dubois
I manaaement unit, I am opposed to orovidinu for access to public lands
Ivia the Taupan Creek road. The BLM and Forest Service lands lie along
Ian important elk migration route and additional access could prove
[detrimental to the elk herd through increaaed hunting pressure and

I ei: I ea t iori.^1 oi ORV teauuice abuae.

Response to Letter 318

1. See Response 1 to Letter 15.

2. The worcding in the text of the Resource
Management Plan was purposefully written

SO as not to constrain disposal to any entities

which could ensure that the lands would
continue to be managed for wildlife habitat.

An example of a private organization is The
Nature Conservancy which is a national

private corporation group that works to

preserve and protect unique and high value
lands.

3. This RMP is limited to the overall designation
needed for an area. BLM will follow-up on
the RMP decisions with an off-road vehicle

(ORV) management plan which deals with the

details of management on-the-ground that

you refer to. ORV travel maps are also

published following plan approval.

4. See Response 4 to Letter 294. There is no
specific provision in the RMPforthe Wyoming
Game and Fish Department (WGFD) to

undertake habitat treatments on BLM-
administered lands. However, BLM has
cooperated with the WGFD and other
agencies on habitat treatment (including fire

management) in the past, and we expect to

continue to do so again in the future. As with

these types of projects, BLM will follow proper
environmental protection guidelines and
secure proper permits from concerned
regulatory agencies prior to conducting these

treatments.

5. The Preferred Alternative does not propose
to change the access situation in this area.

Any actions BLM will take in the area of access
development will be closely coordinated with

the Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep
Technical Committee comprised of BLM,
Wyoming Game and Fish Department and
U.S. Forest Service personnel. Access will be
managed to minimize impacts to the wintering

sheep herd while maintaining opportunities

for the public to view the sheep on their

natural winter range.

6. Any large scale oil and gas activity which
would be considered highly disruptive to

surface resource values in the Dubois area

would require BLM to prepare an environ-

mental document and to solicit public input.

7. The Preferred Alternative for the Dubois Area
Management Unit details direction for the

Warm Springs Canyon Flume. A management
plan will be written for the portions of the

canyon on BLM-administered land. A
standard procedure in developing plans such

as this is an effort to harmonize BLM's
management with adjacent landowners (i.e.

the Forest Service and private landowners).
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DUBOIS BADLANDS

nee the Badlands have been reinatated as a Wllderneas Study Area, what_
Cion will be taken by the BLM to insure that this unique area la

orotectedT A press ina oroblem at thla time is encroaching illeaqal
.rcycle activity and possible unauthorized domestic livestock qrazinq
iroea). Because the area la important habitat for bighorn sheep and
e deer, will the Wyoming Game and Fiah be abl& to conduct habitat
irovetnent proiecta in the interim uerlod between release of a draft

EIS and final manaaement olan implementation? I would urge, the Dubois
Badlands be treated ua an ACEC until the new wilderness document la
issued . I wou Id also lilte to see an a Iter native manaqement action
DroDosed for the Badlands to include ACEC designation and effects.

WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS

Since environmental conaeouencea of Wllderneas DeaiqnatJ
SWEETWATER ROCKS COMPLEX are minimal and will maximize moat
the exception of federal minerals, 1 favor full wilderness
I am disappointed in the lack of BLM dealqnated wildernesj
and personally feel that some very outstanding and oriatint
tlie luriadiction of the BLM occur in Wyoming and thereby
consideration than has been qiven m the paat.

deotgnat

1

10

CONCLUSION

The BLM Resource Manaqement Plan demonstrates a wide variety of resourc<>
uae accomodation in the Lander Resource area. Problems may result due
to conflicts of resource use. A SOUND HONITORING orogram could overcome
theae problems, yet monitorlna is often the weakest part of any
management plan. Successful implementation of the preferred management
Plan and greater Public confidence in the ability of the BLM to
administer Dublic lands hinges on the agency's ability to monitor. I

would like to aee a detailed monltorlno plan aimilar to the one in the
qtazlng supplement for the entire RMP. This monitor i no plan should
incorporate specific aqency management reactions to conflicts by
teaource. The monitorinq plan should also detail monitorinq
alternatives given an already reduced budgetary and manpower schedule,
and potential effects of Gr amm-Rudman

,

Thank you,

Michael J. Kenn^y

We are planning to pursue National Register
nomination of ttie site as well as a study to

assess the stabilization needs of the flume.

Beyond those management prescriptions, we
do not have a well-defined direction. This
future management direction must take into

account factors such as adjacent landowner
wishes, access problems, and site protection
needs as well as economical, educational, and
recreational benefits.

8. Public access into the Tappan Creek area
would not conflict with the elk migration be-
cause BLM would seasonally close the road
to avoid possible conflicts.

9. See Response 1 to Letter15. Dubois Badlands
will be managed under BLM's Wilderness
Interim Management Policy (IMP), as long as
it is a study area. The area is signed and
patrolled on a regular basis.

Some habitat improvement projects for

wildlife are allowed under wilderness IMP as
long as they meet the wilderness nonim-
pairment criteria.

Additional information has been added to

Chapter V that addresses ACEC designation.

10. As the plan states in the Chapter 1 Intro-

duction, "Monitoring the Plan for the Lander
Resource Area will be carried out from the
time the plan is implemented until changing
conditions require a revision of the plan or
any portion of it." Each of the resource issues

discussed in the plan has at least one
specialist in the Lander Resource Area office

who is responsible for that particular re-

source. The specialists work daily with the
resource and its users, revealing any resource
conflicts and the possible need to revise this

plan.
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344

It disaprove of BLM Und plati for cho Lander Ke50

TecU Hubble

3f.5 Del

Lander WY 82'>:^0

The original letter was handwritten

and has been retyped for legibility.

345

l disaprove of BL'I L.ind plan for Cbi; Lander Resource An

Devin Huhble

3b5 Del

L.indtir WY fi25?a

The original letter was handwritten

and has been retyped for legibility.

Response to Letter 344

1. Thank you for your comment.

Response to Letter 345

1 . Thank you for your comment.
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U Feb 1986

Lander, Wy 82520

lander Pesouce Manager

p. 0. Box 589

Lander, Wy B2520

Dear Mr. Jack Kelly:

Wp general ly corrmend the Bureau of Land

Manageinent for havinq published such a tJiorough

tJioughtful, and conprehensive Draft Environ-

rrental Impa<:t SiaLemcnt. It represents

fTHny fiHRhours of work and consideration.

We offer Uic foUo'ing t i gb£ie(.'vaL~

iotis concerning the plan.

Chronic overgrazing is a fact of life on many acres of the public: lands. It

only reasonable to concede that political constraints limit what the Biw

can do to rediice or alleviate this deterioration of the range. Nevertheless,

the proposed action appears to be the best that can be acconpolised under these

constraints. We, however, question the need for 45 to 55 miles of additional

fencing. Fencing is generally seen as degrading to wildlife habitat and other

values.

W= applaud all nv-inagement plans to limit OF!V use? to existing roads and vehicle

routes and especially protecting Castle Gardens area. We also heartily endorse

the protection plan for the Oregon Mormon Trail.

We question whether there should be an all-out oil and gas leasing program "to

the maximum extent possible." Wiichever alternative plan which would result

in the least impact and the rost protection for all other multipule uses would

be preferred. It is difficult to determine or forecast if that wauld cccur

under Alternatives A oi B.

We hearily endorse the proposed action to designate Sweetwater Canyon as a wilder-

ness area, but w. question the decision to not designate the Sweetwater Kocks.

We can sympathize with the blm in having to deal with possible access and trepass

problems, yet it seems within the realm of possibility to someday use land exchanges

to block out areas to alleviate r^ese problems.

V.'i Iderness is I he iwost conservai- i vh mi 1 1 i pule use of land . We wrould rather

see a ntinagement error, if nrade, to be on the side of posterity. This atrenthens

our recommendation to include Sweetwater Rocks in the wilderness designation.

Again, we appreciate your effort in Uie prt-partation of the report and thank

you for tJie opportunity to comment on it.

350 Urand Vii

Sincerely,

Charles H. Nations, President

Response to Letter 346

1. Fencing can be used as an effective man-
agement tool to control livestock and improve
vegetative resource conditions for both live-

stock and wildlife habitat. There are several

references cited in the Draft RMP/EIS (page

445), that bear this out. All fencing is

coordinated and developed with review from
the Wyoming Game and Fish Department
under a memorandum of understanding.

2. Although a maximum of acreage would be
leased and provided for development pur-

poses, the BLM would still maintain man-
agement control of public land resources and
would provide for their protection as identified

in this plan and as mandated by law. See
Response 1 to Letter 15.

TABLE
MOUNTAIN
RANCH

Rf. 63, Box 105, Lander, Wyoming 82520

347
(307) 332 9294

F^bruftry 11, 19B6

yr. Jfick Kelly
Lnnder Resource Ar^n vjinPip-Rr

I,.inder, '-.'yoralnff

Dear Vr, Velly:

Thank yo^i for provldlnt; coDles of ch« Lander RMP/EIS study, ftnd

ftn oDoortunlty to comment on them. Th" coiiv.ents below nre bftRfid

on this mnCTlil, other oertln^'nt Dubllshed materials, atL«ndHnce
at two public neetlnfTS In Lnnder on the subject, discussion with
knowled^nole iwople In Fre'nont County and Laramie, find personal
experience. ;jood luck on further developi-ent of this oompre-
hen<?l ve plfin.

Co^dUlly^'

1

YnolosDsvid o.

,

Chnl rmnn
:;fttur0l =ind Rnvlronraental
Rp5!0urces Comml ttee

yyomlnc; Knm riureau

t^XF.C"TIVE .'i1i:':!^AHY

The Bttnchf^d comments note Dlannlnc: rhds {no account taken

of llkRly ?.LM Dersonnel cuts, \nni Interchnnres with thR Forest
Service, posRbbl" recreational us^r fees), and the difficulty of

analyzlnt^ such voluminous material when few hav the tlm" to r^nd

It In Its entirety, By Issue:
1. Li-nlted ownership transfers are endor-tjed;

2. nirapllfled minerals procedures are encoura^^ed

;

3. A marginal •yes" to Sweetwater Canyon wlldernes.":. no

ta the rest;
i|, What happens to grazlnp; cateirorles I and H should be

reconsidered; yyomlnj? ntewardshlp Drogran encouraFCd, and Tlparlan"
terra dropped or more tlffhtly-deflned

;

3. Forested area on Green fountain should be turned over
to Che Foreut .Service so they can fl^ht the pine bark beetle;

6. Recreation fees should be studied, preferably paid by

benefitting; counties, In this casp Fretnont;

7. Some marprlnal BLM lands should c^o to th" Forest :^ervlce

and, In the case of small parcels at South Pass and Whiskey i-iountnln,

to the 5?tate of Wyoming;
8. District boundaries should be reconsidered for efficiency,

D«rhaps comblnlno- the Lander Area with the Biff Horn basin.

Response to Letter 347

1. The Bureau's land use planning process is

designated at the RMP tier to identify the

appropriate use geographically and the

conditions under which these uses would be
authorized. It is not designed to consider
administrative or budgetary options. Changes
in budget can affect the timing of the

implementation of some actions. The impo-
sition of user fees would be determined by
policy rather than through this RMP.

2. The Forest Service has been consulted and
has received copies of the Draft RMP/EIS for

review. The parcels identified for disposal in

the Whiskey Mountain Management Unit

could only be disposed of where the result

would be a net benefit to management of the

bighorn sheep habitat which could include

disposal to the State of Wyoming Game and
Fish Department. There were no lands
specifically identified for sale or disposal in

the South Pass Management Unit. The State

of Wyoming presently has land leased from
the BLM at historic South Pass City and has
applied to patent a portion of these lands

under the Recreation and Public Purposes
Act. Making land available to the State of

Wyoming for such public uses as a State Park
is a high priority with the BLM.
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I. Flflnnlng Cflpff . ThP thrpp-volu-n-^ 'IMP/EIR for thp Linr^T

^pRourcp ATPn Is voluminous
,

,vpt lnco'nDT''be . InlClnl ^t;ud,v Rulfipl l.ni=

DT-ohnhly wptr ovprtflken by events, ns often hncoens in lonp--t'=rn

slflnnlna: efforts. Slcnlf lc:nntl,v ;

* Dlnnfl And nlCPmnclvs FtoDPflr to bf set In «n f^cononlc

vacuum, or At nlnlnu-n, nn AssuTiotlon t>^flt ^ILV f-mrilntr/stpif fl ntr woulrl

continue Into the Indeflnltp luture nt historic I'^vels. Much Tiore

Ukplv will bA Rlo-nlflcflnt cijt<5 (both taaI -iollflrs nnd n-=ool«) for

most functlon-s with the do^^rIM" AxcAOtlon of T.lnprAls,

+ nrORGSAd BLM/Porest. "^"rV.c InnH lnL"rr.'--anB-AK wre nor.

AnAlv7Pd, yec tb^RA will nlny nn l-inortnnt role In InDrOVlnc the

Aff'^ctlvenoss of fprlernl lani -innnp-A-nAnt In t'-l': nrPA.

+ thA ^y\p Aofr. not not. ilscuss L'"e ffnRlbllltv of f'-^-^''

fori of uRf^r chnrP-A.s for rpor'-'fltlon [TilnArAls, tl'nhpr rhH rrATilnr

'.jsers fllrefldy nay fees), tho'jrb roacIaI r^-t^rAn tlonn 1 usa pernLts

are mentioned In on^^filnc; (. 19, col 2). (.'OT'^ : TrflVfll pjpendl-

tuTAs, 0. 17^, col ?, ADDBrAn'.ly droooAd t^ireA dlrltn on sppn'tlnc

find Dnyroll .

)

ComniRnt'' below nttAnDt to tAkA Into Recount the plnnnlnu-

PRDS OS well AS THAterlAl crln^Ad In the H\'?.

IT- Dif ficulty of Annlyf_l£: TbA volu-ilnous naf^rlAl Is v-^h

to bflndle ns Rn Indlvldiml . and hArdPp to dlsru^s with othArP,

slncp few hflve rPAd the whole reoort And t'-'^n studied It In the

context of othpr Infomiotlon on the Arew . It Is undrrstood that

sOTiA I'iOU codIas were sAnt out., V^t that TOSt KO-nrnPntR hAve bppn

frOTi out-of-state resDondents foKUslnj^ on wlldPrnPr^P issuer: to

the pxcluslon of th* rnajnr l^isupf; In th^ HYP. Puhllr neptlnpis

werp Doorly Attended, thouirh ILM staff was wpll-orepared to

answer qupstlons.

?Xf:LflndAr ^MP Con-nents .... Rnynolds

in. Conmpnts by Issue : f:orn-n

, Including Itp-ns noted nbivf u

1. Ownershl o transfers; fh^

nts hAlow are divided by

It Plannlno- '^.aos.

ayp i.-l«r,.ifl-s Isolated lr»rir.

of land that could be exchanp-ed or sold to sliiDllfy -lanAu-p-ient

.

This DroP-ra-n should be aotlvely oursupd, tAklnr into arr.u'.int thp

advice of thP i"^orAat .Service In .qrpas wherp th" Forp.<;L '>rvlcp irny

end UD belnc- the Administrative ftp-ency ( kaa nry/p^ 1 nte rchnncTP
,

below). "Averal s"iall Dortlons of land In thp vhlskey VQuritAln

wild mountain shepo ar'^a Drobably could bf us«fully transferrpd in

thP Ttate of >JyDnlnp- for ma na jre -^ e n t by ".ane t ''Ish. "o^ie land In

the sout" Pass arpA T^iRht unefullv bA trAnsferred to Lhe 'ifnte d1'

.jyomlnK for Tianajre-npnt by thf Ri.ate - o^rhans as a .s^-.atP Park.

2. Minerals: Sharo orl ca declines for wyonlnj^ -nlnerals

Is llkPly to cut usp nf thpse r'-sourcec; In the l:n7iedlatp future
,

yet these ar" a crucial factor In tbp econony of -he reprinn. :;!'

should look at ways to slncllfy leaslnpi/nonltorlnK/r'^babll 1 ta tlun

nctlvltlPs within a frA^AvurV which could Include stnff c'Jts find

unsettllnR transfers within '*Ly . A rpcoirirn^n-la tl on bPlnn und'-T

3LK/--'S Intfrchanp-A that Irfpn Mountain control he shifted to Kor-'st

lervlcA r-iay creatp sone additions! minerals confusion in that

location. I am not -naklnp: detaHpd nlnerals co-nnentK hAye, hODlnp-

tbat thiiRe nr« ooilnp- from nresent and ootAntlal us'^r.s

.

^- "'ll.'i'^rnAffS! ThATP is no clear definition of the ajrlr^d

costs Incurred when an arpa Is dpflned as •wlldernesF; , " ypt there

must be Incrpmental coats. On balancp a case pnppars to have hcpn

made for making .^weetwAtPr Canyon a wilderness area, thoup-h this

could be reinforced If a plan were outlined for offs^ttlnp addPd

costs with user fees. Asree with ellrninntlon of the other areas

from consideration- as wlldprness.

3. Your concern has been noted. The RMP is

not designed to consider administrative

remedy options. By maintaining public lands

open as much as possible to mineral
exploration and development, we are fol-

lowing policy intended to make the public

lands available for developing strategic and
critical mineral resources.

4. BLM does not have any designated wilderness
areas in Wyoming, therefore, we have not had
any experience with administrative costs. No
noticeable change in administrative cost is

anticipated as a result of an area being

designated as wilderness.

5. The Introduction in the Final Grazing Sup-
plement has been modified to explain this

situation.

The three-strand wire fence standard
discussed in the Draft Grazing Supplement
is for pronghorn antelope ranges where only

cattle are authorized to graze. A four-strand

wire fence is standard for pronghorn antelope
ranges where either cattle or sheep could be
authorized to graze. BLM fence standards are

tailored to the specific ranges and animals
authorized to graze the allotment.

6. BLM supports the State of Wyoming Ste-

wardship program (WSP). Presently, the Sun
Land and Cattle operation is being developed
under the WSP. This operation involves

Maintain (M) and Improve (I) category
allotments within the Lander Resource Area
(LRA). BLM staff are currently assisting in the

stewardship program development for this

livestock operation.

7. The most current Bureau of Land Man-
agement definition of the word riparian is as

follows:

Riparian areas are zones of transition from
aquatic to terrestrial ecosystems, whose
presence is dependent upon surface and/or
subsurface water, and winich reveal through
their existing or potential soil-vegetation

complex the influence of that water. Riparian

areas may be associated with features such
as lakes; reservoirs; estuaries; potholes;

springs; bogs; wet meadows; muskegs; and
ephemeral, intermittent, or perennial streams.

We agree that the Bureau of Land Man-
agement does not grant water rights. The
agency that does and regulates the water in

the State of Wyoming is the State of

Wyoming's State Engineer's Office. Prior to

any diversion, storage, or use of the State's

surface or underground water, an appropriate

State Engineer's permit must first be obtained.

For instance the Bureau must file for water
rights with the State Engineer on such things
as stock reservoirs and wells.
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BLM:Lfinder RHP Corarr.pnt.s . . . . Rnynolris _fe-

i+. ;:ra7inr i Hl.'^torlc Mm and fpp receipts don't trnc^

(^.b:., dftta on p. 29. COl 2, Grfi?:lnp; supplement). The Hnftlysls below

qkl D.s the nuTibers, sine thPRo ore In doubt

.

A. Oatpgorl*s I, M and C. A rancher told me how pI'-sbpcJ

hp was to be In Catepory f, since he wouldn't be botherfid by BLH.

Vfc t^ie definition of cnterorles I and V. sftem bACkwards from sound

•nnnnp;ement orlnclples (C Ik adequate). i^uppose a ranch mnnaRer

RnalyzeR his private oroperty Hnd finds It fall.s Into three cate-

fforlpft hi-cftuse of his technique of analysis: the top yielding 1U<

of acreap;p. the botton yielding 10«;. and the Interim B0«. Undpr

noRt clrcumstanceR he should put available resources first Into the

toc-ydeldlnp \0t, because this will have a very fast payoff and

In tl-ne Permit him to cut his expanded resources to work on the HO'f

as well. In contrast, the Ry.P proposes to take frrazlnp; fees from

th" bul'.< of leasees and AUN's, who are on M lands, and apply the

resources to I lands. These may produce huore Dercentane Improvements

(from nothing to a little), yet not as nuch as moderate Imorovements

to V. lands. IMP -lata support this when It Is prooosed to reduce

A','K's on I lands, hoolnp; to Improve thes; why not Improvfl K lands

first, and Incr-^ns? AUK's on them?

B. C'Bttle/ShPeP ; The three-strand fence rult^s may In-

hibit cattle-sheen rftn(r.f alternation. Is more flexibility possible^

C. Industry Realities "c 'bureaucratic Opportunities: AlmosL

rep-ardlfss of weather, economic forces apoear to be drlvlnsr down

anl-aal numbers In th^ area under consideration, leadlno; to more

declared non-use and undeclared underuse. Marginal I lands ^ny

not be the first to hnve reduced herd numbers In cases whTe a

lBFif?Po has only I l-nds. but oresumably a user with a ri^duced

herd win be ufllnp: r^ lands first- Meanwhile. BF.y may be losing

"L'^ilandrr RpP Comments. ynolds -5-

6

8

rnntrp TiflnB^miPnt Dpr'^onnel. A conc^rt^rt effort should be ynfide

hy ^LM nid flff^dc^d FrouDP like rfirm ^ur-niJ to build up the

-'yoTilnR TtewflrdshlD Prop;rRii. vhen w* look «t thl^i totr^thfr, I

think we'll Sep thflt most of our Attention should ffo to the w

lands, even If we wsnt to Dlfly sround with s few "sDec tflculnrs"

In the I onte^^ory.

D. rtlparlnn. This term seems to mesn too many different

thlnps to too many oeoole - like the corps of Engineers authority

on "nftvlcrftble streams" which was extended by Cnncress to Incl'jde

all flowinp: waters Includlnff the loe melt on the frlnues of the

Bennett Peak trlaclers. The recently-released "LM definition

came after this RMP was comnleted, and I haven't read It. "Meanwhile

the term as used In the ^MP seems to be too broad. The crucial

facts to be borne in mind are;

+ The State of VvomlnF owns the surface and subsurface

water In the state. It Is the lofrlcal reirulFtor. since It has

both ownershlD and Police Dowers.

* The Ttate of yyomlni^ owns the fish In the water, and

any wildlife uslnp It.

+ BLM does not own the water, does not own the wildlife,

and only In a few areas is a oerml t-gran tor to private owners of

livestock which mlKht use a''rlparlan"*areB, or Is perml t-^rantor

to recreational users, tlmba- users or mineral users who mlfrht

Imnact a "rloarlan" area.

^. Forest ; In the Lander Area, at least. =1LM should ftet

out of the forest business, because It Is In bad trouble. The

chief burden Is In the Green Mountain area, with Pine bark beetle.

This area should be turned over to Forest riervlce erperts so that

It can be selectively timbered (Includlni^ diseased trees) to re-

sult In a mlied-BBc fore.st. P.'S will hnve to work carefully

8. Resource specialists in the U.S. Forest Service

(USPS), Wyoming Game and Fish Depart-

ment (WGFD) and within the BLM have been

consulted in the preparation of the forestry

portion of the Lander RMP.

The pine beetle problem is Inherent to all

mature and overmature lodgepole and
ponderosa pine forests in the west.

In order to alleviate the beetle problem, a

market must be found to dispose of the dead

and dying timber. Such a market has devel-

oped in the Lander area, which is the optimum
size to harvest the timber on Green Mountain.

The timber on the area cannot be harvested

any faster than it is presently being done and

is proposed in the plan, or it will have a

deleterious effect on the elk herds. The elk

herd on the area has increased since logging

was started about 1 5 years ago, and they have

maintained themselves very well.

It would be both uneconomical and infeasible

from the standpoint of regeneration of the

stands, to try to salvage the timber on a strictly

selective harvest basis.

9. See Response 1, above.

10. The proposed BLM and Forest Service land

interchange is being introduced to Congress

as this is written. Some of your suggestions

are a part of that proposal regarding transfer

of the Lander Slope and general Dubois area

BLM-administered lands to the Forest

Service.

The proposed interchange is not analyzed in

this plan inasmuch as it was initiated after

the plan, and is only tentative at this point.

However, part of the proposal is that any lands

transferred to the Forest Service "would

continue to be managed under the land use

plan in effect on the date of enactment of

the legislation. As plans are revised, they

would reflect their new National Forest

System status The transfer of lands would

not require the revision of any land use plans."

If the interchange should occur, this plan

would apply to any lands transferred to the

Forest Service.

11. There are no plans to revise BLM admini-

strative boundaries either as a result of this

plan or because of a possible land inter-

change between the Forest Service and BLM.

All of the four BLM Districts in Wyoming have

intensive mineral responsibilities as well as

all the other resources addressed in this plan.

One of the primary reasons for detached

resource areas, such as the Lander Resource

Area, is to provide decentralized, local public

service.
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9

10

BLMiLandpr RMP Comments .... tinynolds .6_

»lth the UysmlnK Ga™ ond Fish, becsuse of the pos.^lblP timbering

effects on the elk herds.

6. Recreation: Fremont county F.rm 'lurenu has DroDosed

that some sort of "Tourist User Conth" conceot he developed for

recreational users at a nominal (but DsycholoKlcal 1, important)

rate like si per TUK (30 tourists for 1 day, or 1 for TO). The

fee should be paid hy the ben-f 1 tMn.^ :o-,-,-v. based on estimated

use. In the specific case of Fremont County. D«yments to the

Forest 'lervlce for Shoshone Metlonnl Forest use would urobahly be

hlKher than to °LM. Howeve r, once Payments of this sort hppan,

they would tend to load to Improved cooperation betueen fe county,

cities, the tourist Industry, other users like the mncional

Outdoor L.adershlp ;ohool (NOL"), and would undercut the preaent

valid complaint of other fee-paying permittees that they're bplnr

forced to cut back their activities (hence loslnj- economies of

scale) for the benefit of non-haylnK vacationers. On. nan's

v»catlon should not destroy another's livelihood In any event, and

It Is particularly rnlllnm when the vacationer refuses to cay the

costs he Incurs. TUM payments by a benefitting county In turn could

be collected hy the county from lenders In the tourist Industry.

LF should not be charBed »lth runnlne around colleotlnF fees from

Individual recreational users; this would never t^ coat-effective.

7. aiM/F.^ Interchange
: As noted above, a.r.M should trans-

fer the h„,n Mountain forested area to FS because of the be.tl-

nroblem. For administrative reasons, the South Pass area should

KO to the state of ayomlnK, where appropriate, or to the contiguous

Shoshone national Forest. Land in the Red C"nyon/lander sloce

area west of Route 287 should go to the Forest Service, which can

administer from Its lander office. Land northwest of the vi„d

River Indian Reservatin., ,^^"rvatlon (Dubois nr«] should go to the Forest

11

'^Ly.: Lender H'lP ComraTit.T .... Rnynold.i _?_

.^ervlcp for administration, wlih th? fxcntlon of s-nnll snrclf'

In t'np Mhiskpy f^ountsln arpa b'^ittor ::innR^-Pd by th^ ryo-",lnp- nrn-n^

and Pl,e;h HeoRrtmenL for the wild TiountRln .^hePD; LhPR'' onrcpls

should p-o to thp ntatp of Vyomlni:;.

B, DlM:_rlct "-ordPTf : Do thcne tirItp ^^'u^p ^r, ridnlnls-

trfttlvp units? '^UDDORf r.on° Innd rp.<iDonplhllltlPS atp DSRRPd

over -o the Forest HervlnR ; .should Lander still r^Dort to HnwllnR''

Or would the mlnprals l-nportancp suwiffe.st Caspar? Another \-'»y to

fO would be to Fidd toirpthpr t-'r." TV,' Dfirt of Wyonlar nnd thp Rnwllns

portion of the Rawlln,=^ Dlstrlr.t, then cotnblnr> the Lander Resource

Aref» wlLh the "ilg Horn basin. The first of thesp «r-pa.s would have

blK oll/iras, bin; coal, llvpstock, tourlrm and 1-80, whllp thp

Lander /Rig Horn conblnntlon would havA B!tinll(>r oll/p-a:^, little

coal, blpr livestock «nd big tourlsii. TtPiff allof^atlons mlpht hp

TTiore "fflclpnt. (Fflrra i'ireau'.=; dlstrlotlnp: flnri.'= pfflrlency by

co™,blnlnp- Kranont County with the '^Ib: Horn ba.sln In what we r.all

the ^'orthwpKt Dl.strlct.)
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350
George A, Newbury

193 Hancock Drive

Land«r, Wyoming
Kebruary 13, !9«6

Mr. Jack KpHy
Ijinder Areti Manager

Bureau ol l.nnri ManagemcuL
?.0. Box 58y

I.a lid p

-. Kelly:Dear

A copy of the RariRB Management Plan for Lhc Lander Slope has tome to our

BUention. We are dlBlurticd by the classification for potential sale or

fxrhange of parcels 63 nnd 64 (Map 5-17). Thifl classification ot these

parcels advrrselv offcccs adjarent private land known as Red Canyon Re-

treat Sulnlivision, BO we urge that parcels 63 and 6i be reclassified as

land tci retain . We funh(>r suggest that In your landowner adjustments you

ciinsldcr Ihe arqulsition, in exchangfi for the release ot government parcels

In iither locations, of parcela to Che west of parcel 6i to form a corridor

from Krd Canyon Retreat Subdivision, Oiruugh parrel M and other parcels

10 be acquired, to the vt-ry foathilU of the Wind River Uuy,c and to Llie

Shoshone NbUomqI Forest.

Ked Canyon Ketreat Subdivision is superbly loid out rt. take advantage ol

lhc nauiral bcauly of the entire area, with special emphasis placed on the

enjoyment of adjacent public land (parcels 63 and 6i) and even the nearby

i^ed Canyon N'stional Natural Landmark. The Subdivision was planned with

anil tnc-ludea two road arrosses and two equestrian trail easieraents to the

adjuining parcels b'i and 64 for the t;nJovmenL of the subdivision pro[)Orty

We believe that we are typical of those who have acquired lots in Red Canyan

Ketrcat, many of whom are out-nf-slate residents. The natural beauty of the

area. proLectlve proximity of the adjoinins Federal land,

the suliriivisicin, the surroundinn wildlife habii

Imiiie in such a peaceful , scenic area nverwhelmi

There is always a chance that adjacent private land wiU be developed, but

even In thai evenc the federal land would be beneficial to such development.

Here as'iin the Federal land would attract people, whereas more private land

in the form of parcels 63 and/or 64 would in our opinion greatly discourage

present as well ass future use and enjoyment of the area.

'nancs of

and the dream of a solar

The undersigned are all landowners in the subdivision and/oi

interesied in retaminji parcels 63 and 64 as Federal land.

Sincerely yours.

individuals

Knclosures: Mhp 3-17

Map of Red Canyon Ke

Prutective Covenanrs

Response to Letter 350

1. In response to your comment, we will not

initiate action for disposing of parcels 63 and

64 at this time, nor will we in the foreseeable

future. However, we will keep the option open

for disposing these parcels should there be

a future opportunity for disposal or exchange

that would prove to be in the overall public

interest.
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DECLARATIOfJ OP PROTECTIVE COVENANTS

wyOTAH LAND CO., of Lander, Fremont County, hereinafter

referred to as the SUBDIVIDER.

TO THE PUBLIC:

Declaration of Restrictions on RED CANYON RETREAT SUBDIVISION

more particularly described on Exhibit "A" attached hereto and by

this reference made a part hereof.

PURPOSE:

The SUBDIVIDER desiring to preserve the inherent aesthetic beauty

of the real prope;rty herein subdivided along with the natural beauty of

the surrounding and adjoining real property. And desiring to emply

good land use in order to restrict over-development, does hereby make

the following declarations as to limitations, restrictions and uses

to which the land covered by this declaration may be put, hereby

specifying that said declarations shall constitute covenants to run

with the land, as provided by law, and shall be binding upon all parties

and all persons claiming under them, and for the benefit of and limita-

tions upon all future owners thereof, this declaration of restrictions

being created for the purpose of keeping and maintaining the use and

development of the land desirable, uniform and suitable in aesthetic

and architectural design.

1. S IZE OF TRACTS ; No tract shall be subdivided or conveyed in
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DGP^RTIVbENT Of the IP>!TERIOR

HERITAGE CONSERVATION AND RfCREATION SERVICE

For Release Hevember 16, 1980

news release

Steve Siegel 202/343-5726
Jim Orr 202/343-4243

SECRETARY ANDRUS DESIGNATES SIX. MEW

NATIONAL NATURAL LANDMARKS

Secretary of the Interior Cecil D. Andrus announced today that he

has designated six areas in Kansas, Michigan, Texas, Washington and

Wyoming as National Natural Landmarks.

National Natural Landmarks are nationally significant examples of

.Ajierica's natural heritage. They are identified through studies conducted

by Interior's Heritage Conseiration and Recreation Service (HCRS) , evaluated

by natural scientists, and designated by the Secretary of the Interior if

judged nationally signficnnt.

Landmark designation recognizes the significance of a natural area,

but it does not affect ownership or tax status of the area. Landmark

owners are encouraged to protect the nationally significant values of

_

their property, and are invited to enter into a voluntary agreement with

HCRS to protect the area. They are then eligible to receive a certificate

and bronze plaque which identify the area as a registered National

Natural Landmark.

To date in 1980, 82 areas in 27 states, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto

Rico have been designated as National Natural Landmarks as a direct result

_

of t.he HG^ effort to strenthen and streamline the program. The designations

include 77 new landmarks and 5 enlargements of previously designated ones.

The 6 new designations bring the total number of landmarks to 537 listed

on the National Registry of Natural Landmarks. The six landmarks are in

Kansas, Michigan, Texas, Washington, and IVyoraing. Brief descriptions of

each follows:

Red Canyon is a 5,760-acre site, 15 miles south of Lander.
It consists of gently sloping plains bounded on one side
by a steep ridge. The rocks in Red Canyon were deposited
over 200 million years ago in and along the edges of
ancient seas.

al Landmark Brief

1. site : Red Canyon, Fremont County, Wyoming.

2. Description : This 2330 ha (5,760 acre) site, located 24 Ion [15 miles)

eoutfi of Lander, represents a dissected cuesta. Rocks exposed in the

canyon were deposited in and along the margins of ancient seas some

190 to 280 million years ago. The west side of the canyon is formed

by the Permian Phosphoria Formation which Is a marine deposit composed

of dolomite, limestone, sandstone, siltstone, bedded chert and

phosphorite. The bedded chert is extremely resistant to erosion and

occurs near the top of the formation. Erosion has removed all the

nonreslstant rock immediately above this chert leaving only the long,

smooth dip slopes which form the west side of the canyon.

The bottom of the canyon and the lower 90 m (300 'feet) of the east

aide of the canyon are eroded into the Triasslc Chugwater Formation.

ThiB unit consists of brick red sandstone, shale and siltstone, and

being less resiGtant, was removed from the underlying Phosphoria chert

by erosion. These sediments were probably deposited on the tidal

flats, adjat,-ent to the ancient seas during the regressive stage which

followed deposition of the underlying Phosphoria Formation. The

bright red color of the Chugwater is due to a great amount of oxidized

iron between and on the grains of the rock 'and it is this coloration

which gives Red Canyon its name.

The Red Canyon Kim which forms the east side of the valley la formed

by the salmon-colored sandstone of the Jurassic Nugget Sandstone.

This sandstone was deposited during continued regression of the

ancient seas- it represents tidal flat and beach sedimentation a

base while the upper part displays spectacular croBS-stratif Icatli

which formed during deposition on ancient back-beach- sand dunes.

As the Wind River Range to the west were uplifted during the

Laromide Orogeny some 60 million years go, this sequence of

sedimentary rocks was tilted toward the east. Subeequently ,
grav

eroded from the Range to the west were deposited over these tllte

sediments and can be seen on Table Mountain to the north. Howeve

most of this material waa stripped off during the later eroElon

excavated Red Canyon.

its

U.S. Cover

Kanagemcnti Sta'

iment, administered by the

and private.

I of Land

mificance: This site la significant for its geologic val'

cIbebIc representation in the Wyoming Basin of a hogback

valley (cueeta) which exposes an outstanding

red beds, and display* the northeast flank

,rlke

ction of Permo-Trlaes.

the Wind River
while notRange structure (developed during the Laramide Orogeny),

the only such area In the Wyoming Basin, this area has the

advantage of being highly scenic and is of such site that It can be

viewed and interpreted in Ito entirety from a single obscrvntlon

point along state Highway 28. There is probably no more classic,

well developed or scenic example of cuesta development in the Wyoming

Basin natural Region. Ita origin in terras of tilting of Bedimentory

unito and subsequent excavation of less resistant rocks la straight-

forward, observable, and easy to understand.
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'v^il TOWN OF DUBOIS
ou an IS. WYO mi nq

Jack Kelly, Area Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lander Resource Area
P.O. Box 589
Lander , Wyoming
82520

Dear Mr. Kelly,
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Sincerely

,

/
Dai^J^T'F. C^rub"b

Mayor, Town of Dubois
Dubois , Wyoming

Response to Letter 533

1

.

See Response 1 to Letter 15.

2. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

3. See Response 3 to Letter 96.

4. See Response 7 to Letter 31 8.

534

^y, /o.
Glenda Stewart
Box 201
Dubois, Wyoming

February 13, 1966

Legislative Service Office
State Capitol Building
Cheyenne, Wyoming B2002

To Whom It May Concern:

Wyoming has never delegated any planning authority - with
what happens on our federal lands. Federal agencies react
to public pressures from various special interest groups .

I feel the state of Wyoming should plan for use of its'
federal lands. I feel there should be a Federal Lands
Planning Commision Board.

More than 60* of crude oil in Wyoming is produced on
public lands. Eighty per cent of the ranches have leases
on public lands. Ninety per cent of the timber cut in
Wyoming is on public lands, and it is estimated that 95%
of the tourist who come to Wyoming, go either to Yellow-
stone or Teton National Park.

Wyoming needs to put together a planning commission
that would oversee what happens on our federal lands,
and become involved in the planning process.

Planning for the use of our federal lands is important
to Wyomings' economic futuro. The dismissal of jobs on
our public lands in any area, should be only allowed
after careful planning.

The federal lands belong to all the people in this
country, but it's Wyoming's economy that depends on the
federal lands in this state.

We cannot afford to allow federal planners to
the importance of multiple use of our state's economy.

The public lands are soon to be used only by the very
healthy and wealthy, who can afford these lands as their
playgrounds, after multiple users are locked out.

Congressman Cheney has advised the people that a bill
may soon be introduced by Congressman Udall in the
House of Representatives, which will cripple the gas
and oil lease program in the west. Which means less
royalty revenues from leasing on federal lands. This
will also affect thousands of jobs.

Response to Letter 534

1 . Thank you for your comments.
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Legislative Service Office

We encourage you for legislation both nationally and locally
which will encourage the management of public lands based
on multiple use.

Sincerely yours,

M-^^^^-'
John Seiberling, Cangressinan of Ohio
Frank Dusl, Wyoming state Senator
John Vjnich, Wyoming State Senator
Bob Baker, Wyoming State Representative
Mary odde, Wyoming State Representative
Scott Ratliff, Wyoming State Representative
Dennis Tippets, Wyoming State Representative
Harry Tipton, Wyoming State Representative

536 DUBOIS WILDLIFE

ASSOCIATION
BOX 1112 DUBOIS. WY 82513

rebrusry 14, 1986

llr, Jack Kelley, Area t-lanager

Bureau of 1-and Management

1,ander Resource Area

P.O. Box 589

l,ander. Wyoming 32520

Desr Mr. "elley.

The Dubois Wildlife Association (DWA) offers the following ccnronts on the Lander

Resource Kanagen«!nL Plan. Draft Environmental Impact Statement. The cnmients herein

will deal with the preferred alternative.

The Dubois Wildlife Association is an affiliate of the Wyominj Wildlife I'edera-

cion DWA serves as a soui-ce of mformation and ideas enabling rts members and the

public to make sound decisions regarding our natural resources. We want devalopmcnt

done right—the first time.

EMERCV 6. MMHiALS

Dm finds this category to be the most serious faulted. The BLM states that the

.hlskev Mountain. Dubois Badlands, and East Fork ranges can be protected by the NbU

stipulation Vet in the di-scussions on Environmental Consequences - Habitat Losses -

the BuM states that the irost serious habitat losses caused by oil and gas industry

have been lon»-term or permanent, lliese three areas are some of the .inest sheep and

Ik habitat in the state of Wyaring. These areas arc also of low to moderate mineral

notentlal. Weighing the high value of a present natural resource that may Be Uistup

ted for a indefinite period of ti™ versus the very slim chance of any economic re-

turns is not consistent with sound management practices, Dia requests tliat the BUI

mthdraw the VJhlskey Mountain. Dubois Badlands, and East Fork tlk Winter .>efuge Irom

all energy and mineral exploration.

FISH & Wm.IFE

The fish and wildlife alternative seems incongrous with the energy and minerals

alternative. The BIT. cannot hone to optimize fish and wildlife with exploration in

critical habitat areas. Dltt asks the BLK to improve habitat in all areas and maxi-

mize the wildlife potential of any critical habitat areas for the recreation resource

not the coiraidity resource. As an example. Grazing Allotment «2124 should be examined

for possible bighorn sheep grazing improvements.

LANDQWNEKSHIP ArjUglMCTJlS

I

The DWA would not like to see any sales of existing public lands in the Dubois

area. Instead, the BLM should pursue a trade of public for private land policy.

Dnly in cases where a trade cannot be wjrked out or is not econtjnically feasible.

Response to Letter 536

1. See Response 1 to Letter 15. We have reeval-

uated Allotment 2124 and believe it should

be changed to an 1 category allotment which

will give it higher priority for management
attention and range and habitat improve-

ments. Consultation with the operator

concerning the category change will be

initiated.

2. Exchanges are usually our first preference in

disposing of land when public lands can be

consolidated or conflicts can be resolved, but

exchange is not always appropriate or feasible

for a variety of reasons. All disposals are

subject to environmental assessment which

will entail a site specific analysis of impacts

on all resources including wildlife habitat and

recreation opportunity. Disposal of the tracts

in the East Fork Management Unit would be

limited to exchanges or sales to wildlife

management agencies or organizations

which would continue to manage the area as

a big game winter range.

3. The RMP calls for managing ORV use.

Specifically, the Preferred Alternative pro-

poses to close Dubois Badlands to ORV use

and limit the Whiskey Mountain Big Game
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DUBOIS WILDLIFE

ASSOCIATION
BOX 1112

r'AGF 7.

DUBOIS, WY 82513

and after cliorough public review and a determination that m.ldlife or recreation will
not be sacrificed would \M\ sec need of a sale. In areas of critical habitat, such
as in East Fork Flk Winter Refuge, any trade;; of sales should be for habitat use only.

RECREATION MANAGEMENT & QFF-RQAD WJKICIZ USE

The Bill's recreacion management in the Injbois area has been less Chan good. The
transportation system is the big weakness. With the lack of policing, the area is ex-

periencing excessive erosion due to 0-R-V use on non-open roads. Also, motorcycle use
in the Dubuii; Badlands is causing daiiage to tht fragile hiUii and hai'assiiig Llit wild-
life of the area. These above problems are also causing problems between landowners
and sportsmen. DWA has no problem with Che existing roads as we want to sec the pub-
lic lands utilised and enjoyed. DWA wt^uld liJce to see definitive act^ion.s on non-Open
roads, ie., a policing policy and road closures. Also, che DWA requesCs che BLM to

invesCigace che damage being done in the EJubois Badlands on non-designated roads.

FIRE MANAGEMENT

'ITie BLM Cakes a neuCral posicion of a managenienc Cool that, by their own admis-
sion, can be a beneficial cool, They cice Che best case-worst case scenariocs, and
also .state that they have not fully explored the potential Cor the l.ander Re$Durce
Area. The DWA believes Chat Che Bli< should use what cools are available. Including
fire ii^nagernenL , for the betterment of wildlife habitat.

ACCESS

K-JA does not see access as a problem in che Dubois area. There are isolated
cases where BU-t access is denied when Che BI>1 is surrounded by private property.

As a whole, BLM access in the Dubois area is good. The BLM's concern over acquir-
ing aecesB into the Tappan Creek area may not be in the best interests of wildlife
as Tappan Creek is on the souchem edge of an elk migracion route. Unlimited access
could cause coo much pressure on che elk and affecc cheir migracion away from their

grounds

.

AREAS OF CRITICAL ENVIRONMEWTAL CONCFRN

Whiskey Mountain:

Wich che largest Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep herd in the United States In this
area, it should be managed with the .sheep a top priority. All other resource develop-
nent vculd be done only if they do not jepordize sheep habitat managemenC. Whiskey
Mountain, including che Red Creek and Liccle Red Creek drainages on Arrow Mountain
should be managed under ACEC status for Bighorn Sheep habitat.

Dubois Badlands:

Not only an area wich oucscanding scenery chac has been much phoCographcd, but

4.

Winter Range to designated roads and vehicle

routes. Problem roads would be closed and
seasonal closures would be made on other

roads for protection of wildlife and watershed
resources. The remaining areas in the Dubois
Management Unit would be limited to existing

roads and vehicle routes.

The Preferred Alternative provides for the use
of fire management actions like prescribed
burns for enhancement of wildlife habitat.

5. See Response 8 to Letter 318.

6. See Response 1 to Letter 15.

DUBOIS WILDLIFE

ASSOCIATION
BOX 1112 DUBOIS, WY 82513

PAGE 3

also iuporCanc habitat for Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep and Mule Deer. This area is
extremely fragile from a soils poinc of discu:;sion and needs protection from cormiodity
development. DWA believes chaC Che Dubois Badlands should be managed under ACEC .3l;a-

tus or as an Outscanding Natural Area Designation. This would allow for future wild-
life habitac developtiEnc

.

GRAT'.ING

Grazing is anocher problem that is being talked about wich no one in the B1J<
wanting to implemcnc a plan after the plan has been put forth. The BU-1 has made
mention of areas that are classified as fair to poor vegecacion conditions. The
B1>1 has also made draft decisions of what needs to be done in these areas. As the
lands of che public havebeen entrusted to the BLM for proper manageiiEnc, why nust
we have an EIS on grazing before any action is inplerrented. The action should have
been started scrte time ago wich periodic planning updates as che need arises for each
case. The blame for overgrazing or improper grazing should not be puC on che should-
ers of the permicee, but on che the permitee and the managing agency. DWA believes
in Wyoming's superb wildlife and habitat, precious water resources, rich farmlands
and rangelands and the importance of agriculture to che sCaCe's heritage and econ-
OTiy. \Mk also believes ChaC grazing should not compromise our fish and wildlife,
and recreacion resources, DWA requests the BLM to itHnage our rangeland and water
resources so as to be compatible with all wildlife endeavors—starting now, not after
and EIS study. We also want the BI>1 to manage grazing in a manner chat will not pitt
ranchers against wildlife.

Respectfully,
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Wyoming Wildlife Federation

P.O. Box 106, Cheyenne, WY 82003
307-637-5433

['phn.ary U, IQSfi

Mr. Jack Kelly, Area ManayiiT

Biireai,! nf Land Management
Lander Resource Area
P. 0. Box 589

Lander, Wyoming 82^20

Dear Mr. Kelly:

The Wyoming Wildlifo Federation is Wyoming's oldest and largest

organization of sportsmen and outdoor clubs. Our membership, presently

over 9,000 strong, is composed of men and women from business, manufacturing,

construction, educational, profess.i.onsl , enerj^y, aad agricultural backgrounds,

We are a broadly-based, mainstream group of Wyoming citizens endorsing both

consumptive use of and conservation of our natural resources. Our uniting

concern is for the preservation of the special Wyoming way of life vhich

is based upon hunting, fishing, and other Outdoor recreational activities.

This way of life is closely dependent on the continuing conservation of

Wyoming's superb wildlife and wildlife habitat.

Please consider these coraraents on the Lander Resource Management Plan

DEIS, which were written by Peggy Peterson, Chris Peterson, and Tory Taylor,

as constructive suggestions and criticisms designed to promote multiple use

management of the public lands under your charge. In addition, we endorse

the comments submitted separately by the National Wildlife Federation.

Sinccroly,

ChriR H. Peterson
Vice-President of Conservation

Senator Alan Simpson

Senator Malcolm Wallop
Representative Richard R, Cheney
Representative John Seiberling

National Wildlife Federation
Wyoming Game and Fish Department

WORKING TODA Y FOR WILDLIFES TOMORROW!

Wyoming Affiliate of (tie National Wildiife Federation

Wyoming Wildlife Feder
Lander RMP DEIS Ccjmmen
Paso 1

LN'EfiCY AND MINERALS

We believe one of the major rir^f i r i enc j ea of the Draft RMP

the emphasis of oil and gas leasing and ex p 1 [>ra r i on at the

ense of other public land resources and users.

"The all the fo of the oil and i/,&a

resources within the resource area is to make public
lands available for leasing to the maximum extent
possible, while giving due cnnsirteratioii to the

(p. 269)

"All but approximately 12, 000 acres of the open
acreage would be managed under a management
prescripti.on thai would allow for enhanced
management of the oil and gas resources by being
less restrictive of oil and gas development related
to other surface resource values in areas rated
as having a high potential for the occurrence
()( oil and gas." (p. 289-291)

Statements such as "due consideration of other significant

resource values" and "less restrictive of oil and gas develop-

ment" fall seriously short of the BLM ' s multiple use management

responsibi. liti es.

The cumulative impacts from non-renewable resource explo-

aiion and extraction should be carefully evaluated and

ppropriate mitigation measures must be implemented to avoid

dvcrse impacts to wildlife and other resource values. A

discussion on paj-e 190 states, "If current or increased levels

industrial activity continued for another 10-60 years, in

cant negative impacts to fish and wi, Irilife populations wotilri

occur." The discussion continues, "...approximately 60, 000

acres of land no longer provides habitat capable of supporting

fish and wildlife populations at pre-developmen t levels." This

exLrF.cLion i.n jeopar<li;:e wildlife.

Response to Letter 537

1. See Response 1 to Letter 15 and Response
3 to Letter 12. The request to which the

Solicitor was responding involved an existing

lease which did not contain a no-surface-

occupancy restriction at the time it was
issued. THe Solicitor's opinion advised that

we cannot unilaterally innpose a no-surface-

occupancy stipulation on an existing oil and
gas lease that was not conditioned with that

restriction at the time the lease was issued.

The reference you noted as to the possibility

that the BLM could not enforce a no-surface-

occupancy restriction cited a case that was
subsequently overruled by the Tenth Circuit.

Current case law confirms that a lease

conditioned with a no-surface-occupancy
stipulation at the time of lease issuance and
accepted by the lessee subject to that

restriction, would be enforceable, et Sierra

Club v. Peterson. 717 F.2d 1409 (D.C. Cir.

Ia83).

2. The 40 percent cover to 60 percent forage area

ratio is a definite goal in all BLM-administered
timber areas in the Lander Resource Area.

This statement was inadvertently left out of

the Green Mountain write up and has now
been added to the Final EIS.

3. This inadvertent mistake has been corrected

in the Final EIS, to read "for the next 10 years."

The inventory was set up to delineate

sawtimber stands and pole stands on the basis

of volume per acre. Any stand showing a

volume below a certain point would show up
as a pole stand. The timber stands on Green
Mountain are variable and due to the beetle

epidemic and mistletoe infestation, there were
many dead trees of sawtimber size in the

samples taken, which were not counted. Many
broken down sawtimber stands show up on
the inventory as pole stands, and the dead
volume did not show up. Our present markets

utilize predominantly dead wood, so those

stands that showed up as pole stands are now
being utilized for sawlog production. This will

increase the volume available, but it is not

known by how much.

4. Timber sales on Green Mountain are not

designated to accommodate any specific

purchaser. They are designed to achieve

management objectives involving the main-

tenance or enhancement of wildlife habitat

and future timber growth. Louisiana Pacific

Corporation has not bid on any sales on
Green Mountain for the last 5 to 6 years, since

the beetle epidemic started. The stands

contain too high a percentage of dead trees

to allow them to compete on an economical
basis.
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Wyoming Wildlife Fede r a t i ii ii

Lander RMP DEIS Comments
Page 2

Unresiricleii mineral, and oil and gas attiviiies will cause

long-term impacts to fish and wildlife over the next 60 years

as the Draft RMP acknowledges on pages 226-2:iO. Seasonal

restrictions can be effective in some areas while other .ireas

rant withdrawal from leasing (or proreciion of important

resource values such as wildlile and recreation.

Seasonal restrictions should be coordinated with the

Wyoming Game and Fish DtMi" t Lmy n 1. t u avuid conflicts ^^ i t h wild-

life in areas of crucial habitat., and with peak recreational

use . Cruc i a 1 wildlife hnb i t n r c oust i r u tea a relatively sma 1 1

portion of public lands, and therefore, seasonal restrictions

in those areas will not significantly afffct exploration activi-

ties. Further, seismic exploitation has often coincided with

opening dates or weekends during bin Rame hunting seasons on

Green Mountain according tn Wyoming Gome and Fish Department

ommenis. Adverse impacts on hunting quality and potential

hysical injury to either hunters or seismic crews could be

voided with very limited seasoniil restrictions on seismic-

Better planning by exploration companies will avoid delays

and excessive costs that have sometimes been attributed to

seasonal use restrictinns. Such restrictions must be adhered

to and enforced to avoid serious damage to the wildlife

resources, and to maintain BLM credibility with other public

land users. Modification of these seasonal use restrictions

can be considered if and when development drilling cakes place.

As we are all aware, successful exploration discoveries leadhiR

to development are the exception rather than the rule.

We are not convinced NSO ro-'^r r 1 c 1 1 ons alone will guarantee

protection r n importanl fish and wildlife rssouccps. [n a memn-

tandum dated October 10. IIJ^O. the Acting Regional Solicitor

ng Wildlife Fede
r RHP DEIS Comme

eluded

i; r f a c e

n V i o U
Leasing

the pos

cannot

explor i

opinion

LM has

because

at an

belie

ciipa

for Lhf Kocky Moun

le

in Region

use. ..[a n

ralble r iKht l n drill gi vt

Act." Thus, Che Interior Department itself has taken

tion that once a lease has been issued, the lessee

be precluded by means of protective stipulations from

ng for and developing oil and gas reserves. This legal

by the Interior Department cl early indicates that the

no leRal basis to enforce NSO restrictions. Further,

SSO restrictions can be waived or altered by the BLM

time without public participation or review, we do not

an SSO restriction guaraniocs protection to other

nt public land resources such as wildlife.

Therefore, we request t.hat cturial wildlife habitats

identified by the Wyoming Game and Fish Department in the Lander

pe, Red Canyon, East Fork, and Whiskey Mountain Management

ts be withdrawn from mineral location and oil and gas leasing.

According to the WyomJ.ng Gamf and Fish Department

he Draft RMP, BLM Slate Direciurs have already sijit

meats and cooperative tigreemetiLs slating that there

o oil and gas leasins on the Red Canyon, East Fork

er rangeB and the Whiskey Mountain bighorn sheep

er range. We insist that the BLM honor the commitn

in cooperative agreements and memorandums of undei

the Wyoming Game and Fish DeparLraent, the United ^

St Service, and the United Sttites Fish and Wildlift

should

bis same

5. See Response 4 to Letter 294.

In the rest of the resource area, the main
reason that some areas were recommended
for full suppression was the intermingled

landownership patterns and the amount of

man-made developments. The BLM is

responsible for protecting other lands and
developments from damages from fire

starting on BLM-administered lands.

6. Timber management plans are not necessarily

designed to accommodate timber demand.
With the present market for timber in this area,

it would make no difference at all whether
the timber was salvaged as it is now or if it

was salvaged after it was burned. Fires in

lodgepole pine mainly burn the bark off trees,

leaving the inner wood undamaged, so the

timber could be burned and stand for several

years and still be harvestable for houselogs
or firewood. If prescribed burns were initiated

over the entire mountain as quickly as

possible, it would jeopardize big-game herds

by eliminating too much thermal and hiding

cover too quickly.

The compartment plan for Green Mountain
assumes that work may be undertaken in

several compartments during any 5 to 6 year

working period. This should achieve the goal

of retaining the right amounts of cover and
forage and eventually creating an uneven-
aged forest over the entire area.

7. BLM negotiated with the State Land Com-
mission for access in the Hadsell Ranch area

in 1983 and our application was rejected. This

RMP recommends alternative access via

Cooper Creek from the north to tie into the

Green Mountain Loop Road.

8. As part of the Off-Road Vehicle plan imple-
mentation and management, the BLM does
post an area or roads with permanent signs
indicating the dates of seasonal closures.

9. Legal public access across state land for

recreation was one of the many consider-
ations used to evaluate each of the isolated

parcels for potential disposal or retention.

Many of the parcels that were recommended
for retention had high recreational value and
there was access to these parcels across state

land. In some cases, there was access but
little or no recreational opportunity or any
other significant resource value. These lands
were recommended for potential disposal.

10. This information is in our office and available

for anyone to review.

11. In regard to potential land disposal, this plan,

which is intended to guide land management
decision for the next 10 years, allows the
opportunity for the identified parcels to be
disposed of. Any proposals would be subject
to site specific environmental assessments
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FOREST MAIJAGRHi-NT

Thy Wyoming wndlit> Fed erfi I. i on recommends all timber

managemenl. ijlnns for the rpsniirce ar«a include attempts to

maintain a raliu of A0% cover to 60% [ara}4& Mfid that Llie

cuniulatjvP impacts fruiii the development of oil and gas, urani.Lim,

or other locatable minertila be milLgfirpri, A striLt d&finition

of what constitutes cover needs to be estahLished based on

Wyoming Game and Fish Department standards.

The Green Moiintain Ha na geiiiG n t unit has a present foreal

entury volume ol Hfi HMBF (Table 3-17 p- 120). A clisniBsion

on page 12] States, "The rnt on the muiintinn could easily be

accelprnted [or vlie next 10 to 20 yenrs from the 1 MMBF to Uie

2.2 HMB!' nneded to meet Che demand." Tf ran annual 2.2 MMBF

were indeed rut for 20 ycfirs the total would exceed the present

inventoried volume of timber by 8 MMBF. Based on these figures

we question the validicy of RI.M's claim that 2.2 MMBF could he

rut annually.

The Wyoming Wildlife Federation supports forest management

u reduce beetle kill and to salvage beetle-killed timber. At

the present time the mountain pine beetle infestation on Creen

Mountain is reported to have killed approximately 80 to <J0

cent of Lhe trees B inches in riinmeter and larger (p. 1 2 :i ) .

Therefore, we are concerned that Finy sawtimber sales designed

primarily to provide live trees to Louisiana Pacilic mills would

decimate the smiiU amount of remaining live, mature forest left

on Green Muuntain. Since Louisiana Pacific does not take dead

timber, we do not believe their operations wcjuld be beneficial

to forest management on Green Mountain.

WvomJ »^ Wilcliife Ffrfcrat inn

i,anrifir RHF DEIS CoaimenLs

Page '.

Fire Managt'i.ient

The Draft RHP rfooi-nizt-s that natural and man-cansed tiro

c ;an be a useful management tool (p. I'lH, 156. and 202). Yel,

9 the Draft RMP proposes lull fire suppression In many areas such

as Whiskey Mountain ohere burning "ould be beneficial. I'lie WWF

supports the use of natural and prescribed burns to elfectively

and economirally benefit forests and .lldllfo (p. 110, I'll).

Under the proposed management prescription prescribed burns

will be allowed in some management units to benefit wlldlifo

habitat and natural resources. Vet, in the South Pass, East

Fork, Uhiskcy Mountain and the Dubois Management units, the

preferred alternative is full fire suppression ullh no etiuipment

rostrU-t Ions. This seems very Inconsistent since natural fires

,-ould olten be confined and tem|.«ratures controlled by limited

fire suppros.ion. Potcntlol ;,rublem5 in .r.os of mixed land

owncrshi). could to resolved by entering Into prior lire manose-

jient agreements with all parties involved.

Wildlife iiabjtot could be Improved in the Croon Mountain

^% Management unit with prescribed burns. The preferred alternati.e

6 for forest management In the Green Mountain Management unit

states, "...prescribed burns or other techniques would be applied

to areas wilhln each compartment, either at the same time sales

were lioing rr.nducted or immediately after sales have been

terminated. The Flan is to complete all management actions in

every compartment within 110 years." (p. 'lOS) It is unreasonable

to delay scattered prescribed burns on Oreen Mountain because

beetle infestation has already created an emergency situation.

Delaying prescribed horns to accomodate the demand for forest

products is not good forest mnaagemenc.

which would consider the relative value of

crucial wildlife habitat as well as all other

resource values. A decision to dispose of a

parcel, based on the environmental assess-

ment, is subject to review and comment by
all interested parties.

12. General management objectives for Category

I allotments were established forthis RMP and
are listed in the Final Grazing Supplement.

The management objectives for each
Category I allotment listed in Table B-2 are

to correct the existing problems/resource

conflicts indicated by the categorization

factors listed.

Following completion of the RMP, the Lander
Resource Area will prepare and distribute for

public information a summary document
called the Rangeland Program Summary
(RPS). The RPS is principally a communi-
cation tool which is used to: 1) announce to

the public the results of the livestock grazing

portion of the land-use plan/environmental

analysis; 2) inform the public of the Bureau's

rangeland resource management objectives

for the allotment or planning area; and 3)

document publicly the actions intended to

achieve those objectives. The RPS is a

communications bridge between the two
major decision points affecting livestock

grazing, determination of the land-use
planning decisions, and determination of

mutual agreements or grazing decisions to

be issued to individual grazing permittees and
lessees. As such, the RPS provides a tracking

mechanism from the analysis in the land-use

plan and associated environmental analysis,

through subsequent decisions, to the

implementation of grazing management
actions. The RPS assists those interested in

following the decision process by: 1)

focusing attention on the actions needed to

achieve rangeland resource management
objectives; and 2) facilitating consultation on
developing allotment-specific grazing man-
agement decisions or agreements.

The RPS will be sent to the Wyoming Wildlife

Federation and the Game and Fish Depart-

ment, as well as any others that the Lander
Area Manager determines should be in-

formed. It will lay out a timetable for

consultation. Consultation and coordination

following distribution of the RPS focuses on
those allotment-specific actions required to

implement land-use planning decisions and
addresses such issues as the timing, manner,
and magnitude of any livestock use adjust-

ments; formulation of actions needed to

respond to resource management objectives

or constraints; development of needed
grazing management practices; opportunities

for range improvements, including the

feasibility of cooperative development and
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The WyorninR w i 1 d 1 i I e Kederaiion (WWK) PiirtorspR rhe prfipnsf^ri

easement acquisitions listed in Table b-2 (p. JOl). We alyu

afiree w i l ii tlit Uyumiiin Gnnie and Fish Department on the need

to properly age

Lij the Red Creek purliun of Whiskey MuLjntaiii

i 1 d : i i' e .

I'rimicive rnari firrpsR rnsements ncross private lands

surrounding the Sweetwater Rocks areas need in be negntiarod

by Bl.M to provide public dttess it) these lariic blocks of nearly

isolated public lands. However, primitive road access should

stop at trail heads al the edge .f these wilderness study iirens

nntre private lands arp r.rosspri. Such piihlir access will be

necessary to manage reintroduced liighnrn shepp popiilatlnu^ on re

tliey become esialjlishod.

I

We recommend ihe BLM nesf't-iritp Additional primitive road

public access alonR the two exist inj; Hydsell KaTich ruads that

cross Crooks Creek, and tr a verse state and private lands in

Sections 22, 27, 2n . and 7^ TMH. R90W, to connect to the Willow

Creek Road

.

Additionally, the BLM shoulrl implemeni d publU survey

program intudinn ijubllr hrfirings to identify areas where

additional access is needed. Th i r should he a Joint proi;ram

with the Wyoming Came and Fish Dr pa ri hipii r , Thf WWF would be

very interested Jn helplnK to inilate this iyp<.> "1" pro>;rara.

Wyomine Wi 1dl i fp Fcdernl.lon
Lander RMP DEIS Coramenty

I'agp 7

OrF-ROAD VEHICLE Dli^ IGN ATI OS'S

Closed to Vehicle Travel

We support the preferred aliern.-Uive rn close the enllrc

Dubois Badlands and Ca.stle Gardens Man.^gemenl units 1 .> vehicle

travel. A closure of the Dubois Badlands is desperately needed

in order to protecl the fragile boils, scenery, and wildlife.

Erosion has been a historic problem in this area and unstable

soils are extremely s;usreptible lo wind and water erosion.

Wildlife has also been disi'laced because of vehicular travpl

and noise.

Vehicle Travel Limited lo Dcsienated Roads and VehirlP Routes

We are pleased Lhe Bl.M recoj'.nizes that "pickinf; up h i g Eamc

kills" (p. 298) is a necessary t.isk and has excluded it 1 rom

this desisination.

Seasonal Closures

8 The WWF supports seasonyl closures of roads to proterf

wildlife. We believp public hearings on proposed road closures

should be held. It would also be beneficial lu liie public Jf

permanent signs with the dates of seasonal closures were poytod

al lhe beginning of the roads.

LANDOWNERSHIP ADJUSTMENTS

The WWF believes the federal governmenr should retain

ownership of public lands that: 1) are ^rcess»-d by a public

maintenance; opportunities for range
improvements, including the feasibility of

cooperative development and maintenance;
opportunities available for developing
cooperative management plans to include
grazing use on lands administered by other
agencies or lands controlled by the permittee
or lessee; and a monitoring program which
will evaluate progress in achieving the
resource management objectives.

Consultation will occur with Wyoming Wildlife

Federation representative(s) during the estab-
lishment of specific management objectives

and the monitoring program for I category
allotments.

13. See Response 3 to Letter 294. The purpose
of considering Alternative C was to determine
if rangeland problems could be solved by just

reducing livestock use. Alternative A pro-

poses to reduce livestock grazing 13-19

percent in Improve category allotments.

14. Crooks Creek is approximately 30 miles long.

It runs from the divide between Green
Mountain and Whiskey Peak south and west
to Crooks Gap. It then turns north through
Crooks Gap and ends near the Sweetwater
River northeast of Jeffrey City. Of the total

estimated 30 miles, about 1V2 miles are on
public land. The remaining 28y2 miles are on

private or state lands. Crooks Creek runs
through eight different grazing allotments.

Seven of these are individual grazing
allotments. Six of these seven allotments

contain less than 20 percent public land. The
Green Mountain Common Allotment contains
approximately 7 miles of Crooks Creek of

which ^V^ miles are public land. The author-
ized livestock grazing use levels since 1980
have not increased significantly. The total

active licensed AUMs was lowest in 1985 with

34 percent of the total grazing preference
activated and highest in 1982 at 60 percent
active.

BLM encourages livestock permittees not to

place salt blocks immediately adjacent to or

within riparian areas. However, BLM does not

have statutory authority to regulate this

practice on private or state lands.

15. See Response 3 to Letter 294. Riparian area
conditions will be inventoried prior to and
during the activity planning process.
Allotment management plans (AMPs) and
habitat management plans (HMPs) for wildlife

will be developed after the RMP and Record
of Decision are final. These activity plans will

be prepared for specific allotments or areas,

will be based on current resource inventory

information, will implement an intensive

monitoring program, and will be developed
with consultation, coordination, and cooper-
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rifiht-of-way , 2) adjoin state or oCher federal lands to block-

up BLM lands, or 1) have significant wildlife or cultural/his-

toric values.

Long stand inK State Land Commission policy allows hunting

and fishing foot access on and across state land. iL is about

Li lilt! the 0LM recognized Lhi.s state policy as legal pulili.C access

Any land disposals that are based on the lack of recognition

of this policy will be opposed by the WWF. The BLM should

reevaluate the proposed land disposals keeping in mind thai the

public docs have legal foot access across state lands to BLM

lands.

The Draft RMP should have shown lenal access roads on the

landnwnership adjustment maps so the public could evaluate the

proposod sales as to acces ility. Why was this not done?

The WWF strongly opposes any land sfiles or exchanj^es which

wuuld take crucial wildlife habitat out of public land ownership.

There is no basis for the Bl.H claim that there is little

potential for an adverse land use chanjte if they were sold or

exchanged. The RI.M has no idea of what use the land will be

put lo 25, 50, or 100 years from now. We will work r.o defeat

any atlempr. s to remove crucial wildlife habitat areas from public

owner shi p.

Any future proposals for disposal or exchange should be in

the lorni of a planning amendment complete with public hearings.

Green Mountain - Hap 5-13 (p. 311)

Tract 1:34 This tract of land is accessed by the
Oreen Mountain Loop Hoad and should not
be disposed of.

ation with the affected parties. These activity

plans will be developed on the high priority

I category allotments first, as funding allows.

16. The reintroduction of bighorn sheep is

addressed in the Preferred Alternative.

UyominR Wi Idli te V pdor ation
Lander HMl Di-:iS Commen ts

Vage 9

Beaver Crc ek - Map 5- 5 (p. 316)

Tracts 6h BO and Hl These tracts appear to be accessed by |

Hwy. 287. If so they should not be

disposed of .

Lander Sic Jl£ - Map 5-17 (p. 32:0

Tract .4 Tract 44 is crur
range and should

al elk and mule deer
not be disposed of

.

Tracts 59 63, and 64 Tracts 63 and 64
range and tract
These tracts sho

arc crucial mule deer
59 is crucial elk range.
uld not_ be disposed of.

Gas Hi lis - Me p 5- 24 p. 338)

Tract 137 and I'JW These tracts fadj

BLM in the Heave
These tracts sho

Din state land which joins
r Creek Management unit.
uld nox be disposed of.

Tracts 15^ and 159 These tracts are
322 and should n_

accessed by County Road
oc_ be disposed of.

Tract 150 This tract abuts
Wild! i fo Refuge,
should not. be di

Pathfinder National
has public access, and
sposed of.

East F ork - Ma P 5- 28 p. 34 5)

Tracts 2i 25 2b, These tracts of land should not be

and 27 disposed of. Th cse lands are crucial
elk winter range and should not be removed
from public owne rship.

Dubois Badlandj_ - Hap 5-31 Cp. 34y)

Tract 3 5 If the state Ian
has legal access
be disposed of.

d which abuts tract 35
this tract should not

Dubois ^ Map

17, 22

-37

and

(P- 359)

These tracts abu t state lands which haveTracts
access and they should not be disposed
of.
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12
There are 38 Category I nll^-itments in the Lander Re.'siiij

ea. They comprise i2% ul' the Licreafic- in the sliidy area a

e characterized by poor range tondit.iuns. The Draft RMP

ve laid ouL a specific plan nnd l. ime table to improve tho

"All management actions for the allotment
would be i.mpleiiienLed alter consultation
with the affected parties. After
establishins; objectives, a monitoring
program would be developed to evaluate the
effective ri ess uf the present management
situation in achi.eving those objectives.
Objectives would be developed to ensure
protection to watershed, soils, wildlife
habitat, and vegetation. If the objectives
were not being achieved, al].otraent manage-
ment plans (AMPs) would he developed and
would incorporate any or all of the
following specific management act ions,"
(p. 11, Grazing Supplement)

e K " r y
Why didn't the BLM establi.sh management objectives for fla

I allot ni en Is during this current planning process? When will

the "consultation with tho nffecled pa rties" Cake place? The

WWF considers its members hip To Ijc ftri "affected party" because

our utili;^atiun of wildlife and aesthetic resources which

are dependent on good range conditions. Th ore fore, the WWF

hes to be included in the future co.isu 1 1 h L i uns . I( the BLM

does not believe tho WWf should be a part of this consultation,

please contact us with your list of reasons why not.

The BLM should ,t with j. IS wildlife biologists and

he Wyoming Game and Fish Departmenl. prior to any: 1) vege-

ative manipulation, such as Ragi' brush spraying or burning,

) new fencing, 3) introduction of livestock into now arena,

or i) seasonal use changes.

W V o m i n g Wildlife !' e ri e r a i i

Lander RMP DEIS Comments
Page 11

RIPARIAN AREAS

131
The Draft RMP fails tu adequately address the seriousness

of the poor riparian conditions in the resource area. Riparian

areas are very important habitat (or a wide variety of wildlife

Because so much of the resource area is in arid to semi-arid

regions it is very important that riparian areas be managed

to maximum potent i.al.

"Continual gracing during tho same season
year after year has caused wetland and
riparian habitat within many of these allot-
ments to fall below their porenCial to
support a more abundant and diverse wildlife
community, These areas would remain below
their potential until adequate measures
(intensive grazi. ng systems, better water
distribution, etc.) were taken to alleviate
the problem." (p, "}?, (;ra:^jng Supplement)

The Draft RMP plays down the usefulness of the reduced

livestock grazing Alternative C. by claiming that it would not

substantially improve riparian areas.

"The number of livestock in the overgrazed
areas would be reduced, bur the livestock
that remained would still concentrate in

(p. 45, Grazing Supplement)

fli fa ( logic. If you are over-

grazing rangeland includinE riparian areas then you must

decrease the number of ADM's. Afier AUM's arc decreased then

be conirolled by placement of sail lioks, fencing, and

limitations on the lenjith of lime livestock are allowed in tho

allotment.
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l.tinder RMP Dli 1 S [lommeiit .s

PoKf 12

^O We i-iufitictl rhe i
uMilnqua t pncss iil l.hc; s(..-crtlled reduced

lO livesLock sra'ii'i: Mieiiuitlve C are a inatler of design not.

roncept. The BLH must ofTer an pffecLive reduced livestock

Kr;i?1nB a 1 1 e 1 iiQ I i vo i " Us MV to meet NEPA requirements.

Some of uur members have personally noted a conCLfuiing

14
dL'f.TPi--iso In rjpurian hyhitiit (|uality along Crooky Creek (Creen

MfiuiUain Mnn.Tgt-mtMit unit.) during I lit- last S ycnrs. They licivp

.«ffii un almiiflt vearlv increase in Lhe numlic-r ol r.attlo ^razinn

dicing; Crooks Crpck in l lu: late summer. An increase in Lin.'

numbcT of Hiilt I irks placed next to the drainage has also been

niiLed. As a result, slretitn bank veectalion has been excessively

gr.Ti^ed tind trampled, .nnd sane Rrouse populations have declined

i [1 this IfHfndfiry jiroufle hunt inn area.

Thf WWF uri;fs the BI.M to: 1) Inventory the condilion t) f

tR .lU riii^irian ari^tJH hilhJn the Lan[J.;r Kestuircc Area, 2) develop

lO n plan lo reature, imprnvP, or mainlnin appropriate ripari^in

nreas, and 1) implement a riiiarian area monicorinn progratn.

Funding r <i lorretl the prolilcm must t.ome 1 r'lm the source ii\

the problem, livesloik grai-ini;.

KF.INTRODilCTlON OF K[^.HOR^ SttV.V.V

"id.
The ri^i (ii-rodui I i on ot I)ij.',hi3rn shffp into the Swoouwater

ID Kecks area should be listed uniU'r the current manayemenl

nlternarivo hectiuse Bi.M managers h-ivo already agreed to the

Wvomins (.I.Tmo and Fish Departments pUins to reintroduio bighorn

slie.-p-

Thc rci nt roriurt ion «( hinhorn sheep into the Swooiwalcr

Hocks area should bo spec j 1 i t;. L ly inrliifleri in the prelcrred

Wyomins Wi Idl i 1 e Federation
Lander HMI' []KJS CommeiUs
Pane 13

The WWF sincerely believes that the lU.M should play iin

active role in p r o m o t i n n the p r u n r .t m for r e i n t r o d n r t i o n of

hlghorn sheep in i he Sweetwater Rocka aren. It" the B[,M needs

evidence i>l popular support for the re i n t i nd uc t J on of bighorn

sheep, then the WWF would he happy tu assist in dot iimont 1 ng

this tJUjiport . Th 1 f; prop ram i w very important to the WWF

The Drall KMl' is sorlously d e 1 i c i e n t in planntns ior:

]) wildlife, 2) refre.^L iun^il ^u: t i v 1 1 1 es , i) oil and i^,QR impacts,

i) timber mnnaf'.onient , "i ) choice of land disposals, and

(.1 ) mi t i gfii i on of uverqra / i ny in r i pn r i an areas . Fl easf consider

rpwriiing the Draft RMF, or make major revisi<,ns in the Final

k:-if.
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^^ NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
.' Suli'i-nih lilri-ft. N W. \\a*hini!ron OC ilVHd JJbh JilJ "')"fi(HH)

Mr. Jack Kelly
Lander Resource Area Manaqcr
P.O. Box 585
Lander, WV 8 2 5:^0

Dear Mr. Kelly:

Enclosed are the commencs of the National Viilcaiife

Federation on the draft Lander Resource Manaaement Plan/EIS.
The National Wildlife Federation is the nation ' s laracst
conservation/education orqflni7.at ion, with 4.5 million members
and supporters in 51 states and territories, includinq the
State of Wyominq. In addition to offerina these comments,
we incorporate by reference the comments submitted by our
state affiliate otqanization , the Wyomina Wildlife Federation.

David Albcrsworth
Legislative ReDresontative

enclosure

^^ NATIONAL WILJ3L1FE FEDERATION
-itiT Strei'l. N W, WdihinBton, DC :001ti-:2bfa {2Q2] 79?-b8llU

COMMENTS OF THE

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION

ON THE

DRAFT LANDER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN/EIS

Submitted ny

Kacl Gawell, Acting Director
aavid Albecswerth, Legisslative Representative

Kathleen C. Zinmecman, Counsel
Kathleen patnode. Conservation Intern

Public Lands and Energy Di vison
Resources ConserV'ition Depart mem

February 13, 1986

Response to Letter 538

1. The withdrawal review procedures were
followed, in the Lander Resource Area, for

revoking the Classification and Multiple-Use

(0 and MU) Act Classification W-6228. It was
considered in the planning process as part

of the Sweetwater Management Framework
Plan which was prepared in 1979-80. That
planning recommendation was followed by
an environmental assessment in 1982 which
considered the site-specific impacts of

opening lands in the Green Mountain and
South Pass units. The decision following the

environmental assessment, which included

consultation with the Wyoming Game and
Fish Department, was to cancel the segre-

gations from appropriation under the general

mining laws on some of the lands (approx-

imately 4,500 acres) under review. The
segregations were continued on the rest of

the lands (approximately 1,900 acres)
because of important wildlife and other

resource values which could be adversely

impacted by an opening to mineral location.

The Final EIS has been noted to reflect the

status of the lands during the pendency of

Judge Pratt's preliminary injunction issued

February 10, 1986. It is noted that an appeal

of said decision is pending.

Alternative B in the Draft RMP/EIS also

considers continued segregation of pre-

viously segregated lands in the South Pass

Management Unit and the Final EIS incor-

porates such an alternative for the Green
Mountain Management Unit. The Preferred

Alternative would retain the mineral segre-

gation on just those lands where wildlife and
other resources could be significantly

impacted by locatable mineral exploration

and development. In addition, the lands that

would remain open to mineral entry in the

Preferred Alternative would contain pro-

tective measures including the requirement

for a plan of operations for mineral location

and development in the Green Mountain and
South Pass Management Units. Protective

measures for oil and gas development are

listed in Appendix 2 of the Resource
Management Plan.

2. The Preferred Alternative strikes a balance

between oil and gas development and other

multiple-use values.

Our approach in this plan was to first identify

important resource values such as critical

wildlife habitats and areas with high potential

for oil and gas. We then used this information

to select a management prescription that

would provide for both oil and gas devel-

opment and management and protection of

wildlife resources. This included protective
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INTRODUCTION

The primacy interests o£ the National Wildlife Federation

in the proposed I,andec Resource Management Plan relate to Che

impacts on wildlife oE the following six basic issue areas:

withdrawal review, oil and gas leasing and development

,

locatable minerals management, Areas of Critical Environmental

Concern, livestock grazing, and management of riparian areas.

We will examine each of these issue areas in turn.

WITHDRAWt.L REVIEW

The draft simply fails Co acknowledge the existence of the

Bureau's withdrawal review program or the fact that thousands

of acres within Che planning area which were previously closed

to mineral development have recently been opened, illegally, as

a result of chat program.

Under Section
Management Act , A

concerning pr lor
of developing resoi

or nodiEied on 1

authorized unde
of FLPMA when i

Classification and
South Pass and Grc
preparation o£ the
continued failure
in Che present la
violation. Appar
these classi f icati
preparation of thi
Lander Resource Ar
environmental impa

202(d) of the Federal Land Policy and

U.S.C. S1712(d)tl9E!2) , all decisions
lasslElcat ions must be reviewed in the course
lurce management plans, and can be terminated
f they ace consistent with land use planning
he Act. The Bureau violated this provision
erminaCed Che segregative affect of the

Multiple Use Act classifications in Che

n Mountain managemenc units prior to
Lander Resource Management Plan, Its

analyze the impact of opening those lands

d use planning process merely compounds Chat

ncly, the Bureau intends never to review
on decisions in conjunction with the

any other plan or plan amendment in the

nor will they ever be subject to adequate
ct analysis or public input.

The consequences of the Bureau's illegal actions In

improper ly terminating these classi fications has dire
implications for wildlife, as the draft plan acknowledges,
example, on Hay 10, 1984, the blm terminated che segcegati

_roat habitat in the willow
Creek drainages over the long
populations may be lost

ssification on 4,4^5 acres in Che South Pass-Green Mountain

reqion Sincp the removal of the mining segregation, over 300

claims have been staked in Green Mountain and South pa.ss

Managemenc Units. The draft RHP now acknowledges tnat:

[i)n the Green Mountain Management Unit, uranium

exploration and development might cause significant

losses of crucial winter and ^i^ter/year ly^eU ^ and

muledeer ranges and

Creek and Cottonwool
term. Elk and trou

entirely. (p. 228.1

In souch Pass:

[Operations on lode and placer mining claims cause

loss of trout fisheries, beaver habicac, and

crucial wincer and winter /year ly moose habitat

associated wich riparian zones, "^ny other

wildlife species have been affected where the high

or moderate-priority standard habitat sites have

been lost If gold mining activities continue

to erode these high-value habitats, trout

fisheries, Che Lander moose herd, the beaver pona

ecosystems, and the populations of many other

wildUEe species would suffer significant negative

impacts, (p. 228 .

)

r>espite these stated concerns, no propoS'sd alternative in the

draft recommends reinst itut ing the prior mineral segregations

on Chess lands.

that tne Bureau
these classif icationg and

comment on the proposed

Given these facts, we cecommem
econsider its decision to terminate

rovide the public an opportunity to

within the contexc of the development of the

in addition, the Bureau must comply with the Otde

deral District Court for the District o£

10, 1986 in CA No. 65-2238 as follows:

n. o...«u ..,., ..... no action inconsistent with the specif ic

.^strictions of a withdrawal or classification m effect on

anuatv 1, 1981, including but not limited to the issuance of

leases, the sale, exchange, or disposal of land or inte-'--

land, the granting of righCs-of -way , or the approval ot

plan of operations.

cerminat ioi

Lander RMP
entered by che
Columbia on Febru
Che Bureau may t

nterests in

measures such as seasonal restrictions, no-

surface-occupancy (NSO) and not leasing oil

and gas in the East Fork Elk Winter Range,
the Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep Range
and Sweetwater Canyon. In addition, other

resource uses such as recreation and
livestock management are affected to some
extent by wildlife habitat considerations. The
Preferred Alternative in the plan strikes a

balance with all uses including oil and gas.

3. It is not our intention to infer that nothing can

be done to protect wildlife habitats from the

adverse impacts of oil and gas developments
via planning decisions. On the contrary, we
have proposed a variety of actions which will

protect most of the important habitats over

most of the Lander Resource Area.

4. No-surface-occupancy and other site specific

stipulations are very effective protection

measures to mitigate impacts from oil and gas
exploration and development. See Response
1 to Letter 537.

The two types of NSO stipulations we use
are described in the Final RMP/EIS. Any
waiver of the area-wide type of NSO re-

striction called for in the plan would require

an amendment to the plan including a

complete analysis and public participation.

5. See Response 1 to Letter 537.

6. As is the case with any other resource area

program, our ability to ensure operator
compliance with BLM use authorizations,

including oil and gas leases, is dependent
upon approved budgets. The Lander Re-
source Area minerals staff includes three

positions assigned to inspection and en-

forcement of oil and gas activities within the

resource area. In addition, all other minerals

staff positions (nine) within the resource area

are responsible for ensuring operator
compliance. Based upon current funding

levels and industry activities, we believe we
can conduct an effective enforcement
program. Under current laws and regulations,

there is a wide range of enforcement actions

available to the BLM, to ensure operator

compliance, up to and including monetary
assessments, civil penalties and lease
cancellation. As stated before, we feel we have

in place an effective enforcement program
consisting of a vigorous inspection program
supplemented by enforcement actions
required to ensure operator compliance.

7. See Response 1 to Letter 15.

8. Segregation of all of these habitats (perhaps

20 percent of the resource area) is un-

necessary for adequate protection of wildlife

values.
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OIL AND GAS LEASING AND DEVELOPMENT

The heavy emphasis on encoaraging oil and gas rJevelopmerC

source area is the most troublesomethcoughouc che entire
aspect of Che draft plan;

The ovsrall theme for management of the oil and gas

resources within the resource area is to maki;

pLJblic lands availaole foe leasing to the maximum

e xtent possible , while giving due consideration to

the protection of other significant resource

values . . .

All of the 2.1 million acres in the unit would be

open to leasing... (p. 2B9, emphasis added)

It is clear that the Bureau inten'is for all resource values in

the planning area to be secondary in importance to oil and gas

leasing, exploration and developmi^nt . This singleness of

parpose conflicts with FLPHA's mandate that;

the public lands be managed in a manner that will

protect Che quality of scientific, scenic,

historical, ecological, environmental, air and

atmospheric, water resource, and archeolog ical

values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and

protect certain public lands in their natural

condition: that will provide food and habitat for

fish and wildlife and domestic animals; and that

will provide for outdoor recreation and human

occupancy and Ljse...('l3 USC 1701(a)(3))

of providing for

rea to remain
;d at Che same time

11 be given 'due

Clearly the Bureau's announced intentio

virtually a_n lands within the resource

available for oil and gas development,

only acknowledging that other resources will b

consideration" is contrary to the law's intent

More disturbing is the Bureau's attitude that nothing can

be done to protect wildlife habitats from the adverse impacts

of oil and gas development actWiCxea via planning decisions;

Since precise predictions cannot be made about

where future oil and gas activities will occur,

precj.se predictions cannot be formulated as to the

extent a particular bi'3 game

sage grouse population , ecc.
habitat loss. . . (p. 191

)

erd, haoitat site,
«rill be affected by

Given the draft plan's description of the severe existing

impacts current oil and gas activicies have had on wildlife

resourci^s in the area (i.e., 60,000-90,000 acres of habitat

loss to date from oil and gas activities, p. 190), descriptions

of the importance and fragility of certain critical habitat

areas to oil and gas activities (ex., pp. 78-119 and 192-194),

and FLPHA's directive quoted above, the Bureau's obligation

under the law is to carefully assess the cumulative impacts of

future oil and gas activities on wildlife and other resource

values, and make decisions through the planning process that

will assure protection of those values The Bureau cannot beg

off of its obligation to do so by pleading Chat it cannot

predict the level of oil and gas accivites to come.:

A central purpose of an EIS is to force the

consideration of environmental impacts in the

decision making process... That purpose requires

that the NEPA process be integrated with agency

planning at the "earliest possible time,"... and

the purpose cannot be fully served ^f consideration
~~~

ulative effects of successive ,
interdependent
has alreadysteps is delayed until the f irsc

been taken . [

T

homas v . Peterson
CTFT Feb. 11, 1985) slip. op.

(9th
'at 6, emphasis added)

on NSO and site specific
reau's obligation under FLPMA

The Bureau's broad reliai

stipulations do not fulfill th'

and the ESA to protect wildlife and their habitats.

Bureau's own statements regarding the effectiveness oE such

stipulations in protecting wildlife and wildlife habitats are

equivocal

;

Minimizing losses in dnnual reproduction lof sage

grouse] through use of seasonal stipulations to

reduce disturbance of breeding-nesting processes i

intact habitats ma;^ h'Up offset some habitat
-_j , /„ l^Tpe:related losses (p. emphasis added

)

The decision to terminate such stipulations is discretionary

with the State Director, as the draft acknowledges [^p.
'°'"

can be accomplished easily as a esult of pressure from the oil

We would pursue formal withdrawals for

locatable minerals under the Preferred
Alternative for the highly important habitat

areas on Whiskey Mountain and East Fork.

The requirement of a plan of operations in

other crucial habitat areas such as the crucial

elk winter range on Green Mountain, the
South Pass Management Unit, major areas
of crucial habitat in the Red Canyon, Lander
Slope, and Dubois Badlands Management
Units, a portion of Beaver Rim and buffer

zonesalong majorfishery streams will provide
additional protection for wildlife values.

9. See Response 1 to Letter 15.

10. The Proposed Action or Preferred Alternative

is Alternative A as described in the Final

Grazing Supplement.

1 1

.

There is no information on forage allocations

between livestock and wildlife in the Final

Grazing Supplement because the data must
be collected through the monitoring program.
The Preferred Alternative does not propose
making forage allocations until the moni-
toring information on the I category allot-

ments indicate the need for adjustments in

the various grazing animal use levels.

12. Allotment management plans (AMPs) would
not be developed until the initial monitoring
studies have been established and one
reading cycle (3-5 years) has occurred. After

this initial monitoring period, AMPs would be
developed on the high priority Improve (I)

category allotments, if the specific manage-
ment objectives are not being achieved.

Allotment management plans will be prepared
and reviewed by an interdisciplinary team,
consisting primarily of range, wildlife,

fisheries, watershed, and soils specialists.

However, other resource specialists would be
involved when appropriate.

The BLM grazing management policy pro-

vides for increased stocking levels for

Maintain (M) category allotments only when
additional forage production is permanently
available and the management objectives for

forage allocation of other grazing animals

(wildlife and wild horses) have been met. The
increased forage production must be verified

through monitoring studies prior to the

granting of the increase on a permanent basis.

13. The 560,473 acre figure is the total number
of acres in the 36 I category allotments. The
179,554 acre difference is the acres on these

36 allotments that are in satisfactory (good
and excellent) condition.

The Gas Hills Study Area involves approx-
imately 1.3 million acres of which 1.0 million

acres are public land and about 300,000 acres

are private land. This 1.3 million acre figure
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and gas industry (the rationales used to modify such

stipulations are even stated in the draft on page 138), and

occur away from public scrutiny and participation in such

decisions

.

Moreover, the Acting Regional Solicitor for the Rocky

Mountain Region has concluded that the Depactrnent "cannot

use [a no surface occupancyl stipulation as an instrument to

viMate Che inviolable right to drill given the leasee by the

Mineral Leasing Act." (Memorandum from the U.S. Department of

the Interior, Office of the Solicitor, Acting Regional

Soltcitor, Rocky Mountain Region, to John Matis, U.S.,

Geological Survey, October 10, 1930, p. 25). So, for the

Bureau to assert that critical environmental resources such as

wildlife and wildlife habitats can be protected via Hso

stipulations is simply a sham.

Furthermore, the record to date of the Bureau's ability

and willingness to enforce stipulations is not a good one. No

j.ita IS provided in the draft plan on the type of enforcement

program proposed by the aureau to assure that seasonal

restrictions on oil and gas exploratory or other activities are

comolied with, oe.s the Bureau have such enforcement personnel

in the Lander Resource Area? Does it have funds available in

ica yearly budget to provide for an effective enforcement

pri:)gcam? Are there enforcement actions available to the Bureau

against lessees who violate the terms of their leases? Are

there penalties for non-compliance with lease stipulations? If

so, does the Bureau have a vigorous policing program to assure

compliance with lease stipulations, and does it take action

against violators of lease stipulations?

Effective means of protecting wildlife and important

habitats are available, obvious, and necessary given the

documented problems oil and gas exploration and development

activities cause wildlife, problems which ace acknowledged in

the draft plan:

...many wildlife prof es-sionals have long opposed the

imposition of additional, unnatural man-caused stres-"?,

such as that inherent in oil and gas industry activities,

on wintering big game herds. Oil and gas activities can

cause additional negative effects on environmentally
stressed big game herds on winter ranges. (p. 192)

clear from statements throughout '-"^ J^f ^^li^'!' ^
been collected on the critical habitats

s (see, for example, op 78-119, and

should fulfill its obligations undf^r

ildlife and their habitats by

crucial winter habitat?,

cal cover areas, etc., for each

ata Areas of Critical
ng them from mineral

good deal of data has

of various wildlife spec

pp. 189-195)- The Bureai

, ^PMA and ESA to prot

carefully delineating areas such^aa

calving areas, escape --^ *" ""

specie, designating th

Environmental Concern
habi

and segrega

slopment
cocection he

We recomnend that this
all management

mating and parturacion areas, riparian a

species habitats have been identified in

method of habitat
nits where crucial winter,

areas, and endangered
plan.

LOCATABL.E MIHERAL.S

The same head-in-the-sand approach taken by the Bureau

- re.oect to oil and gas activities is proposed with respect
respect to oii^anu y ^^_ preferred alternative,

99%
99).

eatable minerals
f the resource are

And the Bureau is

would be open to mineral location (p.

enthusiastic about this because:

The mineral resource would benefit by be

availaole for discovery and development

Che entire resource area. (p. 271)

over almost

8

il, Bubiiic Chat because minerals are largely insensate,

thev do not -ben.ilf from discovery and development. Insteat

^^L ^nd^idua^s nd companies who are in the business o

-lasl fiction termination will benefit at the =«?=" = » °''^'

lish and wildlife habitat once carefully protected from miner.

development.

we recommend chat the Bureau procecc crucial tl'J""
.re,, such aa crucial winter hablcacs, mating and paturacion

lltli; ,Tp.Aln"<As, and endangered species habitats by

segregating them from mineral location.

v\/as used to calculate the percentage figures

in Part C of the Final Grazing Supplement,

as well as the percentages shown in the

description of the climate and range sites.

14. Any new range improvements, likewaterdevel-

opments, would be subjected to economic
and environmental assessments prior to

construction. BLM consults with the Wyoming
Game and Fish Department and asks for their

review and recommendation on any water

development or fencing prior to the con-

struction of the project. BLM wildlife

biologists are involved in the development,

review, and implementation of any project that

could impact wildlife species.

15. Before all herbicide projects are initiated, a

pesticide use proposal (PUP) is prepared for

review in the BLM Washington Office. If

approved, an environmental assessment (EA)

is then prepared for the project. In the EA
this buffer zone may be widened if necessary.

16. Improvements in habitat condition for wildlife

species is one of the primary goals for

management of I category allotments. Habitat

condition is based on several of the factors

discussed under the categorization and

management actions for I category allot-

ments. In particular, factors one, two, three,

and four are all closely related to improving

range and habitat conditions for all the

grazing animals.

17. See Response 3 to Letter 294.

18. See Response 15 to Letter 537.
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'qon/Morm
)e and Dubois

esignat ion
rlt leal

AREAS OF CRITICAL EHVI RONMENTAL COHCERN

According co fLPMA, the Bureau is requited co "give

priority to Che designation and protection of areas of crUic^l
environmental concern- (43 USC 1712(c)(3)). ACEC's ace defined

...ijceas within the public lands where special

management attention is required (when such areas

are developed or used or where no development is

required) to protect and prevent irreparable damage;

to important historic, cultural, or scenic values,

fish and wildlife resources or rather natural

systems or processes, or to protect life and safety

from natural hazards. (13 USC 1702(a))

The draft plan's treatment of ACECs is perplexing and

confusing. Three short paragraphs an page 304 represent the

sun total of discussion regarding ACECs. The Or

Trail and the South Pass, Red canyon, Lander Sio

Badlands Management units are all proposed for ACEC

under the preferred alternative (p. 304). However,

winter elk habitat and bighorn sh«ep habitat in the East Fork

and whiskey Mountain management units ace not so designated,

Despite the proposed ACEC designations on page 304, none of the

management unit descriptions of alternatives in Appendix I

acknowledges this designation as part of the "preferred

alternative." Moreover, oil and rjas leasing and development

are allowed in the preferred alternative in the South Pass

(pp. 399-402), Dubois Badlands (pp. 416-419), Red canyon (pp.

3^3-395), and Lander Slope units (pp. 337-389), although the

"no action" (current management] prescriptions close the Lander

Slope, Red Canyon, and Dubois Badlands units to oil and gas

activities. In other words, more protection for wildlife is

afforded these management units under the Bureau's current

management direction, than under proposed ACEC designations or

the preferred alternative. This makes no sense. If these

areas are to be designated as ACEC's, then they should remain

closed to oil and gas leasing and development activities.

Furthermore, in the case of Whiskey Mountain, the

narrative describing the preferred alternative (p. 276)

proposes that the area be "closed to oil and gas leasing,

exploration and development, resulting in significant long-term

benefits to the nationally significant bighorn sheep herd."

'Yet, no management designation (such as an ACEC) is proposed

for the area, nor are any administrative actions proposed (such

5 a withdrawal) to protect the area from the mining and

ineral leasing laws

.

with respect to the East Fork management unit, the

narrative on page 275 notes the exi-stence of a number of

critical wildlife values which need special management

attention ("elk and bighorn sheep ranges, scream fisher les
,
and

several high priority standard habitat sites"), yet no specific

management designations or actions are proposed to protect

these resources. And although the area is apparently currently

closed to leasing under the "no action" alternative, it is

proposed to be open to oil and gas leasing but closed to

mineral location under the "preferred alternative" (pp.

413-415).

TO add to the confusion BLM has created with respect to

the future of these management units, the Wyoming Game and Fish

Department {WGFD) has pointed out that the Red Canyon, East

Fork and Whiskey Mountain winter game ranges have been governed

cooperative agreements between the BLM and WGFD for many

,rs. These agreements basically disallow mineral leasing in

se areas. According to WGFD:

...the EIS recommends leasing of minerals in the:5e

two areas. This contradicts all previous

agreements. Although a HSO stipulation is

recommended for all leases granted in these areas,

we do not feel this concession meets the intent of

past agreements. [Letter from Francis Peters to

Warren White, re. EIS 2547, January 10, 1986, p. 4)

The WGFD f

Whiskey Mount
ther points out that the wildlife values on the

in and East Fork Management Units are of national

vital to the long-tyrm economy of the Dubois

therefore recommended for mineral withdrawal.

We recommend that these
following manner

:

near sistencie resolved

1) Designate critical habitats within the South Pass,

Dubois Badlands, Red canyon, Lander Slope, Whiskey Mountain,

and East Fork units as ACECs;

2) Continue the current mineral leasing closures in the

Lander Slope, Red Canyon, Dubois Badlands, and East Fork units.
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11

12

3) Impose mineral leasing closures within the pcoposed

Uhiskey Mountain and South Pass ACEC designations;

4) Segregate all of the designated ACECs within these

uniti.s £com mineral location.

:,tVESTOCK GRAZIHG

1) Pcoposed aliierndt ive : Which alternative is the

"proposed alternative?'' One gathers from the context of

narrative that "alternative A" is the "proposed alternative",

but we could find no explicit statement oE this fact in the

ndr rat ive .

Why is there no information on forage allocations between

[livestock and wildlife in Che grazing supplement?

According to the description of actions to be taken under

I'dlternative A" to improve category "I" allotments in the

I
planning area

;

All management actions Eor the allotment would be

implemented aEter consultation with the affected
parties. After establishing objectives, a

monitoring program uld be developed to evaluate
the effectiveness oc che present management
situation in achieving those ob]ectivoR

,

Objectives would be developed to ensure protection
to watershed, soils, wildlife habitat, and
vegetation. IE the objectives were not being
achieved, allotment management plans would be

developed and would incorporate... specific
management actions. (p. U, grazing supplement)

Why aren't AHPs being developed as a first step in making the

necessary improvements in "I" category allotments? How long

will the consultation, objective setting, and monitoring
activities take before actions are initiated or AHPs developed

to correct unsatisfactory conditions on the 38 'I' category
allotments? Will program personnel responsible Eor watersheds,

5olU, wildlife habitat, and vegetation be involved in defining

these objectives and developing appropriate management
responses? Why may stocking levels in "M" category allotments

be increased "when appropriate" (p. 11, grazing supplement).

13

when reductions require the Bureau to J

-sel f -imposed hoops? Why is there no da

category allotments which are proposed foi

through numerous
requi rement for "M"
stocking increases?

It LiS quiie apparent that what the Sureau has proposed
here is a long-range stalling tactic designed to delay the

inevitable changes which must take place on "I" category
allotments. This may well serve the permittees who use these

allotments. Out it ill-serves the public which has an interest

in tehabi latat ing rangelands which have deteriorated as a

result of decades of poor grazing management practices.

indi
cond
"poo

and

2)

he g[

y ar^

atisi
cate
ttior
r " c(
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Range condition : According to a statement on page 15

azing supplement, 560,473 acres - or 42% - of the

a consists of grazing allotments which are in

actory" condition. However, data presented on page 21

chat 3B0,919 acres are in either "fair" or "poor'

Since the Bureau considers rangelands in "Cair" and

ndition to be unsatisfactory, what accounts Eor the

ere discrepancy between those acres considered "fair"
" on page 21, and those areas considered
actory" on page 15?

Also, which acreage figure com
upon which the percentages presented
based: 1.7 million acres (p. 1), 1

439,435 acres {p. 21), or some other

These questions arise because if the 560,473 acre figure

on page 15 is used for the total amount of unsatisfactory'
rangeland in a study area comprising 939,435 acres indicated on

page 21, then approximately 60% of the study area's rangelands

are in unsatisfactory condition, rather than the 39% (33%

"fair" plus 6 percent "poor") indicated on page 21, or the 4 2%

on page 15.

3 ) Range improvements : According to the foil owing

statement on page 33 of the grazing supplement;

Water development projects and fence construction
would improve the distribution o£ livestock over

the entire area and promote a more even utilization

of the forage... Properly placed water

dvelopments, combined with grazing systems, would

cause the livestock to move from the overused areas

around existing water sources...

irises the "study area"
on pages 15 and 21 are
li Uion acres [p. 1 ) ,

figure?
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15

161

Wg recommend thaC the Bureau keep in mind the pocertMl adverse

impacts on some wildLiEe species, such as elk and bighorn

sheep, of encouraging cattle movement into preyiously unused

areas. Such improvements Eor livestock grazing can cause

conpetition with wildlife where none existed previously. Such

imoacts should be assessed and the proposed i:nprovements

approved by BLM wildlife personnel and Che Wyoming Game and

Fish Depattment prior to the installation of such improvemencs

.

4) Weed and pest control : According to the following
statement on page iJ of the grazing supplement:

Burning or spraying of sagebrush wouLd be used to

modify these vegetative types.

Prior to these treatments, the Bureau should consult with its

wildlife professionals and the Wyoming Game and Pish Department

CO assure that crucial winter hanitats for big game species

such as mule deet and pronghorn antelope are not adversely

affected. (This problem is acknowledged on page 39 of the

grazing supplement .

)

Also, the Bureau states that a 200-250 foot buffer zone

from screams would be observed for aerial spraying, plus a

buffer zone of indeterminate distance from "water and tanks"

(p. 9, grazing supplement). Thfr proposed buffer zone from

streams seems a very short distance for aerial spraying,

especially given the complex topography of much of the planning

area. We suggest at least a 300 foot buffer for aerial

spraying from all water bodies.

5) Livestock/wildlife competition : According to a

statement on page 37 of the grazing supplement:

In the short teem, competition for available forage

between grazing animals would continue, and the

CO nd it ion of big game habitat on Category i

allotments would either remain unchanged or

gradually deter ioraf e . In Che long term, the

condition of big gane habitat would probably
improve on most Category I allotments.

I
improvements in habitat condition for all wildlife species

[should oe a primary goal of range rehabilitation efforts in "I"

16 category allotments. The potential for such habitat
improveraenc appears to be an afterthought as described here.

6 ) Re-introduction of bighorn sheep into the Sweetwater

area: The draft plan describes the suitability of the
of bighorn sheep

,

Sweetwater Rocks area
noting that:

-int roductio

Since this area is historically bighorn sheep range
and adequate forage is present to support a large
bighorn sheep herd, this transplant would establish

another viable herd of bighorn sheep. This action
would provide significant long-term benefits to the

perpetuation of Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep by

reintroducing them to historical range.

. . .Reintroduce ion of bighorn sheep into the

Sweetwater Rocks would be a significant beneficial

impact. (p. 245)

Unfortunately, In describing the proposed alternative for

bighorn sheep management in the Sweetwater Rocks area, the

draft plan equivocates on the issue of re-introduction (p.

276). We believe that the habitat suitability of the area

argues strongly in favor o£ the reintroducing bighorn sheep.

The development of a viable herd in this area is

especially important in light o£ the proposed management
actions in the Lander Slope and Red Canyon areas where,

according to Che draft plan, "...the risk of stressing and

displacing wintering big game [including bighorn sheep] on the

Lander Slope and Red Canyon Management Unit.'? would increase

under the preferred alternative." (p. 276) Similarly, the

bighorn herds in the East Fork, Dubois, and Dubois Badlands

management units will all be exposed to additional stress and

disturbance in Che preferred alternative, increasing the risk

of die-offs {p. 275).

RIPARIAN AREAS

As in other resource areas, riparian zone/aquatic habitat

management should be a primary concern of the BLM in the Lander

Resource Area. The scarcity of, importance of, and high demand

for this resource dictates the need for a rigorous plan for

maintenance, improvement, and rehabilitation of these important

habitat areas. While less than 1 percent of the public lands
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s limited discussion of riparian areas, the 3uteau
"poor [riparian! conditions are in evidence along
affected streams" (p. 79). Furthermore, the draft

es chat poor management practices in 'grazing, fire

, herbicide spraying, and lack of beaver management
responsible for the majority of loss of woody

egetation" (p. 79). Despite this admission, in Che

azing alternative che majority of "M" and "c"
lotments continue to see Che majority of riparian
below their potential [p. 50). With a significant
riparian areas in declining condition, confining
nagement attention exclusively to proposed [and

lusory) livestock management improvements in the " I

"

lotments ignores the need for appropriate ripairan
activities elsewhere in the resource area

.

As a result of Che loss of streamside vegetacion in che

resource area, these aquatic habitats are in a severely
deCecioraCed sCace due Co thermal pollucion, sedimentation, and
eutrophicat ion. For example, over a two-year period, che fecal
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coliEotm counts in both the Wind and Sweetwater River systems

have increased ten-fold (pp. 78-79). However, no detailed

program to combat this aquatic degradation is proposed. In

fact, outlined fisheries management schemes call for

concentrated efforts in only two of ten managmenc units [Beaver

Icreek and South Pass), despite the face that Che "Dubois

vicinity has large, importanc streams that contain several

species of gamefish" (p. 85). Based soley on the biological

data presented in this draft, the riparian zone/aquatic habitat

management is obviously in dire need of improvement.

We propose that che following steps be taken to correct

this severe management deficiency: (1) preparaCion of a

comprehensive inventory of the extent and condicion of all

riparian areas within che Lander Resource Area, followed oy (2)

the development of proposals to restore, improve, and properly

manage these areas, and [3) che implementation of such

proposal.'; and the continued monitoring of riparian area

status.

the severe deficiencies of the draft Lander RHP, we

he recommendations made above be assessed in a

this draft, prior to Che issuance of a final plan.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

2120 Cap-itol Avenue, Room 7010
Cheyenne, looming B2001

Arei Manager. Bureau of Land l^naaement. Lander Resource Area,
P.O. Box 509, Lander. Wyominq 92520

Project Leader, Ecological Services. Cheyenne. Wyoming

Subject! Review of Lander Resource f^nagement Plan
Draft Environmental Iinpact Statement IDEISI

t* have revie»ed the subject Statement, and the folloMing constitutes
the conments of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ( FWS 1 . We found that
the DEIS identified most issues and offered management ootions under at
least one of the proposed alternatives that would benefit Mildlife. The
mix of program objectives under the different alternatives, maKes it
difficult for us to support any one of the alternatives as stated. The
preferred alternative appears reasonable in most cases: however, we are
concerned with the relaxing of wildlife stipulations for oil and gas
leases, and the magnitude of public lands disposal.

The status of local oil and gas industries is important, but protection
of wildlife and aauatic resources should also be a primary considera-
tion. The most important method for mitigating the impacts of ml and
gas development involves good reclamation practices and avoidance of
sensitive areas. Generally, on slopes of less than 15 percent aradient,
successful reclamation can be expected, with success rates dropping
dramatically on steeper slopes. With these points in mind, we strongly
recommend limited development on slopes with more than 15 percent
gradient and timely reclamation of disturbed areas. We also recommend
that seismic Operations be restricted to when the soil is dry or frozen
to minimize vegetative cover loss and soil compaction. We also Support
Wyoming Game and Fish Department's recommendations that crucial elk
winier ranges in the Lander Slope, Green Mountain, and Red Canyon
management units carry a "no-surface occupancy" stipulation, and that the
Vtiiskey Mountain bighorn sheep winter range and the East Fork elk winter
range should tie withdrawn from mineral (oil and gasi leasing as stipu-
lated in existing BLM Cooperative Agreement and t+1P

' s

.

I

The DEIS contains many good, protective midlife measures that should be
incorporated into oil and gas leases to ensure adequate protection of
important wildlife resources. We are. however, concerned witn the
reluctance of BLM to add restrictions to existing oil and gas leases and

the tendency to waiver existing no-3urface occupancy and seasonal re-

f\ strictions. It IS difficult to understand why BLM cannot modify exist-

2. ing oil and gas leases to protect other natural resources. In this^^
regard, we recommend that the statement on page 15 under "MINERALS"
which indicates that BLM cannot unilaterally change the terms and condi-

tions of existing leases, be further clarified by referencing regula-
tions or legal opinions.

Pertaining to raptor protection, we recormiend that the nests of me |

f\ listed nonendangered raptor species receive the following seasonal nest-

3 ing protection.

Golden eagle February 15 - July 15

Osprey April 15 - August 15

Prairie falcon March 15 - August 1

Merlin. April 15 - August 15

Ferruginous hawk March 15 - July 15

Coopers hawk April 1 - August 15

Burrowino owl April 15 - July 15

Swainson's hawk April 1 - July 15

Goshawk March 1 - July 31

Red-tailed hawk April 1 - July 15

Application of raptor nest protective measures is dependent upon

adequate inventorias to identify potential conflicts before surface
disturbing activities are permitted. If adeouate inventories are not

available, as is the case in many portions of the Resource Area, we

highly recommend that your wildlife staff conduct an on-site inspection

of the project to ensure raptor nest protection. As a general guide-
line, we recommend that a three-quarter mile radius Puffer zone be

mainiained around each raptor nest. Smaller Cuffer zones could Pe

designated on a s1te-by-site basis after consultation among BLM,

state, and FWS biologists. Topographic relief, vegetative density, or

other circumstances may allow reduction of buffer zones in some situa-
tions.

A A Eionificant increase in timber harvest is proposed under the preferred

4 manageinent alternative to accelerate the rate to three or four times the
w sustained yield in order to salvage beetle-killed trees. We question

the justification for this increased harvest, if it would be detrimental
to fish and wildlife resources [i.e., cavity nesting birds and big game
foraging sitesl. limber sales should be keyed to a level of production
which the resource can safely sustain and not at the expense of other
resources.

The preferred alternative indicates that partial cutting will be allowed
in stream zones. Due to the sensitivity and importance of these aquatic

and riparian areas, we recommend that all timber harvest maintain a "no

cutting" protective buffer zone of at least iOO feet, measured
laterally, from Doth edaes of all perennial streams. We support the

objective of the Lander Slope management unit to maintain a ratio of 40

2

Response to Letter 539

1. See Response 1 to Letter 15 and Response
3 to Letter 12.

2. See Response 1 to Letter 537.

3. See Response 3 to Letter 12.

4. See Responses 2 and 3 to Letter 537.

Most of the streams on the Green Mountain
area are intermittent. On the few perennial

streams, there are usually beaver dams and
wide areas of riparian vegetation, with no
trees, or the banks alongside the streams are

too steep to log.

If any logging is done, it will be done very

carefully to minimize any potential soil

damage. We feel that this will cause no detri-

mental effects to wildlife habitat. All sales will

be coordinated with the Wyoming Game and
Fish Department (WGFD).

5. The Lander RMP provides general guidance
for resource management. In respect to

landownership adjustments, the plan would
allow disposal opportunities for the parcels

that have been identified. However, the

disposals are still subject to environmental

assessment. We share your concerns for

wildlife habitat, and would assess any impacts

during the specific analysis which will

influence decisions for ultimate disposal.

Exchanges are usually our first preference in

disposing of land when public lands can be

consolidated or conflicts can be resolved, but

exchange is not always appropriate or feasible

for a variety of reasons. All disposals are

subject to environmental assessment which
will entail a site specific analysis of impacts

on all resources including wildlife habitat and
recreation opportunity. Disposal of the tracts

in the East Fork Management Unit would be

limited to exchanges or sales to wildlife man-
agement agencies or organizations which

would continue to manage the area as a big

game winter range. We encourage you to

develop exchange proposals for any of the

identified parcels which might meet your
program needs. We will add your office to

the mailing list which provides notifications

of land disposal actions.

6. Alternative A proposes to reduce livestock

grazing 13 to 19 percent in Improve category

allotments as well as constructing the range

improvements listed on Table B-8 in Appendix
B, in the Final Grazing Supplement. Alter-

native A provides for forage allocations to be

made if the monitoring information indicates

a need to adjust various grazing animal use

levels on individual allotments. In the long

term, Alternative A would benefit and improve

wildlife habitat and riparian areas within the

Lander Resource Area.
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percent caver to 60 percent forage on elk sumner range. This
cover/forage ratio should De a goal in the other timber management
areas. All timber sales should also be coordinated nith WJFo'to protect
and maintain important f1sh and wildlife resources.

We have serious concerns about your agency's plan to DOSsibly dispose of
13,000 acres of public lands within the Lander Resource Area. Scattered
parcels of public land can provide sanctuaries for Hildlife in areas
Mhere the habitat values of private lands have been altered or severely
impacted. Disposal of Public lands may also severely impact the oppor-
tunity for outdoor recreation, such as hunting and fishing. Scattered
land parcels may seem difficult to manage: however, a policy of
letting many of these parcels remain natural or revert to natural condi-
tions requires minimal BLM management. In cases «here it is truly in
the best interest of the public and resources associated with the land
to dispose of a tract, we recommend an equitable land exchange rather
than outright land sales. Land sales and exchanges could also influence
FWS programs. Currently, land exchanges are one of the best methods for
FVJS to acquire needed lands. We are particularly interested in riparian
and i^tland areas that now Support, or could be managed to support,
naterfowl and migratory birds. In cases where the property does hot fit
our program needs, BLM has the responsibility to ensure protection of
wetlands and riparian areas when they are transferred to the private
sector, as required by Section 203 of FLPW, Executive Order 11990, and
Bureau policy as set forth in BLM NUnual 6740. 06(e) ( 1 ) . Please keep
this off-ice abreast of plans to dispose or exchange any of the lands in
Question.

Gracing Alternative C seems to be the preferred alternative to protect
wildlife resources. However, we believe that a more realistic alterna-
tive would be a combination of reduced livestock [Alternative C) and
incorporation of the range improvements that would benefit wildlife
contained in Alternative A.

A major concern to us is the existing condition of riparian and aquatic
habitats in the Resource Area. The DEIS indicates (page 797) that poor
riparian conditions are in evidence along many streams, and significant
loss of woody riparian vegetation has occurred over the last 50 years in
many areas from grazing, fire suppression, herbicide spraying, and lack
of beaver management. The cummulative impacts table (page 50) reveals
that little significant improvement could be expected for Streams in the
Gas Hill grazing area without a change in grazing management and that
many overgrazed riparian zones in the Green Mountain grazing area would
continue to remain below potential.

To maintain livestock forage production at the proposed higher level,
intense management will be reauired to protect riparian zones, wetlands,
and livestock forage production. Ne reconmend that grazing pressure be
limited to a 40 percent utilization level on riparian areas. However,

8

livestock access to riparian or streamside zone in fair-to-poor condi-

tion may still have to be restricted further to allow for woody vegeta-
tion recovery and maintenance. With respect to streambank stability,
water quality, and the timing of grazing in the riparian zone, recent
research by BLM in Wyoming indicates that stream banks are most unstable
when soil moisture is highest; i.e.. in the spring. Specifically,

iting cattle numbers in the riparian zone during spring did not
Tificantly reduce the total amount of bank slumping caused by cattle,
water quality was adversely affected. We suggest that cattle be

kept away from streams with unstable banks during seasons when soil

moisture is high, until such time has elapsed that bank stability has
1 restored. We stronglv recomnend that sensitive areas be fenced to

exclude cattle when the presence of cattle is shown to cause adverse
impacts to water Quality, stream bank stability, vegetation, as well as

riparian shrub and tree regeneration. In addition, plans for managing
livestock during drought vears should be developed with full considera-
tion for riparian and aguatic zones.

Another area of concern is proposed brush and noxious weed control in

he vicinity of streams, sage grouse strutting grounds, and on wildlife
rinter range. We recomnend a two-mile buffer zone that prohibits brush
nd noxious weed control around sage grouse strutting grounds to protact
nesting and brooding areas. In addition, no brush control work should
be conducted on wildlife wintering areas without concurrence of Wyoming
Game and Fish Department (WGFO). Woody riparian vegetation should also
be protected for its high value for fish and wildlife. In riparian
ireas. we recommend against the use of persistent water soluble herbi-
ides such as Tordon, and that noxious weeds be treated with selective
.ools. such as the wick applicator. The use of Tordon adjacent to
.treams with reproducing populations of trout should not be considered.
Research conducted by Dan Woodward of the FWS Field Research Laboratory.
Jackson, Wyoming, indicates that Tordon is very toxic to young-of-the-

;ar trout.

Coordination under provisions of Section 7 has not been completed
between FS and BLM. Specific endangered species concerns or issues will
be addressed by f-'WS at a later date through the consultation process.
The Section 7, Endangered Species Act consultation should be included in
the final EIS.

Thank you for the oppor-

questions, we can be coi

litv to comment on the DEIS,
icted at (307) 772-2374.

If you f

lUl^t^ (%,-,

Regional Director. FWS. Denver. CO (HR) MHILSTOP: 60100
Field Supervisor. FWS, Billinas. MT (ES)

Team Leader, FWS. Helena. MT (SE)

Director, WGFD, Cheyenne, WV
State Director, BLM, Cheyenne, WV

See Response 3 to Letter 294. Alternative A
proposes two management actions tinat

incorporate ttie comment's recommendations

for riparian area management. Where tine dis-

tribution of grazing animals is not satisfactory

because significant problems exist from

livestock concentrating around wetlands,

riparian areas and meadows; the first

management action would be to implement

grazing systems and/or range improvements
to solve the concentration problems. Specific

management objectives would be established

in the AMP for allowable utilization levels on
these key areas where they are public land.

Further, total exclusion by fencing out the

livestock for several (3 to 5) years would be

implemented on riparian areas that were not

recovering under the grazing management
system.

The second management action proposed is

to delay turnout dates and/or season-of-use

for livestock to provide for range readiness.

This management action incorporates the

range management principle that livestock

grazing would be delayed in the spring until

the soil was firm and dry enough to avoid

significant soil damage. Reducing livestock

trampling would reduce soil compaction,

increase soil structure stability, increase soil

infiltration, and increase plant litter accum-
ulation. These positive impacts would be

more evident on heavier soils along streams,

in meadows, and on steeper slopes.

Livestock management during drought years

on public lands is currently provided for in

the Federal Range Code. The regulations

state that "When authorized grazing use

exceeds the amount of forage available for

livestock grazing within an allotment on a

temporary basis: (1) due to drought, fire, or

other natural causes, . . . grazing permits or

leases may be suspended in whole or in part."

The noxious weed control program in

Wyoming is administered by BLM and the

Wyoming State Department of Agriculture

through a cooperative agreement. The
agreement provides that the BLM Districts

and the Wyoming weed and pest control

districts will enter into contracts where the

program is needed and funds are available.

The Wyoming weed and pest control districts

do the actual weed control work and are

reimbursed by the BLM Districts through the

contract. Wyoming State Department of

Agriculture instituted Wyoming's Herbicide

Monitoring Program in 1977. It was instituted

to protect the health and environment and

to ensure the program met all federal and state

standards. Records are available covering the

program activities from 1977 through 1984.
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County weed control officials and BLM
district and resource area representatives

meet at least annually concerning the pro-

posed control action for that year. At these

meetings, all safety and environmental
concerns for the proposed treatments are

reviewed and needed restrictions addressed.

Section 202(c)(9) of the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act requires BLM to

develop resource managementprogramscon-
sistent with those of state and local govern-

ments to the extent that such BLM programs
are also consistent with federal law and
regulations.

The Wyoming Game and Fish Department

(WGFD), by state statute, manages all wildlife

in Wyoming, including those on BLM lands.

Because BLM manages wildlife habitat on the

lands it administers, cooperation on all factors

affecting wildlife populations or habitat is

coordinated through a memorandum of

understanding with the department. This

WGFD-BLM MOU states: 'Where proposed

projects involve mechanical or chemical

control methods, the following additional

procedures will be followed: Control of

sagebrush will be avoided on areas identified

as (1) sage grouse strutting, nesting, brood-

rearing and winter concentration habitat, (2)

antelope and deer fawning grounds and
winter concentration areas, (3) elk calving

areas, (4) wildlife wintering areas where
sagebrush is an important source of winter

food supply or cover, (5) along riparian

habitat, (6) in other critical wildlife habitat

areas. Exceptions to this are those situations

where brush control will have a definite

beneficial effect on the wildlife habitat or

when, on an individual site basis, a critical

watershed problem can clearly and obviously

be solved by brush control.

Because private landowners are highly

interested in BLM operations near their land,

BLM strives to keep adjacent landowners

informed about its noxious weed operations.

Before preparing environmental documents
at the state or district level, BLM invites

interested landowners to comment on
proposed programs. Before applying aerial

herbicides, BLM informs local newspapers
and all residents and contiguous landowners

within a half-mile of spray sites.

Label directions are followed and the ap-

plication supervised by a State of Wyoming
Certified herbicide applicator. Tordon (2Kand

22K) is not the preferred herbicides used on

groundwater recharge areas and areas where

surface water contamination would be likely

to occur. In such cases, the herbicide Banvel

(Dicamba) is preferred because it will break

down and not persist more than several
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months. Also, "present evidence reveals no
mutagenic or carcinogenic potential of

dicamba. .
." (Final BLM Noxious Weed EIS,

1985).

9. The Endangered Species Act consultation

process documentation m\\ be included in the
Final Lander RMP/EIS.

548
Chevron U.S.A. Inc.

700 Suuili Culoiado Blvd.. P. D, Bux 539, Denvst, CO 90201

Kebruary 14. 1986

Draft RMP/Wildurncss Study
Lander Reiiourcu Area

Mr. JflCk Kelly, Area Man^g
Lander Hesaurci: Arcii

Bureau Qf Land Maiiaj^cmenc

P.O. Box 569

Lflnder, Wyoming 83520

Dear Mi

Ue nrt^

. KbUj-;

your propo

Your plan

ul.

rred Man.is^'

cy con-.idL.

/ould like Gee some

M-gy ,ind

onough
analysis

inly uticn

lac cercain tradeoffs were made beiwn;

ind sensitive values, but the probltm
mineral potential uas considered significant

rrant top consideration. We request that this tradeoff

cKpanded to areas with moderate oil and gaf poccottal.

„.^
f.

.„ Tabic ^-1. on page 191 of Che Proposed Plan, almoHC a.-;

many wells are drilled in arean of moderate potential as in hi^h polenlial

areas. This indicates that the oil and gas industry
modernte potentia areas as significant explora orv areas also, and

Ihe rationale tor

cle.ir.

adding more severe fonsrrainm to these areas is not

Secondly, Wvoming maintains over 3 million .icre^ of utldfrness, Your

recnmmerdation tor more wilderness just for the suite of ercatlns more

wildurneas at the expense of oil snd e»b leasees who would lose their

riBhta on existing leases, is un juhL i f Lable . We uo nt to nitig.ite adverse

inip^iccs, .ind are willing CO cooperate with you to ennuTf that this

happur.i. However once an area Is designated ait wildcrnaas, almosi

All of tlic iiiuLtipl uses allowed on other federal la rida are prohlbli ed.

tJSO fitipulflThird ly, we request a more
Jeratand that there {

; waived and those th

of NHO stipulations
Lhat 650,000 acres of the Lander RA area subjec

.ipulat ions, as well as In Table 2-3 on page i'J, where you

171,000 acres are subject to the

types

fie discussion
types of NSO atipulac

I mandated. We would like to Itno

jing re fe reed to on page 188, whe

.pulati

rjDniiein Regiuii - Expiu'atiori. Lat'U and P'U'Jud'u

Response to Letter 548

1. See Response 1 to Letter 12.

2. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

3. See Response 3 to Letter 12.
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Mr. Jack KoUy. Area Manage

We .ipprecijte Che great lengths chat your group has gone to in order
to compile Chu -aft, and applaud you for your recognition of the

necessity to keep the Lander ReHOurce Area open fo oil And gjs activity.
You provide tha oil and gaH industry the opportunity to operate it" it

can mitigate adverse impacts. We hope you will Cake our three

recoranendacions into account so that Lhu oil and gas industry may have
an even greater opportunity to operate with due care in your resource

(;%OQ.^^<w'Jla_,

5S1
George D. LangBtdff
P.O. Box 1270
Lander, Wyoming 82520

.^Ir. Jaclc Kelly
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 589
Lander, nyoming S2520

Dear Mr. Kally:

The Lander Resource Area Mana^emenl: Plan and Draft Environraertal
Impact Statement is an imprBSRive document. I conKratulate the Lander eteiff
on their profeseional job in orj;ranizinp, comolling, writing, iwid aditin,^.
There ^ire fewer Bpelling, gr.Jmmatioal, and typographic errors thsn in moet
nevEoapers, I do -onder about the word "oopulus" though (p. I65). I know
everyone worked hard to nroduce a document they could be proud of but I

Cin't imagine that this is what Conereas had in mind. Kather than rant
^boi;t the planning prooese end the indecipherable documents that it spawns,
! will try to limit my oommenta to Eubotantive matterB. (l am aeauming that
because there is a comment period, you must want commanta.

)

n'ith regard to the olan itself rather than the management it oroposeG,
the lack of a detailed map showing ELH lands, sites mentioned in the tent,
and relevant data on a topographic base is a serious shortcoming. Section
lines aren't painted on the ground. Host of trte maps are uselesB without
reference to a topographic map and I don't have all the necessary maps.
Kops 3-26, 3-27, 3-29, 3-30, 3-31, 3-33, 3-3J, 3-35. 3-33, and 3-39 were
particularly exasperating. Haps in chapter 5 are a little better but it v^s
Btill difficult to determine what is being planned for the areae I know.

The vary general nature of the management plan doas not lend itself to
comment. It seems raaeonabla. It allows a wide ran.^e of usee and minimizes
irrfosed reEtrictione. Management is directed toward utilijing available
reEOurces and strikes a balance between conflicting interests. It would have
been a good Plan ... 20 yeare ago. It fails to recognize the reality of
Ipte ?Oth century America. The West is settled. The oublio lands can no
longer satisfy all the competiniT claims for their use. Choices must be made.
?\irthermore, the present administration, h.'ie demonstrated that the msnaerement
of -ublic lands is primarily q oolitical issue. All your rl^ne will come to
nauiTht if you don't havo the budget to implement them.

Kaybe that is why the plan is bo wishy-w^iphy : "if a certain pronoaal is

determined tc be consistent with the objectives of this h;''F (nowhere are
thsee objectives stated), it could be approved without preparing a planning
amendment", "projects would be completed after appropriate review and would
be consistent with program (what program?) capabilities and priorities",
"adecuate protection of significant surface resources could be achieved through
the approval prooesB (using what criteria?) for the plans of operation",
"rights-of-way. , . might (under what conditions?) be granted if no feasible
alternative route. . . were available", "these restrictions could be waived
if appropriate (what constitutes appropriate?)", "Ril P actions would "tie

Response to Letter 561

1

.

The plan is intended to anticipate and prepare

for tine future beginning tine day it is approved.

The goals that we intend to accomplish are

listed in the Preferred Alternative of Table 2-

2 in Chapter II. They are analyzed for impacts

in the Preferred Alternative portion of Chapter

IV, Environmental Consequences; they are

discussed again by resource in Chapter V, The
Preferred Alternative Plan; and they are

summarized by resource in each management
unit in Appendix 1. To summarize, the goals

are to identify issues and conflicts, and then

present management actions to resolve them
in a manner that provides the most benefits.

The term of the planned actions is generally

10 years; although it can be amended prior

to that if a public need so dictates; and it can

remain effective longer if still valid for the

affected resources.

Your suggestion for conservation of natural-

ness and scenic qualities is indeed one of the

most important facets of the plan and
numerous development restrictions are

recommended to accomplish that goal.

2. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.
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analysed. . . and deciBio.-.s as to compatability (how do you decide hhat
:

compatiblB?) with the unit's reeource values would be conBidered. . .".
can't fif^re out what your slan is.

I confoae I do not Know BLM'
of oublic lands. Maybe if I did,
I have always thouirht that plane
the future, Chapter 3 doee an ad

i reffulstionB or the laws ^overninR the use
I could understand your plpr. In any case,
lere eunooeed to anticipate and prepare for

ble job of BummariBinR the current ctatui
r the landB. It h«s a lot I didn't know about, 3ut where do you state what

you hope to accomplish? .Jhat do you want the Lander Reeource Area to bo like
10 or 20 years from now? In the plan, I don't see a clear picture of what
you envision for the future, nor even any well defined ^o^Ib. Let me offer
a suEfTOBtion: to conserve the lands in their natural state as much as poasi-
ble and to preserve thsir scenic qualities.

Roads, utility lines, and surface disturbini
etroleum end mineral eiploratton and developmen'
erioua throats to Bcenic resources in the Lande:

activities associated with
and logging are the moet

The local charabers of commerce might one day realise that tourism can
be big business. Scenic and fishing areas in the National Forests are already
crowded. Horse, not everyone can drive into the wildernees areas. Anyone
can drive out to the Oregon Trail, Sweetwater Rocks, or just about anywhere
they please. The existing network of roads and double-track traile is more
than extensive enough. One can drive to, or to within, easy walking distance
of moet areas of interest. Unfortunately, many people prefer to make their
own roads. 'Whether it's for a seismic line, accees to a drill site, for fence
maintenance, to lay out salt, to i-'ick up a c^^rcass, or just to eee what's over
the next hill, driving across the countryside does unacceptable damage. It
decreases forage,
to spoiling the scenic

lead to trespaee problems :

qualities of the land.
addition

Limiting vehicle UJ^e to existing roads is

'Whatever the regul -^ '- ^''

everywhere, even

lolution. It's unworkable
people will interpret it to mean just about|L1<^E4 aa.j rtj iLLUBb yvuyj.^ niii ill f,^ L -n K \m Ito ii^J UlVi-ti JJot dUUU

..... 1 game trails. One man's jaunt through the treckloBS eage-
brush becomes the next man's "existing road". Proeooution under an "existing

f BLM employees
resource area should be limi-
Id be clearly marked and all

ms I've seen in wilderness areas
ngent measuroB won't solve the

road" regulation would be almost impcssibl
gin enforcing it. Vehicle travel throughout th

ted to designated routes only. Those routes sh

others clearly blocked. Judging from violation
and other I/ational Porest land, even such st:

problem completely.

On the same subject, it would be a good idea to set aside an area speci-
fically for ORV use- The machines are on the market and people are buying
them. One can aseunie they will be used and chances are they will he used on
public land. It would be worth sacrificing a few hundred acres, preferably
in an area already roeded by oilfield or uranium develooraent, in order to
forestall an explosion of ORV use and abuse throughout the reeource area.

On a related subject, I agree with your ooncluBions concerning access
(p. Ids). The public should be afforded legitimate access to all public lands.
I regret that I cannot relate the scribblea on Han 3-33 to roads on my topo-

Data on the Pony Express Station you men-
tioned is inconclusive at this point. One
source places a station at Strawberry Creek,

but this infornnation is not supported by any
other sources we have reviewed. We will

continue our information search to answer
your questions.

graphic maps. Since I can't tell what you plen, let me Just cay that desig-
nated access to Oregon Trail sites should he a high priority, to discourage
unsanctioned aocesG. Access to the edge of the Dubois badlands, Lysite bad-
lands, and eastern Copper Mountain would be nice. All roads on Whiskey Moun-
tain should be closed and converted to traile or rehabilitated. No one needs
to drive to the wilderness boundary. Those who are not fit enough to ride a

horse should not be driving on those roads either. More effort should be ex-

pended on obtaining easements than on maintaining roads. Hoad8 of the quality
of the Starobaugh Loop are inappropriate in moet areas. Cf course access is

of no uee if you don't have a map that shows it clearly.

Now utility linos should bo restricted to corridors along highways,
county roads and sxisting utility lines. Obsolete Unes should be dismantled
and rehabilitated. There can be no excuse for utilities on 'I'hiekey Mountain,

the Dubois badlands, Sweetwater Rocks, Beaver Sim, and along the Sweetwater

Hiver or Oregon Trail, I hogs that Red Canyon and the Lander slope will be

spared the blight of new utility linee. Utility lines crossing an otherwise

natural and uncluttered landscape cannot be justified by economic reasone.

The uncontrolled proliferation of power linoB across the American f'outhwest

was a tragedy I hope will never befall ''/yoming. Pipelines can deffice the land

and destroy scenic values as much afi other utilities snd should be restricted

accordingly. Where oossible, utility lines should be constructed eo as to

minimize their visual impact.

al . plo: on and dev irment should be allo-ed to

ated I

Petroleum >

the extent that
The no-surface occupancy restriction should be applied to all see;

ronmentally sensitive areas thst have less than s hiffh potential
cant petroleum production, A plan of operation should be recuirei

surface disturbances, not just those greater than 5 acres. iiuoh

be approved only if they demonstrate the need for the proposed ac
include provisions for minimizing imnacte on ecenic, habitat, and

roBources, Kaybe this would prevent the haphazard trenching that

been prevalent during the uranium exploration era.

n c or envi-
for SIgnifi-
d f )T all

pla )G should
t V ty and

Logging should be allowed as long as the sale is profitable (i.e., the

combined cost of timber improvement projects, surveying, marking, adminisle
' the buyer oeye) a

; of ti

and tingcleaning up, and re-Tsner

involves no new road co
L of Green Mountain, BLM timber cannot

coordingly. The

irojec

sale is less than
(skidding traile

operations and should be managed „^.-„. -...^-j . — ..,...,,_-

posts, and poles rather than on sawtimber of du^ous v

idea in theory, it should not be do

icepted). rtith the possible
• t larc-p scale logring

should be on fire-
v.,lue. While e.-.l-

^aging timber is a good
government. If yo
money to give them

can't stand dead

. los
^aycrp'

n the Lander Repourci

mojor hip;hw3y makes
Although I enjoy wildernese, I doubt th^'t many ?reai

Area are suited to that clae.iification. The nroDenoe of

the CODper Mountain V.' fA an unlikely Kilderness cindidate. However, the ares

could be easily damaged because of the steeo topogrc-r'hy . .'Jew roads and Ol-Vs

should be prohibited. The no-surfgco occupancy reetrictionjfehould ^nply to all

but the area south of the l^tJD m. contour (Map 7), The commex geology of the

n't;A, its scenic viSlHS, und its proximity to boyi-^en ;:tate Park sugrest th^t
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the ares is i aluable eati 31

The aweetwater Hocke are outetHnding fe.-Hlures that eho-ild be oreeerved in

their natural at.ite. rtilderneer deeign-iiion may not be necessary. 3ecaueo

of the extremely low potential for .letroleum or mineral Production, the .•VH,

an reasonably bo withdrawn from all lonsin^ -md ex loration activity. LsndF

eurrounding the rocke should be mana/;ed to maintair. the sce.-iic cual i tiee -ind

primitive aepects of the ares. If bighorn Qhci-:; are introduced, wilderne^F

si/:nation would be necessary in or-er to -revent pbuses by wheeled hunterc/
lectotors. It is interestm/i that nuirance to local ranchere waB citsd ae

rt: .son for not recommending wildernece desipn^tion but it did not Pton you

from reco:-mendin(T the introduction of bif;horn cheen.

The partial wildernesp alternative recoTimendod for the rweetw.-.ier -Canyon

."A is r-tuDid. 3,v ;Hllo-'inp whee'.ed access find dsvelooment to within ' mile

of the river, you will insure that the wildernees won't be wilde-rneep. The

rea beyond the canyon wsUb would orovide a oruci:il buffer zone. If noFPlble,

he wilderneep boundary snould be extended beyond the "' \. Peonle drive in to

ildernees, but they usually don't ho far. nith the boundary b^ick from the

fcnyon a ways, maybe the few trcsnoseere -ill drive only as f'<r as ihe edre

of the canyon and someone eeekinff solitude m the canyon might find it, I

-eet you talc? stern moasurea to block the trail into the canyon near the

confluence with rtawberry Creek and the stocK trail alanr - trawberry Creek.

Cn my one hike into the area, I sow no ei^ns and was unaware that I waP en-

tering a ".iSA. 3ut I did Bee tire tracks.

AS for Vi'hiskey Mountwin, its proximity to other wildernese InndP surropte

that wilderness deuii^nation would be aporopriata. This desiftnotion would

also be in the beet interests of the bighorn sheep herd, '.lildornesp designation

would not affect the petroleum or mineral resources, which are ne/rllglble.

ipatible with the
Conrecuently,

Any develorsmente in the Dubois badlands would be inco

preservation of the unique natural qualities of the area,

wilderness deeignation should be recommended.

Whether or not the >.';;Ae are desi^-ieted, or even recommended for, wilder-

nasf status, the BLH would be wise to make irreator use of the klS". clasFifica-

tion. I would certainly recommend the Copner Mountain '(.TA, weetwater nocks

/iVk, Dubois budl^nde, .hiskey fountain, whatever parte of the -Sweetwater y.iver

are on i-ublic lands, most streamG in the Touth I'asp area, much of the Beaver

Him, the HattlesiiJhke Hil 1 ef^Hroet of th« knobby hills in the Gr^mite Kountaina

as areas of critical environmental concern. I would also recommend orotectini:

STirings in the Granite Kountains that have been severely overj^azed end tram-

pled into oblivion but my map tells me most of them are unfortunately in

private hands.

Castle Gardens certainly qi^Jlifiee a^n ACEC. I encourai^e you to oreeerve

that fabulous area in a pristine condition. To control vandaliem and ORV us^e,

you might consider something like the Forest Service's Campground Host nro^ram

You needn't develop the facilities but some gravel in the parking lot would

be appreciated.

,;ith regard to cultural/historical citoG, the primary concern should be

to orsvant deterioration. Fences and identifying plaques should be consi-
dered for the more notable sites. All sites should be accorded the same pro-
tection as the Oregon Trail, i.e., no develooment or disturbance within

jf

mile or the ViBi^lo horizon. ftny hardrock mining eitee currently under BLM
control should also bo protected, even lesser known sites on Copper Mountain
and Tin Cu:i Mountain. I was surprised the plan made no mention of the Pony
ixoreee Itation where the Oregon Trail croflees rtrawberry Creek. Perhaps it

is on private land.

To summarize my view of the resouroee this area has to offer, I think
the recreational opportunities are outstanding. There are developed Bites
along the highway, at South Pass, and at Castle Gardens. There are the un-
developed cultural/historic sites associatod with the pioneers and gold mining.
There are the hills and the streama, the plains and the desarte, the wide va-
riety of fascinating geological features, the wildlife, and plant life.

There's just being out in the middle of nowhere. I have found j^reater soli-
tude truck-campmg and hiking in the Granite Kountains than backpacking in

some of the so-called wildernose areas in the Wind Rivor Kountains. Your Haps

i~2i, 3-30, and 3-31 may be technically correct but they are nonsense. They
grossly underrate the area's natural qualities. Bouncing across one of the back
roads of the Granite Kountaina may be "Berai-priraitive motorized" to you but it

feele pretty primitive to rao, I like it. I want to be able to still do it

?0 years from now.

The Lander Hesourco Area includes lands of extraordinary natural beauty:
wide open spaces, sagebrush plains, wind-sweot deserts, rolling hills, (rranito

k.^obB, fantastically eroded badlands, and mastive sheets of rock dipping off

the flank of the nind liiver Range. I consider these scenic qualities to be
the most nrecious and imoort ^nt resource of the area. Moat orecious because

it 16 most easily lost. Kost imoortant because without such beauty, the

soul# -ithers. In these times when everybody seems so concerned about budgets,
economics, cost-benefit analysea, you would do America a great disservice by

not coneid?rin;j the spiritual values of the lands you control.

My Duroope then in writing this latter is to urge you to do your utmost
to preserve the natural scenic qualities of the landscape and the wide variety

of recreational ocportunitias. America needs its prictine natural heritage
mora now than it needs commodities. Undeveloped areas can always be developed

if the need arises; developed areas can never bo undeveloped. The Northwest
has bigger trees, the Gulf Coast, has monoil, nobody needs uranium anymore,

and it's more efficient to grow beef in feedlote. I'm not saying the above
uses -of sublic lands should be prohibited but they should take a back seat

to the one resource that no place else has: the unique beauty of central
Jyoming. Think about it.

Sincerely,

George D. Langstaff

/
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562

STATE OF WYOMING
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

CHEYENNE azOOZ

Fe^rLiary 12, 1990

Mr. Jack Kelly
Londcr Resoiirca Area Manager
niirGHu of Land Management
P.O. Box 5R9
Ldn'Jer, WY 82520

Dear Mr. Kelly;

The Draft Kesource Manaqemenc PlcTn/EnvironnGntal Impact
•SraremenL/Gra^^ing Supplement /Wi Iderness SunplcmcnC for the Lander
Resource ArRB have been circulated fnr state agency review.
Copies of agency comments are enclosed for your considnra tion and
use. You will note that these comments include a nunber of
detailed observations and corrections which should be fully
incorporated into the final Lander Area Rrasource Manacjemcnt Plan.

Thc-re are also several requests for additional information and
further clarification on proposed manngtim<>nt directions which
should be provided in the final plan.

1, it appears that the preferred management
ts a reasonable balance between resource
ronmental protection on an area -wide basis,
rns and potential impacts, including those
ed agency comments, will obviously have to be
detail during the activity planning phase,

ly true for the increased oil and gas and
s allowed under the preferred management
tential reductions in general restrictions on
ng and development , while desirable from
ity and development potential strjndpoints

,

consultation and coordination with pertinent
inq the proposed case-by-case examinations,
rue for the proposed changes in timber

The preferred management alternative recommends the

I::ore

area of Sweetwater Canyon, about 5,760 acres, as a candidate
for wilderness designation. It further recommends that the other
//ilderness study acrnag'^ in the Lander Resource Area , some 42,300
acres, be relnas-ed for multiple-use management. The rationale
for releasing this acreage and the areas involved to multiple-use

In genera
alternar.iv e presen
productior and envi
Site- ipRCl fie concc
vciced m the enclos
addrossed in more
This is particular
:imbering activitie
alternativ e. The po
Oil and gas leasi
ma nogemc^nt flexibil
will reqi ire close
state agencies dur
The same holds t

management.

Response to Letter 562

1

.

We appreciate the comprehensive reviews and

connments provided by the state agencies.

Many changes have been made in the final

plan as a result. We have also attempted to

answer each request for additional informa-

tion and clarification with the corresponding

responses for each point in the reviews.

2. We will continue to coordinate oil and gas

actions with the Wyoming State Oil and Gas
Conservation Commission, the Game and

Fish Department, and the Department of

Environmental Quality. Timber management
will be coordinated with the latter two State

departments in addition to the State Forestry

Division.

3. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

Mr. Jack KeUy
Febr'iary 12, 1986
Page 2

management appears appropriate. Insofar as the Sweetwater Canyon
wilderness recommendation, It appears that there are .sevRral
viable management alternatives which could preserve the natural
attributes of the canyon in lieu of a wilderness designation. As
I have Indicated in the past, I intend to consider the
Sweetwater Canyon recommendation in the context of other Wyoming
BLM wilderness area evaluations and recommendations and wili
formulate a position on the vari.ous recommendations when the
total statewide picture is available.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on
this plan. Please keep me informed of the progress in this

yo^s/sincerely.

EHiocI

Enclosures

cc: Hillary Oden
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OF WYOMING ED HER5CHLER

'Same and ^UA ^ehatitneni

January 10, 1986

EIS 2547

USDI/BLM-Rock Springs Disc.

Lander Rennurce Management
Plan-Draft EIS and

Wildtrnesa/Grasing
Supplemencs

Mr. Warren White

State Planning Coordinator
Htimchler Bldg.

Cheyenne, WY 82002

Attention: Mr. Paul Cleary

In r^Bponae to your not i:

9 and ofter rhe followini

liderationa for wildlife

ation SIN 84-136, we ha«e r.

ommenr e and inforntation for

the final EIS more accurate aiplete

The Lander Draft EIS covers most of the wildlife iitsues identified in

early coordination meetings held between the Bureau of Land Management and

the Wyoming Game and Fish Department, and incorporatps tnnny of rhe rot^asures

previously reconuDended by this agency to protect "r enhance wildlife hab'Cat

within Che resource area. However, we have found cprrnin errors in che texi

and tables which we would appreciate having corrected. More importantly,

there are also management proposalB included in the document that were not

preferred alternatives, and which we consider to be inadequate in their pre-

sent form. There are also some omisaiona in proposed management direction,

and some propoaed managemenC directiona chat need further clarification.

comments as follows:

' Slope and Red Canyon Manager

Energy and Hii alB

Map 3-1, page 290 appearn misleading because iC indicaCes that all oil

and gas leases issued in the Lander Slope and Red Canyon Management Units

will carry no-surface-occupancy (NSO) stipulations. The text on page 320

staCea that NSO stipulations will be applied to protect water quality,

fisheries, riparian areas, steep slopes, etc. in these two management units

but will not be used to protect crucial elk winter range in the two units.

I IC is recommended in Che EIS that seasonal sCipulaC ionn be rhe sole source

.' 6400 Bi(^o[) Boulaviid. Chnvanns. Mvommg BSC

Mr. Warren White

January 10, 1986

Page 2 - EIS 2547.

protection for crucial wildlife habitats. The discussion on page 320 of

the EIS indicates the NSO stipulation does not apply to the entire Lander

Slope or Red Canyon Management Units, as suggested by Map 5-1. In fact, one

of the moat important surface resource values in these two units - crucial

elk winter range - will not receive any protection from oil and gas explora-

tion and development. Such development could eliminate or aeriously reduce

that habitat.

Any loss of crucial elk i

Management Units will have a

herd and the Lander mule deei

development all along the loi

into the heart of Che winter

wintering elk to the roinimum

objectives. Seasonal reaCrii

winter range to oil and gae

rangi^

legati

le Lande

impact

Slope or Red Canyon

.n both the Lander ell

it edge o£ the eU winter i

range, has reduced the acri

amount needed to sustain ci

Cions will noc prevent los:

Kploration and/or developmi

rent population

of crucial elk

c. The wichii

thesi 1 managemen:

no-9urface-occupancy-3tipulaEion

in che area pick.s up. More impor

cial eU winter range needed to n

Lander elk herd. Withdrawal of c

uld

; has low potential for oil and gas development.

rauld allow limited exploration if incerei

antly, it should prevent the loss of cru-

lincain che population objective for the

ucial elk winter range from f

becaus ofgas leasing would be even I

nisCrotivE NSO stipulation. Ag a minimum proteci

the NSO stipulation be applied to any oil and ga;

winter range in Che Lander Slope and Red Canyon Management Unit

re of the admi-

, we recommend

ued on crucial

Phosphates : The draft EIS also recommends chat leasing,

p'rospceting and exploration for phosphates be allou,;d in the Lander

Slope Management Unit {page 320). This recommendation would be

detrimental to wildlife for the same reasons explained in the above

comments for oil and gas leasing in che Lander Slope Unit. The EIS

points out Chat phosphate reserves occur only in Chin seams and

have low development potential. In fact, the last company to hold

leases in the area let them expire last year. The potential

destruction of crucial winter range as a result of phoaphate

prospeccing and explo at n on xy e Lander Slope is no t compat ible

with che high recreat on 1 and w Idlife values of the area.

recommend chaC crucia e k win te ranges within the L ope

Managemenc Unit be wi hd rawti f roD phosphate leasing. exploraC ion,

and development, as r ecommende d or Che Red Canyon Management

in the draft EtS.

Fo est Management:

di on pages 119-131 of the EISThe forest management point

that the proposed management direc ti an is CO accelerate

of timber to three or fou r t imes he sustainable yield o L KMBF in

Response to Letter 563

1. The no-surface-occupancy stipulation would
be placed on oil and gas leases issued within

the Red Canyon and Lander Slope Man-
agement Units to protect certain identified

resource values. Based upon existing data
and knowledge of the management units, we
believe the no-surface-occupancy stipulation

will be applied to the majority of the area
within the boundaries of these two man-
agement units. We believe there is some
limited opportunity toexploreforand possibly
develop the mineral resources within the units

without adversely affecting the identified

significant surface resources. Until additional

mapping and data collection can be per-
formed within these units, we are unable to

identify specifically those areas where oil and
gas exploration and development would be
allowed. Because the majority of the crucial

elk winter range coincides with other resource
values identified to be protected by no-
surface-occupancy stipulations, there is very
limited potential for any oil and gas
exploration or development to occur within

the crucial elk winter range, and then only
on a seasonal basis.

2. Prospecting and exploration for phosphates
in the Lander Slope Management Unit could
be detrimental to wildlife habitats within the
unit, if such activities were to occur. However,
based on 1) the low development potential

of the phosphate reserves, 2) the lack of

economic incentive for development for both
the present and foreseeable future, and 3) the
lack of exploration and development activity

that has occurred on valid existing leases over
the past 20 years in the unit, there does not

appear to be a significant threat to wildlife

resources from phosphate exploration or

development. In the event exploration or

development activities were to be proposed,
they would probably be minor in nature and
could be adequately controlled through the

imposition of the standard protection
requirements included in Appendix 2 of the

RMP. The requirements in Appendix 2 would
prevent any significant disturbance to

important wildlife resources within the
management unit.

3. The Final EIS has been modified to address
your concerns.

4. Maintenance of the elk herd on Green
Mountain is one of the highest priorities for

the area. The policy concerning roads in

forested areas is that any roads used for a
timber sale will be kept open one or two years
after the termination of the sale to give the

firewood cutters time to remove the useable
firewood. The road will then be outsloped and
waterbarred for drainage and closed to traffic.
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Mr. Warren White

January 10, 1986

PagB 3 - EIS 2547,

ume of beetle-killed trees and meet the currenc high

uggestB that within thirty to forty years there will

on suitable citnber harvest acres within Che

ast up CO 50 years to give the

cycle at least 80 years to

B probably too short. Yet,

nowhere does the EIS point out that under this type of harvest schedule,

.arvesting timber will have to find other soi

ir operations in thirty or forty years or gt

addition, the EIS does noc clearly explain how adequat.

11 be maintained in toanageaenc units suppor'

Wage the \'

demand. However
harvestable timber on suitable i

rce area. This situation wiU h,

acres cut in the 30 to 40 year i

ach
iwhe

luggas the EIS I

eler<

ify how elk and de<

cinber harvest on

UnSlope, Red Canyon and Dubois Manageaie;

Management Unit Foreec Managemenc discus;

n attempt to mainCain a ratio of UOX CO' . _
-

. ,. .

HOfe where timber harvest is planned. This cover/forage ratio should b.

out of business. In

eU and deer cover

Cable Cimber. We

will be managed under Che

ti Mountain, South Pass, Lander

ts. Only in the Lander Slope

.n (page 321) is there mention of

to 602 forage on elk soiwoer

ite goal all timbered areas supporting api .ng/a>

Road Hanaj

Although !

r/fall elk

there

protect

r elk range occurs within Che resource

of open road density standards within the EIS. Seasonal closures to

wintering deer and elk are excellent, but open road density etnn-

UH.L., „=ed to be applied to chose apring/Bummer/f al 1 elk ranges within the

Lander Resource Area in Green Mountain, Limestone Mountain. Peabody R.dge,

Mormon Basin, etc. With Che possible exception of large scale habvtat type

conversions, open road density and use of chose roads has Che greatest

potential for negatively impaccing elk summer range. Location of new roads,

in relation Co existing vegetation and topography, is very important it

cover values ar« to be maintained. In addition, there should be an average

open road density of no more than 1.2 miles per section of forest cover in

any timber compartment or fourth order watershed and a maximum of no mors

than 2 miles of open road in any section of forest habitat if the area is to

be maintained as good elk habitat (Hoover and WillB. 1984). We recommend

that these be used as maximum open road density standards for all road mana-

gement plans affecting elk apr ing/summer/f all ranges within the resource

East Fork and Whiskey Management Unil

irgy and Hineraia i

Oil and Gas: Page 341 - Map 5-2C East Fork and Page 350 - Map 5-32

Whiskey Mountain. BLM StaCe DifecCore, over Che years since 1969, have

signed several documencs which clearly aCate that the preferred management

in orde

ISPS for

edition of

District

and the pur

Mr. Warren White

January 10, 1986

Page 4 - EIS 2547.

action on the Whiskey Mountain bighorn sh«ap winter range and the East

Fork elk winter range should include no leasing o£ minerals.
,

'
"' "

these areas should be withdrawn from mineral (oil and gaa) le.

to protect wildlife values of these two areas. The 1969 Cooperative

Agreement signed by the BLM, Wyoming Game and Fish Dept., and the USPS f.

Che management of Whiskey Mountain, aa well as the most rec

the Whiskey Mountain HMP (which was also signed by the Rawl

Manager of the BLM) recommends no mineral leasing in this a

sual of a mineral withdrawal. In the 1969 agreement. 2,599 acres were

segregated to prevent mineral leasing in 1970. The Cooperative Management

Agreement for the East Fork winter range signed by the State Director of Che

BLM in 1981 recommended the same mineral management action for the East Fork

winter range. On page 293 of this EIS, the "BLM would..." under the

"...preferred alternat ive. . cont inue to uphold its commitments made through

cooperative agreements." It is our interpretation chat cooperative manage-

ment plana and memorandas of understanding would be those long-standing

plans and agreements conrerning Che Red Canyon, East Fork big game winc«:-

rangea and the Whiskey Mountain bighorn sheep winter

EIS recommends leasing of minerals in these two areas

previous agreements. Although a NSO stipulation is f

leasee granted in these areas, we do not feel this concession meets the

intent of past agreements. We feel che decision preaenced in the drafc EIS

CO lease minerals on Che Whiskey Mountain and East Fork Units, despite all

previous recomfflendat ione and signed cooperative agreemencs, to be coun-

terproductive. The wildlife values on these two units have national signi-

ficance and are vital to the long term economic stability of the Dubois

area. The only sure way to provide long term proceccion of chese values

from oil and gas exploration and development impacts is to withdraw chese

areas from mineral Uasing as recommended in the existing Cooperative

Agreement and HMPs that have been signed by State Directors of BLM. We

scrongly recommend chis decision be incorporated into the Lander RMP EIS.

These areas have no, low or at best moderate, oil and gas potential and thft

acres that should be withdrawn represent leas than 21 of that portion of

resource area recommended for oil and gas leasing (2,480.000 acres) in the

draft EIS.

ead, cha

s contradicts all

nded for all

Fish and Wildlife

Page 293 (men ned before under mineral

ontradicted by s taCement

i

It appears that agreemet

rvice and che Wyoming Gai

We certainly hope thlB

easing) Paragraph k. This

in the Energy and Mineral set

6 made by the BLM with the

and Fish Department would nc

s not the intent, and recom-

In the fall of 1985, the BLM closed 13 roads

on the top of Green Mountain. If at all possible,

this activity will continue in the future.

The average open road density for the areas

mentioned in your letter are as follows:

Green Mountain = 1.6 miles/section

Lander Slope = .82 miles/section

Peabody Ridge = 2.4 miles/section

There are very few roads on BLM-
administered lands in the Limestone Moun-
tain area. Most of this access starts on private

or U.S. Forest Service lands.

We subscribe to a policy of having as few

timber cutting roads as necessary open to

traffic, especially in elk areas, and will attempt

to accomplish this on all timbered areas within

the Lander Resource Area.

5. See Response 1 to Letter 15.

6. Acquisition of access in this portion of the

Whiskey Mountain Management Unit should

be a joint effort between the BLM, USPS, and
WGFD.

7. The area of Dubois Badlands outside of the

blanket no-surface-occupancy restriction in

the Preferred Alternative is nearly all private

or state surface and federal minerals. To
include these lands under the no-surface-

occupancy restriction may unduly usurp

other landowner's rights to make decisions

concerning their surface ownership.

8. The Bison Basin Road is a county road. All

other county roads have been noted in the

Affected Environment - Access narrative.

9. None of the tracts identified for disposal in

the Gas Hills Management Unit appear to have
significant or unique resource values or high

recreational demand. The fact that tracts 137

and 138 can be physically accessed via state

land does not seem significant because of the

relatively low value in terms of recreational

demands. The USFWS did not indicate in their

review of the Draft RMP/EIS a specific need
for tract 150. The fact that these lands were
not included in the refuge initially appears
to indicate a lack of need. We are open to

working with any government agency,
including the State of Wyoming, that may be
interested in acquiring these tracts that have
been identified for potential disposal. The
RMP does state that the preferred method of

disposal for tracts 158 and 159 is exchange.

10. See Response 4 to Letter 294.

1 1

.

Alternative A, present management was based
on land use planning decisions existing in

1983.

12. The term "snowmobile" has been changed to

"over-snow vehicles" and is intended to apply
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AcceBi

We recomnend that aquiaition of public access be invest jgac«d in che

Whiskey Mountain Management Unit which would allow hunters into the Red

Creek portion of the sheep winter range. This access ia needed to properly
nanage wildlife in this section of the county. There presently is little or

The Red Creek area is an important aheep winter

,nd horse allotment (No. 2 1 2i ) appears t.i be heavil;

ittle forage for bighorn sheep and other wildlife,

racticefl were changed in this drainage, wildlife h;

yei tie

ed. We suggest bet ti

irea which could imprt

lii wnagei

inge benefit both live

Dubo dlands Hanat nc Unii

In the Dubois Badlands Manageraent Unit, Page 3A6 - Map 5-29, we suj

he NSO stipulation be extended to the entire area, instead of just th,

lortion designated on the map. The whole area provides iTiiportanc habii

or bighorn aheep, elk, deer, antelope, and other wildlife.

en Moi Unii

wildlife habitats in this unit show that

source value on chose lands, and we recom-

il and gas leases be applied to protect

'ith high oil/gas potential, we would not

I at ions where it is possible for the company

Energy and Minerals ;

Areas identified as crucia:

there is significant wildlife )

mend seasonal stipulations for

those values. In KCS or areas

object to waiving seasonal sti]

to mitigate adverse impacts.

We sapport the NSO Limitation on crucial winter range for Che Green

Mountain elk herd. We also suggest sC least one of Che alCernatives Co the

plan should conaider limited time-period stipulations in order ChaC seismic

exploraCion would avoid peak recreational periods on Green Mountain.

The decision Co require a plan of Operations for exploration and deve-

lopnenc of locatable minerals on the Green Mountain elk crucial winter

ranges is good. MicigaCion of wildlife losses/ispacts should be included in

Che plan. In order to maintain objectives for this elk herd, we recommend

Che same protection be applied Co identified calving habitat.

Mr. Warren White

January 10, 1986

Page 6 - EIS 2547.

Forest Management :

Of three different timber harvest levels considered on Green Mountain,
the median level of 3,5 - 4.0 MHBF has been chosen. The actual amount of

Ciober harvested is of less importance to wildlife than the design of Che

cuts and the means uaed to access and remove the timber. The idea of com-
partment development Co isolate disCurbances is good , but impacts on

wildlife will depend on the sizes of the compartments, the rate of cut, the

success of regeneration, the maintenance of adequate thermal and escape

cover, and the success of road closures following timber removal. We

suggest clearcuts be irregular in shape, leas than 35 acres in size, and

designed to maximize edge.

' than scatteringTimber harvest by corapartmentfl would produce less

smaller cuts over the entire mounCain, but iC also would reduce the area

affected by human disturbancen. Maintenance of adequate foraging areas for

elk and deer could be effected by controlled burns in other compartments, to

offset Che losses in cue compartments.

Land ownership Adiustmenca and Ut Uit;^ Systems :

On the Green Mountain Management Unit, changing oimerahip of Trace 135

would present no wildlife problems if it were traded for some of the smaller

40-acre private tracts on the mountain. Tract 134 ia accessed by Che Green
Mountain Loop Road and could be developed for recreational homesitea if

sold. We would agree to this tract being traded, preferably for land

elsewhere on the same road and adjacent to other BLH lands (such as In

Sections 27,29,9, or 4 of T28N, R81W).

Rec eat ion;

8

The proposal to ma

Mountain, and rehabilitate and

good one and we support it

sites also be maintained,

Recommended restrictio'

eking up big game kills

We

eational facilities on Green
iturbed and hacardoua areas is

the Split Rock and Devil's Gai

He are glad to .

lat is exempt froi

ting restrictions.

We strongly support
ed in Table 5-2. A

rcially beneficial i

portion of the Bis

lot a fact, we augge

Che recommended search for public access
cesa Chrough Beef Gap and Wolf Gap roads

1 meeting wildlife objectives. If public
in Basin Road from Sweetwater Station to 1

It obtaining legal access also be considei

to all types of such vehicles (see ORV Desig-
nations in the Affected Environment).

13. Based on recent experience, we believe that

under normal conditions and applying current
rehabilitation techniques that we can achieve
rehabilitation in the majority of the cases in

3 to 5 years. Many of the failures referred to

are old attempts at rehabilitation that were
primitive in comparison to the techniques
employed today. Additionally, there is far

greater emphasis placed on rehabilitation by
both the land manager and industry today
than there was even 10 to 15 years ago.
Granted, the site, in some cases at the end
of 5 years, may not support the pre-
disturbance vegetation such as sagebrush,
timber, etc., but it would be contoured to as
near the natural terrain as possible and
stabilized with pre-existing native grass and
forbs.

14. Thank you. These errors and omissions have
been corrected in the Final RMP/EIS.

15. Some water quality measurements (dis-

charge, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, pH,
temperature, turbidity, total suspended sedi-

ment, TDS, etc.) were taken in the summers
of 1980 and 1981.

16. Thank you for your suggestion. We have
added this information.

17. The changes you suggest have been made
in the Final RMP/EIS.

18. No assumption was made that all habitattypes
would be restored at a rate of one-third in

60 years. We made a projection that one-third

of the amount of wildlife habitat lost would
be restored in 60 years. All undisturbed native

range is considered wildlife habitat for one
species or species group or another, for one
reason or another. There is no argument that

some vegetation types or communities can
be reclaimed or regenerate faster and more
easily than others, however, 60 years is a fairly

long period. We have observed locally that,

at least under some conditions, it is possible
to reestablish viable stands of our most
predominant vegetation types in this time
span. This includes grassland, sagebrush
types, mountain shrub types and conifer
stands. These types make up the vast majority

of the habitat in the Lander Resource Area
and in the high potential oil and gas areas.

The majority of the habitat losses will occur
in high potential oil and gas areas in these
general habitat types. Based on observations
of a variety of oil and gas related disturbances
and developments which are up to 100 years
old, we believe our assumption of 33 percent
recovery in 60 years, while just an estimate,
is reasonable and valid for making impact
projections. The continuing analysis on pages
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In thti Beaver Creek Management Unit, wb auggesc

traded for land that adjoina existing BLM land.

Gas Hills Hanageraen: Unit

limber of t

ns with se

uld benefi

18 are is

abuti

1Z4. 127. and 133

ed fo:

10

In the Gas Hills Kanagei

; or exchange. We do have aame concerns with several of these tracts,

and feel retention in public ownership would benefit both wildlife and

public access. Tracts 137 and 138 are isolated from other BLM lands, but

djoin a state section that abuts a solid block of BLM land. These two

racts only appear isolated on the W1P map because they are on the border of

he Gas Hills Management Unit (part of tract 137 is actually in the Beaver

Creek Management Unit). Tract 150 abuts Pathfinder National Wildlife Refuge

and ve recoramend it also be retained in public ownership. H the BLM no

longer wants to manage that tract, we suggest a transfer to the Fish and

Wildlife Service be evaluated. Tracts 158 and 159 are isolated, but each is

accessed by the Turkey Track Road (Natrona County Road 322) and could

possibly be traded rather than sold, thereby assisting in meeting BLM access

acquisition objectives in the area.

Fire Management :

Whiskey Mountain:

We Eeel that full ainession for fire nanageiDent on Whiskey Kounti

not a preferred alternative. Fire is probably one of the best habitat mana-

gement tools for improving bighorn sheep habitat. We do not feel full

suppression of fire to be compatible with the overriding BLM objective for

the Whiskey Mountain area: to promote and perpetuate bighorn sheep habitat

in cooperation with the Wyoming Game and Fish Department. U. S. Forest

Service through the 1569 Whiskey Mountain Cooperative AgreeraenC. Pages 130.

196, and 202. contain a very good summary of the benefits of fire to

wildlife and habitat. Additional benefits of fire for bighorn sheep are the

opening up and maintaining the open nature of migration routes through coni-

fers, opening up feeding areas that have been grown over by conifers and/or

tall brush, providing early spring and late fall greenup that attracts use

and increases nutritional level, and saving money and manpower. The Wyoming

Game and Fish, in cooperation with the BLM, has a prescribed burn planned

for 1966 to improve sheep habitat. Several other burni are planned for Che

future in mainly conifer or old burn areas.

He also feel the BLM ' i

, Whiskey Mountain is coi allow I

full fire

St Plan to

ck Wilderness to improve

bighorn sheep habitat. Since the BLM and U.S.F.S. have overriding objec-

tives CO improve and maintain sheep habitat through the Whiskey Mountain

eferred alternat:

ry to the Shoshoi

ely adjacent Pitapat'

Mr. Warren White

January 10, 1986

Page 8 - EIS 2547.

Cooperative Agreement, it seems to us to be counterproductive, and in

4#% conflict with that agreement, for the BLM to support full fire suppression

lO in this area. It seems more appropriate to this agency that Che cooperative^ protective agreement for initial attack with the U. S. Forest Service, page

355, should be revised so as to not conflict with the Whiskey Mountain

Cooperative Agreement.

In summation, we feel the Whiskey Mountain area should have a very

limited fire Suppression preferred alternative, especially in the conifered

areas. W« also feel a cooperative plan should be developed for this area

showing specific sites that would benefit from fire, (both natural and

prescribed), and allow these areas to burn if public safety, protection of

private property, and other resource values are not an issue.

South Pass:

Page 329, it is stated that prescribed burns will be used to enhance

certain vegetative typta such as aspen, willow-riparian, shrubs, and coni-

fers especially for moose habitat. These are very good objectives, however.

it is very inconsistent under Fire Management to choose a preferred alter-

native that supports full fire suppression. We suggest the designation of

areas that could benefit from limited or no fire suppression, to accomplish

the objectives for wildlife set forth for prescribed burns. Firo

suppression, in many cases, has prevented natural rehabilitation of our

aspen clones, willow patches, numerous other shrubs, and conifers to the

detriment of wildlife habitat.

Off-Road Vehicles:

Dubois Badlands:

We support the preferred alternative to close the entire unit to off-

road vehicle (ORV) use. This Is compatible with our sheep herd objectives

for this area. Excessive ORV use could be very detrimental to the yearlong

sheep habitat of this area, especially during critical times such as

lambing, nursing, winter, etc. It would also be very destructive to the

'fragile soils and vegetation of the area.

Whiskey Mountain;

We support the preferred alternative to limit vehicle use to designated

roadK and vehicle routes and impose seasonal closures in some areas. Wl-

feel local public hearings should be held on proposed road closures, prior

to implementation.

189 through 195 of the Draft RMP/EIS
adequately stresses the greater importance
of crucial habitat loss.

19. Within the behavioral avoidance zones, 50
percent to 100 percent of the habitat value

is expected to be lost. In other words, while

a behavioral avoidance zone may be
established around a disturbance or activity

zone, if the activity is only intermittent or

sporadic, the habitat value may only be
reduced, not totally lost. Using your example,

if the disturbance was a producing well site

visited only once a week by a pumper in elk

summer range, the elk may still make reduced
but significant use of the 150 acre site. As
discussed in the Thomas reference, a number
of factors should be considered including

extent of human activity, species involved,

time of year, topography, type of habitat, etc.,

when attempting to determine the extent of

behavioral avoidance zones. Since our
purpose was to arrive at a reasonable average
percent increase in habitat loss as related to

the acreage of physical habitat loss, we had
to consider a wide range of combinations of

the above factors. The 200 percent increase

over the physical habitat loss we used is

reasonable and defendable for impact
projection purposes in this area.

20. Conflicts between seismograph and recre-

ation use are considered at the time a Notice

of Intent is filed. Stipulations are attached to

the Notice of Intent as required on a case-

by-case basis. This is a discretionary action

not requiring a RMP decision. The stipulation

is already available for administrative use

where appropriate.

21. The impacts on hunting depend on the

decisions made on a case-by-case basis in

a KGS area. Otherwise impacts of the Pre-

ferred Alternative (D) would be the same as

Alternative A.

22. Appropriate changes have been made in the

Final RMP/EIS. Perhaps the seasonal range

designation for the winter antelope range in

the Lost Creek area should be reexamined
and the importance of this range to the Red
Desert herd more clearly defined to the benefit

of both our agencies.

23. The efforts to restrict woodcutting to desired

compartments would be mainly in the form

of signs directing people where to go and
where not to go. Access to undesirable areas

would be restricted, either with gates or dirt

berms. An employee travels the mountain in

the summertime, including weekends, to

monitor firewood cutting.

24. The statement regarding legal access to tract

134 has been corrected. Exchange is the pre-

ferred method of disposal for this tract, but

exchanges are not always feasible for a variety

of reasons.
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ind prafc EIS,

Wildlife and ?i.:

12i

insralled to mainCain adequacy fish pai

structures are preferrt-d over the ugi> i

ito Che Sweetw,

inagement, bee.

,sh lead in ch

ally, the potential n
er Rocka should be lii

se existing managera 1

Generail, 3rd paragraph:
;rts will be designed and

roduction of big'

under Alternaci
agreed to folic

Page 39: In Che ORV plan, snoirmobi lea are
ORVs in seasonal closures on Green Mountain
would prefer the plan also specify how oche'
(such as Chree-wheelers) are Co be treated.

Page 44 and 45: Table 2-3, H.
of Chat aegmenc which addreBBes
support Alternative A of 11 - F

,ted separately from i

Che Lander Slope. '

io«-traveling vehicle;

Fish and Wildlife: With Che exceptii
mineral exploracion (top of page 45),
sh and Wildlife, as it offers Che mosi

protection for fisheries resources. Although we are not entirely in
agreement with any of the segments that address mineral exploration
under the four alternativea in II - Fish and Wildlife, fisheries itnpai
would probably be fewer with Che Preferred Alternative.

13

14

1

Pa^e 60: The

to five years

n of the effects of oil and gas development on
s that disturbed acres are reclaimed within th
riginal conditions. This is accurate only in

36 instances where soil and moisture conditions are ideal. On mos
turbed sites it will take well over ten years to see vegetation
stflblished near the original condition. There are several example:

nearlythe Resoun
The EIS greatly ovei

.aimed. We suggest i

ites the race

portion of i

cally addres

Page 84: Tables 3-8: There is an error in i

Big and Liecle Hermit Gulch. Game fish prest
should be rainbow and cutthroat trout , while
game fish present should be cutthroat trout i

which discurbed lands
I EIS be more realisti-

e fish species listed foi

t in Big Hermit Gulch
n Little Hermit Gulch,
Cher than rainbow trout.

Page 97: Map 3-16. Elk Herd Unit boundaries, has a couple errors on it
The map incorrectly shows a portion of the Ferris herd unit lying east
of the RaCClesnake herd unit and north of Wyoming Highway 220. Also,
the line between the Shamrock and Steamboat elk herds is the
Wamsutter-Crooks Gap Road, not the Biaon Basin Road as shown on the map

14

Kr. Warren Vhite

January 10, 1986

Page 10 - EIS 2547,

Page 98: Map 3-17, Mule Deer Herd Ui

do not show current herd unit bounda:
This will now be herd number 46.

I out of date and

9. Pape 100; Map 3-19, Bighorn Sheep Herd Unit boundaries, omits the small
corner of the Ferris herd unit in the southeaat corner of the resource
area. The boundary of bighorn sheep Area 22 follows the forest southen
boundary. Above this is Area #4, Younts Peak.

10. Page 107 ; Map 3-26, Sage Grouse Breeding-Nesting Areas fails to show
Che lek/nescing cooplex for Eagles Nest Reservoir at HE 18, T25N, R93W.

Page 106: On Table 3-11, the folIo'

Lander "Approximate £ of Population
:hould be made:
changed to 952.

Wiggins Fork (No. 35) Population objective changed Co 4,000.
Warm Spring (No. 36) Population objective changed to 800.

Steamboat (No. 26) Population objective changed to 500.

12. Page n_0: Table 3-13, Hule Deer Herd Unit Data, needs to be updated to

reflect herd unit changes made when the Sweetwater herd unit was created
from Areas 96 and 97. Figures as presented in this Cable for the Green
Mountain and Beaver Rim herd units are in error (and Green Mountain
should be replaced by "Sweec water").

13. PaRe 113 ; In the leading paragraph i

ments, the plan states that forbs am
ponents "from late fall Co early aura

SLimmer CD latt fall."

i
bighoi sheep habil

should be

14. lis

lid eagles ob

ir Devil's Ga

on the Wind River bel

on bald eagles
ed using the lo

a pa f bald eagles a

of Dubois and above

15
15. Page 127

Cottonwood Creek i

loop road.

. Mountain Managei
GBtabliahed to •

int Unii

ilc,

ilti

Dubois Are,

scribed bun

gging road and

Unit, another

. this page of hunting recreation in the

importance of big game hunting, but doe;

on provided by upland game, game birds,

25. This error has been corrected in the Final

RMP/EIS.

26. These tracts are good examples of isolated

parcels of land that are difficult to manage.
They are in most cases fenced in with private
land and are used for livestock grazing by
the adjoining landowner in the same manner
as the private lands. The BLM has very limited

control over the use of these lands. The BLM's
first preference would be to exchange these
lands and attempt to consolidate the public
landownership to improve the opportunities
for resource management including wildlife

habitat. Adjoining landowners would have a
preference right to purchase the lands if they
were sold. If sold, it is probable that the land
use could remain the same as it is now, which
is primarily livestock grazing and wildlife

habitat. This is especially true for tracts 44
and 59 which consist primarily of rugged,
remote terrain which is not located near
access roads or utilities. Though, it cannot
be guaranteed, it does not appear that

disposal would result in a land use change
and wildlife habitat would remain unchanged.

Tracts 63 and 64 are somewhat different.

These tracts are located immediately adjacent
to the Red Canyon Retreat subdivision and
there could very well be a land use change
to rural homesites if the lands were disposed.
Wildlife habitat which has already been
diminished in the area could further be
adversely impacted. Forthis reason, these two
parcels have been changed from a possible
disposal to retention as you suggested.

27. These corrections have been made in the Final

RMP/EIS. Tracts 158 and 159 have public

access.

28. Disposal of these parcels would only be to

public agencies or private organizations
which would use the lands in a manner
consistent with the management objective of

the East Fork Elk Winter Range.

29. These errors are corrected in the Final RMP/
EIS.

30. The first sentence should have read 14 tracts

and the text has been corrected in the Final

RMP/EIS.

31. This error has been corrected in the Final

RMP/EIS.

32. This has been changed to big game crucial

winter ranges in the Final RMP/EIS.

33. See Response 11, above.

34. These omissions have been corrected in the
Final RMP/EIS.

35. Map 4-1 did not show land that was recom-
mended for disposal or retention but rather

which lands were manageable due to
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17
isource area n
overage annua:

cage of 5,000 !

other area

fowl in Ch

fowl. The Sweetwater Riuer drainage within the i

tone sage grouse hunting area.

St of nearly 10,000 sage grouse

e hunter recreation days over the past tnree y^a-s h.lm. ,<>.«.

levels of harvest and recreation days are surpaased by only one

n the state. Recreation provided by game birds and water-

Lander Resource Area should be pointed out in the EIS in

with big game hunting values.

Page 134 : Snowmobiling is ni

Mountain and East Fork, but i

hiking are.

, Page j35 : Table 3-20, Hunte

education, hor;

ty on Whiak-Hy

Days. This table is

explain how this data ie derived. The fo(

error. Hunter days are calculated by multiplying i

days per hunter by the total number of hunters.

of !
Dubois Badlands

Page 137 ; Another iiaportaoc aspect

habitat.

Page 137- Correction. The text stated chat 500 head of elk are present

SlTRedTanyon during winter, when the correct figure should be 600 head.

Page U2: The last paragraph for ORV Designations citea Map 3-32, but

Thil S^ Is well back in the plan on page 179. We suggest U be placed

immediately following Che first reference. Similarly, the paragraph on

access refers to Map 3-33, which is back on page 180. '''- •
—

'
---•"''

that this map shows BLM and county roads, but it fails

the fnllowing county roads:

least

Natrona No. 321

Natrona No. 322

Sweetwater No. 22

Sweetwater No. 23

Dry Creek Road

Turkey Track Road

Bairoil Road

Wamautter-Crooks Gap Road

181

ThB rap tho". .o.e .t.t. highw.js, but o.it, the Sand Dta« at.d G.s Bills

Roads, which .t« no. Stat. Highways 135 and 156. Th. map .1.0 EaU. to

show the rest of the Bison Baain Ro.d (BLM 3221) froo! Bison Basin to US

287.

Pa.e 187- In this section, it cannot be a.sunied that all habitat type.
'

ZiU bJ"restored at a rate of one third in 60 years. It i. aiore likaly

that son.e habitat types will be .a.ily reclaimed or improved, hot that

crucial habitats will softer from a laoch slower reclamation rate. The

generaliaed assumption in the text appears to us to be misleading.

19

Hr. Warren White

January 10, 1986

Page 12 - EIS 2547.

2i. Pafte 188; In the section on Seasonal Reatric C iona ,
while it is true the

oil and gas industry ia inconvenienced by seasonal stipulations, we feel

many of the probleos they experience could be avoided by better planning

on the coopaniea' part. It has been out observation that loo often, the

company waits until their lease ia about to expire before expressing any

interest in drilling, which compresses the drilling schedule. It

appears Co ua that careful planning, and possible site development in

earlier years, could reduce overall drilling time constraints.

25. Page 190 : Despite Che citation of Thomas 1983, the estimate that habi-

tat avoidance zones could be 50 to 100 percent greater than actual habi-

tat losses is £00 conservative. Using a reasonable avoidance range of

400 yards for elk, the actual area of avoidance around a 10 acre distur-

bance would be over 150 acres, about 15 times actual habitat loss.

26. Page 194 : The section on oil and gas industry impacts on wildlife does

not address illegal losses Co poaching. While companies may have rules

against such activity, poaching still occurs and will increase as Che

number of people increaaea. Poaching of animals such as raptors,

bighorn sheep, or moose can have significant iopacta on populations.

20
27. Page 202 ; The section on geophysical exploration correctly states th;

seismograph crews move rapidly, limiting disturbances to reereot ionisi

in moat areas to only a day or two. Unfortunately, these few days ha>

often coincided with opening dates or weekends during deer and elk

hunting seasons on Green Mountain. Since most of the recreational

hunting occurs on those feu days, this exploration activity has had

significant adverse impacts on hunting quality. Since these hunters .

often afoot in dense terrain, there is potential for injury by seismii

blasts, and risk to the seismograph workers. One of the plan alter-

natives should consider additional stipulations on exploration to avo

peak recreational periods.

21

22

204:
D (Prefer

ble i-3. Impacts to Recreation. The s

Hunting incorrectly states that the impacts of Alte

would be the same as chat o£ Alternative A. If the preferred alter-

native fails to apply protective stipulations to oil and gas develop-

ments as the EIS says, impacts will be the same as Alternative C

(generally negative), not A.

29. Page 226 : Since it is specific with other herd units, wi

plan state in the last paragraph on this page that the G

elk and Sweetwater mule deer herd units would be signifii

not just that elk and mule deer would be impacted.

the

on Mount

ntly imp

30. Page 228 : The plan is in error when it sta

raptors would be significantly impacted if

sits were developed. These deposits lie in

that

available access or whether there was an

obvious likelihood that there would be a

change in land use if the lands were disposed.

The decision, as shown on Map 5-37 and in

the text of the Draft RMP/EIS, was to retain

the land in sections 17 and 20 of T. 42 N.,

R. 105 W. (tract 29).

36. These parcels have been identified for

disposal. Two Fremont County roads cross

these parcels and this public access would

be reserved if the lands are disposed. We
encourage the WGFD to contact us if they

have additional access needs or if they wish

to pursue acquisition of one or both of these

parcels.

37. Alternative C was designed to evaluate only

the effects of reduced livestock grazing levels

on the study area. Alternative A proposes to

reduce livestock grazing 13 to 19 percent in

Improve (I) category allotments as well as

constructing the range improvements listed

on Table A-8 in Appendix B of the Draft

Grazing Supplement. Alternative A provides

for forage allocations to be made once the

monitoring information indicates a need to

adjust various grazing animal use levels on

individual allotments.

38. It is anticipated that in the short term (1 to

5 years), the range and habitat conditions

would continue to decline where they are

currently declining. This would occur only in

the short term for Alternative A. However, this

deterioration would occur in both the short

and long term under Alternative B, Existing

Management. We feel Alternative A, in the

long term, would be the most favorable to

wildlife and wildlife habitat.

39. Any range improvements that would occur

under the Proposed Action or alternatives

would first be subjected to economic and
environmental analyses. Adequate infor-

mation to determine the economic benefits

and environmental consequences would be

collected before improvements are con-

structed. The range improvements listed in

Table A-8, Appendix B of the Draft Grazing

Supplement, were proposed as a result of

consultations with individual livestock

operators during the allotment categorization

process. They are initial proposals that need

further refinement with field inspections and

specific project survey and design. The
environmental consequences, whether pos-

itive, negative, or neutral on wildlife, will be

evaluated in environmental assessments with

review and consultation with the WGFD as

well as other affected parties.

40. BLM policy and regulations require that

increases in grazing preference be granted

only when the additional forage production

is permanently available and the management
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22 for the Red Desert antelope herd unit. This range is not delineated ,

crucial because Che animals are forced out oE the area in severe win-

ters. During nornal winters this range is o£ greater value to the he'

than nuch of the delineated crucial winter range. Any developments ii

this area could also adversely impact seasonal migrations.

Page 230 . The coi

fails Co mention i

could also suffer

ng pai aph for the locacable minerals sect

in the Green Mountain Hanageraent Un

icts from devi^loproent.

293; Fish and Wildlife Section of the Preferred Alten

lention Che poaaible reintroduetion of bighorn sheep inti

itwater Rocks as listed in Table 2-2 on page 34.

Page 3 2 : Map 5-B, Access. All comment

(referenced on page 142) apply here.

231

24|

25

26

27

Forest Managem
ibout what "efforts" would be applied '

> Che desired compartments . Ic should

It would be available to ensure other

lignif icant ly disturbed by "rene

cess map 3-33 i

econd paragraph. The plan should be

aU< ind

public wood-

d£ the mountain

310: The :

woodcutters,

t 134 (in the Landoiniershi|

Adjustments section) does not have legal access is incorrect. This

tract is bisected by the Green Mountain Loop Road (BLK 2411). If Chis

tract is renoved from public ownership, we recommend it be done only

through trade for a slDllar tract wich similar access.

Pa^e 317 : In the Beclion on Landownership Adjustments, tracts 70 and

125 are boch "to be retained" and "considered for sale or exchange." Wa

.hows boCh are planned

and 64 havi; pot«ntial

;
these tracts (page 322)

value and chat there is

I no legal access to

eaource value.

Tracts 44, 63, and 64 lie within crucial mule deer winter range and

tracts 44 and 59 lie within crucial elk winter range. We would recom-

mend chac Chese tracts not be sold or exchanged unless adequate replace-

ment values can be assured.

, Page 337 ; Landownership Adjustmencs. Our maps show tracts 158 and 159

are accessed by the Turkey Track Road (Natrona County Road 322). Tract

167 should not be listed here, as ic lies in the Beaver Creek Managument

Unit.

as3 une this i a ypograph ical er or, a the m

for ret ention in publi ownership

PaR e 323; On Map 5-17 la nd trac s 44, 59, 63

for sa e or e cha nge. The racionale fo loa

is Chac chey have Rni ;icant public reso

no lega 1 access t Che Lan ds. Al hough Cher

the races, all four hflVe signi icafic publ ic

Mr Warren White
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27 39 Page 3M: The secCion on access roads fails to mention the Beef Gap.
Wolf Gap, and Beaver Rim Roads mentioned in the preferred alternative in
Table 5-2, page 301.

28 40 Page 344; We would be quite concerned with any proposal to remove
tracts 24, 25, 26, and 27 from public ownership. We £eel Chac lands
within this elk winter range must be used in a manner consistent with
the management objectives of the unit.

29
41 Page 350: Throughout the plan, the State of Wyoming is used synony-

mously with the Wyoming Game and Fish Department. These two cerma
differ greatly in their definitions. The Wyoming Game and Fish
Department in charged with the management of all wildlife within the
State of Wyoming. The State Land Board's major objective is to maximize
revenues on State of Wyoming owned lands. Both the Wyoming Came and
Fish Department and the State of Wyoming own lands, but there is a dif-
ference in their management purposes.

30
42 Page 35^: Land Ownership Adjustments and Utility Systems: Should the

first sentence be 13 tracts or 14 tracts? The following paragraph
refers to 14 tracts.

31
43. Page 37S: The section on Harvest Restrictions belongs under

heading III., Forest Management, on pages 376-377, not under I. Oil and
Gas.

44. Page 390: Under Alternative C, the short reference "same as
Alternative A" should probably be "Same as Alternative B," since A has
no timber harvest.

32
45. Page 408: Item 1) under seasonal restrictions, the preferred alter-

native should probably state "big game crucial winter ranges" rather
than mule deer and antelope crucial winter ranges, in the event some
elk, moose, or bighorn sheep crucial winter ranges are defined in the
future.

33
46. Page 409: As stated for page 33, the Existing Managemenc

alternative (A) should include the Sweetwater Rocks bighorn sheep
reintroduc t ion.

47. Pa^e 431: The Wildlife Stipulations listed here fail co include protec-
tion of elk calving areas from May 1 to June 30 as specified in BLM

34
Instruction Memorandum No. WY-85-259 dated March 26, 1985. "Owls"
should follow "burrowing" in the latter part of this section on page
432. ^ ^

objectives for forage allocation of other
grazing animals (wildlife and wild horses)
have been met. The increased forage
production is verified through monitoring
studies prior to the granting of the increase

on a permanent basis.

41. A 700 acre crested wheatgrass seeding is

proposed on the Devil's Gate Allotment as
part of the Sun Stewardship Program. Table
A-8 in the Final Grazing Supplement and text

will be changed to reflect this seeding project.

42. The BLM has always considered the public

land in the Red Creek and Little Red Creek
area to have been included in the Whiskey
Mountain Management Unit since the co-
operative agreement was drawn up in 1969.

See Response 2 to Letter 20.

43. Restrictions on livestock grazing under the
Wilderness Study Area (WSA) designation
would be the same regardless of the allotment
category I or C. The inclusion of an allotment
in a WSA was not a criterion in determining
the category of an allotment. The majority of

the public land in allotment no. 2112 (51

percent) is in good condition. The scattered

public land pattern in this allotment also

precludes designation as an I category
allotment because the ability to manage these
tracts, other than custodially, is difficult at

best.

44. The description of the study area is inaccurate.

The text in the Final RMP/EIS has been
corrected to reflect an accurate description.

45. Variances from these standards could be
approved by the authorized officer after con-
sultation with affected parties. The BLM
considers the WGFD as an affected party in

any fence project that is proposed on public

lands due to the possible adverse impacts on
wildlife, particularly big game animals.

46. See Response 40, above.

47. We have changed that sentence in the Final

RMP/EIS to read that big game also make
important use of the grass type mostly during
the spring season.

48. The comment identifies an impact that was
not originally considered as significant.

However, it will be included as a negative
impact in the Final Grazing Supplement.

49. Alternative C was designed to evaluate only
the effects of reduced livestock levels.

However, intensive grazing systems including

rest-rotation, are proposed in Alternative A
to provide protection to stream banks and
riparian areas as a management action to

correct factor 4 where significant problems
exist around wetlands, riparian areas, and
meadows due to livestock concentration.
Alternative A also provides for adjustments
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35

36

37

381

39

40

4fl. Mfl£ 4M: Wildlife HabilaC/Landownership Adjustments. Shows portions of

Sections 17 and 18 in T42N, RiOSw, as land available Cor exchange or

sale, yet Map 5-37 shows these to be retained. We recommend these lande

be retained.

A9. Ma£ 5-37 : The o parcels of land between Jakey's Fork and Torrey Creek
cc 23 on Map 5-37, page 359, are listed for potential

sale or exchange. These parcels of land are contiguous with the Dubois
Fish Hatchery lands and provide access to the state land above the

hatcher^'. We would be interested in evaluating Department control of

this land, should it become available.

Grazing Supplement Draft RKP/EISi

We agree with the BLK decision to neither analyse nor consider
Alternatives D and E. Both are unrealistic and undesirable.
Alternatives C - Enhance Watershed and Wildlife Habitat, is too simplistic
an approach to solving range problems to be taken seriously. A conibinat ion

of reduced livestock grazing and some of the range improvements in the

Proposed Action (Alternative A) would have been an alternative worth eva-
luating. An alternative like the proposed action, with stocking rates based

on forage allocation data, should also have been considered.

It is difficult to choose between Alt

ind the proposed action. Without the pro

;razing systems , we feel port ions of the

lecline in condition. In most cases, thi

rildlife.

: B - Ex. ing Management

continue to

favorable to

ange impri

DEIS to evaluate site-specific
lents. If planners are able to esti-

:w range fence will be needed in allotment 159, we

able to provide maps showing proposed fence loca-

that BLM range plans are well-developed

Not enough deiai 1

impacts of the prcposei

mate that 18 oilee of

feel they should also '

t ions. Data In Table ,

enough to provide site specific plane for most of the affected alloi

Without this infornat ion, we agree with the principles behind the proposed
management action, but not with the listed projects. Presumably, each of

these will be evaluated later in EAs. Each of the proposed improvements may
have positive, negative, or neutral effects on wildlife, depending on site,
design, construe t ion, etc.

The proposal to increase livestock allocations in M - category allot-
ments when "appropriate" is disturbing. We question how the BLM will deter-
mine if increases are appropriate. Nearly all range monitoring efforts are

to be directed to I - category allotments, and we are concerned that
necessary data may not be available for the M - category allotments. Just
as downward adjustments in livestock use will require documentation and sup-

porting date, so should any upward adjustments.

in livestock stocking rates, if monitoring infor-

mation indicates the need.

50. TInank you. Market conditions iiave been clar-

ified in this section.

51. See Response 41, above.

52. The model used for estimating regional
impacts was not entirely appropriate for the
Lander Resource Area. Nonetheless, the
magnitude of these particular impacts, when
compared to the region's economy, are
relatively insignificant. This model is probably
within no more than a 5 to 10 percent level

of error.

53. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

41

42

43
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If the Proposed Action is adopted, we suggest it be modified to accom-

modate present and future stewardship programs. The Sun stewardship program

is currently proposing a 700 acre replacement of sagebrush graaaland, in

crucial anculope winter range, with crested wheatgrass plantings. That

planting lies in this EIS area, but is not mentioned in this document. The

proposed project is in the Devil's Gate Allotment (No. 0Z05), which is a

N - category allotment. This acreage of brush control should be added to

Table A-8 and to the total acreages mentioned in the text on pages 9 and 33.

Dubois Area:

Recently the BLM has incorporated about 2,000 acres of land in the Red

Creek and Little Red Creek area into the Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep

Management Unit. The Game and Fish, Bureau of Land Management, U, S. Forest

Service, and U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service have met and verbally agreed to

work up a tnanageraent plan to enhance bighorn sheep in this area. We suggest

Allotment *2124 should be changed from M category Co I category, which would

allow asseaament of possible livestock grazing practices in the area, to the

benefit of both wildlife and livestock.

We feel that the Dubois Badlands Wilderness Study Area CWSA) under

Allotment #2112 is important enough as wildlife habitat and Co its original

WSA designation, that it be changed from category C to I, since there is a

large percentage of the area in fair and poor range condition.

General Comments:

We supp,

to improve

tage of

nd habii

of adequ.

a habitat

ng taken i

441

a land managenen
dicions on publii

locmenC is classed in fair or poor range condition,

nageraent plan is being formulated, we also support

improve those lands Chat do not meet certain criteria
condition. The Wyoming Came and Fish Department is

grazing and proper range condition on public lands.

Healthy soils and vegetation are major components that comprise the habitat

that wildlife depend upon to survive.

Specific Comments on Crazing Supplement Draft RMP 6 EIS
,

_i_n Order of Pagina '

tion of the Document

:

1. Page I; It appears to us that the description of the Study Area has an

error in it. From the southeast cornet of the Wind River Indian

Reservation it ia impossible to follow the Natrona County line-

Presumably this means north along the Reservation line to Washakie
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45|

461

471

481

49

1

50

51
[

521'

Page 6: Regarding variances from ELM standard fencea, we would appn
ciate Che EIS seating that this D«partnent will be consulted prior Ci

igguance of any varlancaa which nay impacc wildlife walues.

Pages _n and 12 : The section on actions tor

implicB that all of these allotments would re

livestock uae from 10 to 55 percent. Imrrean
appropriate on some allotm
It oil. As with decreases,
e ifl documentat ion and dat

raay be all that

deserve increaee:

granted unless Cl

ry aUoi.

han 10 percen
her. raay not

icreases should not be

upporting the decision

-^ of le

ncs, am

Page _1^; The DEIS :

season." This is ti

uae grass yearlong 1

at all. We assume 1

"Wildlife

iral and i

IS rodents
1 being I

o use the grass !

urate. Some spec

ihi le other specif

that this vegetation
type ia used by big game, predominantly in

wi Idli f e and big game are not synonymoun

,

Page 38: In the paragraph on implementation of grazing ayuteniB and/or
fencing, there is no mention of tht; serious negative impacts to some
species of wildlife (i.e. big game) with increased fencing of the publi.
lands. Even BLM Type I and Type II fences, which represent compromises
between the needs of big game and the need to eoncrol livestock, can
affect wildlife.

Page 44: Alternative C; We support thie alternative as described in

the Graiing Supplement, and reconnnend that intensive livestock monage-
ment using a rest rotation system be integrated into this alternative t'

provide inerea-ied protection to stream banks and riparian areas.

7. Page 46: In the Rec

are predicted to be

and Wildlife Habita
as likely to occur

Urate or decline w

cultural industry.

eacion section, small tracts of agricultural land
lold for summer homesitea in the Enhance Watershed
Alternative. While this nay be true, this ia just

1 all the other alternativeH as well, and will acce-
:h land prices and the financial health of the agri-

Page 21- Table A-8, Proposed Range Improvementa, does not

700 acre proposed crested wheatgraas planting on BLM lands

Allotment 0205, Dtvil's Gate (an M - category allotment).

Page 86 : Wa question why Albany Coun
Lander Resource Area's economic regie

ncluded as pan
rona County dal
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WJldei Supplement Draft RMP/EIS :

53 The proposed boundariea for the partial wilderness option appear to us

be unmanageable, and we recommend they follow a block pattern using tra-

tional quarter-section lines. The delineated boundaries would create an

land of multiple uae BLM land in the northern portion of Section 2, T28N,

R98W.

Wildlife resources in and around the Sweetwater Rocks WSAs are unlikely

to be affected by either a wilderness designation or the lack of such a

designation. Wilderneaa designation in all or any of these areas would pro-

vide long-term protection for the enclosed habitats, benefiting mainly ~-''~

deer and bighorn sheep, provided a proposed sheep f.

nesting sites and small portions of crucial antelopi

be protected. Considering the areas' low potential for oil and gas, only

moderate potential for uranium, and fair potential for jade, it is unlikely

chat any significant amount of habitat would be lost in thi

Developoenc of these resources could, however

and wilderness designation would provide prot

lant occurs. Raptor

cer range would also

in the

futun
anc future

Wilderness designation would in(

: improvements, particularly watei

jelopments would still be feasibli

ions I and I

'ehicula

a, affecting deer and antelope hunters, i

s. It appears to this agency that wildei

these areas to preserve wildlife and rec

lities, but we also feel such a designntii

ect on wildlife and recreational resourci

e the difficulty in developing habi-

elopments for bighorn sheep. Such

wilderness, but there would be

rue t ion. Wilderness would pose

ess into some of the pockets in the

iny future bighorn sheep hun-

8 designal

ional resi

rould ha'

on IS I leded

little

and oppor-

Specitic Com. n the Wilde

L o£ the Document:

; Supplei of

Page 7: Sweetwater Canyon WSA (WY 030-101)

Action - Partial Wilderness as this alterna!

canyon area, yet allows motorized access to

facilitate fishermen access to tht river.

i,
Praft RMP/EIS _iji Order

upport the Proponed

ive offers ,

[he canyon ;
which will

ge^ _9: fisheries, 2nd paragraph: We

tor i zed equipment , such as an electt

uld be allowed for specific projects

tained in the Final Resource Manageo

ire pleased to see the use of

cfll generator for shocking fi

We recommend this statement

:nt Plan/EIS.

Page 11: Cultural Resources, 3rd paragraph; We recommend a new heading

be inserted before this paragraph. This paragraph is rhe beginning of

the brief summation of the management actions rather than part of the

Cultural Resources segment.
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53
4. Page jj: This section on livestock grazing

and 1623 art- in Che Cas Hills EIS area. Ic

two 1 - category alloc ments uer« covered ii

EIS, and therefore chis scatemenc may be in

fails CO mention Che Diamond Springs aUoCmi

Che WSAs and is an 1 - cacegory allotmenC d

EIS.

acaces Chat AlloCnents 1622

is our underacanding these

I Che Green Mountain Grazing
error. This seccion also
nc (No. 150g) which abut*
Bcussed in Che Gaa Hills

Pa^e_ 43; Information

out of date. These a

: bel

(d (areas 96 and 97) is 5,000 d(

3w that level as a resulc of lo)

mle deer in Che Sweetwater Rocks is

roanaRed aa par: of Che Sweetwater
init. The population objective for

deer poet-season, and the population
Che 1983-84 winCer.

Pafie 44: The 5ingl« sentence on pronghorn ancelope doea not suf-

ficiently describe antelope use of these wilderness study areas. The

study areas include pockets of brushland habitat off the rocks, much i

which is crucial antelope winter range for Che Sweetw

Page 44: We cannoc argue

roosts, or perches are km
bald eagles have been obs

Gate, less Chan five mile
the WSAs.

Che stacement that "No bald e

I cKisc within the WSA." but w

along Che SweeCwacer River ne

1 one WSA, This species may u

itelope herd,

igle nesCa,

1 Small Game and Game

Resource Hanagement Plan (RMP) Draft EIS

Proposed Act ions

The greatest poCenCial danger to wildlife in chis RMP is the recoomen-

dscion Chat seasonal stipulations (primarily wildlife sC ipulat ions ) would

not be applied to leases in KGSs and areas with high pocencial for oil and

gas unless chey are neceasary to avoid a signifii

resource. The implication is that these seasona

arbitrary and unnecessary. We contend that these atipula

viable compromise to allow oil and gas extraction and explorat
seriously endangering the wildlife resource. Any proposal to ,

policy ot nuIcipLe use in these areas to promote a single reeoi

of serious concern to this agency.

another
ipulationa are ofte

If this policy is adopted, 32 percent of Che cri

the Green Mountain elk herd (5,000 acres o£ 15,551

taetad from oil and gas exploration and development

al w ange for

) would be unpro-
milarly, 31 percen

Mr. Warren White
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53
of the identified
would receive no s

Area, 12 of 76 ide

tified mule deer c

alving habitat for this elk herd (1.160 ac./3.766 ac . )

asonal protection. Within the entire Lander Resource
icified sage grouse leks. over 13 percent of the iden-

1 winter range (4,722 ac./345,433 ac . ) , and 20 per-
cent of Che antelope crucial winter range (110,000 ac. /551,14a ac . ) would be
denied the limited protection afforded by seasonal stipulations.

Since seaaonal stipulations on these leaaes would be considered case by
ease, wildlife seasonal stipulations may occasionally be applied. In our
experience with the Boulder dome leases on Green Mountain, wildlife stipula-
tions were omitted even when, in our opinion, they should have been applied
by regulation. We are concerned chat fair consideration for wildlife con-
cerns, even on a case by case basis, may not be adequate.

The proposal to use prescribed burns to improve wildlife habitat is a
sound one, since chis is a good tool for that purpose. Benefits of the
burning projeccs will depend on the sites to be burned, the prescription,
and the objectives for each burn.

We support Che decision to continue cooperation on the proposed
Sweetwater Bocks bighorn sheep reincroduct ion. As stated earlier, we feel
this proposed action more appropriately should have been included in
AlCernative A, Existing Managenent.

The decision to improve management by removing small isolated tracts
from public ownership is reasonable. From the standpoint of maintaining
public access and protecting wildlife habitats, we believe land trades

uld be Che primary means of removing these tracts from public ownership.
Direct sale of such tracts produces rBdueed management costs, but wildlife

nagetnent and public access are also imporiant considerations.

We recommend that aquisition of public access be considered in the
Whiskey Mountain Management Unic Co allow huncers into the Red Creek portion
of the sheep winter range. This public access is needed Co properly manage
wildlife in this section of the county. Thu area presently has little or no
such access. The Red Creek area is an important bighorn sheep winter range.
Should improved livestock grazing be inscituced in chis drainage, wildlife
habitat would be greatly benefited. We strongly urge better livestock mana-
gement practices be explored for this area.

Due CO the way chey are packaged, it is difficult to recommend one
alternative. The Preferred Alternative appears reasonable, except for what
we consider to be a disastrous change in wildlife stipulations on oil and
gas leases, and a few minor problems with some proposed changes in lan-
down^rship. Alternative C is not desirable because it favors oil and gas
and locatable minerals, and lacks Che bighorn sheep reint roduc

t

ion into the
Sweetwater Rocks. Alternative B would be suitable except for what we con-
sider Co be the excessive timber harvest proposed on Green Mountain.
Alternative A, Existing Management, should als- propc ted bigho:
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.

sheep reintroduccio
corrected, we recoim

CO avoid Che loss of

SwceCwater Rocki

ion of Alcernac
stipulac

If this oa>i3£ion uere
A over the preferred plan,

permits for oil andCO avoio tne losa or wiiaiiie stipulations on permits for oil and gas
exploration and development. We also recommend chat the authors correl
Che alternacivea presented in the three documents co avoid confusion or
mi sunders t and ing.

'lease forward these comnicfits to the appropriate
ict this office if we may be of further help.

//^^a.'^
FRANCIS PETERA

/^^__-ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
OPERATIONS

FP:HBM:ssc
cc : Cane Div.

Fish Div.

HATS Diy.

Ms. Peggy Pel -3519 Partridge Lane-Casper, WY 82604

564
m OF WYOMING EOHERSCHLER

ff^aie Sn^ineeir i 0ffice

4^^ OOVERNOFI

ERSCHLEH BUILDING CHEYENNE. WYOMING BZOOZ
January 16, 1986

MEMORANDUM

TO; Paul Cleary, Natural Resources Analyst
State Planning Coordinator's Office

FROM: Louis E. Allen, Water Resources Engineer fQ^t

SUBJECT: Stale Identifier No. 8ii-138; Lander Resource
Area Management Plan Draft EIS, and Wilderness
Supplemeiil Draft EIS; BLM, 1985.

We have a few coiments to offer after review of the three subject
DEIS's, The draft plan appears to generally reflect good management
practices for multiple uses of the Resources Area.

Resource Manaaetnent Plan DF.IS

1. Page 76, Water Righia. Relative to the water rights adjudication
in thp Big Horn River System, actually the proceedings in Water Division
III are still continuing and the material in this report is not current.
Th(? BLM water uses that wcriv not under State Engineer permit have now
been adjudicated by stipulated decree dated February 9, 1983. BLM
water rights with State Engineer pi.Tiniis that are unad judicated will
be subject to the ongoing review and adjudication process of all
remaining State-awarded permits.

2. Pages 76-77, Water Rights. The discussion of thP Sweetwater
River, tributary of the North Platie River, contains errors and
apparent confusion. The North Plarte River isnot under a Compact
between Nebraska and Wyoming. The natural flow of the North Platte
River is apportioned among clie States of Colorado, Wyorrting, and
Ncbra<;k;i under a U.S. Supreme Court Decree (1945) and an Order
modifying the Decree (1952). The Sweetwater River would be included
under a section limiting storage of water in Wyoming for irrigation
on the North Platte River or its tributaries above Pathfinder
Reservoir to 18.000 acre-feet.

The limitation of 168,000 dcres of land being irrigated, as
noted on page 77. is correct. The mentioned "157,000 acres" being
irrigated is questionable. We consider the full i6fi.000 acre limit
as being under irrigation in any one year. However, 157.000 acres

Response to Letter 564

1

.

The appropriate changes have been made.

2. This paragraph was meant to point out a

hydrologic fact in the life of a reservoir. The
BLM does not build solely for fisheries

benefits, although in the interests of multiple-

use, fisheries are considered. The fisheries

in reservoirs on BLM-administered lands were
started and are maintained in cooperation
with the Wyoming Game and Fish Department
(WGFD). The vast majority of the reservoirs

do not support a fishery. Most of the early

constructed reservoirs and waterspreaders
were actually constructed to be sediment
traps and rangeland watershed improvement
structures, not fisheries or water for wildlife

or livestock.

The Code of Federal Regulations, 40 CFR Part

131 .2, designates the purpose of water quality

standards: A water quality standard defines

the water quality goals of a water body, or

portion thereof, by designating the use or uses
to be made of the water and by setting criteria

necessary to protect the uses. States adopt
water quality standards to protect public

health or welfare, enhance the quality of water
and serve the purposes of the Clean Water
Act (the Act). "Serve the purposes of the Act"
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Pau3 Cleary
January 16, 1986

Page 2

ind 18,000 acre-feet are not additive, as suggei

:ext. Since the limitations on irrigation and c

irrigation are considered to have been reached,

irrigation or irrigation watef storage have beer

i{ years. The Decree does provide for "ordinari

led m the paragraph
n uater storage for

no new permits for

issued for a number
and usual" water

developments for "domestic, municipal and stock watering purposes

and consumption" and, with the proper State Engineer permits, some

of these small uses may yet be allowed.

AUhough this section is titled "Water Rights", there is no

mention of State laws requiring State Engineer permits for the

diversion, storage, or use of the State's surface or underground

waters. The appropriate State Engineer permit must be obtained

prior to commenting construction for a proposed water use, and without

the permit, nO water right can exist.

Crazing Supplement DF.IS

3. Page 9, Water Developments. This is an appropriate place

to mention that a State Engineer permit is needed prior to commencing
construction of a proposed development of the State's water for any

purpose. Water developments are mentioned numerous times in subsequent

pages and the necessity for the appropriate State Engineer permit for

each development, whether of surface water or underground water, needs

to bo brought out.

A. Page^O, 2nd col., 3rd par. Larger reservoirs for stockwetcr

are suggested so as to include fishery benefits. Assuming a sufficient

water supply for the priority date of the reservoir, there may be a

problem in the Sweetwater River drainage under the North Platte River

Docree for such use. The question would arise over whether this was

an "ordinary and usual" use of water for "domestic, municipal and

stock watering purposes".

5. Appendix A, Green Mountain Study Area, page 9, 6th par.

context, we suggest adding "under the appropriate State Engineer

following "developed" at the end of the first sentence.

In this

I 6. Summary, pages vii-viii. We concur with the Proposed

I Action for the Sweetwater Rocks WSA's and the Copper Mountain WSA,

I which is to not designate them as wilderness areas but to manage them

3.

Paul Cleary
January 16, 1986
Paga 3

under mulciple-use policies. We appreciate the reduction in size of

the Sweetwater Canyon WSA Proposed Action to 5760 acres o£ the canyon
proper proposed for wilderness designation, with release of 3200 acres
for multiple-use management. There have been proposals for a tranabasin
diversion of water from the Green River drainage to the North Platte River

utilizing the Sweetwater River for conveyance. We would prefer non-
wilderness designation for this WSA so chat options could be kept open

for such water developnients.

7. Page 46, continued to page i8. This paragraph refers to six

designated National Forest wilderness areas in connection with the

196i Wilderness Act. Following the passage of the Wyoming Wilderness
Act of 198A, the Cloud Peak Wilderness Area in the Bighorn Mountains
was designated, adding some landa to what was formerly the Cloud Peak
Primitive Area. This area should be noted, as it is only a short

distance from the Copper Mountain WSA.

The six wilderness areas noted above are referred to again
in Appendix V, page 127, 1st col., 2nd par. It seems the document
should be brought up-to-date by including the designations of the

Wyoming Wilderness Act of 1984, which does not appear to be mentioned
anywhere.

Thank you for the opportui

referral memorandum is being

cc; George L. Christopulos

State Engineer

Gordon W. Fassect
Deputy State Engineer

ty to I DEIS's. Your

(as defined in sections 101(a)(2) and 303(c)

of tine Act) means ttnat water quality standards

should, wherever attainable, provide water

quality for the protection and propagation of

fish, shellfish and wildlife and for recreation

in and on the water and take into con-

sideration their use and value of public water

supplies, propagation of fish, shellfish, and
wildlife, recreation in and on the water, and
agricultural, industrial, and other purposes
including navigation. Also, 40 CFR Part

131.10(a) on the designation of uses states:

The classification of the waters of the state

must take into consideration the use and value

of water for public water supplies, protection

and propagation of fish, shellfish and wildlife,

recreation in and on the water, agricultural,

industrial, and other purposes including

navigation.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
made the following comment: ".

. .EPAs
current water quality standards regulation (40

CFR Part 131) which does not allow the state

to remove a designated use if, 1)the use is

existing (unless a use requiring more
stringent criteria is added), or 2) if the

designated use can be attained through
required technology controls or best man-
agement practices (Part 131.10(h)).

The phrase about acquiring, the appropriate

State Engineer permits occurs in the revised

Water Rights section of the Draft RMP/EIS,
Affected Environment and in the Draft

Grazing Supplement under a subheading for

Water Developments. We feel it has now been
adequately addressed and isn't necessary to

the section that emphasizes range and
watershed monitoring.

See general response to wilderness com-
ments.
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MEMORANDUM

To: State Planning Coordinator

From: Gary B. Glass, State CeoloRist; and Staff

r.eologists, W.D. Hausel. Ray Harris, Dick

Jones, Rod DeBruin, Alan VerPloeg, Jim Case

Subject: Draft Lander Resource Management Plan

and WildcT-ness Supplement

Date: November 26, 1985

I

We have reviewed the Draft Lander Resource Management Pla:

Wilderness Supplement and submit the following comments;

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN (DRAFT)

g|C4?'/^'^

2nd paragraph - The Lander ce Ar«a is in a designated coal

production region. The Energy Information Administration (ElA)

designates all mines in the State of Wyoming as being in coal-pro-

ducing District 19 (sec EIA's "1983 Coal Production" Report. DOE/EIA-

0118[83). puDlishcd October. 1984). Perhaps the Draft RMP is refer-

ring to the fact that the Landir Resource Area is not in a Known

Recoverable Coal Resource Area (KRCRA).

Although no interest was expressed in leasing Federal coal during the

last call for leasing interest, it does not necessarily follow that

this will always be the case.

Iter 111, Affected Environment, p. 57-75

little effort went int

vague and rather poorly written

to summarije some of the errorr:

basis.

It seems obvious that very

write-up. The geologic discussion is

specifically, we have tried

ons, etc., on a page by page

Absaroka Mountains

incorrectly referred to

is misspel led. Geologic "format ions" arc

I as geologic "foundations". The geologic

setting of Copper Mountain, the Granite Mountains, and South Pass

are omitted, yet these areas are extremely important to the overall

mineral potential of the Resource Area. Similar "greenstone belts"

in Africa, Canada, Australia, and South America are enriched in

mineral resources.

State Planning Coordinator November 26, 198S

Page 2

Page 60. 4th paragraph, second column - The third sentence is repeated
word for word in the 5th paragraph.

Page 60 - We commented on the "oil and gas potential rating system" In

January of 1985. Because we feel these earlier comments are still

appropriate, we have attached a copy of these previous comment,";,

Page 6-, Coal section - There has been some interest in coal deposit
Alkali Butte and Muddy Creek. In addition, the Bureau of Land
Management has done some coal exploration drilling in the Alkali
Butte area in recent years.

Although much of the Wind River Basin has little potential for coal

mining, there are some areas that are attractive for smaller mines
to serve local industrial, commercial, or domestic markets. On the

longer-term, in situ gasification of deeper coal beds, especially
those near old oil fields, could be developed for use in enhanced
oil recovery methods.

This section should rcfe:

Page 62, Phosphate section - '

to Map 5-3 on page 66. but it doesn't.

:ovant Creek" should be "Conant Creek".

Page 66, Map 3-5 - This map is extremely generaliied, and the distinction
between phosphate areas and geothermal areas is not readily made.

h'hat are the bases for classifying and delineating the areas of coal

and phosphate resources as shown on this map? Are they based on

geologic formation, depth, thickness, quality, etc.? For example,
nearly tho entire Wind River Basin is underlain by coal rosourcus.

Page 67. Table 3-3 - The projections in this table may be too optimistic
since they are arrived at by averaging a growth rate using the trends
of 1950-1984. Falling prices and current economic trends have already
caused exploration to drop off. especially In the case of natural gas.

Pagc_ on Phosphate - Phosphorous "periioxide" should be phos-
phorous "pcntoxide". TTie reference to "Coffuran (1967)" should be

"Coffraan and Service (1967)"

section on Phosphate, left column - This

regard

Page 68, Urani'

severance tuxes although we know of no actions in thii

ction There is currently only one uranium mill oper-

ating in the Resource Area. "Tepee Trail" should be "Tepee Trails"
Formation. The report does no mention the uranium occurrences at tht

Flathead/Precambrian unconformity. The Wasatch and Green River For-

mations are separate formations.

Response to Letter 565

1. Thank you for the suggested text revisions

listed throughout your letter. Appropriate
changes have been made in the Final EIS.

The remainder of our responses address the

concerns raised in your letter that were not

related to text revisions.

2. The statement that the Lander Resource Area
is not within a designated coal production
region was not intended to imply that it is

not in a Known Recoverable Coal Resource
Area (KRCRA). The intent was to show that

any future leasing of coal on federal lands

within the Wind River Basin and the resource

area would be handled by the BLM on an
application basis as apposed to the leasing

process mandated for designated coal
production regions.

3. The coal and phosphate resource areas shown
on Map 3-3 were based on the coal

classification system of the U.S. Geological

Survey. The coal field boundaries were
actually based on measured, indicated, and
inferred resources for coals greater than 2.5

feet thick, between 0-3,000 feet of cover. The
criteria for delineating the phosphate
resources were explained in the text. The
Classification systems used are from U.S.

Geological Survey Circular 891 (1983) and
U.S. Geological Survey Circular 831 (1976).

4. To mention each uranium occurrence and to

fully describe each with the justice it deserves

would require more detail than is necessary

for the management alternatives discussed in

the RMP/EIS.

5. A discussion of the gold occurrences on the

Wind River, Little Wind River, and Popo Agie

River were not included in the Draft RMP/
EIS as these occurrences are on the Wind
River Indian Reservation. The planning

document covers BLM-administered lands

only. Since most activity, such as claim

staking and assessment work, on the Oregon
Buttes-Dickie Springs, Wasatch Formation

gold placers occurs outside the Lander

Resource Area, a discussion of these

occurrences would not be beneficial to the

management alternatives of this RMP.

6. The Copper Mountain, Lewiston and South

Pass tungsten anomalies occur in areas where
the public lands are open to prospecting,

mineral entry and mining. Consequently, a

detailed discussion of these tungsten

occurrence areas would not have any
significant bearing on the public land use

issues of the Lander RMP/EIS.

7. The descriptions of Physiography and Relief

were written to develop a basic understanding

of the physical geography and the origins of
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state planning Coordinator November 26, 1985

Page 5

. 68 . Gold section This section left out discussions on gold rc-

sourccs along the Kind River. Little Wind River, and Popo Agic

River. Cold was mined from placer deposits along the Wind River

near Riverton at the turn of the cenrury. This section should

also include a description of ihe CUrks Fork placer near Dubois,

Although located just outside of the Under Resource Area, the

auriferous boulder conglomerate at Oregon Buttes should be in-

cluded in the discussion of South Pass. According to Love and

others (1978), the gold in the arkosic grit of this conglomerate

was eroded from the granite-greenstone terrain to the north. The

Wasatch conglomerate is reported to have a significant gold re-

source by Love and others.

In the second paragraph, it is stated that all of the mines at

South Pass were operated by inexperienced miners, prospectors, and

by crooks. This may have been the cage for some of the mining

ventures, but others like the Tabor Grand were operated by experi-

enced miners who previously worked in the Georgetown District of

Colorado. South Pass had its share of inexperienced miners and

crooks, but probably no more than any other historic district in

the western U.S.

Ir this same paragraph, gold production estimates should be in-

cluded.

The third paragraph should include a discussion of the Tin Cup and

Bridger (Copper Mountain) Districts. In particular, the variety of

mineral resources, mineral potential, and historic production at

CCDper Mountain has been ignored. The DePass Mine in the Copper

Mountain District, is one of the more extensive metal mines in

Wyoming, but it isn't mentioned. Copper, gold, and silver were

produced at DcPass.

Gold mineralization in South Pass couia be discussed in greater

derail in the fourth paragraph. The gold at Soyth Pass occurs in

all major mappable units, but is in particular, concentrated in

shear zones in metagreywacke of the Miners Delight Formation. Gold

is found less often in "true" quart: veins, and may potentially

occur in stratiform deposits. Cold also occurs in Recent placers.

Also, "Baily (1973)" should be "Bayley and others (1973):.

This section should include a discussion on exploration by major

mining companies for gold during the past 5 to 10 years. From

reading this document, the reader gets the distinct impression

that tho metal resources are very small, and only a few "inexperi.

enced" prospectors have a potential interest for metals in the Lander

Resource Area, which is not the case-

November 26, 198S
Page 4

Page 69, Map 5-4 - This map does
referred to in the text.

lot show all the mineral loi

Page 70, Zeolite section - The Wagon Bed [Eocene) Formation ashes are
not from the Yellowstone Volganics (Quaternary). They are from
that region, but the vrriter apparently did not understand the
distinction.

There are more theories, including more recent ones, for the
formation of :eolites than the Van Houtcn (1964) reference.
J.D. Love's Professional Paper 49S-C on the Granite .Mountains
contains an example, and this report isn't even referenced in
the RHP.

"Van Houlen" (1964) is misspelled in the 1st paragraph.

There is also no reference to the existing :eolite production
from Arizona, which attests to the fact that zeolites are not in
the "infant stage" of development.

In the next to the last paragraph "Hansel" (19"8) should be "Hausel"
(1978).

Page 70, Other Minerals section - Although the value of gravel, crushed sto
etc. may be small on a piecemeal basis, the cumulative value is
significant. There is a flagstone quarry just south of Dubois,
which was not mentioned.

Tungsten, which is an important strategic mineral, should be dis-
cussed more fully in this section. Significant tungsten anomalies
occur at Copper Mountain, Lewiston, and South Pass. Copper-silver-
=inc red bed deposits along the flank Of the Wind River Range should
also be included in this discussion.

Page 70. Physiography
used for the
Washakie Range

: Map of Wyo

section - The term "Shoshone Mountains" is no longer
between the Owl Creek Mountains and the Absa.rokas.
now used (see Love and Christiansen, 1985 - Ceo-

;t :i. Similarly, the Bridger MountaTns are
Jf the Owl Creekeastern portiigenerally thought to be simply 1

Mountains. The Green Mountains and Sweetwater Arch are generally
considered to be part of the Granite Mountains uplift. A more modern
description of the physiography is given in Thornbury, W.D., 1965,
Regional Geomorphology of the United States : John Wilev 6 Sons. Inc.,
NY, Chapter 19.

~'

The term "Wyoming Basin" generally refers to ;

between the Southern and Middle Rocky Mouniaii
described in this RMP.

he basins and upl i fts

ot just the features

soils occurring in tine Lander Resource Area.

The Green Mountains were discussed
separately from the Granite Mountains-
Sweetwater Rocks because their soils are

quite different.

8. Geologic hazards will be considered when
developing site-specific activity plans to

implement the land use decisions presented

in this RMR
9. The area is not typical of mountains in general

(not just Wyoming's mountain ranges). Most
mountain foothills are not separated by a long

valley from their mountains. In your comment
you include the foothills as part of the basin,

which is true. Here we state that they are not

at the immediate edge of the basin as they

commonly are.

10. The Dinwoody and Phosphoria Formations
are indeed Paleozoic rocks. These two
formations occur on most of the southern Big

Horn Mountains that are in the Lander
Resource Area.

11. BLM's standard protective measures for

cultural resources are used to protect and
mitigate impacts to historic mining sites.

12. This sentence should have read, production

potential area.

A discussion of the types of oil and gas traps

found to date, types to be explored in the

future and production formations will not be
included in the Final RMP/EIS. We appreciate

your concerns that such a discussion was not

included in the draft, but we believe a

discussion of these items would not have a

significant bearing on the outcome of the land

use management decisions.

13. Almost all timber stands in the South Pass
area show some signs of old gold mining
activity. This may be a small percentage of

the possible gold mining area, and very few
of these old mined areas may be opened
again. However, if one of these areas were
utilized again, that would make this statement

true.

14. The citation for the timespan used for the

Tertiary period and Mesozoic era is: Longwell,

Chester R. and Flint, Richard F. 1962.
Introduction to Physical Geology. John Wiley
and Sons, Inc. Second Ed. New York, London.

15. Although Love (1970) was not referenced as

often as Tetra Tech (1983) throughout the

Geology and Mineralization sections of the

Wilderness Supplement, this in no way implies

we relied more on one than the other.

16. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.
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state Planning Coordinator November ^6, 1985
Page 5

Thornbury spells "Shoshoni" Basin. "Shoshone" Basin, and describes
It as the eastern part of :hf Wind Rivt-r Basin. Also, there is no
mention of the structural ly important Casper Arch on the east mar-
gin of the Shoshone Basin, On Une 7 of the last paragraph [right
column), "Mountains" should be capitalized after Wind River.

Pagf ~1
, Map 5-5 - Minimally, "Wyorainp 1

"tkh
should t)e deleted from

nap.

PagL- :o and folio
!.
pages - This section or the p

the RMP should include some mention of geologi
are numerous known or suspected active faults
southeastern part of the Resource Area, There
torlc seismic activity in the an-a. Refer to
Survey Open- file Report 7S-:79 - Known and Su

Wyom 1 ng ; Geological Survey of Wyoming Op
.nary map of Earthquake Ep n Wy

Drev

cal ha ards

ion of

There
in the sout lern and
ha s a so h 'cn his-

U.5

pec

. Ceo log

ted Acti

cal

•e Fault
Fil c R port 84-15 -

il.S.

Geological Survey Open-file Report 82-1G3
accelerations expected in the area.

There are numerous landslides and landslide-prone areas, shrinking
and swelling clays, compactible soils, and selenium-rich areas that
were not mentioned as occurring in the Resource Area. In the latter
case, refer to Geological Survey of Wyoming's Open File Report SB-H.

^nd pa: -aph, left column - It is not clear what is meant by
"The area is not typical because the foothills occur in the basin,

from the mountain front", Most "foothills" adjacent to Wyoming
mountains

The description of relief in the rest of the paragraph is confusing-,
most readers will not understand any of this, especially the last
part about most of the valley being carried away.

5rd and 4th paragraphs, left colui The rocks in the Absaroko.
are better described as "volcanical ly-derived sedimentary rock" or
"volcaniclastic rocks" than "layers of magma". The Shoshone Moun-
tains are not simply made up of the Wiggins i-ormation. The Washakie
Range [Shoshone Mountains of the R.MP1 is a partially exhumed, granite-
cored uplift of Paleozoic and Meso;oic rocks. The Wiggins Formation
is part of the volcanic pile that once completely buried the Washakie
Range.

Page 72. 5th and 6th paragraphs - "Hounpains" should be capitall;ed in the
first line; the Dinwoody and Phosphoria Formations are Paleoioic rocks,
not Meso:oic rocks; and, there is a fair amount of Paleozoic as well
as Mesozoic rock exposed on the southern end of the Bighorn Mountains.

State Planning Coordinator November 26, 1985

Page t

a.ph

Tl

Pa£(

. The Rattlesnake Hills (Mountains of the RMP)

arc better described as a Precambrian-cored anticline with up-

lifted Paleozoic and Mcsozojc rocks on its flank. These rocks

have been intruded by volcanic rocks, including laccoliths, sills,

plugs, volcanic dikes, etc. In fact, only a small portion of the

Rattlesnake Hills is composed of volcanic rocks.

; "2, 8th paragraph - The White River Formation that occurs on the

northern foothills of the Green Mountains has never been sub-

divided in that area. The Crook Mountains, which lie between

the Green Mountains to the east and the southeastern Wind River

Range to the west, are not mentiotifd or shown on Map 5-5-

9th paragraph The current idea on the origin of the Granite

""Mountains {see Love, J.D., 1970, U.S. Geological Survey Professional

Paper 49S-C) is that the Precambrian core of the range was buried by

deposition of Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene, and younger rocks before

the range subsided in probably Pliocene time. The granitic knobs

were exposed by regional epeirogenic uplift that affected not just

this area, but the entire Rocky Mountain region. The Granite Moun-

i depositional remnant of previously more extensive

deposit

Page 157, South Pass Mining Art The first paragraph mentions that

a million dollars in gold during"South Pass yielded well <

history". This does not give any real indication of value - was

this ISaO prices. 1978 prices, or present prices? A better state-

ment would be - "At today's prices (S325 per ounce). South Pass may

have yielded as much as $106,000,000 in gold".

The discussion of recurrent gold activities i

left out the discovery of the Lewiston Disiri
the 2nd paragraph

t in 1879.

Page 15S. 4th paragraph rge amount of the interest in gold at South

been by major mining companies in addition to prospectors.

Page 156, 5th paragraph - This paragraph should include a discussion o

the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality's proposed plans

I some of the abandoned mines in this area. This reclamatii

12

' page 166, Rivcrton sect

State Highway 26.

page IbS, Oil and Gas section , last sentence

"early production potential"?

The report calls U.S. Highway 26, Wyor

. by the terms

Overall the report eould use a discussion of ihe types of oil and

gas traps found to date, and the types of traps which will be explored
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Statf Planning Coordina

12 in ihc future, i.e., future exploration will be for deep
.iraiigraphit and st ructural/stratigraphic traps. Also, there

> mention of the major oil and gas-producing formations in
ihc area.

Page 168, Uranium section - The cLirrent uranium production from the
Resource' Area is all contractud to JapsiK'se unlities, not
domestic buyers. Additional production will depend on new
contracts being signed.

Page Phosphat ion • Regional phosphate production will in

Chevron's ftrtilore than stated due to the addit
U:er plant in the Rock Springs area.

Page it:, Bentonice section - This discussion of bentonite
quatuly related to the Resource Area.

Page 174j 2colite section - Employmcn
mining should be available from
for comparison.

'income" levels for leolitc
.;ona ('eological Survey,

8]_ - The RWP should discuss how they plan to handle requests for
;oal exploration and development, should they occur.

)n on En\ironmenta] Consequences, beginning on page 187 - Thl.s
lection seems to have emphasized the negative consequences of

1 exploration and mining and has not pointed out any pos-
sibly pos
activities

consequences the temporary naturt of mining

Earlier on page 195. the RMP stated that the effects that the
raining industry has had on the fish and wildlife populations is
"not well documented". If the effects are not well documented,
how can the effects be so negative?

Page :36, Locatabk' Min i Impact- - --. - ..- - Adv .....

: detail about the adverse impacts of
mining, but docs not discuss the adverse impacts that EIW s limi
tations on mining and exploration activities might have on mineral

This section goes
lineral exploration and

acti
State

Page 237, Management Ac

ies and potential mineral development in this part of the

Cultural/Natural History - This section
should discuss the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality's
plans for abandoned mined land reclamation in the South Pass, I.ewis-
ton, Copper Mountain, and Tin Cup Districts.

13

14

State Planning Coordinator November 26, 198S

Page 6

Page 27B, Forestry Impact Number 1 - This statement is not true for

the South Pass gold mining area. The principal gold deposits do

not occur in timbered area.

Page 280, Locatable Minerals, 1st paragraph - This section could use a

discussion on what the "plan of operation" involves or docs not

involve. For instance, what is required in the "plan"; what type

of exploration can be pursued without such a "plan"? If explora-

tion is not allowed without first having a plan of operations,

this could greatly affect the potential for discovering any gold

deposits.

Page 292, Map 5-2 - Like most maps in this RMP, this map does not have
any township and range grid to help a reviewer or user locate

things.

Lge 520, Locatable Min. Potential the Landf

Slope area is probably limited to limestone aggregate, which ha:

a low possibility for development. There are parts of the area

however, that could be rained without affei-ting the aesthetics o'

the Lander Slope area.

Page 321. Phosphate section - Thi;

not "reserves" of phosphate.
referring i

ge 529. Locatable Minerals section - Requiring "plans of operations"
the South Pass District could have a severe impact on mining

and e.\pluration in this area, depending on the requirements.

Page 541 - "No surface occupancy" restrictions for locatable minerals
will essentially close this area to non-oil and gas mineral develop-
ment. Although it is unclear if this restriction only refers to oil

and gas, it would seem like the BLM would have to impose the same

restrictions on all mineral activity.

Page 357, Locatable Minerals - This section should include a discussion
of the Clarks Fork gold placers.

Page 441, Clossary - "Gnei

Page 442, Meso:oiC - K'hat

Page 445, Tertiary What is the citation for the timespun used for the

Tert iary?

Page 445. References - Although the University of Wyoming's Institute for

Policy Research (IPR) was cited for some material in the text (pages

172-174), their publication is not cited in the "References". Also,

the material cited as IPR was prepared for IPR by our agency.
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State planning Coordina' November 26, 1985

Page 9

it should be "Hausel, K.D.'

n - "liplif'ts" 15 misspelled-

01 "Haust'l . U.h'.".

WILDERNESS SUPPLEMENT (DRAFT)

Page 3 1, 1st paragraph, left column,

15

;enteni;c - Bft'on I deposit caT

Only after 3 gold deposit is diibe mined, it lias to be disi

covered and iia reserves drilled out, docs the gold price come; into

play. There arc several gold mini's presently being developed around

the world [at S32S an ounce) that were not mined at S'^00 an ounce,

simply because they were not discovered early enough to take advantage

of the $70tl per ounce price. In fact, the percentage of gold mines

Operating at S"00 per ounce w^re (|uite small compared to mines operat-

ing at today's prices.

One of the more significant gold discoveries this century was made in

an area that had been prospected more than 100 years, yet the first

gold wasn't produced until gold fell to 53:^0 an ounce. This is the

Hemlo discovery in Ontario that lies adjacent to the Trans-Canada

Highway (Engineering and Mining Jisurnal , Sept. 1985).

Page 31, :nd paragr aph, left column - Although Tetra Tech's assessment of

uranium at the Cambrian-t'recambrian contact is low, the anomaly is

important and may guide some future exploration.

Page 51. left column, last paragraph, last sentence

is an unsupported statement.

This last sentenci

Page 51 , j9, etc. - The reliance on NURE ;

for geology and mineralisation poten'

tudies (the Tetra Tech reference)

ial is questionable. More re-

liance should be given to Love (1970). although portions of the RMP'.

text suggest that the authors may not have understood it.

hePage .^2, 4th par agraph , right column - Since there was jade mined

the .Sweetwater Rocks area in recent years, wo fail to see how there

could only be a low to moderate f.ivorability for its occurrence. Kc

would call the occurrence of jade, a certainty.

Zeolites have been found in the Moonstone FomiationPage 42 paragraph 6

in this area.

Pase 42 paragraph 7 We have shown occurrences of gold, silver, and other

als in or near this WSA (see Ceologicol Survey of Wyoming Map

MS-14, 198S),

Page 48, Geology and Mjneraliiat ion - This (~" '~'-
WSA.Precambrian rocks exposed

references to the geology of this

is a NURE study.

iscussion does not mentii

There are also much bef
than Tetra Tech (198:^) ,

i

State Planning Coordinator !Jovember 26, 1985

Page 10

16

There are also numerous errors in capitali::ation in this discussion,

and the Tenslcep Sandstone is misspelled.

: SO, Hincraliiation section - precambrian rocks to the east of the

WSA host a variety ot mineral resources, including iron, copper,

gold, silver, tungsten, feldspar, tantalum, beryl, rare earth

elements, and lithium. Several mines were developed for many of

these commodities. [n particular, there has been production of

feldspar within the past ten years; some gold was mined from the

Cold Nusget region; and, gold, silver, and copper were mined at

DePass.

; 67, and 75 - If taken literally, these discussions of the BLN'S rules

for wilderness exploration disallow any "geologic studie,=." except for

observations conducted after filing an approved plan. Does this re-

striction include academic studies of the geology, or doe.i the BLM

just mean drill Ing, etc.?

Pages 119 and 120, Appendix III - Although the title of this Appendix is
""" " Geologic Time and formations", there are no formations listed. The

chart on page 120 is confusing in regard to Era and Period boundaries;

the Ordovician Period is missing; ihc units present in the Wind River

Basin are not annotated as such; and, there is no citation to where

the listed ages came from. In reg:ird to this latter comment, the age

estimates do not agree with those ;idopted in 1985 by the Geologic Names

Committee of the U.S. Geological Survey.
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THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF WYOMING
UNIVERSITY Of WYOMING

BOX 300a.UNtv£RSIIY STATION

LAHAMie. WVOM'IVG 81071

,ry 21, 1985

Mr. Ed iVom.icV

Act ing Area Manager

Bureau of Land Manngcmcnt

L.^nder RtrsonTce Area

P.O. Box S89

L.-Ander, V.-yoning S2S20

VaaT iUl:

It .npiK'..rs fiom f lariinsi i on of the Oil and Cas Pottntial Rating Map for the

I.r.ndcr RcsLnirre Area ih.it Free) Gcorgeson has done a liioiough job of rclwling

cxibling JriDing ;ind geologic Jala to llic oil and ^as potcntia] for the

rcf-ourcc area. 1 have only a few suggestions ihiit he may want to tunsider.

Firbt, he may wish to add an unknown potential catccory to cover those areas

re'therC is little or no drilling information and the surface geology nay

have very little bearing on the potential at depth. This i.ould be especially

pertinent in the case of areas with slrat igraph i C t r.ip pottntia! and subthrust

art-as,

Sei.ondly, in most cases it appears that the poic-ntinl rating is bdSCd on the

occurrence of stniciiires (iinticlines and syncl int-s) and najor fault trends

which have surfiice or near surface ex-prcssion. Indeed, these have been the

koy to most of the exploration Success in the past. Hoi.over, the recent trend

has heen toward exploration for deeper stniciiircs and stratigraphic traps,

especially toward the center and north side of the basin. Keeping these new

t)7cs of targets in mind, the low potential rating for some of the synclinal

areas between llic producing anticlines could be upgr.-idcd. Areas east and west

of Miislirat Field, and east of the Kind River Indian ricscrvation might fall in

this category.

Lastly a high potential rating h3f been given to several areas associated with

large foreland tlirust faults, specifically the !\'ind River Thrust and the Enigrant

Trail Tlirust. Although Ajtioco had success drilling a subthrust target at Sheep

Response to Letter 566.

1. Thank you for your comments.

ir. td '.»'om.ick

January 21. 198S

Page TW'j

Creek Field and Moncrief Oil st the Teepee Flats discovery, a high potential

rating for these ovcrthrustcd areas in genera] may be too optimistic. Since

very little is Vnown about these jrcas, the suggesled unknown potential cate-

gory or moderate potential category might be more appropriate.

Also, I liave enclosed a copy of our 1084 Oil and r.as Map of Wyoming for your

use.' If i;c can be of any further a'-.'iistance, contact us.

Staff Petroleum Tc-nlogist

AJVicara

Enclosure
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®il anb (gas Consntjatioii Commission

November 26, 1985

Mr. David Hartman

State Planning Coordinator's Office
Wyoming State Clearinghouse
Herschler Building, 2nd Floor East
Cheyenne, WY 82002

Re: The Resource Management Plan for Lander
Resource Area, State Identifier 84-138

Dear Mr. Hartman:

I am in receipt of three documents dealing with the Bureau of
Land Management's Draft Resource Management Plan for the Lander Resource
Area.

The three documents comprise a total of 672 pages of material that
go into great detail about all aspects of the resource area, including
oil and gas. However, of the total 672 pages, only 12 pages are devoted to
the oil and gas activity and potential of the resource area, 8 of which
are maps and charts.

I realize that the resource area boundaries do not coincide with
Fremont County, however, the two boundaries are reasonably close.
Fremont County, for instance, as of 1984, had 53 producing oilfields
that included 861 producing wells. Production during the year was
6,167.366 barrels or 4.8% of the State's total production of oil Gas
production was 45,559.150 MCF, or 7.5% of the State's total production.

It seems to me that with an asset as important as oil and gas to
the resource area more discussion and consideration to that resource
should have been included in the BLM documents. I have no objection to
any of the material or proposals that have been put forth by BLM. I

certainly hope that in the final analysis oil and gas activity will not
be hobbled with unneeded or unnecessary restrictions, since it already
plays such an important part in the well-being of Fremont County and the
Greater Lander Resource Area.

^ery truly yours.

Donald B. Basko,
State Oil and Gas Supervisor

777 WEST ^IRST STREET. P O BOX )640, CaSpER. WYOMING 81602 I307l23*-7U7

Response to Letter 567

1 . Thank you for your comments.

Wyomliig State
Arehlves, Nnsenins& Hlstorleal Department

wn^Tn^%\%
December 17, 1985

Mr. Warren White

State Planning Coordinator
Herschler Building, 2nd Floor East
Cheyenne. Wyoning 82002

RE: §Draft Resource Management Plan for Land Resource Area— 3 documents

Dear Mr. White:

Fred Chapman of our staff has received information concerning the aforemen-
tioned draft resource management plan. Thank you for giving us the
opportunity to conment.

The documents under consideration acknowledge that intensive cultural
resource surveys have not been conducted on all land within the federal
study area. It is our policy to reconwend the following action for areas
not yet surveyed for cultural resources. Prior to any ground disturbing
activity, an on-site cultural resource survey of the project area should be
conducted and adverse Impacts to any significant cultural resource sites
must be mitigated. The survey and any necessary mitigation measures must
be conducted by a professionally qualified archeologist or historian. A
report detailing the results of these efforts must be reviewed by SHPO
staff prior to our co(7inenting on the project's effects on cultural resource
sites.

If you have any questions please contact Mr. Chapman at 777-6530.

Sincerely,

Dr, Robert 0. Bush, Ph.D.
State Historic Preservation Officer

Response to Letter 568

1. Thank you for your comment, your policy is

noted, it is our intent to continue working
closely with the State Historic Preservation
Office.
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thfi Gas Hills Grazinq

TATZ OF WYOMING
ICE OF THE GOVERNOB
CHEYENNE 82002

MEMORANDUM

TO: Paul Cleary

rPOM: Rod Miller 9-'^

DATE: December 3, 1985

SUBJECT: Comments, Lander Grozincj EIS, RMP

1 have the fol lowing comments

Supplement to the Lander Rmp:

Management Actions for Category I Allotments. pdqe 11,

paragraph Ti "Total exclusion of large grazing animals for

sr.veral years might be necessary on some rip.irian areas to allow

t.hem to recover.'' This statement raiaes a question as to whether

or not "large grazing animals" includes big game species. Beyond

that, riparian zone management is an emerging science and much

attention should be paid to ongoing research in Wyoming and other

western states before specific management actions are instituted.

Socioeconomics ,
page 2^: It is indicated that this

matioH ;Jas developed based on a 1979 Bureau of Land

ement survey, updated to reflect current prices and costs.

er, the graphs on pages 24-28 are based on a 1983 source.

uestion is, how current is the information presented in the

and does it accurately reflect the financial state of the

stry tqd_ay? The ranch budget Information m Table 3-3 on

ppcars difficult to reconcile with current statistics

rdjng increasing foreclosures and farm credit problems. It

rucial to have up to date ranch budget information to analyze

socioeconomic impacts of proposed adjustments in stocking

, seasons of use and other management actions.

infO'
Manai
Howe'

page
reg.

is c

Che
rate

34,Environmental Consequences, Alternative A,
. ,

paragraph 3; this section supposes that "total exclusion of

livestock might be necessary for several years to allow

regeneration of the woody vegetative component..." along riparian

zones. Again, the question arises, does this exclosure also

include big game species? University of Wyoming research along

Paul Cleary - December 3, 1985 - Page 2

Muddy Creek in Carbon County is attempting to identify and
quantify wildlife impacts to riparian zones. This research
should be monitored to determine if gains from livestock
exclosure in riparian areas are lost via wildlife use. If this

is the case, then BLM should "ad]ust stocking levels of grazing
animals... and wildlife increases or decreases might be proposed
to the Wyoming Game and Fish Department." page 11, paragraph 2.

Page 34 ,
paragraph 2 , "Adjustment of turnout dates

[could help increase forage availability for big game during early
Ispring." Some analysis is needed to indicate whether or not

[increased big game use of deferred areas would negate benefits to

Ithe range associated with livestock deferral-

Finally , the Alternative A proposes reduct ions in

livestock stocking rates of from 13 to 19 percent in I category
allotments. Detailed resource data is lacking in this document
to make a judgment regarding the advisability of this proposal

,

however severe reductions such as this may prove disastrous to

ranching units in the study area. Updated ranch budget
information will be necessary to determine if this will be the

case. Additional thought should be given to a scheme of

management actions that will accomplish desired resource goals
without severe adverse impacts to the agriculture economy of the

Such a plan might include monitoring to determine
needed actions and then scheduling those activities first that do

not reduce cash flow on affected enterprises. If reductions on

an allotment are necessary and inevitable, every attempt should

be made to mitigate the economic impacts ,
possibly by making

available forage on a temporary, non-renewable permit basis or

other feasible alternatives.

tm

Response to Letter 569

1. This management action relates to all large

grazing animals including big game species.

Research information is currently available to

document the effects of livestock, primarily

cattle concentrating on riparian areas and the

effects of exclusion of livestock grazing on
riparian areas. Riparian zone management is

receiving more and more attention and
ongoing research in Wyoming and other

western states and will continue to be used
to guide our specific management actions.

2. The economic analysis in the Lander Final

RMP/EIS was based on the most current data

available at the time of document preparation.

The 1979 Survey was adjusted to 1983 prices.

The purpose of the analysis in the EIS was
to provide an estimate of impacts on individual

operators by looking at three model, ortypical

ranch sizes. This type of analysis provides the

reader with a general idea of what the impacts
could be on an individual livestock operation

by comparing the size of an operation to one
of the three model ranches. This type of an
analysis does not provide a precise de-

scription of the livestock industry as a whole.

This is because there is more variation in the

sizes of the operations, as well as their

methods of operating, than is represented by
the three ranch sizes presented in this

analysis. We consider the economic impacts

of ouractionsonan individual operator before

those actions are taken. This will be
accomplished through implementing our
rangeland management policy, where we will

gather site-specific data and work closely with

the affected operator before taking any
actions.

3. The Rawlins District, BLM, is currently

participating in and funding a portion of the

research project on Muddy Creek. We are

monitoring this research project closely.

4. An analysis of the estimated forage con-
sumption by kind of grazing animal was
completed by BLM in May, 1983, for the Green
Mountain EIS Area. At this time, big game
animals (elk, moose, mule deer, and
pronghorn antelope) were using 5 percent of

the total forage consumption for the EIS area.

Wild horses were using 13 percent and
domestic livestock (primarily cattle) were
using the remaining 82 percent of the total

forage consumption. On some small isolated

areas of crucial elk winter and spring range,

the benefits received from livestock deferment
may be negated. However, it is estimated that

this situation would occur on less than 1

percent of the total resource area under BLM
administration.

5. See Response 2, above.
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Wyomi.vg Recreation Commission "***i 1

CE'fNNE nvrOMiHG 8J0O?

Januar}' 21, 1986

'J WEST 2S1H. hIBSChUH HLDU

Mr. Warren White
State Planning Coordinator
Wyoming State Clearinghouse
Herschler Building

Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002

Dear Mr. White:

The Wyoming Recreation Commission (WRC) received the Bureau of Reclamation's Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for the Lander Resource Area Management Plan on

Novanber 21, 1985. Thank you for the opportunity to provide input into this im-
portant review process.

The following comments and concerns represent a synthesis of agency reaction to the
Resource Management Plan [RMP) and includes input from our field staff at South Pass
City State Historic Site as well as other professionals at the Cheyenne Office.

The RHP clearly demonstrates that the BLM is concerned with recreation management
and historic preservation within the Lander Resource Area. This is particularly
true in regan' to the South Pass Historic Mining District. (As you know, the WRC
currently administers South Pass City State Historic Site.) Recreation and gold
mining are the primary activities in the South Pass Historic Mining District. In

1985 more than 20,000 people visited this area, primarily to enjoy the historic
sites and to camp and hike. Also, this area is still the most active gold mining
region in Wyoming. Panning for gold even occurs in South Pass City during the
Sumner. The BLM recognizes these important activities by devising a balanced plan
that would preserve the cultural resource while allowing small gold mining opera-
tions to continue.

We strongly concur with the Stipulation in the RMP that requires plans of operations
for all proposed mining operations within the historic district. By requiring this
study, the BLM will insure that mining will not destroy important historical and
archaeological remains. This policy is the cornerstone of balancing mining and rec-
reation in the same area. Without it, miners from outside the local corrriijnities

could destroy historical sites, impact our operations at South Pass City, and sig-
nificantly curtail the recreational potential of this area.

We also applaud the BLM' s desire to manage the historic district "...toward

maintaining recreational opportunities in terms of rustic, open space settings"

(p. 332). South Pass City should be included in the list of sites to receive
this intensive management. We also agree with the R>P ' s provisions to limit OftV

use to existing roads, to utilize full fire suppression in the entire area, and

that existing roads provide adequate access in the district. The BLH should

also be commended for its recognition of and conformance to the local zoning
ordinance in South Pass City.

the RMP raises some concerns. First, in

historical remains from oil and gas activi-
surface occupancy" (KSO) stipulations on all

South Pass Historic Mining District. No

ecause there is low to no potential for oil

e we agree that oil and gas activities would
St historic site, issuing leases with NSO
t South Pass City or the historic area,

per acre than any other place in the state,
has never been tested in court. Many
e that NSOs would prevent them from de-
they could not access the property by
of an NSO in the country were successful,
anywhere in the historic district,

In spite of these positive aspects,
order to prevent any destruction of

ties, the BLM proposes to place "no

future oil and gas leases within the

leases exist at present, primarily b\

and gas in this area (p. 329). Whil

significantly impact Wyoming's large

provisions may not adequately protec

which contains more historic remains
The legality of the NSO stipulations
energy company representatives belie'

veloping their lease, especially if

angle-drilling. If a court challengi
then oil and gas drilling could occu'

including South Pass City.

Also, NSO provisions are a management decision made by the BLM. The agency
could drop these stipulations in the future. Thus, NSOs do not offer permanent
protection, no matter how good the BLM's intentions are at present.

As a result of these problems, the BLM should issue oil and gas leases with NSO
stipulations only on those areas within the South Pass Historic Mining District
that the agency is positive can be reached by angle drilling from rigs outside
of this area. The remaining portion of the district should be withdrawn from
mineral entry as is being proposed for the land adjacent to Sinks Canyon State
Park. This is the only way to insure the continued preservation of historic
sites, the retention of the area's "rustic, open space setting", and the high
recreational opportunities.

Second, the RMP fails to address the chronic problem of grazing within the South
Pass City State Historic Site. In the past few years, as many as seventy cows
have graced around the historical structures. This has caused stream bank
damage, overgrazing, insect problems in the buildings and with the artifacts,
destruction of signs and boardwalks, deterioration of the picnic areas, and a

general health hazard when mixing several cattle with unknowledgeable tourists.
the BLM needs to correct this situation as soon as possible. Better livestock
management by the rancher would be a possible short-term solution, especially if

the cowboys would occassionally drive ths cattle down willow Creek for several
miles. In the long run, the BLM should install a fence and some cattleguards
around the town.

Response to Letter 570

1. The RMP did not suggest South Pass City to

be an area of intensive management because
of the following reasons: 1) The State of

Wyoming has leased historic South Pass City

lands from BLM, and is already intensively

managing these lands. 2) BLM-administered
lands surrounding the historic townsite
possess intact natural and historic settings

at the present.

2. See Response 1 to Letter 15. It is our belief

that no-surface-occupancy (NSO) stipu-

lations are enforceable and would provide the

protection necessary to prevent any
disturbance from oil and gas exploration

activities within the South Pass Historic

Mining District. We agree that the NSO
stipulations do not carry the same degree of

permanency as a withdrawal in that they
contain a provision for waiver. But, as Bureau
policy states; "waiver of an NSO stipulation

would be subject to the same test used to

justify the imposition of a stipulation in the

first place: that is, if an NSO stipulation is

justified and used because a less restrictive

stipulation would not adequately protect the

public interest, then a waiver of an NSO
stipulation could only be granted where it can
be shown that because conditions, uses, etc.,

have changed, a less restrictive stipulation

would protect the public interest."

(Washington Office Instruction Memorandum
No. 84-252, Change 2).

Additionally, the Instruction Memo cited

above also states: "Also, a no lease decision

should not be made solely because it appears
that directional drilling would not be feasible,

especially where an NSO lease may be
acceptable, for whatever reasons, to a

potential lessee. In such cases, the
opportunity to accept or refuse an NSO lease

would be left to the potential lessee."

3. Wyoming has always been an open range state

in the sense that the owner of cattle or horses
is not required to confine them or prevent

them from straying or wandering upon the

unenclosed premises of another person.

According to the Wyoming "open range law,"

it is the landowners responsibility to fence
out unwanted livestock.

The Wyoming Recreation Commission
(WRC) currently leases the public land within

South Pass City from BLM through a

Recreation and Public Purpose (R&PP) lease.

We anticipate that within 2 years ownership
of this public land will pass to the WRC.

4. The Lander Resource Area is currently
devising a draft management plan for the
proposed South Pass Historic Mining District.
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Page -3-

Third. the RW» indicates on page 332 that the "patrolling and monitoi-tng of

sites in the [historic district] would deter destruction of historical sites by

vandals." We agree, but the BLM does not indicate if the federal agency plans

to do this and how often.

Also, the RMP does not offer many details on the BLM's plans for Miners Delight.

iWe would be willing to assist the Bureau in interpreting this town.

The WRC is generally pleased with the way the BLM is proposing to handle access

problems within the resource area. In developing the 1985 State Comprehensive

Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) for Wyoming, the WRC has identified access as a

major recreation issue of statewide significance. Although it is stated in the

RHP that recreation access is being restricted by private landowners in certain

areas, limited funds for recreation will prohibit both extensive access acquisi-

tion and continued road maintenance (p.U2). In light of this situation, the

BLM should consider working with the Hyotning Recreation Commission, the Wyoming

Game and Fish Department, and other related agencies and organizations or de-

veloping cooperative programs to improve recreation access in the resource area.

For the most part, the RMP adequately addresses most trail management concerns

within the resource area. However, documentation of trail history in the RhP is

somewhat weak. For example, the RMP does not discuss the west to east movement

of people and animals (i.e.. Mormons, cattle, etc.) that occurred within the

area. Further, no mention was made of the trail cut-offs in the area or other

trails that used the Oregon-Mormon Trail corridor, such as the California Trail

or Pony Express.

The preferred alternative for the Castle Gardens Management Unit which includes

the development of an Oregon-Mormon Trail Management Plan as described in

Chapter 1 is very desirable. However, the suggestions about development at the

Castle Gardens rock art site should include the stipulation that a full-time

employee be at the site in order to protect it from vandalism. (This is the

restriction that was put on us by the Worland BLM Office as a condition of de-

veloping the Legend Rock site.)

Finally, the Preferred Alternative for the 8eaver Creek Management Unit suggests

bringing Burnt Ranch into the public domain. Just a reminder that BLM has a

signet) Memorandum of Agreement with our agency that any contact made with pri-

vate property owners regarding Oregon-Mormon Trail historic resources will be

made through us first .

In summary, the BLM's desire to protect recreational and cultural resources is

evident in the RMP. As long as the concerns and issues raised in this letter

are adequately addressed through the review process, the Wyoming Recreation

Cotmiission would be in support of the Preferred Alternative.

If you have any questions regarding this review, please feel free to contact

this office.

Alvin F. Bastron, P.E.

Director

We will detail our recommendations for

patrolling in the District in this plan. We will

solicit comments from interested parties

within the next year on the best approaches

to patrolling of sensitive sites in the District.

5. We welcome your offer of assistance in

interpreting Miners Delight townsite. Our
recommendations for managing this historic

townsite will also be included in our draft

management plan for the South Pass Historic

Mining District, which will be available for

comment by interested parties.

6. We appreciate your offer to work cooperatively

on programs to improve recreation access.

Several options could be pursued to mutual

benefit such as recreation land use agree-

ments, operation respect/hunter access, and
cooperative management agreements
(CMAs) for fishing access.

7. The reason the Draft RMP/EIS only lightly

covered the history of the Oregon/Mormon
Pioneer Trail was because we felt we needed
to only address the highlights of the trails'

history for the purpose of the RMP. The BLM
Oregon/Mormon Pioneer National Historic

Trails Management Plan, referred to often in

the Environmental Consequences and Pre-

ferred Alternative Chapters, contains in-depth

historical documentation of the two trails.

As to the California and Pony Express Trails,

we have added a short discussion of those

two trails. However, because the California

and Pony Express Trails follow the same route

as the Oregon/Mormon PioneerTrail, they will

be protected and managed underthe Oregon/
Mormon Pioneer Trail Management Plan. We
felt that a discussion of the two established

National Historic Trails in the Lander
Resource Area was sufficient.

8. BLM does not have the funding at this time

to have an employee at the Castle Gardens
site on a full-time basis. Instead we are

planning to have BLM cultural resource

personnel regularly patrol the site, as well as

having any BLM personnel who are in the area

visit the site, to deter vandalism. We are also

pursuing the possibility of having volunteers

at the site on a semi-permanent basis.
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JON F JACQUOT

WILLIAM M. ROONEY
DIBECIOH MOTOR TRANSPOBTATION

WILLIAM L JOHNSON

MEMORANDUM

FROM

DATE

Mr. Dick Hartman, State Planning Coordinator

Jon F. J aequo t , Chief En

Jiinuary 24, 1986
—^)

RE: Draft Resource Management Plan for the Lander Resuurce
Area/Bl.M, State Identifier No. 84-138

The subject. Draft Management Plan was reviewed by Bob
Larsen of our office and he has determined thai there is no need
for this office to make comment on the subject matter.

Please find attached a completed copy of your offices' not
of transmittal,

JFJ:gp
Attachment

aHK.Hn
Did' Loper

POB '202

'^ Lander ,Wyo . 92520

.-^r' .>
1 -332-250'

'-'
v''''"-

J^'-'
02'H'eE

Mr .Jack Kel'lV^ .,;

Lander BLM Area Manager

POB 599

Lander ,Wyo , 82520

Dea' Mr .K-gT iy
,

Gfi be'-alf of ihe WyoTiins State Grg: ing Eoard,: Mo-'i

lT]-e to ccnvey pui support for t'-.e "op:«>; Aot 0-1

listed 'n f-ie WiWe-ness Supplemert .; i-e 2PAF-,La-=s-

RMP.Ue ^eel as th: yoj-- o f ic e "^as oo'-ect'y evai-a:ai

the TngJcrUy v ; ews cf '.he i n ' r n e :! PLtlic cor:er-T"s

these areas.

^ As ar or gan'iat ion ,uie ^'Ojld a'so ' la t - stats ^ r

1 ganerai support ?-- tha oropo.-i «c 0- sei-a-ts ;' tha
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Response to Letter 572

1. Thank you for your comnnent.

Response to Letter 575

1 . The Lander Resource Area acknowledges and
thanks the Wyoming State Grazing Board
(WSGB) for their support of the Proposed
Action in the Grazing Supplement to the
Lander RMP/EIS. We will continue our
consultations with individual members as we
begin monitoring and implementation.
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577 .0Lii\/

THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY

February 13, 1996

Jack Kelly, Lander Resource Area Manager
PO BOX 589
Lander, Wyoming 82520

Re: Lander RMP/DEIS

Dear Mr. Kelly,

The Wilderness Society is a national organization
dedicated to the preservation and wise management of public
lands. We support wilderness designation for the Sweetwater
Canyon as you have recommended, but believe that the

surrounding wild hills of the WSA should be included result-
ing m a total wilderness recommendation of 9,056 for that
WSA- We cannot agree that the outstanding resources found
in the Sweetwater Rocks Complex will be protected without
wilderness designation and recommend that the full 32,175
acres be added to the National Wilderness Preservation
System. Likewise, Copper Mountain WSA contains crucial
wildlife nabitat, outstanding scenery and recreation
opportunities. It too should, in its entirety, be
designated wilderness. Although designated wilderness is

within close proximity to these areas being discussed, those
forest wildernesses are not similar in ecology or opportun-
ities. They cannot "substitute" for protection of these BLH
lands. Putting these WSAs into the National Wilderness
Preservation System is an important investment for the
future. No commodity resources will be foregone and
expressed objections are not serious.

The DEIS states that among the environmental resources
not affected by the plan are vegetation, visual resources
and water resources. This simply cannot be true. Surely
impacts from motorized activity, minerals or oil and gas
development, and livestock production will affect ail three

of the resources , Perhaps it is a result of this perception
on the part of SLM that has resulted m essentially no

analysis being presented in the documents on the affects of

a no wilderness recommendation for the WSAs other than the
canyon portion of Sweetwater Canyon. How the wilderness
values of these lands will be affected is a very important

I part of the data base that must be reviewed in order to mak
Ian informed decision about these resources. This proposed
I plan cannot be considered complete until these issues are

I
addressed for ail of the areas and for all possible
activities under multiple use management.

The wilderness recommendation
to the resources that deserved protectio:
m the DEIS, the socioeconomic base of
tourism as much as any other aspect of
It also appears to contribute more direc
income (refer to Table 2-6)than any othe
very resources that would be jeopardized
management are rhe lifebiood of Fremont
states in numerous places chat the lives
remain essentially the same and that the
minerals production is low. Oil & gas p
is low in all areas except one where the
indicate a moderate possibility of comme
Such insubstantial adverse impacts posit
desirability of wilderness designation.

Sweetwater Canyon wsA

rely small compared
As pointed out

he area depends upon
he local economy.
cly to jobs and
r industry. Those
by inadequate

County. The DEIS
ock industry would
likelihood far
oduction potential
geologic formations
rcial production,

ely support the

Clearly the canyon itself supports many outstanding
resources including a regionally important trout fishery,
habitat for moose, elk, deer, pronghorn antelope, many
furbearers, raptors, and numerous small game and game birds.
The canyon riparian zone provides critical winter nabitat
for moose from the Wind River Range, severe winter habitat
for elk, and yearlong habitat for mule deer. The fishery in
the river is generally described as good in terms of popula-
tion however no clear statement IS made regarding potential
and optimum condition or the present measure of sedimenta-
Lion, against which impacts of future activities could be
measured. The EIS does state that streambanks are "mostly"
stable and that "spawning gravels have variously been
described as good to poor." It also states that "one trout
problem within the study area is localized damage to streams
cy livestock. " Ic points out that there is a range of
severity with this problem. Stream widening and sloughing
nave occurred as well. Furthermore, two of the tributaries,
willow and Morman Creeks, receive significant damage from
livestock including vegetation destruction, bank damage and
siltation all of which result in fishery degradation. The
Wyoming Game and Fish Department has identified the Sweet-
water River in the canyon as an important regional fishery
that should be protected and enhanced. The current manage-
ment approach clearly is inadequate and the fishery and
wildlife habitat resources are in jeoprady. Although this
plan recommends wilderness protection for the canyon itself,
it does not recommend protecting portions of the WSA through
whicn Willow and Marman Creeks run. These tributaries need

Response to Letter 577

1. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

2. This is a correct assessment of the capitalized

values of AUMs. Grazing Supplement text will

be revised to remove discussion of this

subject.
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CO be protected for the longcerm health of che regional
economy, biological diversity the fishery and the habitats
and water resources supported by the riparian resource.
Witn wilderness protection greater assurance exists thac
damage, especially from escalating livestock grazing and
surface disturbing activities will not occur.

In the plan no description was given ot the ecoiogical
and range conditions and trends of the Sweetwater Canyon WSA
beyond the classification that there were one or more severe
problems in che canyon. What is the condition of the
riparian zones within the canyon and tributaries? This
information is important for the public to review vn order
to determine what kind of management and protection is
necessary. The ecalagical condition of the hills surround-
ing the canyon is important in its own riqht but is also
important for the fundamental contributions tney make to the
canyon. The vegetation contrast between the canyon and the
surrounding rolling hills is dramatic. None ot the three
ecosystems in the wsA are represented in the National
Wilderness Preservation System. Conflicts that do exist are
minimal m chat they involve elimination of motorized
vehicles yet this represents a small problem since most of
the wsAs are roadless and current activity is insignificant.
Without wilderness protection for the 3.300 acres beyond the
canyon, possible introduction of surface disturbing
activities would change erosion rates and could cause
adverse effects on the Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail. As
pointed out in the DEIS, che importance of this portion of
the Trail is derived in grea- part from the pristine
character of it and the surtQunding area. We ccrtaimy
support BLM's recommendation for wilderness protection tor
the canyon and point out that this recommendation is also
supported by the National Park service which studied the
Sweetwater River for inclusion in the wild and Scenic River
Syscem. We believe, however, that because of outstanding
values and no significant conflicts or aaverse impacts on
the local socioeconomic factors that the entire wsA should
De designated wilderness.

Sweetwater Rocks WSAs

The four WSAs within this management unit nave signifi-
cant recreation and historic value. The large expanses of
exposed granite, not found elsewhere in central Wyoming,
form an impressive scenic panorama for this historic area.
Rock climbing opportunities are considered world class,
especially on Lankin Dome, Split Rock, Moonstone and the
Great Stone Face. Additionally, recreational use and
interest in the historic trails has neen increasing. None
of the ecosystems found in che WSAs is presently represented
in the National Wilderness Pieservation System. No
significant resource conflicts exist within the wSAs

although there are problems associated with access to the
WSAs over private lands owned by area ranchers.

The conflicts that do occur stem from cattle grazing
operators wno fear curtailments in cheir operations and the
concern of private landowners who are concerned about
trespass. The cattle operations themselves would remain
basically intact wich no reductions in AUMs and since most
cattle herding and fence repair in now done by horseback.
the nonmotorized restriction will not adversely impact
operations either. Infact, only a small portion ot the
grazing aiiocments in the area are wichm the boundaries of
the WSAs both in terms of acreage and forage. In regard to
onjections made by local landowners it is important to point
ouc chac their concerns stem from a tear of increased usage
yet BLM estimates that usage will only increase by 10'^ and
that this increase would occur with or without wilderness
designation. It does appear though that che agency should
developing solutions to any problems public land users cause
to che private sector, but foregoing wilderness protection
for these lands is too extreme a solution and will not,
infact, solve che problems of access at all.

Two of the WSAs are historic and present bignorn
habitat although no population exists now. A sheep popula-
tion was known to exist as recently as 1982 however none
were sighted in 1933. Additionally, these wsAa have high
potential and probabilicy for bald eagle, peregrine falcon
and the black-footed. BLM has an affirmation duty to
protect these habitats for these threatened and endangered
species and indeed enhance their population development.
Wilderness designation would complement those goals and
guarantee habitat protection whereas a return to multiple
use management would reestablish an uncertain situation.

The DEIS addresses the private sector's capitalized
values of AUMs in numerous places with varying degrees of
disclaimers. This repeated consideration gives this
situation a status thac it should noc have m this puDlic
document. Wc believe thac since the BLM is specifically and
legally prevented from officially recognizing these
privatized values attributed to public assets, they should
not be part of the resources scenario tnat is considered in
the wildecness designation question. The government has
taken the position not to engage in this aspect of grazing
on public lands thus it should not be considered in the
analysis and planning process.

We support wilderness designation for these four WSAs.
It would be unjustifiable not co protect the imporcant
Sweetwater Rocks' landmarks and historical sites. The
cultural and wildlife resources, especially those habitats
for bighorn, peregrine falcon and black-footed ferret, could
be displaced by surface disturbing activities, and the
diversity found in these WSAs would not be added to the
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NWPS, As mentioned earlier, the uecreational opportunties
nave international significance. The wilderness areas
nearby do not represent a similar type of environment and
cannot be considered as equivalent opportunities or
resources. CSrazing would continue virtually as it is now,
and since the potential for oil & gas, and minerais develop-
ment IS low tnus unlikely, conflicts in general are
Insignificant. It appears tnat the only opposition to
wilderness designation comes from six local landowners.

The possible construction of powerlines was mentioned
in r.hG "Environmental Consequences , Sweetwater Rocks"
portion of che DEIS yet such corridors and the impacts they
cause were not addressed elsewhere in the DEIS. Certainly
utility corridors are major activities and cause major
adverse impacts to the environment. Full data collection,
analysis and public review of any utility corridor activity
under consideration must be incorporated into this stage of
the review process.

In conclusion. The Wilderness Society supports wilder-
ness designation of the Sweetwater canyon WSA (WY-030-101!
9,056 acres; Lankm Dome WSA (WY-030-129) 5,956 acres; Split
Rock WSA (WY-030-U2) 12,749 acres; Savage Peak WSA
(WY-030-123dl 7,041 acres; Miller Springs WSA ( WY-030-123b)
6,429 acres; and Copper Mountain wsA IWY 030-111) 6,858
acres for a total or 48,089 acres. This total represents
less than 2% of the land managed by the Lander Resource
Area. We take this position because of the natural resource
values found in these wSAs including but not limited to
important wildlife habitat, world class recreational
opportunities, important historical trails and cultural
resources, and the unique contributions they would make the
National Wilderness Preservation System. No significant
conflicts exist that would be adversely affected by this
designation.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

/<Jane Leeson

59S

8PM-EA

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

REGION VIII

ONE DENVER PLACE - 999 IBTH STREET SUITE 1300

DENVER, COLORADO B0S03-2413

Jack Kelly, Area Manager

Bureau of Land Nanagement
Lander Resource Area

Post Office box 589

Lander, Hyoming 82520

FEB to I9S5

Re: Lander Draft Resource Management
Plan/Environmental Impact
Statement (RMP/EIS), and Grazing
and Wilderness Supplements

Dear Mr. Kelly:

In accordance with our responsibilities under the National Environmental

Policy Act (fJEPA) and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, the Region VIII Office

of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the referenced

documents. Mr. Gene Kolkman of the Rawlins District Office has provided very

helpful assistance curing our review.

These documents contain several highly cormiendable components that
contribute to the objective of a "comprehensive framework for managing and

allocating public land and resource uses in the resource area" as discussed on

RMP/EIS page 1. Examples of such components include:

o recognition of areas of deteriorated resource conditions,

recognition of important fisheries and watershed values throughout the

documents,

mapping of important fisheries ano streams,

identification of priority areas for riparian-wetland area and aquatic

habitat management/improvement, and

use of the Grazing Supplement for setting an assertive approach to

addressing areas of deteriorated rangeland resource conditions.

Our enclosed comments are intended to constructively contribute to this

"comprehensive framework" by covering a range of concerns and recommendations

regarding water quality, riparian and wetland areas, aquatic life, and

watershed and rangeland resources.

Many of our detailed comnients relate to water quality objectives shared

by both BLM and EPA. We feel that existing impairments and trends in water
quality and designated beneficial uses should be described more thoroughly.

Water quality-related values are to be considerations in future

Response to Letter 589

1. We currently are not nnonitoring any streams
in the Lander Resource Area. Impairnnents do
exist to water quality, but are not well doc-
umented. Without monitoring data, trends

cannot be documented. BLM complies with

the antidegradation policy and objectives set

by the State of Wyoming. Wyoming's
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
is the agency that is responsible for

monitoring water quality in this state. The
state has designated what it considers to be
beneficial uses.

2. The RMP/EIS is a generalized land use plan

intended to identify preferred uses for large

areas. Once the use decisions are made for

the management units, we will be preparing

detailed activity plans which would take into

consideration water quality beneficial use
objectives and anticipated impacts on water

quality by implementation of the activity plan.

Also, development (i.e. drilling) on individual

leases is permitted on a case-by-case basis

under an application for permit to drill (APD).

The federal and state laws—Clean Water Act,

Federal Land Policy and Management Act

(FLPMA), and the Wyoming Environmental
Quality Act—as they apply to water quality
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activity planning; however, a better description of the status of these values

n the RMP would help provide a better base for such planning. Based on the

.above information, we would like to see the water quality objectives (both for

Inumeric and narrative criteria, including anti degradation, beneficial uses)

'more directly described by management area.

The preferred alternative appears to be designed to provide BLM with

maximum flexibility in managing leases in areas of fiigh potential for oil and

gas development. This approach can provide an incentive to lessees to be

actively involved in developing project-specific requirements for

environmental resource protection. However, we feel that the leasing

constraints for meeting water quality beneficial use objectives should be

addressed more specifically. Additionally, regarding locatable mineral

development, we have expressed concerns that the RMP adequately describe the

applicable constraints from the Clean Water Act and the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act of 1976.

The State of Wyoming will be addressing antidegradation requirements for

appropriate stream segments during this fiscal year. We encourage the BLM to

be aware of this process and the applicability of any new requirements that

may apply to Lander Resource Area streams. The State of Wyoming contact

person is Larry Robinson in Cheyenne (777-7075), and the EPA contact person is

Bill Wuerthele (FTS 564-1586 Or 303-893-1586).

Based on our concerns and the criteria established by EPA to rate

adequacy of draft EISs, we have rated these draft EIS documents as Category

EC-2 (environmental concerns-insufficient information). The EPA review has

identified additional corrective measures, data, analysis, and discussion that

are recomioended for the proposed RMP and final EIS and supplements. If

further EPA assistance is needed, please feel free to contact Doug Lofstedt of

my staff at FTS 564-1717 or 303-293-1717.

Sincerely,

Dale Vodehnal , Chief
Environmental Assessment Branch

Richard Bastin, Rawlins BLM District Manager

Hillary Oden, Wyoming BLM State Director

Randy Wood, Director, Wyoming Department of

Environmental Quality

Willian Dickerson, A-104(0FA, H.Q.)

EPA DETAILED COMMENTS OH BLM DRAFT LAND ER RESOURCE

HAHASEHliH 'l PLANyLMVmOWHLHrAL IMPAC T S I ATEMEHT (RMP/Hs lm ePAZIHG ANP UlLDLRNLilS ^UyPLLHlUI?

Water Quality, Watershed, Aquatic Life

The RMP/EIS and supplements recognize water quality and fisheries

throughout. Mapping and listing the affected fisheries (pages 81-92} is

particularly conmendable in establishing a framework for future activity

planning. The discussion of existing chemical water quality monitoring on

pages 76-79 needs to be correlated to the numeric criteria in the State water

quality standards (WQS) for the streams. Existing impairments to WQS (numeric

criteria and designated beneficial uses) and trends need to be documented as

part of the affected environment. Such information should include condition

and trend of any fisheries/aquatic life beneficial uses designated for the

Lander Resource Area (LRA).

The RMP/EIS should aodress tlie consistency of the issue resolution

determinations with EPA's current water quality standards regulation

(40 CFR Part 131) which does not allow the state to remove a designated use

if, 1) the use is existing (unless a use requiring more stringent criteria is

added), or 2) if the designated use can be attained through required

technology controls or best management practices (Part 131.10(h)). On page

79, the RMP/EIS states that "streams without a viable trout population, but

with the potential to support trout, have not been discussed." However, if

these streams fall into the second category above, i.e., are considered

"attainable uses" as defined at 40 CFR Part 131.10(d), they should be

addressed in the beneficial uses/WQS discussions.

The RMP/EIS should document BLM coordination with the State in addressing

the management of any priority water bodies for the LRA that may have been

"dentified in the most recent Section 305(b} water quality assessment report.

The (Grazing Supplement mentions an "informal agreement" with the Wyoming

Department of Environmental Quality (WDEQ) for coordination in "solving water

ind air quality problems in the state" (page 48). The RMP/EIS and Grazing

Supplement need to document tiie specific BLM-WDEQ coordination process.

ncluding provisions for periodic meetings for RMP follow-up, for setting

watershed priorities, and for evaluating BMP effectiveness in meeting WQS.

The Grazing Supplement also recognizes BLM consistency with completed 208

plans. However the status of the plans and BLM consistency requirements

(as part of tfie comprehensive management framework) need documentation in both

the RMP/EIS and Grazing Supplement.

Under the preferred alternative, "protection of streams, riparian

areas, . . . could be significantly reduced on about 453,000 acres of high oil

and gas potential" (page 44). The RMP needs to address the protection of

water quality standards as a matter of policy for all alternatives during the

leasing and lease development processes. Can measures other than no surface

occupancy and seasonal restrictions be prescribed to provide the necessary

water quality protection? In addition, the above direction appears to be

protection would be followed as closely as

possible. Operating constraints would be
applied as mitigation to impacts when notices

or plans of operation are approved by the

BLM.

The BLM in Wyoming works very closely in

a successful agreement with the Wyoming
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
in reviewing and approving exploration and
mining plans under the General Mining Law.

To date, the Land and Water Quality Divisions

of Wyoming DEQ and the Lander Resource
Area have been diligent in developing
operating constraints to protect water quality.

3. See Response 1, above. The Wyoming Water
Quality Assessment, prepared by the

Wyoming DEQ, contains very good data on
existing water quality impairments and trends

and is included in the existing environment

of this document by reference. The appro-

priate text changes have been made.

4. Some of this is addressed in the revised Water

Rights section. Water quality and flow

records, in general, are lacking. This is why
we could not elaborate on streams without

a viable trout population.

5. Administrative procedures for coordinating

between BLM and the State of Wyoming are

a matter of record and upon request can be

discussed at length with you. To add this

information in the RMP would serve only to

add bulk and would not effect either the

planning decisions or the analysis of

environmental consequences.

6. Specific mitigation for water quality concerns

of development activities (e.g. drilling) are

addressed in individual authorizations for

those actions, based on a more precise

knowledge of the value of the development.

7. If the waiving of a lease requirement is

considered, for example in an area pros-

pectively productive for oil or gas, such area

waiving would be evaluated in an
environmental analysis prior to leasing, and
then only be waived if the requirement is

unnecessary to prevent significant impacts.

If lease requirements are waived, they are

waived through an environmental analysis

process (EAs, EISs). The coordination
process is the process normally used when
developing EAs or EISs.

8. See Response 2, above.

9. For a discussion of priority planning objectives

and treatment areas, see the Grazing
Supplement to the Final RMP/EIS that deals

with grazing allotment categorization

(Grazing Supplement Part A - Introduction:

Allotment Categorization; Part B - Man-
agement Actions Common to All Alternatives:
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6

7

8

10

11

(contrary to BLM Manual 6740 which states BLH policy to: "A. Avoid the
long- and short-term adverse impacts associated with destruction, loss, or
degradation of wetland-riparian areas", and "C. Preserve and enhance the
natural and beneficial values of wetland-riparian areas. .

." (Part. 06).

The preferred alternative [page 43 and elsewhere) would give considerable
discretion to BLM to waive leasing requirements for resource protection. The
RMP needs to address the publ ic/inter-agency coordination process for such
waivers when water quality standards {including beneficial uses) may be
affected. Furthermore, the public/inter-agency coordination process for
setting leaseable mineral development requirements for resource protection in
areas of high oil and gas potential needs to be described. What is tlie
coordination process for setting locatable mineral development requirements?

Another mineral development concern that needs to be thoroughly "fleshed
out" in the proposed RHP/final EIS is the legal resource degradation allowable
under the 1872 Mining Law (page 195 and 276). The document states that
"placer mining and dredging, which causes destruction or long-term degradation
of a trout stream and riparian habitat, can legally occur" (page 195)
The RMP/EIS needs to incorporate the requirements to protect WQS {both numeric
and narrative criteria and beneficial uses such as for cold water fisheries)
under the Clean Water Act (CWA) (Section 303(c) and 40 CFR Part 131) and EPA's
antidegradation requirements. FLPMA requirements to comply with WQS (Section
202(c)(8)) and to prevent "unnecessary and undue degradation" (Section 302(b))
should also be incorporated. A CWA Section 404 dredge and fill permit or
Section 402 point source NPDES discharge permit may be required for a
particular operation. See U.S. v. Earth Sciences Inc
599 F. 2d 368 (10th Cir. igTTTT

The use of watershed planning in the LRA for cumulative impact analysis
and as a mechanism to coordinate site-specific project priorities and
objectives for multiple use and/or multiple ownership watersheds should be
addressed. What are the decision criteria for doing such plans vs. individual
project activity plans? What are the watershed planning/treatment priority
areas? Regarding the discussion of the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) on
Grazing Supplement page 47, we believe that the discussion should be expanded
to create a stronger framework for mixed ownership watershed planning and
implementation.

I

We commend BLM for proposing a strong approach to improving deteriorated
rangeland resource conditions, at least for Category I allotments in the area
covered by the Grazing Supplement (pages 33 through 44 and elsewhere). We
would like to see the Supplement define in more detail the implementation
strategy, particularly budgeting, needed to make the improvements happen.

I

We do not feel that ground water resources were sufficiently addressed;
however, general management practices are discussed which relate to ground
water protection. The draft RMP/EIS mentions that ground water resources
namely water wells and Springs, may be affected by geophysical (seismic) '

11

12

13

14

15

16

I

exploration. On page 60, the plan states that "shot-holes (from geophysical
exploration) are plugged according to Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
rules . . .". These plugging practices should greatly enhance ground water
protection.

Under EPA's rules for the Underground Injection Control Program
(40 CFR Part 146.22(b)(1)), operators of injection wells must protect all
fresh water aquifers (defined as any aquifer of 10,000 parts per million total
dissolved solids or less) by setting surface casing with cement through all
fresh water aquifers and into the underlying confining zone. We support
consistency between EPA and BLM in protecting "fresh water aquifers" under the
same definition. Consequently, further elaboration on BLM requirements for
oil and gas leasing to protect "fresh water aquifers" is requested.

We suggest that the RMP describe the formal, predischarge coordination
process between the Lander Resource Area and the Corps of Engineers (COE) in
applying the Section 404 program on projects that would affect streams and
wetlands under COE jurisdiction. Such factors as: notification of projects to
be done under nationwide (or state or regional) 404 permit; identification of
projects needing an individual permit; and development of mutually agreeable
mitigation requirements for individual projects should be part of the
description. We recommend that the coordination process include notifying the
COE of all projects that would discharge dredged or fill materia") into
streams, lakes, or wetlands. The COE will then determine whether an
individual permit is required. In addition, Xi<e EPA is currently developing
its wetland mitigation guidelines which will be forwarded to BLM when
completed.

I

We suggest expanded use in the final RMP/EIS and grazing supplement of
summary tables (such as Table 4-3) for comparing environmental consequences
between alternatives. Our specific concern Is to use the summary tables to
consolidate environmental Impact disclosure for water quality beneficial uses,
watershed protection, and for air quality and air quality related values.

Riparian Areas - Wetlands

Areas of existing poor riparian area conditions ire recognized in the
RMP/EIS and Grazing Supplement. We commend BLM for addressing management
direction to improve riparian and associated resources. Examples of such
actions include the intent to develop "aquatic/riparian habitat management
plans" for "parts of the upper Sweetwater River and Beaver Creek drainages and
for the Green Mountain Area" (page 293). and to Improve riparian areas in the
Gas Hills grazing planning area. Are there to be demonstration areas? How
many miles of improvement are targeted?

I

The RMP/EIS discusses habitat values of the resource area
wetland-riparian areas. Waterfowl habitat condition is not expected to
"improve significantly on Category I allotments" in the Gas Hills grazing

Implementation of Management Actions, and
the section entitled Range Improvements).

In short, the category I grazing allotments are

the focus for improvement plans and actions.

Appendix A, Table A-3 and Table A-7 of the

Grazing Supplement, will give you an
indication of what allotments are involved in

the more intensive watershed planning.

Consultation with interested parties, which
would include all involved landowners, is an
integral factor in watershed planning.

The Final RMP/EIS is a general planning

document and it is felt that more detailed

planning would not be appropriate or

necessary for this plan. Also, where
practicable, watershed improvement efforts

are coordinated and facilitated through Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) programs.

10. The Rangeland Program Summary (RPS) and
Final Grazing Supplement will contain a more
specific plan and timetable for imple-
mentation of the proposed management
actions.

Range improvements are proposed and
budgeted for on a yearly basis. At this time,

we are unable to project their future annual
expenditures for range improvements.

11. For RMP-level planning groundwater re-

sources are addressed adequately. Specific

groundwater resource issues, impacts, and
mitigation are dealt with in the specific

proposed actions through environmental
analyses, applications to drill, allotment

management plans, and other case-by-case
authorizing actions.

12. We also support consistency between the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
BLM in protecting freshwater aquifers under
the Underground Injection Control Program
of EPA. The Lander RMP/EIS is intended as

a general land use plan and specific dis-

cussions about many of the land uses and
impacts associated with these uses will be
addressed during activity planning. For all oil

and gas wells drilled in the Lander Resource
Area, a geologic review of the drilling program
is completed to assure that all freshwater

zones are protected by surface casing. Before

produced waters are impounded in unlined

storage pits, we also do a study to determine
the impacts. After the land use plans are

adopted for the management units, we will

be developing activity plans to implement
them. At this time we would develop
constraints necessary to protect ground-
water.

13. There have not been any Corps of Engineers
404 permit actions initiated by the BLM in

the Lander Resource Area. Should the need

arise in the future, proper procedures will be

followed.
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17

18

19

planning area, exroot for only small areas (Grazing Supplement page 39). This

direction appears to contradict the fairly aggressive direction in the rest of

the Supplement to correct degraded wetland-riparian conditions. Standards for

wetland-riparian area restoration and improvements for the resource area need

to be described. Examples include RHP guidelines for forage utilization rates

and ecological conditions necessary for meeting water quality standards/

beneficial uses, streambank stability, and for wetland protection/

rehabilitation. Over-hanging vegetation is important to water quality and

riparian condition. What are the LRA criteria for over-hanging vegetation?

The resource area wetlands (including ephemeral and seasonal) should be more

clearly located.

Logging within 100 feet of perennial streams would be allowed (page 35).

More specific RMP stipulations and management criteria should be described

that would provide adequate protection of riparian areas and associated

aquatic systems from logging activities. What are the BMPs for controlling

and revegetating riparian area disturbances? The acceptable percentage of

tree removal under selective cutting methods for riparian areas should be

stated. Additionally, the requirements for keeping logging roads out of

wetland-riparian areas need to be identified.

Air Quality

Emissions of "potentially dangerous gases" from oil and gas wells are

recognized on RHP/EIS pages 224 and 273. The flaring of sour gas at

individual wells should be addressed. Flaring is a significant source of

sulfur dioxide emissions at many Wyoming wellheads. It may contribute to acid

deposition in nearby wilderness areas. The WDEO is concerned about flaring in

the well fields since it may represent a substantial portion of the total

sulfur dioxide emissions from the natural gas industry in Wyoming. Currently,

these emissions are not regulated by the State except possibly as open burning

or emergency upsets, yet such emissions may in some instances be a routine,

planned activity. It is recommended that the 8LM (through RMP direction)

include in its oil and gas leases a clause requiring that such emissions be

quantified and reported.

Resource htanitoring

We realize that detailed resource monitoring requirements are usually

developed at the activity planning stage. Due to the technical complexities

involved in designing and implementing a monitoring program that adequately

links watershed activities and water quality objectives (including

anti degradation requirements and other narrative WQS such as for aquatic life,

as well as numeric WQS), the RHP should be quite specific about BLM plans to

conduct monitoring and evaluations to determine achievement of water quality

objectives. We suggest that the following components of the comprehensive

water quality monitoring strategy be addressed to the extent possible at this

level of planning:

goals and objectives,

types of surveys (long-term, intensive) or assessments

(including habitat evaluations and biomonitoring) to be used,

parameters and frequency to be monitored and their suitability

in achieving the monitoring goals and objectives,

management and environmental indicators, e.g., aquatic habitat,

sediment delivery, to be used in assessing impacts of past,

ongoing, and proposed activities,

use of activity monitoring in sensitive areas,

monitoring responsibilities of BLM, mineral development

lease/claim holders, and other state and federal agencies,

mechanism for monitoring implementation,

determination of adequacy of best management practices,

reporting requirements.

position or person responsible for monitoring program data

collection, analysis, reporting, etc.,

vegetation (including riparian area} monitoring intensity,

type, and priorities,

fisheries objectives, monitoring methodology, and threshhold

levels for modification in management direction,

the feedback loop to achieve timely modifications to activities

in response to monitoring results.

14. Table 2-4 in Chapter II of the Final RMP/EIS
contains a connparison of impacts for the

proposed action for grazing nnanagement.

Appendix 1 contains an alternative com-
parison for the other resources and alter-

natives covered by this plan.

15. A Bureau riparian policy is currently in draft

form. Specific supplemental guidance is still

being formulated which will be consistent with

the draft policy. When the supplemental

guidance is released, we can then develop

these management plans, and identify

specific areas.

16. There is very little potential for waterfowl

habitat in the Gas Hills Study Area as there

is very little riparian habitat in the planning

area. Most of the potential exists as stock-

water ponds are developed.

Standards for wetland-riparian area restor-

ation and improvement will be addressed at

later dates, when individual activity plans are

developed on an area-by-area basis.

Examples include Allotment Management
Plans and Habitat Management Plans.

17. Guidelines for logging and road building and

maintenance are included in BLM manuals

and the Management Situation Analysis,

which was prepared in advance of the Draft

RMP/EIS. These guidelines are used to

prepare timber sale stipulations for individual

timber sales.

There are very few perennial streams in

forested areas in the Lander Resource Area,

and internal policies are considered adequate

to protect the few riparian area crossings

needed.

The district engineering staff is consulted on

all large culvert installations; all roads

constructed for timber sales are seeded with

grasses and legumes; waterbars are con-

structed in all logging roads; and roads are

outsloped at the end of sales, to get water

off roads as quickly as possible. Main roads

into the areas are already in place. All that

would be needed for logging is to improve

the main road surfaces, install culverts at all

stream crossings, and build needed spur

roads.

All riparian areas, including intermittent

streams, are treated the same with culvert

installation and crossing improvement before

logging takes place.

18. Sour gas emissions, from which the suiter

dioxide referred to is derived, are addressed

during the Application for Permit to Drill

(APD) stage and through Notice to Lessees

(NTL-4A). The planning document was not

intended to address matters as specific as this.

Conditions of approval for APD's do require
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the reporting of gas flaring during drilling and
completion practices.

19. Detailed resource monitoring requirements
are developed at the activity planning stage.
Before specific management actions are
identified, attempts to formulate a compre-
hensive v\/ater quality monitoring strategy
would be premature.

610

1

350 South Asbury, #4
Moscow, Idaho 85845
February 15, 1986

Mr, Jack Kelly
Lander Resource Area
Lander, Wyoming 82520

Dear Jack:

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on Lander Resource
Area's RMP. After working with you and others on the plan, I
can certainly appreciate the time and effort that went into
it.

First, one point about gathering public input—BLM did not
send me any information concerning the comment oeriod or
public meetinga. i would assume that to meet NEPA require-
ments, BLM Should at least notify the folks on the mailing
list.

I am glad BLM is compiling a set of goals and guidelines for
longterm direction. But i am disappointed that, as stewards
of the land, we have drafted a plan which concentrates almost
completely on commodity production and badly neglects other
uses.

When I was with the Lander BLM, many of ray fellow employees
ujiderstooo and respected natural systems. They enjoyed working,
hunting, and sightseeing with their families on the undeveloped
tracts of our resoirrce area. Yet this management plan largely
ignores aesthetic and scientific values while promoting
continued development and destruction of wild areas, I must
question the directives which guided production of such a plan,
despite the efforts of knowledgeable professionals.

One of the moet obvious examples is the preferred grazing
alternative. Not only does it allow for a possible 21 percent
increase in stocking rates, it advocates numerous impacts in
the name of range improvement. We need not clutter the range
with additional fences, reservoirs, and water troughs. Nor
should herbicides be used to reduce sagebrush, I am sure BLM
range consultants know that livestock caused the initial
vegetation shifts and that "undesirable" species will continue
to dominate as long as Stock overgraze the desirable ones.

In the forest management section of the RKP, I was surprised to
see a proposed increase in timber harvest of over 100 percent.
How can our resource area provide 6.2 KMBP of timber on an
economically sound, sustained-yield basis? Trees taken in the
Lander Slope and South Pass areas are simply not worth the
resultant roads and denuded land.

Response to Letter 610

1. Information concerning the 90 day comment
period was stated in the State Director's letter

to RMP readers on page 1 of the Draft RMP/
EIS. We also issued news releases and public
announcements about the comment period
and public meetings on the RMP. A newsletter
describing the RMP process and inviting

interest, involvement and participation in the
process was sent to the people on our mailing
list.

2. The Bureau of Land Management is a multiple-
use agency that manages many land uses on
public land. Range improvements are not
constructed for the exclusive use of privately
owned livestock. Range improvements
benefit wildlife and watershed resources as
well as livestock. The Grazing Supplement
does not propose a 21 percent increase in

stocking. According to our range inventory
information, if the range were producing at

its potential, the stocking rate would be
between 4 percent below and 21 percent
above current levels.

3. The proposed amount of harvest is not meant
to be a sustained yield figure. On Green
Mountain, the objective is to salvage the dead
and dying overmature timber and create new
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BLI'l should not open any more land for mineral activities. The
current policy withdraws only five percent of our resource area
from oil and gas development, and the R>1P calls for reducing
this to one-fifth of one percent. I hope that the expected
1i percent yearly growth of oil and gas development ovwr the
sixty years will "be accompanied ty a comparable growth of
pristine acreage and quality trout streams. Areas such as Red
Canyon, South Pass, Lander Slope, East Fork, '^iskey Mountain,
Dubois Badlands, and the lands near Sinks Canyon State Park
deserve withdrawal from all forms of mineral entry.

BU-'i should also curtail raining impacts on Green Mountain. This
one of my favorite places—my home during the summer of '82

when I volunteered for BLH. Yet I hate to go back and see how
this mountain oasis is being devastated.

Some of the impacts of resource exploitation could be prevented
if BLM would implement restrictions with some teeth in them.
Por instance, utility systems should be restricted to existing
corridors in all cases, not just "when possible" {or convenient
for developers).

The R>IP should specify raaximujn allowable levels of siltation,
surface distiirbance , habitat destruction, and other impacts, and
measures to insure these are met.

I was glad to see that the RMP does not call for additional
recreation developments. The Continental Divide National Scenic
Trail is no doubt more challenging and enjoyable without a
fixed route through the area. And our present campgrounds are
well-suited for appreciation of surrounding scenic and cultural
resources.

More of our efforts should go toward preserving historic struc-
tures. At Miner's Delight the buildings are deteriorating
badly; and at Radium Springs, one of the three cabins disappeared
completely within the last 10 or 15 years. Roofs need to be
fixed, walls stabilized, and drainage provided away from the
foundations. A small interpretive plaque or brochure at Miner's
Delight would also be helpful for visitors.

Other cultural resources deserve attention as well. I support
designation of the Oregon/Mormon Trail corridor as an Area of
Critical Environmental Concern, and South Pass at; a National
Register district. The entire resource area should be thoroughly
inventoried for archeological values, just as it has been for
range, mineral, and timber values,

I

Most important to me, BLM must strive to preserve the remaining
scientific, aesthetic, and natural values of our pristine areas.
I support Beaver Rim and Red Canyon as National Natural Landmarks,
and portions of Beaver Creek, Gas Hills, Lander Slope, Red Canyon,

8

10

and South Pass as Areas of Critical Environmental Concern. I
would also emcourage establislunent of Research Natural Areas
to preeerve representative cominunities for baseline data on
Wyoming's ecosystems.

Wildlife habitat deserves enhancement in all areas, especially
those of critical and crucial range. However, I do not feel
that we should use herbicides and fertilizers. We need to
concentrate on alleviating competition from domestic animals,
ORVs, and human development.

I would also like to see bighorn sheep restored to their home
range in Sweetwater Rocka. Perhaps someday we could restore
wolves, grizzlies, bison, and black-footed ferrets to the
areas they onoe frequented, too,

Finally, I cannot understand BM's denial of the worth of our
outstanding Wilderness Study Areas. During my work with Lander
Resource Area, I inventoried each of these, and have also
explored them on my own time. All eight are prime candidates
for inclusion in our National Wilderness Preservation System.
Each one has scenery, solitude, vegetation types, and recreation
opportunities duplicated nowhere else in the nation.

Yet BLM downplays their values and contrives excuses not to
recommend them for Wilderness designation. I am astounded that
such a proposal would come from my collegues—professionals
entrusted as caretakers of some of Wyoming's finest treasures.

I hope that in revising our RMP, BLM will take to heart its
multiple-use mandate and provide a plan which gives fair value
to all resources, I want my children to be assured of the same
chance I had to hike over rolling hills to Sweetwater Canyon,
peer into cabins at Miner's Delight, study tipi rings in Sweet-
water Rocks, and see the beauty of Wyoming from the top of
Green Mountain.

Most sincerely.

O'^.y^l.i^ "X-w^i-

stands of fast growing, healthy trees. This will

probably not take place as quickly as desired

because of the present market conditions.

In the South Pass area, the small amount of

timber that may be cut, would not require any
new roads. In Lander Slope, the main roads

are already in place; only a few temporary
roads would be needed, and they would be
closed after logging was completed.

Clearcuts in lodgepole pine forests are

seldom denuded for very long. They
immediately begin to produce more forage

for wildlife and domestic animals. If the right

harvest system is utilized, they usually begin

producing pine regeneration immediately.

There are several areas on South Pass and
Green Mountain that have produced big game
hiding cover within 10 to 12 years of harvest.

See Response 1 to Letter 15.

It is not always possible to restrict utility

systems to existing corridors even though that

would be our preference as public land

managers. If for no other reason, new service

areas come into being and must be ac-

commodated. The decision on routing utilities

is based on a site specific environmental

assessment which analyzes each individual

proposal, using the guidelines of this land

plan.

Siltation used here could more correctly be
referred to as soil erosion. Siltation is the

process of accumulating silt (alluvial sedi-

ment) in reservoirs, streams, on floodplains,

etc. The rate of what is natural (geologic)

erosion and what is accelerated erosion, due
to various uses, must be determined before

we can identify what levels of soil erosion are

acceptable and which are not. Monitoring

plans to assess runoff and soil erosion are

currently being drafted. A recent prescribed

burn Environmental Analysis (EA) calls for

monitoring soil erosion and soil surface bulk

density by methods that will quantify soil

erosion before, and for some time after, the

area is burned.

At present, the Soil Conservation Service

(SCS) designates this part of the United States

as having an annual acceptable soil loss

tolerance of no more than 2 tons/acre/year.

However, when specific soils are the focus

of concern, it becomes apparent that some
can withstand losses greater than this and not

lose their productivity. Others may be greatly

affected by losses that may, for the general

region, be considered as slight.

Through the monitoring of soil and water

resources, we hope to be able to more
adequately assess affects of various man-
agement practices so as to afford the proper

conservation necessary to maintain and
enhance soil productivity and water quality.
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7. The Preferred Alternative acknowledges the

fact of deterioration of historic structures

within the South Pass Management Unit. The
Cultural/Natural History section of the

Preferred Alternative for the South Pass
Management Unit calls for measures like you
recommended through accelerated stabili-

zation, preservation, and protection of all

significant historical sites within the South
Pass area. The structures at Radium Springs

are similarly covered under our Preferred

Alternative recommendations for the Oregon/
Mormon Pioneer Trail. Last year a fence was
built around the Radium Springs structures

and this year we plan to begin stabilization

of the site's structures.

The Recreation section of the Preferred

Alternative for the South Pass Management
Unit recommends intensive management for

Miner's Delight Townsite and Appendix 1

details information signing at Miner's Delight

as one of the management actions selected

for the Preferred Alternative.

We are continually building our archeological

data base for the Lander Resource Area
(LRA), but funding and staffing levels make
it a slow process. Currently, we are using

volunteers to identify sites in the South Pass

area and it will take us several more years

to cover that one area. As a result, any attempt

to inventory the entire LRA in the near future

would not be feasible due to the sheer
magnitude of the task.

8. Please see the discussion of ACECs in the

Final RMP. Most of the areas you have
mentioned are included in that discussion.

This RMP does not identify any Research
Natural Areas (RNA) at present. We are

involved with the Nature Conservancy to

identify and preserve representative com-
munities for baseline data on Wyoming's
ecosystems.

9. Under the Preferred Alternative, the BLM
considers crucial wildlife habitats adequately

protected in view of our other multiple-use

responsibilities. The use of herbicides and
fertilizers will not likely be used on any large

scale; however, we consider them as valuable

tools among a variety of methods useful in

managing habitats and rangelands. In some
cases, they may be the only feasible way to

accomplish objectives. In any such situation,

they would only be used after all inter-

disciplinary, interagency and environmental

reviews, and requirements were met.

The BLM will cooperate with the Wyoming
Game and Fish Department (WGFD),
interested sportsmen, conservation groups,
and adjacent landowners in efforts to develop
a workable bighorn sheep reintroduction
program for the Sweetwater Rocks.
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10. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

-5ifFriends of

Wild Wyoming Deserts

^ P.O. Box 3 4 ell HY B2431

February 15, 1 986

Mr. Jack Kelly
Lander Resource Area
P.O. Box 589
Lander, Wyoming 82520

Dear Mr. Kelly:

While Friends of Wild Wyoming Deserts aspreciates the opportunity
to comment on the Draft Jinvironmental Imoact Statement for Lander
Resource Area's Resource Management Plan, I must note with deep
concern your failure to notify us of the public meeting dates
and comment deadline--despite the fact that we exorcssed interest
months before the draft was released, i request your explanation
of such manifest delinquency, which leads one to question whether
BLK is sincerely interested in gathering public input on the dJilS.

Based on careful reading and review, the major goal of the RMP
appears to emphasize commodity production above all other values.
Desert Friends cannot support this plan which disregards BLM's
mandate for multiple-use management.

This emphasis on commercial development is shown in the three oil
and gas alternatives to present management. They all call for
increased acreage open for leasing. Indeed, the preTerred
alternative proposes opening the entire resource area for oil and
gas and phosphate development. At very minimum, the following
areas should be withdrawn from oil and' gas, locatable mineral,
and phosphate development: lands around Sinks Canyon State Park,
Red Canyon, Lander Slope, South Pass, Whiskey Mountain, Kast Pork,
and Dubois Badlands. Unique cultural and natural resources in
these areas deserve the highest degree of protection.

The RMP's commodity production slant is evident in proposed
forest management. The preferred alternative recommends 6.2 MMBP
of timber harvested annually—an increase of over 100 percent
from the current level of J.O MMBP. Priends of Wild Wyoming
Deserts insists that timber should not be harvested on the Lander
Slope and South Pass Management Units, i?ven small volumes taken
there would not be worth additional roads and impacts on
watersheds.

The preferred plan for grazing also concentrates on costly,
publicly-financed development, it calls for construction of
45 to 55 miles of fence, 10 reservoirs, and 57 other water
projects, and for 8500 acres to be burned or sprayed with herbi-
cide to reduce sagebrush.

Response to Letter 611

1. See Response 1 to Letter 610.

2. See Response 1 to letter 15.

3. See Response 2 to Letter 610.

4. See Responses 7 and 8 to Letter 610.

5. See Response 9 to Letter 610.
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We oppose the use of herbicides and new developments for the
benefit of privately-owned stock. Watershed, wildlife, and
vegetative resouz-ces should be improved through a reduction in
livestock grazing, rather than the possible increase of up to
21 percent. Riparian zones in the resource area have long been
in need of greater protection, and should now be seriously
addressed.

The RMP states that public landa in the resource area are
available for utility systems on a demand basis. We must oppose
this provision and insist that BIjM accept its responsibility,
rather than leave protection of many pristine areas in the hands
of developers.

While advocating many actions which degrade natural ecosystems,
BLM proposes little to defend a fragile ecosystem, or even to
mitigate environmental impacts . Restrictions contain weak
wording, such as "where needed", "when possible", and "subject
to waiver." The draft fails to name parties responsible for
monitoring and ensuring protection during development activities.
Should budget cuts occur, it is unclear how BLM will prevent
unchecked environmental impacts.

Desert Friends urges protection of natural and cultural values.
The portions of Beaver Creek, Gas Hills, Lander Slope, Red Canyon,
and South Pass Management Units stated in the dEIS, as well as
the Oregon/Mormon Trail corridor, deserve designation as Areas of
Critical Environmental Concern. We support Beaver Rim and Red
Canyon as National Natural Landmarks, and South Pass as a
National Register district.

We appreciate efforts to preserve historic structures and rock
art. However, there remains a great need for further archeolog-
ical inventories across the resource area.

I

We call for maximum protection of crucial and critical wildlife
range. We also advocate habitat improvement without the use of
herbicides and fertilizers. Efforts to restore Bighorn sheep
to their former homeland in Sweetwater Rocks, as mentioned in
the RKP, would be an extremely valuable project.

Our comments for Sweetwater Rocks, Sweetwater Canyon, and Copper
Mountain Wilderness Study Areas are included in the accompanying
position statement. All six areas, as well as Whiskey Mountain
and Dubois Badlands, should be Included in the National Wilder-
ness Preservation System. We look forward to receiving the dEIS
for the latter two areas.

As BLM revises the Lander plan, we hope that non-commodity uses
will be carefully appraised. Most of the resource area has
already sustained a tremendous amount of exploitation and degra-
dation. It is long past time for BLM to protect remaining wild
areas and values, and to begin balanced multiple-use management.

Sincerely,

Lynn Kinter
Director

cc: Senator David R. Nichols; Travel, Recreation, and Wildlife
Committee

Representative Peg Shreve ; Travel, Recreation, and Wildlife
Committee

Congressman Richard Cheney
Senator Alan Simpson
Senator Malcolm Wallop
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-SfFRIENDS OF

J!p\Wild Wyoming Deserts

P.O. BOX 843, Lovell WY 82431
'^^ 2/10/86

"PRIEKDS" CALLS ON BLM TO REST ITS WILDSRNESS MANDATE

The Lander Resource Area of central Wyoming has releaaed a Draft
Resource Management Plaji/Environmental Impact statement and a
Wilderness Supplement for ai^: Wilderness Study Areas. These WSAs
total 48,089 acres— 1,9 percent of the land managed by Lander
Resource Area. To our disappointment, the Bureau cf Land Manage-
ment recommends designation for only part of Sweetwater Canyon WSA

—

5760 acres.

BLM states—and we wholeheartedly agree — that all the WSAs have
exceptional wilderness values, outstanding opportimities for solitude
and primitive recreation, and many special features.
• Copper Mountain WSA . 6853 acres of steep canyons and rooky slopes,
has spectacular views and crucial doer and antelope winter range.
' Sweetwater Canvon . 9056 acres along Sweetwater River, provides
critical moose and elk winter range and "Class 1" waters for wild
brown, brook, and rainbow trout. Although they are not mentioned in
the Draft, we have seen wild horses several times on the rolling
hills above the canyon,
• Sweetwater Rocka—a complex of four WSAs totaling 32,175 acres

—

were frequented by Native Americana as long as 12,000 years ago, and
by Oregon Trail emigrants more recently. Huge granite domes in
Sweetwater Rocks were landiaarks for pioneers and now offer world
class rock climbing.

Sweetwater Canyon and Sweetwater Rooks contain three ecosystem
types not represented in the National Wilderness Preservation System.
According to the Draft, all the WSAa woiild be manageable as wilder-
nesB.

BIW addresses several concerns in the Draft EIS—but with peculiar
logic. The first la that "designation would adversely affect mineral
development." However, oil and gas potential in Sweetwater Canyon
and Sweetwater Rocks has been rated aa low to none, and OS Geological
Survey rated potential in Copper Mountain as low, although BXW rated
it high. None of the axeaa have pre-PLPHA oil and gas leases (valid
rights predating October 22, 1976), Potential for development of
other minerals is low in all aii areas.

BIW also considers effects of designation on the livestock indus-
try. According to the Draft, grazing would remain baaically the same,
and any vehicle restrictions would have little effect on management.

However, some of the private landowners near Sweetwater Rocka
object to having a wildemeaa bordering their ranches. That appears
the major—if not only—reason for failure to recommend this complex
of national significance. The Draft actually states that designation
for each area is expected to cause few, if any, so ;loeconomic impacts.

Bm is concerned that vehicle restrictions will limit recreation
use, Tet Copper Mountain is unloaded, and short two-track ways total
only 3 miles in each of the other two areas, Sweetwater Rocka access
seems to be the main concern, since the complex Is largely surrounded
by state and private land. Vlaltors cannot drive to the boundaries on
public roads, but can walk to them on public land. Currently,
private citizens allow access across their land.

BLM also raises the issue of possible overuse due to wilderness
classification. But thia haa never baan the caaa in Wyoming, This
is the weaicest possible rationale, an obvious attempt to avoid meet-
ing the clear mandate of law.

Congress has directed BLM to provide wilderness opportunities for
the public. Friends of Wild Wyoming Deserts hereby requests, and
urges, that Lander Resource Area revise the Reaource Management Plan/
Environmental Impact Statement to recommend designation for all six
areas reviewed. Our members and supporters should communicate their
feelings to Mr. Jack Eelly, Area Manager, Lander RA, PO Box 589-
Lander WY 82520, and to members of Congress. We shall continue to
monitor and report on developments. For the present we call on BU! and
the Department of the Interior to respond in a positive manner.
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Wyjjt
Wyomi n9 Farm bureau Fecle

Plan/EIS

613

February 13, 1986

:ijafle

.-JL .

ion (jommeriLs on LandL'r Draft Hesourcs; Management

The Wyominy Farm Bureau Recognizes the importance of the Uesnurce Management

Pldn/tnvironmentdl Impact Statement and dppreciats the opportunity to comment on

It.

The Wyoming Farm Uureau is a general ag organization representing approximat ly

7.500 members Df which about Z,bUU are involved directly in agriculture.

Our comments are broken into two parts; Grazing and Wildenmss

GRAZING

Our policies on how federal lands should be administered is quite explicit and

comprehensive. The policies state:

Federal Lands
[1979-Thi; Wyoming Farm Bureau supports the movement toward transferring

the multiple use federal lands back to the ownership and control of

the state.] ,
,

[I96t~Farm Bureau has historically favored multiple use of the ferisral

lands.]
[1973-BecaLse of anticipated food and fiber shortages, we urge that

forage production and utilization on federal lands and ranges be con-

sidered of prime importance as the multiple use principle of public

land utilization.]
[1975-v/e favor sheep-tight fencing of public lands where necessary for

proper grazing management.]

I would like to address the section of the grazing suppliment listing alter-

natives first. Alterndtive D comes closest to meeting the requirements listed

in the UyFB's policy. Unfortunatly this alternative was not "studied in detail"

so it is difficult to make any comments on it. This alternative should defina-

tely be loolced at closer. None of the other alternatives fit our policy

requi rements as wel 1

The next closest alternative would be a modified Alternative B. Alternative R,

with provisions for cooperative management agreements, would enable range resour-

ces to be used in a more cost effective way and improve range conditions also.

Alternative A and Alternative E both appear to be similar as far as major impact

on agricultural users is concerned.

While the E.l.S. process may not be the arena to address management actions the

process never-the-1 ess needs improvements. As is currently the case, this pro-

cess of allotment management plans, habitat management plans, etc., etc. pre-

vents or seriously curds any initiative to improve range conditions on the

permitees part. This process needs to be streamlined.

4

5

WyFB Stateifient

Page ;;

The statement

;

"Any range improvements that would occur under the 'Proposed Action' or

alternatives would first be subjected to economic and environmental analy-

ses. Adequate information to determine the economic benefits and environ-

mental consequences would be collected before improvements are

constructed."

could conflict with the statement on page seven which says:

"The funding for range improvements would be allocated to the Category I

al lotmants first."

I

installation of fences according to regulations listed works well if a permit-

tee runs cows. However what happens if range conditions could be improved by

running sheep? This regulation almost guarantees that cattle will be run on

federal lands if the permittee is given a choice.

The prefered alternative or Alternative A has several problems associated with

it.

Category' 1 allotments would see a "13-19 percent" reduction in livestock

grazing. However no reductions in other uses or users is mentioned. Are

livestock people being singled out for cuts?

If in fact livestock people are to carry the burden of range condition improve-

ments, then when range conditions do improve, livestock people should be the ones

to gain from this. Nothing is mentioned as to whether this would or would not

occur.

In Factors 7 and 8 of Category I management allotments the, "Objectives would be

developed to ensure protection to watershed soils, wildlife habitat, and

vegetation." This statement shows an unjustified bias towards some uses -•'

This is inconsistant >

This St

elevates some us

concept.

Under Factor 4 Management Action of Category 1 land, exclusion of large grazing

animals for several years might be necessary from riparian areas. Again, is

this directed soley at livestock and If so why? U not, would there be methods

available to exclude other consumers of range forage which are not mentioned?

On Factor 6 Management Actions, the management practice calls for, "....(2)

Temporary or permanent adjustments in stocking levels of livestock." Why not

remedy the [jrubtem by adjustmens of other forage users?

In the section of the Graziny t.I.S. entitled "Affected Environment" you list a

definition for "riparian areas." This definition is very broad and could be

subject to widly varying interpretations. Black's Law Dictionary gives defini-

tions for riparian, whic.h Is different than the definition given by this E.l.S,

Because the definition for riparian given 1n this E.1.5. has very little basis

in law and the actual definition could alter the meaning of riparian area, or

zone, any reference to riparian in this E.l.S. should be removed.

Response to Letter 613

1. Alternative D was not considered in detail for

the following reasons: The costs of extensive

land treatnnents would be prohibitive and the

benefits would be limited (costs would be

more than three times greater, and benefits

would be only 17 percent greater than under

Alternative A), making this alternative

economically infeasible. It would take more
than 100 years before the objective of

improving all range sites by one condition

class would be attained (page 6 of the Draft

Grazing Supplement).

Alternative B, with provisions for cooperative

management agreements, could not be

implemented due to the recent federal court

ruling (Natural Resources Defense Council,

Inc. et al. vs. Model et al.) which prevents the

Bureau of Land Management from imple-

menting cooperative management agree-

ments (CMA's).

2. The primary objective of Allotment Man-
agement Plans (AMPs) or Habitat Manage-
ment Plans (HMPs) is improvement in range

condition. The Bureau of Land Management
does not require a management plan for

privately financed range improvements to be

installed. Several operator initiated and
operator financed improvements are

constructed each year within the Lander

Resource Area.

3. Category I allotments have been identified as

having problem areas, and will therefore

receive priority in funding over M and C
category allotments. Economic analysis for

projects in I category allotments can be found

in Appendix B, Table B-8 of the Final Grazing

Supplement. We see no conflict with these

statements.

4. Control of sheep on federal range is usually

accomplished by herding, not fencing. If the

area of use (allotment) is well-known by the

permittee, no fencing is really required to even

mark the allotment boundary.

5. Livestock operators are not being singled out

for grazing reductions as shown by the

following management actions which would
be applied to allotments that are not in

satisfactory condition because of factors 1,

2 and 3; this includes 30 out of 38 allotments

In the study area.

A. Adjust stocking levels of grazing animals.

For livestock this might include both in-

creases or decreases in livestock grazing, and
for wildlife, increases or decreases might be

proposed to the Wyoming Game and Fish

Department.
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WyFb Comments
Page 3

The next question deals with the actual number of A.U.M.'s on the Lander
resource area. On page 23 you list an estimated S316,Q0Q collected from opera-
tors. This amount divided by $1,37 results in payment for 230,557 A.U.M.'s. On

page 31 your estimates of A.U.M.'s per category allotments add up to 111,955
A.U.M.'s. Un page 21, 119,128 A.U.M.'s are listed. THIS variation needs some
explanation.

last comment 1 nave on the Grazing E.I.S. deals witli costs of projects or

more specifically, who pays. Several cireas of the E.I.S. point out that range
improvements benefit more than one user. If this is true, will other users be

a5^;ed to share the costs of range improvements? If not perhaps this should be

investigated as a method of doing more, sooner.

HlLO£KNESS

Wyoming Farm Bui 's position on wilderness is as fol

[1977-The purist ideal embodied in the

for setting aside certain uniL)ue and pristi
dable national goal. However, experience h

ment" concept applied to such areas under t

serious degradation of the resource. A pre
demonstrated that trie removal of all man-ma
sanitdiion dnd hedlth problems that threate

Wilderness Act was designed to preserve.]
[1977-We note that established wilderne

such areas by prohibiting the employment of

in watershed management, trail maintenance
veed control, waste management, and fire pi

-easons, and the fact that wilderness manag

sound multiple use principles, we oppose fu

reevaluation of all existing wildernesses Ui

future wilderness proposals should be subje'

social and economic impact analysis in addi'

:onsideration of the views and land use pla

ocaHty and state concerned.]
[ig76-Ue feel there are already adequat

wilderness and {l977-pr1mitive) areas; ther
any additional lands as wilderness (1977-or
of grizzly bear habitat or other areas for

[iy72-lf additional lands are proposed
thorough studies and investigations of the

weighted consideration given to the wishes
(1981-agricultural ) interests and past agr'

Ciy78-We recommend that local advisory
from each area be formed for this represent

Wilderness Act which provides

areas is certainly a commen-
as shown that the "no manage-

Act has resulted in the

ponderance of evidence has

de facilities hss, resulted in

the very essence that the

ss criteria further threaten
power tools and vehicles

soil treatment, noxious
otection. For these
ement is inconsistent with
rther expansions and urge
ider the Act. Further, any

cted to environmental,
tion to heavily weighted
5 of the residents in the

lands in Wyoming declared as

efore we oppose the designation of

primitive) areas or the expansion
endangered species.]
as wilderness areas we favor
proposed areas] [1977-with

of local

cultural use.]

boards of agricultural people
at ion.]

The alternative which best supports this policy position is Alternative 1.

There has been no demonstratahle need for more wilderness in this area and in

fact, the major issues and concerns listed in the Wilderness Supplement give

ample reason for not proposing any lands as wilderness.

WyFli Comments
Page fl

Wilderness designation discriminates against other B.L.M. users and goes against

tne principle of multiple use. Discrimination of this type has no place in

government circles. If wilderness designation is approved for any of the areas

then pernaps areas designation solely for grazing of large animals should be

considered.

Sincerely,

Ken Hami Iton

Research and Field Assistant

B. Additional forage available due to
improved range conditions is allocated under
existing grazing regulations (43 CFR 4110.3-

1(c)(1)) wliich read as follows:

After consultation, cooperation and coor-
dination, additional forage permanently
available for livestock grazing use over and
above the preference(s) of the permittee(s)
or lessee(s) in an allotment may be allocated
in the following priority to; (1) Permittee(s)
or lessee(s) in proportion to their contribution
or efforts which resulted in increased forage
production.

C. Protecting the base resources by
developing management objectives for

watershed, soils, wildlife habitat and vege-
tation ensures the public land's capability to

provide for multiple-use. It does not show a
bias towards individual land uses.

D. Management action number 4, when
implemented, will fence out riparian areas to

eliminate the concentration of livestock,

primarily cattle and wild horses (within the
Green Mountain Study Area). Big game
species, primarily elk, mule deer, and
pronghorn antelope, are not causing sig-

nificant damage to riparian areas within the
Lander Resource Area (LRA). Refer to

Chapter IV, under Environmental Conse-
quences for Fisheries.

Control of livestock numbers is the most
immediate and effective solution where land-

use conflicts are causing a loss of forage
production.

6. The meadow/riparian vegetative type de-
scribed in the Affected Environment is not a
definition of riparian areas. It is a discussion
of vegetation that occurs in riparian areas.

The unique character and importance of

riparian areas requires special management
considerations by BLM. The terms riparian

and riparian areas as presently defined by
BLM in the Glossary will be retained in the
Final RMP/EIS.

7. The estimated 1984 grazing fee receipts of

$316,000 were collected from approximately
230,650 active licensed AUMs for the entire

Lander Resource Area. The estimates on page
31 of the Draft Grazing Supplement are for

the Gas Hills Study Area only and would not
reflect the Lander Resource Area total.

Estimated production may or may not equal
licensed AUMs because of production
fluctuations and not all the production is

licensed for livestock grazing. The figure,

119,128 AUMs, on page 21 of the Draft

Grazing Supplement, again only represents

the total licensed AUMs in the Gas Hills Study
Area.
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8. Many range improvements are financed by
range betterment funding. Many are financed

by private users witin interests in public land

(livestock operators, Wyoming Game and Fish

Department, One Shot Antelope Hunt, Water
For Wildlife Program). Maintenance is

assigned based on who the primary
beneficiary will be from the project and in

accordance with the Bureau of Land
Management's Rangeland Improvement
Policy.

9. Thank you for your comments.

625„IRit^ States

eDepartjDent of
Agriculture

Forest
Service

Shoshone
National
Forest

2^5 W. Yellowstone Ave.

PO Box 21 to

Cody, WY 82414

2

3

4

Reply To: 1920

Date: March 20, 1986

Hr. Jack Kelly
Lander Resource Area
P.O. Box 5S9

Lander, Wyoming 82520

Dear Mr. Kelly:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Lander Resource Management Plan and

its accorapanying EIS. In general, these documents are impressive and well

done. There are a few points, however, that raise questions.

First, in the section dealing with demand for timber, it appears you have

equated past consumption and demand. This does not conform to the technical
definition of demand and may have lead to an inappropriate conclusion regarding
future demand trends. Currently there appears to be a large and largely
unfilled demand for timber in the Dubois area. Combined with the Lander area it

appears that quantities demanded exceed 30 MHBF at current stumpage prices.

Given supplies projected from National Forests, State lands and from the Wind

River Indian Reservation amount to no more than 10 MMBF to l^t MMBF, the demand

for timber from the Lander Resource Area appears much higher than projected in

your documents.

Second, there appears to be a lack of coordination on fire auppreaalon

strategies. I would suggest that you take a look at Appendix F of the Shoshone
Forest Plan for lands bordering yours as a basis for such coordination.

Third, I would recommend that you include as management direction, site specific
analysis and coordination of proposed disposal of lands. Some are adjacent to

the National Forest or other public lands and it may serve the public best to

retain these lands in public ownership.

I

Fourth, the Tappen Creek right-of-way discussed in your plan is not needed for

management of the Shoshone National Forest. We are looking at an alternative to

this to provide better access.

If you have any questions, please contact Tom Mitchell on my staff.

Forest Supervisf

TRHitchell/eju

Response to Letter 625

1. In the recent past, the BLM has been required

to have legal access to timber sale areas

before they could be offered for sale. Due
to the fact that there is no legal access to

our scattered timber stands, sales have not

been offered.

The access requirement has been recently

rescinded. Therefore, sales may be offered

in the future to try to alleviate any timber

supply or demand problems which may exist,

and to undertake management of some of the

BLM-administered timber stands.

In the last 11 years, this office has had some
requests for firewood (about 20-25); however,

there have been only three requests for

sawlog material. These were requests for

timber in specific areas and were refused due
to environmental and access problems. There
have been no requests in 4 or 5 years.

Most of the BLM-administered timber lands

in the Dubois area are small, scattered tracts,

mainly adjacent to U.S. Forest Service (USPS)
lands. Many of these small tracts were cutover

in the early 1960's. The ones that were not

cut are only accessible through private or

USPS lands. Many of these small tracts
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contain so little timber that the value of it

would not justify the expense of an easement
through private lands, if one could be
obtained.

In 1979, this office conducted a USPS Stage
II inventory of this area. It showed a volume
of about 14 million board feet (MMBF). Taking
into account the inaccessible parcels and the
timber on slopes too steep to log, an estimated
volume of 10 MMBF or less is left to harvest.

This is not enough to run the Louisiana-
Pacific mill for half a year.

We will cooperate to lessen any problems in

this area to the extent possible, but we will

be able to do little with the limited resources
available.

2. We have changed the recommendation for our
Whiskey Mountain Management Unit to

limited suppression to conform with the policy
on adjacent USPS lands.

We understand from your Dubois office that

most of the rest of the lands around the edge
of the Dubois unit are in the timber base and
have a policy of full suppression in a narrow
band, then further back, the policy is limited

suppression. This would conform to the
recommended policy on most BLM-
administered lands in the area.

Also, the BLM-administered lands are under
a cooperative agreement with the USPS,
whereby the Dubois office has initial attack
responsibilities for these lands.

3. The RMP only provides general guidance and
identifies parcels which may be disposed of.

Disposals are still subject to site specific

environmental assessment which would be
the basis for a decision to retain or dispose
of the parcels. Coordination with all interested

parties would also occur at this time. All of

the parcels identified in the plan that are
adjacent to Shoshone National Forest were
identified for retention because of the
availability of access from National Forest
lands. One exception was parcel 38 near
Whiskey Mountain, which was identified for
possible disposal, but only under very specific

conditions which would result in a net benefit

to management of bighorn sheep habitat.

4. Access to the BLM-administered public lands
in the area constitutes sufficient public need
and benefit to warrant the recommendation.
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629.
Advisory
Council On
Historic

Preservation

DifOid PcKl Office iiuildms

1100 Peniisykitiiiu Avunut. N'W. #809
WBahirlglon.DCZOOfrt

Juna 20, I986

Mr. Jack Kelley
Lander Resource Area Manager
Bureau of Land ManagemenL
Highway 287 South
P.O. Box 589
Lander, WY 82520

REF; Draft Lander Resource Management Plan/En
Statement (RMP/EIS), Grazing Supplement,
Supplement

i ronmental Impact
and Wilderness

Qomi
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We encourage the Bureau to adopt a planning approach to cultural
resources. We note the estimated 31 coverage of Class III survey
for cultural resources in the Resource Area. We encourage the
Bureau to assess the representativeness of these Class III
surveys, possibly augmented by additional sample surveys and
overview documents, for formulation of a predictive model of
cultural resource locations in the Lander Resource Area.
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He hope that these comments are helpful. If you have .n»

J lo ingie at dOi-236-2682 (eommercial) or 776-2682 (FTS).

obi/rt Fink
Chief, Western Divia

Project Review

Response to Letter 629

1. Our cover letter requesting comments from

you stated that effects to cultural resources

would be caused from (1) direct RMP
planning decision effects, (2) effects covered

by subsequent plans or procedures, and (3)

continuation of present management. Re-

sources affected by categories one (1) and
three (3) were listed, but our cover letter did

not, as you pointed out, identify the specific

resources affected by the second category.

These category two responses and their

recommended management were discussed

in various places in the RMP, especially in

the Preferred Alternative Chapter. A summary
of resources affected by the second category

is listed here:

Resources under Present Management and
Protection Plans now being implemented in

accordance with the Lander RMP.

Oregon/Mormon Pioneer Trail (includes

Gilespie Place/Radium Spring, Burnt
Ranch, etc.).

Resources under Subsequent Management
and Protection Plans to be written and
implemented by the Cultural Resources
Management Program.

South Pass Historic Mining District

Castle Gardens Rock Art Site

Warm Spring Canyon Flume, Geyser, and

Natural Bridge

The other sites mentioned in your letter, the

Sparhawk Cabin and the Sun Ranch, are not

included in Category 2 because of the

following reasons:

Sparhawk Cabin - As discussed in the

RMP, we feel the cabin is adequately

protected and does not need any further

management at this time. Therefore, a

management plan for this resource is not

needed.

Sun Ranch - The structures at the Sun
Ranch lie on privately owned ground. No
acquisition measures, like those at Burnt

Ranch, are being proposed, so the RMP did

not consider those resources.

2. Predictive model formulation for cultural

resources is being pursued and studied by

BLM. Funding levels have not allowed much
sample survey-type work in the Lander

Resource Area, and at this point we feel we
need more data before attempting to predict

cultural resource site locations, densities,

types, etc., with any degree of reliability.

However, we plan on using our existing

inventory data base in the formulation of

future predictive models.
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3. The Grazing Supplement of the Lander RMP
is in accordance with your comments. Under
the Consultation and Coordination Chapter
of the Supplement, in the Wyoming State

Historic Preservation Officer section, we state

that the objectives and guidelines for

implementation of the range management
program would comply with the Program-
matic Memorandum of Agreement (PMOA)
regarding the Livestock Grazing and Range
Improvement Program.

1

1

1

BEFORE THE BUPEAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

IN THE MATTER OF A PUBLIC HEARING CONCERNING THE
LANDER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN AND THE WILDERNESS
STUDV WITHIN THE RAWLINS DISTRICT, ENCOMPASSING THE
LANDER RESOURCE AREA

TRANSCRIPT OF HEARING PROCEEDINGS

Trant;cripL of HtuL'ing Pcucetdinga an the

ibove-en t i t 1 pd matter on the 11th day o£ Dec-ember

1985, at thf hour ol 7;0(1 p.m., at thr nuhnir; Town

Hall, Dubuia, Wyoming, Mr. Tim Monroe presiding.

22

2i

2-3

25

fi) ^^^i^- ~,.-,-,..u m.-d™t.~5 .civsc. INS ZTtiFT^

-~y ""••"
-
-""-'•"".—"'" :""-.-•.• :«.::::

Response to Dubois Public Hearing

1. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

2. The RMP provides for prescribed burns in all

management units because they can benefit

several other resources and programs. Each
management unit has been analyzed within

the LRA and a Preferred Alternative recom-
mended from an array of alternatives.

Hopefully, the Preferred Alternative for each
unit will become the approved plan.

Approximately one-half the land area will be
managed under a limited suppression policy.

This means that specific plans for each
management unit will be prepared and utilized

when fires occur. Each fire will be evaluated

and an appropriate control policy undertaken.

The main reason that the whole area is not

designated for limited suppression is that

there is a variable land status pattern, with

much private and state land scattered
throughout the area. BLM is obligated to

control fires which start on BLM-administered
lands and which threaten private or state

lands.
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11

12

15

U
17

PROCEEDINGS
HEARING OFFICER MONROE: We 11, it's the

oppoint-ed hou: and the lieiicing will come Lo order.

Let mc introduce myself. I am Tim Monroe,

the districjc mun^gor from Lcsp<j : , and I have been

cippointed by the state director to be tht hearing

officei: tonight, g hearing cunctrniny the Lander

resource management plan and environment £il impact

atatemtnt L-nd tht wildc>rni>5s study areas within the

Rawlins District encompassing the Landni Kosourct

Area.

Mo SI ot you signed Llie atttndanct: sheets. 1

think all four ot you did as you came in. And if you

would like to make a stacemcnL, be sure and check

that space on the list oi somthow make your

intentions known to us,

I'he official reporter tonight is Jc, ck Walz

ot Wyoming RL-poi'ting L^trvice in Casp<.r. iie will

prepare h vcrbotim transcript of eveirything that's

said in the hearing. And if you wish to obtain a

copy of It, you can contact Jack tonight or later ai

your conveniences.

The hearing is being held to obtain comments

on the preferred plan for tlie Lander Resource Area,

including recommendations regarding six wilderness

19

2C

study are^js. A draft resourt;e munagement plan and

t-nvironmental impact statement on the subject has

been publish tfd and is available in the room or

outside, if anyone wants a copy to take with them.

A few words about our procedure tonight;

The beating is not a debate, a trial or a question-

and-answer session. It's an advisory heating

required by low dnd regulations and all interested

pi-TSons may present sti,.tements cither written or orol

or both or other information pertinent to the RMP,

including the wilderness study areas we are

considering tonight-

There will bt no cross-examination from the

audience, but if anyone doesn't understand the

statcmen ot a speaker or you need to make a

Clacilying question, just refei that question to us

^nd we will determine whether Or not it's pertinent

and see if we can get an answer. This does seem kind

of overly formal, but it's iniendi-d to give everyone

a fair and teasoni-ble opportunity to present their

/.ny written statements in addition to oral

statements will hv included in the full transcript

and win be considLred on the sume b:.ais as spoken

i:tatements. You may also submit written comments

We have provided for the option of utilizing

prescribed burns in the entire LRA if they have
the potential to enhance the resources.

3. The RMP is generally intended to guide
management actions for the next 10 years.

However, the RMP can be amended at any
time to address the impacts and the
desirability of new proposals for the benefit

of the resources and the public. Any such
amendment would be required to go through
public participation, interagency coor-
dination, and consistency requirements again
regardless of the significance of the
environmental impacts.

4. The RMP was coordinated with other federal,

state and local governmental agencies as
listed in Chapter VI, Consultation and
Coordination. The Forest Service's Shoshone
Forest Plan was reviewed for consistency
where Forest Service and BLM-administered
lands adjoin, and every effort was made to

assure such consistency was achieved.
Through comments such as yours, we did find

an inconsistency in the fire management
recommendation for adjoining Forest Service
and BLM-administered lands in the Whiskey
Mountain Management Unit. A change has
been made in the Final RMP/EIS to manage
this unit under the limited suppression policy.

The proposed land interchange between the
Forest Service and the BLM is still a

possibility. The proposal has been forwarded
to Congress. The potential area that would
be affected in the Lander Resource Area
covered by this plan would generally be the

Lander Slope and the Dubois area which
would be transferred to the Forest Service.
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until February 14, 1984. And thosL will b& included

in Lhf for'iiia.l hearing rccotd and be considered fully.

fiiiy comments l1iOu-.c] be uddtf, sstd to Jacl<

Kelly, IhL iireu managci, Uuccau of Land Management --

Juck is sitLing hez e -- box 5&9 in Ldndeu, G2S20, or

La Gene Kolkman, who is the te-iira leadei: on the plan,

i.L Eox 670 in Kowlins, 82301.

The hearing Will begin now and we will oEfer

thi.- floor to anyoni.' who woulcl wish to make a

st:.LemtnL.

( No ri,-spon£e . )

UNlDLNTiFIED SPEAKER: This must be oil

the record, but I am not prepared to make an oral

statement at this time- But 1 am pli.nnincj to make a

wcittt.-n comment dt a ];-. tt-r dete- 1 am just not

prepared to make a Gtaiiement at this time.

HEAKiNG OFFICER MCNKOE: Ma 'am?

MS. illCKG: I didn't realize this wos u

public- h taring,

HEAR.NG UFFICER MONRUE: You sec in the

tight he sting,

MS. lUCKS: Yeah, I am in the. right one.

1 huve some opinions on both areas.

UNIDENTll'IED SPEAKER: 1 come to listen.

I didn't come to testify. 1 plan to do that latet.

s

HEARING OFFICER MUIJROE; Would you

prefer to send in a written statement then, a formal

statement?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: YfcS.

HEARING UFFICER MONROE: By the 14th of

Febro;iry. Fine. That will be welcome. ;.nd it's

given the same weiglit as presenting testimony.

MS. HICK;;: There is going to be, no

presentation by the BLI'; tonight?

HE /i RING UF'FICEK ^iC^RUE: Not the

hearing part of it. It's U two-part hearing. I'he

hearing is on Lh& RMP und EIS, the regional

management plan and environmental impact statement.

Following the hearing will be d scoping meeting on

tt-ie two additional wildeinuss study arcaii that have

been Lidded as a result ot" liiigotion. Go they have

to do some supplemental preparation of docum^-ntG and

analy-ses, studit-s, that sort ui tiling on two new WSAs.

I suspect that's what you're primarily inter c- at ed in.

M d . i-i 1 C K ;; : Yeah. But, you know, If

nobody says anything, thtit meana tliut the hearing

record records that nol.iody in Dubois h^jd anything to

say?

HEARING ijFFICEK TiGNKUE: During the

hearing. But the recotd is op^n until FcbruL,ry the
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14

15

OC

14th for suppltmcnLjl, infotmatior or plain new

5 L a L emc n Ls .

Mii . HICKS: 1 feel unt-osy about t h ci L .

!'iH. STURY: As 1 undetSt.ind t h o

s u ^j p I c m f n I - - I have; t l.-: ;i tl it a 1 ! , but. Ui e r t' is so

much volume o£ i n [ or ma t i on , that J didn't get -- 1 urn

not suth. thiit I ret^int^d iill of iL.

HEARING umCEH MOWRQE: Sir, excuse me.

Could you idfinfity youi'Eijlf?

MR. STOr^y; I am John ^tocy. I manage

t::irn;lieB for fackt.-: Land and CatLlc Com p.my. And as l

read it, basically t. hR entire thing is thcit. there is

not really going to be much chiingc £tum what -- you

Know, no dcostic ohangcs anyway in Lhe plan. j don't

really know whether that's good or bjd. 15 o i am

going to just reserve my comments and see whjt else

happens .

i really am more inteti^sted in the two new

proposal -- not new proposals, but reinsLaled

proposals to hear what's going to happen oi go on

there. : have some mixed teelings about the

establishment of rules and guidelines for

establishing a wilderness area and then just as soon

as that doesn't fit sonit special interest group's own

idea, well, then they can change their criteria. T

%'

don't th^nk thiat's correct.

HEAIUNG OFFICER HOKROE: Vou mean tho

study criteria?

MR. STOI<y: No -- well, yeah, but on

the wliole criteria for setting up these isolated

spots for wild.;cness consideration, because neither

one of those fit the criteria and I don't -- you know,

1 can't see where special interest gtoups c^n come in

and change the oriteria to fit theii own bailiwick.

MS. HICKS: 1 don't know. I think I

ought to identify myself. My name is Lanic Hicks and

I am a Sierra Club mt^mbe^r and 1 am a m(;mbijr ol the

Wyoming v.'ildlife Federation. And I fully agree with

the interests of John Story, and i am very much in

iavor of the grazing. but I also support wild&iness

and 1 do think thiat at least the badlands equality Lor

wilderness. And I urn veiy interested in hearing what

you have to say about it.

HEARING UfflCER ^iO^'ROE: Sir, we have

already opened the liearlng, and the time is now tor

anyone wishing to make a statement on the draft

resource man^gument plan and cnvironmentcil impact

statement- I Know you just came in out of Lhe cold,

BO to speak, literally. We would sure welcome

anything you had to say on it.
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MR. BENSUtJ: 1 would like to --

fiEAKi NG OFF iCER MCNRC.'E : Would you

idt-riLity youiat;!!;, pifasc?

Mk. BEHiiuN: YeDh. My numfc is iiCOlL

Benntin . I am Iiltp in I'jubo i s - l wouIli like to know

why the bLM Si>t.inb so afcaid of prescribed fires.

ilEARiHG UFFIUEH MONKOE: h t 1 1 , as I

cx[-.Iainr.-d during the optniny tfin^rks, which

unfortunijLc?ly you missed, this is l. heacing Lo

reccivL tfslunony jnd not d meetintj thdt we wuuld

nocmally havt: to liavL a diCiloyuv on issues : elated tu

[tdtjCdl land mdndgt-'ment. I know wp ciin answer that

question afttt tht heating purt u£ this is ovlt,

which prob^ibly won't bf; mufh longer-

Jack Kflly, Lhf ateu m^nsgi-r here, Dick

Oastin, t hp district mcincigf.'r £or tht- Rawlins District

is ulso with us, and I know they can answer youi

MR. BENSON: Ok^y-

HEARING OFFICER MONROE: Did you have

iny comnn'nts on the -- to turn thot around a little

bit, did you huve commi;nts on areas or methods or the

ni.'ed tor burning?

HH. BEN SUN: Yeah. I think alternative;

need £or mdnagement of firt- management should be the

pteferred alternative.

HEARING OFFICER MONKOE: la your

interest bastd on range- land niijn-jgement necrls or

improvement of wildlilir' hobltat, or what's your

interest?

MH . BENSiOH : We 1 1 , 1 think BLM should

be a professional land mdnogoment agency. As sucI'j,

they shouldn't take t h !: attitude that all fires are

bad when I think everybody is iwar& thot some Cites

in certain areas will benefit wildlife. They will

benetiL the rangeland. I think they should approach

it with that attitude'-

HEARING OFF ICE k MCNRLE : 'I' he g e n t 1 o m Q n

here in the maroon sweater, did you care to makf a

stL-temcnt?

UN IDENTT F : EI) SPEAKER: No . I just come

to listen. 1 am going to send in written comments.

HLAkiNG UFFiLtiK MDNRCE; Did you hear

that the record is open until February 14th --

UNiDENTIFIKD SPEAK EK: No.

HEARING U F F i C F K M CJ N R U F : - - for w r i t ! p n

cumm'-ntK? Vt;5, it's a 9ij-day comment period.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: What is t h fe

difterence in the value pljceJ on the public heatriny

comments versus the written comments?
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t'ul lowed fo r t h !, n 6 xt 50 years, or as a new director

comes in W ill things change with hi

HEARING OFFICER MONROE The way the

proccclurts are, yoL go through a dra ft plan. Then

you do ch& final pi an. Then you take the comments

that a i- e received , or Eay a protest comes in on thts

final pi. n oi something like this, and you issue a

r e c O I- d d e c i s i o n after the comment pe r iod is closed

on the i no 1 plan . And that sets fo th based on all

L h e p u b 1

1

c commen t

s

and all other so rcGS of

inCormat on the fin a] planning dec is ons. And that

r L- c o 1- d of d ec i s ion is the management prescription toi

a number of y c- a r s , basically ten yc-ars, ten to

f i t" L e e n y ears, a 1 t

f

ough [jlans can be modified or

amended d u. 1 ng Chat process .

Th are is a formal procedure for mod i f y i ng or

amending thL l£ind u ac plan . And you say the state

director or .noll.et person can come n and change it,

only i,h I ug 1 a prescribed process tha t would modify

the p 1 ^ n or omt:nd i L in an open a tmos phete. The plan

ciir r ic :; a loL or wfc ight in the way th e statute is

written tha calls for land use plann i ng and the Wi,y

plans arc d' V 1 o p c! d and then approved and

a d m i n i a t e red .

So there i s quite a program there that both
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ti;& Foicst Service und BLM jre yiftty much on

paiallcl trcicks on it. Our laws ate vety similair iind

regulijlions are very similar,

MR. BENSON: Thai brings up another

qut' scion us to how mucti integration was there in

formulating this plan as compared to the Forest

Service Shoshoni Forest plan that just came out. It

stems that certain areas thecG is a lot of

discrtpanoi'ja to neighboring pieces of land. They're

managing it una way and you are managing it iinother

way. And the proposal is still, 1 believe, Cor land

criides with the Forest Service.

HEARING OFFICER KONKUE: Yes, the

interchange is an issue that would be dealt with.

And ; know what we have done in our district in

Casper is identify areiis that are available for

disposal, which means aale or exchange, long-term

leases, this kind of thing, well, mostly sale or

exchange. And 1 don't know. I am sure by the final -

when the final plan comes out, they will have

considered those type of things. We art required by

iLw to have a certain level of consistency with plans

of Indian tribes, stata and local government, this

soct of thing.

If there is no further comments, wc will

nwn wTDHiNo niFonTiHn »i>v>ci. INC. i::;:;^^^

13

close the hearing, subject to reopening it if some

people arrive, and go into the scoping session. We

can hold it for another twenty minutes or so; and if

no one else shows up with a statement, why, we will

be closed at that time.

6 Thank you.

7 (Heating p roc ee dings adiourni^d

S 7:15 p.m., December 11, 1925.)
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Response to Lander Public Hearing

1. We feel that the balance is provided in total

management prescription for the area
including the restrictions or stipulations that

will be imposed upon the development-type
actions you mention. These will protect other

resource values without prohibiting the

recommended consumptive uses and con-
sequent public benefits.

2. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

3. See Response 1 to Letter 15.

4. Timber sales or timber management activities

including road building activities on forested

lands are subject to planning, environmental

assessment of impacts and coordination with

WGFD, the same as other program projects.

Consideration of the WGFD's concerns is

incorporated into these project plans.

Outside the forested lands, road densities vary

widely. In some development areas, i.e., oil

fields, road densities are still expanding, while

in other areas, densities are stable and are

primarily the result of historic use patterns.

We feel we have analyzed the effects of most
new road building on wildlife as part of the

analysis of surface disturbing habitat loss.
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25

PROCEEDINGS
HEARING OFFICER MONROE: Good evening,

ladies and gentlemen -- gentlemen. Tht public

hearing will now come to order.

Let mt inttoduce myself. I am Tim Monroe,

the district managet Ecoin Casper, ELM, and I have

been asked by the state director to come over and

chair this hearing.

The purpose of the hearing is cont-erning the

Lander resource managemc'nt plan and wilderness study

reporLs within the Rciwlins District which encompiissEs

the Lander Resource Area.

You have all Signed the attendance sheets as

you came into the room. But if there is anyone that

didn't sign up, we would appreciate you doing it i£

you plan to make a statement. There is one person

here that has an X by his name, and tliat person will

be called upon to make his statement that he o: she

wishes to offer.

The official reporter tonight is Jack Wals

of Wyoming Reporting Service in Casper. He will

prepare a verbatim transcript of everything that's

said tonight. If you wish to obtain a copy of the

transcript, please contact jack and make your

arrangements directly with him.

The hearing is being held to obtain comments

on the preferred plan for the Lander Resource Area

which includes recommendations for six wilderness

study areas. A draft resource management plan and

environmental impact statement has been prepared and

is available in the room if anyone wants a copy.

There are some on thie table right there.

A few words about our procedure tonight:

This is a hearing os opposed to Che normal BLM public

m£.-c;ting. The hearing is not a debate. It's not a

trial. It's not a qucstion-and-answer session. It's

an advisoiy hearing. And all interested persons are

asked to present thcit statements or their comments,

either written or oral or both, or information

pertinent to the draft resource management plan,

including the wilderness study areas that we are

considering .

There will be no cross-examination from the

audience or from myself or the panel members that are

here. We arc simply here to receive your information

and learn what we can about your views on the

resource mani.gem«nt. plan and the environmental impact

s t a temc nt .

This does really seem overly formal. B

intended to give everyone an opportunity to

stress and displacement innpacts associated

witii oil and gas development and mining

industries. These activities account for the

majority of the new road development.

5. The LRA has had NSO stipulations on the

Oregon/iVlormon Pioneer Trail corridor for

about eight years, and the Preferred Alter-

native of the RMP would continue this

management practice. This type of man-
agement, backed up by planning decisions,

has successfully protected the trail corridor

in the past, and we believe this protection will

continue in the future.

6. The proposed increase in timber harvest in

the LRA is an attempt to salvage the dead
and dying timber and bring the resource

under intensive management, to provide a

resource to the local economy and try to

improve wildlife habitat.

In the last year, the Green Mountain area has

experienced a 50 percent or more decrease
in firewood sales. This is due mainly to the

lack of access in the area. In the fall of 1982,

12 roads were closed on top of the mountain.

These were roads to areas that have had most
of the firewood removed. Almost all roads that

have been opened for timber sales over the

years have been permanently closed. The
policy on the mountain is to leave logging

roads open for one or two years after a timber

sale is completed, to give the firewood cutters

a chance to remove the available firewood,

then close the road.

7. The Preferred Alternative of the Final RMP/
EIS increased the number of acres available

for oil and gas leasing by about 94,000 over

the acreage available for leasing under
Alternative A, the present management
situation. The majority of the increased

acreage is in the low potential category.

Because the number of acres would increase

by about 3 percent of low potential areas and
the majority of the acreage within the LRA
is already leased, we certainly would not

expect an oil and gas boom, "something that's

going to rival Evanston." For these reasons,

an extensive socioeconomic analyses based

on boom condition of oil and gas leasing and
development was not done. Should these

conditions ever arise, we would do the

necessary National Environmental Protection

Act (NEPA) documents and amend the plan

accordingly.

8. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.

9. According to statistics presented in the Oil

and Gas Journal published in July, 1985,

through January, 1986, the U.S. imports an

average of about 36 percent of its crude oil.

Of course this figure varies, but imports are
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present their views in a nonadversary situaLion.

Anyone wishing to submit a written statement may do

so and written statements will be included in the

transcript and considered on the same basis as oral

comments .

The hearing record is open until February

l-lth, 19B6. And any person who after tonight's

hearing desires to get mort information und submit

written comments, they will be acoepted through

February 14th and given equal weight to anyone who

took the time to come out here and speak or any other

comments we receive on it. Comments should be

addressed to Jack Kelly, the area manager -~ Jack is

over at the end of the table here -- to the BLN here

in Casper or to Gene Kolkman. Gene is on the other

end. And they are surrounding Bob Tigner from the

Rawlins district office- Send the comments to Gene

Kolkman i£ you care to.

The hearing will now begin and we will hear

from the first witness, Mr. Mike Massie. Welcome,

s i r

MR. MASSIE: First comment: Vou need a.

higher podium. I am sorry I am the only one talking

tonight. I hope i am not keeping anyone here.

My name is Mike Massie and I live in South

Pass City, Wyoming. And I am chairman of the Wyoming

chapter of the Sierra Club, and I represent about, oh,

approximately 600 members who live ht. re in Wyoming.

And 1 would like to briefly talk about the resource

monagemcnt plan, a little bit mote specifically about

the wilderness pact of that particular piLan.

1 would like to address four points but just

in L\ general fashion. A lot of the details, a lot of

the spec^ifics 1 will just put into the written record

and submit that before February 14th.

ThL RMP contains a few good points but I

believL that there arc several weaknesses in the plan.

First of all, the HLM and in a lot of its publicity

throughout the years has expressed or has listed a

balanced managemt.nt approach or generally a multiple-

use approach. And there is nothing wrong with that

if that's obtainable.

It's dtfinitely un abstract concept and it's

not always obtainable. But I thinly it can be here in

thi. Lender Re source Area. Bul the diaft RMP sort of

decries some myth that the BI,M is trying to reach in

bale, need m^-n^gemL-nt of the pl^n. It's heavily

dominated by oil and gas, timbering and grazing.

Mow, grazing has been going on here in this

particular st. ate for over a hundied years. And for

«

presently below 50 percent. The present
reserves of domestic oil are being depleted

and are not being replenished with new
reserves. BLM's policy is to make available

public lands for exploration for and
development of new reserves of oil and gas.

We feel the Preferred Alternative of the RMP
makes the public lands available.

10. See general response to wilderness com-
ments.
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1
6

1 the most part, ranchers have shown that they can

2

3

managR the land quite well, especially in the

cooperotive telationship with the land management

4 acjency. So I would like to focus on the oil and gas

5 and Limbering and show the premise that these sort of

6 things ate really out of balance in the RMP.

1
e

F.sscntially the beat illustration iB

essentially the f d u t ti . Thete is a proposal of

9 approximately six million board [eet pet ycat that

10 arc- supposed to be cut. The RMP £i 1 SO proposes 2.4

n million acres for oil and ga£ development, yet at the

12

13

same time proposes 5,700 acres for primitive

ttcceation and wilderness. That to mc is just not a

14 balance.

1 5 On the wilderness question, many other o£

2 16 the resource areas in Wyoming have already given

17 their w i 1 d e r n e S ii r i. c omra e n d a t i o n 3 and they are much

18 like the one hero in Lander. For instance, the BLM

19 down in Rock Springs recommended only one and a half

2D areas out of 13. So far, here in the Rawlins

21 District, combined with the other resource, area, it's

22 about one and a half out £ eight with two more Still

23 to be studied. in Cjspet, there £; t e no

2A recommendations for wilderness study areas out of the

25 ones they h«ve had up there. And the same wiLh

1=:*) v^^J^ „ ...T^ivH^^r. -;""., "^z

1 Kor land .

2
2

3

4

5

So oKstntially what that comes down to, out

of 29 WSAS that have beeti looked at so far, three

have been recommended for wilderntss. So this plan

is definitely keeping with that.

6 Jn fact, if you look at the oil and gas

7 recommendations for leasing as oppossed to what's

8 recommended for wildtrnoss, a hundred ptrcent of the

9

I C

11

12

1 I

I'l

15

land in this resource area is recommended for oil and

gas iecisiny. CJne-tcntli of 1 percent is recommended

to preserve its natural characteristics.

Essentially, Lh^t means a thousand times

mort land will be devoted to oil and gas development

or ut least li.asing than it will be for the

preservation of this area's unique beauty. This

le isn't balanced. Tliis to me is not multiple use. And

17 in fact, thert: are more uses in wilderness thdn you

18 can get by going out and poking a hole in the ground

19 or cleaicutting an area.

2C 1 object to the wording in the alternative.

21 Several times the recommended or the preferred

23 alternative is continuation of present management.

23

24

Essentially that means not designating the area for

wilderness. It's no n w i 1 d e t n e s s use. But if you look

('

25 at the use of the area in the past, since the earth

\:

i) ";.;:" .....:.: :::.z .,», ".-r;.
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was t;re£.t(. d, that, ire a has be&n roadless. That's why

Lt's £i wilderness study £i r i: fl . The wilderness

cha r act p r 1 St I c-3 art t h e r o . They have not been

touched by oil and gaa deve-'lopment and timbering.

That's why it'a j wilderness study £iri,a.

So if you £ire going to continue managi'ment

of it and you're going to continue this LyiJc of land

use, that IS Wilde in CSS. 1 think they were just

trying to present some kind oi image to the- public

that by continuing present m£inagf.ment, they aren't

out there to change anything; whereas, i[ they raLilly

want to do as is recommended, that is, lease for oil

and gas ^nd make it nonwiUierness, that ts the change,

not keeping it tor wilderness.

Now, in the specification areas, Sweetwater

Canyon, now, 1 gather from reading the wilderness

supplement that the reason for leaving out

approximately 3iOOO acres and recommending 5700 acres

for wilderness but leaving the 3,00C acres out is

because it conflicts with motorized vehicles, but the

study is not clear as to who uses thtse motorized

vehicles.

It sort of alludes a little bit to ranchers

in there. But other places it alludes to people who

go in there and Eish and who go in there to hunt or

%

people who just like to go in there in their Jeep or

whatever and run sll over the place- So it's not

specific as to why these 3, COO acres were thrown out

Lind what user group will be using the area for use by

motorized vehicles.

If you look at OKVs, they vcn use pretty

much all of the lands throughout the B LM area. And

there c.re legitimate uses for GRVs on BLM land. But

if you look at the thousands and possibly millions of

acres in the resource aiea that ORVs can use, taking

in another 3,000 and putting it in wilderness

designation isn't going to make that much difference.

And £is far as rancher use, as the study also pointed

out, Lhtre arc only two grazing allotments in this

WSA. une of them has 1 percent of the allotment in

t.h(: WbA. The other one has 12 percent.

So 1 don't think motorized use in that area

is going to hurt grazing allotments that much. So 1

don't know why these 3,000 acres have been excluded.

On the other hand, they art important to preserve the

integrity of the areo.

As the BLM admits in the Study, the WSA has

great fishing, excellent solitude and natural

Ecaturos. So you would have a geater positive impact

on these area's society as a wilderness than anything
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LI

L2

13

else. That's pretty strong language. Why doesn't

that jibe with the recommendation? I Chink the

entire art a should be preserved as wilderness.

By the way, the only area which is

tecommcnded for wilderness, the 5700 acres, is on

steep canyons and you can't drive a vehicle up it. "1

don't think too many cows can graze up it. You can't

puncture a hole in it und you can't timber it. So

there isn't much of a compromise. There isn't

anything to do with it but make it t. wilderness.

Sweetwater Rocks, once again, the purpose ot

the wilderness review is to look at an area's

solitude, to look at the urea's potential for

recreation. And the ELM admits thit Sweetwater Kocks

has excellent potential toi this, both solitude and

recreational values- VJhy isn't it wilderness?

Onije again, it's not really clear as to why

it's not wilderness. In one part o£ the study, sort

of buried away, arc somt objections by some ot" the

ranchers who work in the area. One of the objections

15 thai wilderness designation would bring mort

people into the area. This a lor. of people refer to

as sort o£ a neon light syndrome; that is, as soon as

something is made wildern(?ss, people are going to

find out about it all over the area and come into tlie

m

area

Now, thcit may ht,ve some legitimacy in

certain forest land, say, around Yellowstone Park.

It's net going to have Ugitimacy around an area that

is much smaller. in addition, che study admits

people that use the area are almost entirely

dependent on Jeffrey City. And considering that

population has gone down, less people art using it

lately. Ko making it wilderness will not being a lot

ot new people into this :, r e a .

Another one of: the objections is it will

affect their life-style. Well, it's wilderness now.

Ptoplo use It because of its primative sotting and I

don't think triat's going to chanye with wilderness.

But look at the alternative. The B LM would

likt to make this an CRV area and advertise it as

such. You know, if the people in the area arc

worried about some pine needle junkies coming into

the area and destroying the land, they are really

yoing to have a lot of problems with OKV people

coming into there. They are notorious for not

staying on the road. They are also going to bring

vehicles into this the area, not just backpacking.

So if it's going to affect the life-Style

and bring more people into the area, actually, the
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plin of making it an ORV area is going to do th^i.

The urea definitely dcsecves wilderness designation.

It's J unique area ^nd you ace just, not going to find

that kind of sutting anywhere else in Wyoming.

F'lnaMy, Cop per Mountain: The proposal is

to Dfjc'R up this area for ORV and oil and gas use, but

thi-TC is really net a detailed atudy of what kind ot

impacts oil and gas use and ORV use are going to have

on thiis area. It is admitted that wiUJlife are going

to be adversely effected and there are many more

roads built bfccause of oil and gas development,

especially on the southern part of Copper Mountain.

At the same time, BLM says they are going to

improve wildlife habitat up there too. You can't do

both. You can't expect an increase in tliC deer herd

and elk herd in the Copper Mountain WSA if you are

going to also go in there with oil ind gcs

development and have a road too. You can't do both.

That's why more studies need to be done.

There is no study of the recreational

potential ot Copper Mountain. Copper Mountain is

right next to Boysen State Park which has an annual

ittendanct- of obout 200,000 people a year. In

addition, it's right next to the Elk Creek Mountain,

which also has an outstanding recreational potential.

«)

So while oil and gi-s development in the snuthotn part

is high, so is the recreational part, too.

In summing up the wilderness recommendation,

these are the only vestiges we have left or only

means we have of preserving the important pacts o£

the Lander Resource Area in its natural habitat. To

environmentalists, they're important areas. It's

like the Sierra Club coming in and telling them to

close down the Gas Hills for no particular reason at

all, jusL close i'- down because we want to make it

natural .

Now, we will never say anything like that.

Dut for the reasons that we are closing down wliat we

perceive as our Gas ilills, our real important

wilderness areas, there really aren't any good

ri'asons for doing that. There really aren't any l^nd

use conflicts, or land use conflicts that can't bo

worked out. You know, they are the only vestiges

that arc loft. Let's preserve them. They are

important to be preserve fi.

On oil and gas leasing, very quickly, once

attain, the proposal is to lease a hundred percent of

the area. We do not have any problems with oil and

gas development in Lander Re source Area. 'i'hat's fine.

We do have a ptoblem with all of the land being
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1

leased and developed ptc-Lty much. Wfe chink that

3
thete are conflicts out there and resources that

should bt protected that will be impucted by oil and

gas development .

One of the problems with the study is its

e reliance on surface occup<3ncY stipulations.

7 Essentially, that means if you hove a leosc and it

8 you want the oil, you h;jve got to find some other way

9 of getting it out of thtrt; rathtt than going on that

IC land jihysically and doing it.

n Thcit sounds okuy t-nd thdt sounds liko a wp.y

12 of protecting what's up on top. And if the oil

1 3

14

companieti have a way directly of getting that gas out

of the land by angle drilling or other types of means,

15 then that's fine. But there is a lot of areas where

16 they are not going to be able to do that. And it has

17 been shown in other cases where these oil companies

18 can go back in and get those surface stipulations

19 dropped. They can remove that surface occupancy

20 stipulation somewhere down the line.

21 So there is no guarantee. So if you hive an

22 area that has surface occupancy, you think it's going

23 to preserve its natural integrity or the ruts of the

24 Oregon Trail, it does not guarantee it-

25 in addition, while there has not bten a

^^ .""".". """"" v'r.T.","'"" ""' «""t
^^ ™y

'""" '" """ '"" "'"' '" '"' '""'' """"•

15

1 court challenge of NSOs or no surfuce occupancy

3 ;

stipulations, there ccnainly can be in the future.

Some people, some Icg^l companies who represent oil

4 companies think that there may bo a good challenge

^ there .

6 In addition, oil and gas leasing, as the

7 study also admits, is going to have an adverse effect

8 over big game ovtr the next 60 years. Dig game now

9 is fighting for survival and B LK is important. A lot

10 of people sort of perceive some of these rocks as

11 sterile. There is some important wildlife habitat,

12 in fjct, quite .t bit.

1 ^

If the Yellowstone National Park and Grand

Teton National Park go ahead and.protect aU that

15 wildlife after all the F'Oiest Service woiks hard to

1 6 protect all their wilrilite, it can still be

17 jeopardized by what happens on BLM lands.

18 Thete are some critical wildlife corridors

1 9 as well as summer and winter habitats and they are

20 certainly in the Lander Resource Area. I think those

21 areas need to be withdrawn from leasing, oil and gas

22 leasing .

23 Seasonal stipulations to piotect the

24 wildlife doesn't really happen, especially it there

f

25 is roads there. If a company puts a road in in order

%%) »-«.__ . „ ... .„ ,„.„,.
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to protect a leatie and they hov? leases there, oLhei

people can still use the roads and disrupt the

hab i tu t .

In fact, the Game and fish has pretty much

espoused the idea that if you have about two miles

per square n;ilt of co£jd, two miles of road per square

mile of forest Isnds, then you are going to have an

adverse effect on the elk.

That's probably even more true on BLM land.

And that's one thing which I feel is one of the

weakest parts of the study is it doesn't look at the

impact of roads on wildlife. And seasonal

stipulations will not get rid of tliese roads and

the i r impac t .

Finally, cettain areas of real sensitive

nature in the Lander Resource Area should be

withdrawn from oil and yas leasing all together.

That includes the Oregon Trail, Mormon Trail Corridor.

There is no reason to develop that sLut't. The Oregon

Trail and Mormon Trail is definitely worth preserving.

South Pass Mining District: Even though

there are no surface occupancy stipulations, once

again on those things, there is no guarantee for the

future- Obviously, aU wilderness areas, we do not

believe that those should be leased, and important

wildlife aretis, especially elk, sheep, deer and

L.ntelDpe areas and the natural and recreational areas-

There will still be plenty out there to lease for oil

and gas development. In other words, wo need to

protect these other resources.

For timbering, timbering causes some real

concern on the Green Mountain area. In fact, I am

concerned about Green Mountain altogether. There

Seems to be an awful lot of oil and gas leasing

that's going to be up there as well as an increase in

timbering, [rom 75C,000 board feet per year to 2.2

million. That's about a big increase in timbering.

And once dgain, there is no analysis of impacts that

tOads are going to bring up there. But nevertheless,

G r e e n Mo untain has quite a bit of wildlife Up thert.

as well as scenic beauty and there is no analysis as

to txactly what kind of effect it is going to have on

the wildlife herds in this RM P

.

So 1 would suggest keeping the present board

feet and jl5o to looking to removing some oil and qac

leasing from the area that's affected to protect the

wilderness. The six million board feet or generally

what the Lander Re source Area is going to shoot for

is pretty large. 1 think that should be reduced also,

especially in tlie Green Mountain, Dubois area and the
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Lander slope. I think that is over -- is going to be

overt imbcrod.

Now, 1 think that ont part of the study is

good in that It shows what the various demands ioc

timbec is going to be. And timbc;ring to provide tor

the local economy, local companies, is tine. liut the

BLM should not he a reservoir Cor the large companies

to come in here and take out so much wood. Onoe

again, like tht; Forest Service sLUdy, timbering does

not benefit wildlife. And tliat is found throughout

i-he study. when timbering benefits wildlife is when

you have a large forest area that doesn't hdve much

open spaces. Then timbering can do it. But I don't

think there is any here in the BLM land that iz so

forested that you have to go in and clearcuL it to

open up some forest. And it isn't on the Green

Mountain. Presently, those conditions aren't present.

And once again, roads can have a major impact on it.

Now, what are the positive aspects? I think

that the RMP is very good on the South Pass Mining

District and the Oregon Trail. The South Pass mining

area is one ot the most historic areas in Vjyoming.

And this plan does a good job of protecting that. it

asks for mining plans from the miners wfio cire going

to be working in the area while at t lie samt'' timP

doesn't cue back in the historical use of the area-

Mining IS a legitimate uec of that area.

It also prot&cts the historical use

resources. And even though my own quibble is tho

more surface occupancy stipulation on the mining, I

think if those things ^ i: e stuck to by the b lm , then I

think that area will be preserved, the same with the

Oregon Trail. And it's important to preserve those

cultural resources. In fact, of all of RMPs i have

ead, this is by far the best on cultural resources.

Concluding -- tinally, right? -- the RUP

needs more balance. It needs more primitive

recreation. It needs more wilderness areas. It

needs less oil and gas use. All of these are

legitimate uses o£ BLM land but thty should be coming

closer to thie balance.

In addition, this study does not really look

at what this grandiose plan, the Lander Resource Area,

the impact it's going to have on the area's towns.

You know, if 2 . A million acres is leased and even a

small fraction of tliat starts to get developed,

you're going to have a big oil and gas boom in this

art a, something that's going to rival Kvanston, If

there is no impact as to wiiat that's going to do on

the social ties here in Lander, even Atlantic City,
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20

South Pass City, Riveiton or Dubois oc any of those

other areas, they will have an impact on the town.

This is important to study, too, because towns don't

depend striccly upon oil snd g^s d&velopment or

timbering or even rcctedtion. It's a balanced

approach. And this resource management plan has to

be balanced, too. And it hos to look at thosf

impacts on those towns. It's very important. And

because of that, because it's so hcdvily balanced

toward development, there really isn't any kind of

Wyoming cha i ac t e r i s t i c s in this plan.

You can take this plan and apply it to New

Jersey. If you were to take the cover o( t of this

thing, you can look at it and it would almost look

like you could be doing the same thing in New Jersey

or Pennsylvania or someplace like that. There is no

Wyoming characteristics in here.

And one of the Wyoming characteristics that

r £eel strongly about is quality of life. QLiantity

is important. Jobs are important. Out bo is quality.

The people that live here, what kind o£ recreational

opportunities do they have? what kind oE freedom do

they have? Up in South Pass City I have a lot of

freedom because 1 can go out in the desert. And

while there is oil and gas development going on in

8

the Red Desert, I can still go out in the desert and

have my own kind of recreation. But that's quality

of life. But It's not really demonstrated in this

document .

So I think when I talk about wilderness,

when 1 talk about cultural resources, i am talking

about quality of life and 1 am not talking about oil

and gas fields or how much money or what the tax base

is. Ivhen I am talking about quality of life, I am

talking about something like that and that's

something that is important to bo put in this

/W

Thanks for the apportunity to speak here

t o n i q In .

HEARING OFFICER MONKOE: Thanks, Mr.

Massie. Ihe next person is Donald A. Smith.

MR. SMITH: My name is Donald A. Smith.

1 am here representing myself. By profession I am a

mining engineer- 1 am ^ westerner. I have lived in

western United States my entire life. When I read

this plan, 1 was not too pleased with it. My

displeasures were very much the opposite of the

E'viouE speaker.

1 have done a little rtsearch in recent

times in connection with another matter where 1 have

,^V
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quantified thtt cimount o£ wilderness that, we havo in

our Stat:^, in out tegion. The state of Wyoming at

the present time has 4-993 percent of its land ai:e£i

tied up in wilderness. Of all the wilderness in the

Forest Service system, which amounts to Somt 28-plus

million acres, Wyominy has about 3-1 million acres uL'

this, or of the total EoreBt Servict wilderness, we

have in our boundaries 10.8 percent oE the total. l

feci that this price is too much to pay for our

citizens, for our job opportunities, for out way of

life.

In this tegion, Lhis wilderness that we are

talking about, 80 percent of it is in our immediate

locale, in the counties o£ Fremont, Park, Teton iind

Sublette and a little bit o£ Lincoln. This land

that's tied up in wilderness is being taken out ot

production for the economic benefit not only of the

people working in the EevGral industries which £ire

dependent upon this, but for the igencrsi tax base.

In my industry, 1 know chat for every job we

have in the industry, v;e create approximately five

more jobs to serve the people that are working in the

industry itself. If we let our traditional

industries which we havt been dependent on this atate

since the very be; ginning fall into disuse for putting

8

m

the land into wilderness SO that somebody can get

some solitude which they could get just as well in a

joil cell, wc are doing so at the detriment of all

the people in our community and our state.

I just got some infocmytion today- 43

percent of the tax base in the state of VJyoming is

atttibutablt- to thi,* mineral industry, which, o£

course, includes oil and gas. Somewhat close to 80

percent of the taxes that are paid in this state come

from the some set of industries. Certainly anybody

that looks at these kind of figures must come to

realize that a hualthy mineral industry, oil and gas

industry, timber industry and agriculture whiich are

our primary sources of internal revenue must be

preserved .

Anybody can recreai. e in almost any kind of

land under almost any kind of conditions. 1 have

Ijv£;d in a good part of the world at various times.

Vou can find recreational opportunities anywhere from

the top of the highest mountain to the seashore and

be low i t

.

We cannot afford, tliis state cannot afford

to lock up its potcnti=ils in wilderness to the

detriment of the state. And that's precisely what is

being proposed- I submit that we cannot in this
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stutfcr afford one more squore inch of wilderness

within our boundaries.

On top of the wilderness thst we arc s;.ddled

with, we also have about two jnd a half million acres

of niilional park whiuh is taken out of production fur

the benetit of everybody as well,

I didn't realize whtn l put an >; on tht-

paper thiat I was going tu ho following the gentleman

th£it just spoke. But he brought up a number of

points I would like to refute.

I guess everybody is awsre- if they listened

to the radio, read the newspapLC, at tht present time

in the United states our balance oE payments is

negative in the amount of about a hundred and fifty

billion dollars a yeut

importing somewhere be

petroleum needs. Cert

we would be highly foo

had a reasonable petro

V,'e are at the present time

ween 50 and 60 percent of our

inly under those circumstiinces

ish to exclude any area that

cum pDtenticil from exploration.

It's been said very recently by somebody

that if we were to get into a war of the magnitude of

World War Two, we would not have the p*;troleum to

keep us going for six months at the present state of

development. Now, lots of people will say, "Yes,

that's fine. We got through the last one." They

(«

will say, "hell, if that happens, we can go and do

this exploration and do this development." But there

is a very long lag time between the time that you do

tlie first seismic work and you have a producing oil

field. It's ijbout ten times longer in the case of

hard rock minerals.

It's essential not only for the good of the

citizens of our state but for the security of our

country that our mineral and petroleum resources be

explored, be ready Ear production at the time that

they shull be needed. There is only one way to do

this and tliat's to get out on the land and do the

foot work that's necessary to make these

detarminations.

So, in summary, 1 feel that under the

circumstances that we are in, both economically and

because of the overwhelming burden that out state now

is suffering under from wilderness and national park,

that no more wilderness should be assigned within our

boundaries.

HEARING OPFICEK MONROE; Thank you, sir

Appreciate your taking the time to come over.

Does anyone else in the audience wish to

offer oral comments?

MR. WCLI'ERSDOKF : Yes, I would.
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1 HEARING OFFICER MONROE: Sir.

2 MR. WOLTERSDORF: 1 didn't realize that

you had to hove a special X on it or a special

statement. But I woulrf like to give a comment or two.

HEARING OFFICER MONROE: Would you

identify yourself?

MR. WOLTERSDORF; My name is Don

wolttrsdorf. I am a real estate appraiser in LandPr,

Wyoming, I would likr Co give you a little

background on myselt before I make- my statement.

I was raised in the state of Wyoming. 1

first came here as a little boy about four years old

in 1920, in the twenties, early twenties, '22. And I

observed the fedtral lands in the state of Wyoming

most of my life. 1 have spent most of my life in the

state of IJyoming. I am a graduate of the University

of Wyom 1 ng .

I can lemtmber when we had public domain.

We didn't have anybody like you people at all -- the-

public domiin. Then we hjd Taylor Grazing. I want

to emphasie the word "grazing." in othet words, the

mo St important use tht lands that you administec WL-re

Grazing. That's the forerunner of your organization.

The Taylor Grazing. Tif course, I also understand

that you absorbed the General Land Office. I am also
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1 Massic mentioncO.

2 MK. WALTtRSDORF: 1 want to compliment

10 3

4

you on the cecomme nd o t ion position o£ no inoic

wildccnt-ss, because the man that was -- the first man

5 to Speak talked about recreation vehicles on the

6 lands that you were Studying. Now, to me, i£ that's

wildcrnesE -- if a recreational vehicle can g p t on

8 the land, how can that be wilderness?

9 1 am getting so T can't hardly go to

1 wilderness areas anymore, wt II , I consider wilderness

11 because 1 get to the point that I can't physically go.

12 Bji when you can drive a recreational vehicle on the

1 3 land that you are studying, how can that be

14 wilderness? And I think, too, also. the.t the federal

1 5 lands and the state £ Wyoming have a very strong

16 effect, on our economy and they probably have a more --

17 well, they have at least equal effect of all the

18

19 so. When you consider the oil and gas and minerals.

20 they probably have a more -- a stronger effect. And

21 I happen to be one that likes to see people be able

22 to make a living here to enjoy the wilderness.

23 Thank you very much.

24 HEARING OFFICER MONROE: Thank you, Sir.

f

25

11^

Would anyone else care to offer testimony

{Aj

10

m

ton ig h t ?

MH. ENGELS: Could 1 ask a question?

HEARING OFFICE MONROE: Yes, sir.

MK. ENGELS: My name is David Engels.

I am from Lander. I am not sure of the reading in

the back of the wilderness supplement. Am I correct

in asKuraing that at the moment the BLM does not

administer any wildc-rness land in Wyoming?

ilF.ARING OFFICER MONROE: That's correct.

MK. ENGLLS: Dots it administer

wilderness anywhere in any other state?

HEARING OFFICER MONROE: Yes, Sir, it

doe s .

MR. ENGLLS: Is that right?

HEARING OFFICER MONROE: No, not --

unless there were some instantly created areas by

legislation, we have some wilderness in Oregon that 1

know oC, Utah, Colorado -- no, not Utah yet; Colorado?

Arizona, yes. The Bureau's first wilderness study,

designated wilderness aiea was in Arizona.

MR. ENGELS: Okay. Help me resolve a

household dispute. When -- if an area were

designated a wildnerness area such as, for example,

Swettwater County, dots that require more work than

the present status quo or less?
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1 HEARING OFFICER MONROE: DfcEJends on the

2 management plan for a given area. You can't say just

3 planning chat it requires mote oc less work.

4 MR. ENGELS: Tliank you-

5 HEARING OFFICER MONROE: Anyone else

6 care to a s y. questions or o[[er tt'Stimony? As I did

7 say, the record will be open until the 14th of

8 Februacy for any written tjomnents.

9 Sic ?

10 MR. KEMOALI-: I am not E^imiliac with

11 the tormat of this meeting and who gives testimony

12

13

and how this - - I hauc some questions that come to

mind after talking to the speakers. But is this t h (?

H proper time to ask or --

15 HEARING OFFICER MONROE: Well, Ot the

16 conclusion of the EormL^l heating. Jack Keller and the

17 staff here from the Lander Resource Area or from the

18 Rawlins District would be able to respond to iny of

19 your questions. But tliis is supposed to be a formiil

20 hearing Lhot just acc:e[.'ts information.

21 MR. KENDALL: Okuy.

22 HE/sRlNG OFFICEH HONKUE: But a lot of

23 the staff are here and would be very happy to talk to

2-! you on the issue.

25 MH. KENDALL: I would just then make a

f^%^ """ ». = -„<! ..-.O-INO >c>i..ct .^c •.NDcn

\Ty ;".«. .. .T. ""uVV.,".:::':; ."r.„..«. t«'.«.'

10

commc ni then.

HEARING OFFICER MONROE: Could you

identify yourself for The record?

MR. KEND/iLI, : Yeoh. My name is KoL

Kendall. I live in Riverton and I came oyer. I work

for d company that's involved in the minerals

business, and I just had some questions on some

8 things that I thouqlit would bi; brought up here.

9 One of the fiist things that comes to my

10
j

mind when we won; examining the i.'ilderness issue, is,

11 like the gentleman that just spoke, wilderness has

12
I

Such d pristine namt, you know, you assume that -- it

13 ' brings many connotations.

14 but when we think about it, I would wonder

15 i
who could use the wildterness. Can the aged people

use it? Can anybody tl.ut has a handicap utilize the

wilderness? Can anybo<iy that can't hike five or ten

miles use it? And 1 tliink these are concerns that we

almost have to have ou/selves as we place more and

more of our lands into this type of holding. Can the

21 people that don't have the money or the time to come

out here and buy nice backpacking gear, whatever, can

they utilize those things?

Fortunately, [ am young and I can. But I

know a lot of people that can't. And I think that's
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something that we need to examine.

The first speaker addressed the social

Impact if we allowed development to come to t li i S area,

how -- some of the very terrible things, you know,

that might happen, the things that I con sec might

huppen that might occur if we do allow development in

oil and gds ond whatever 1 think would be the

unemployment would go down, the foreclosures would go

5 down, the taxes would go down, the filing for

bankruptcy would go down. And I think, you know,

that those should bo listed in oui concerns of

quality of lite.

I have worked near Jeffrey City and I know

many of the people in Jeffrey c:ity and 1 think we

could ask them some ccial heart-rending questions

about their quality of life if that's our concern

with wilderness.

I think that most o£ the other comments that

I would like to make would bs probably addressed

better ond asked of people, the gentlemen here with

BLM when we have a que s t ion -a nd -answer period. And

that's all I really have to say right now. But those

23 are are some concerns we have to think about when wo

24 consider wilderness.

25 HEARING OFFICER MONROE: Thank you.

w
1

1 23

1 Well, if there are no other persons who wish

2 to otfet testimony, the hearing will now be closed.

3 And as 1 Said, the htacing is open until the l4th of

4

5

February. And any comments that anyone cares to make

on the draft plan will be welcome at that time.

6 The hearing is now closed. Thank you all for

com inq .

e (Hearing proceedings concluded

9 7:43 p.m., December 12, 1985.)
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